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L'atelier dont les actes sont présentés dans cet ouvrage a été
dédié à Pierre Beghin, disparu dans la face Sud de
l'Annapurna le 11. octobre L992.

The usorkshop uthose proceedings are presented in this book
has been dedicated to Pierue Beghin uho disappeared in the
South Face of Annapurna on October 11, 1992.

Pierre Beghin, le 12 mars 1990, sur la zone de c1épôt clu site d'avalanche de Taconnaz,
Haute-Savoie, France (photo de F. Rapin).

Pierre Beghin, on March 72, 1990, on the deposit zone of the avalanche path of
Taconnaz, Haute-Savoie, France (photo by F. Rapin).
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To Pierre Beghin

Several stirring ceremonies were devoted to the alpinist Pierre Beghin and to the
numerous feats he accomplished in high mountain, especially in Himalayas where
he performed impressive first ascents.
Along these ceremonies, those who didn't know his talents of photograph and
author, took the opportuniÿ to discover them. If naturally his eyes tumed towards
the roof of the World, they also came to rest on the earth of men.

In the same time, Pierre's scientific colleagues wanted to pay homage to Pierre
Beghin as an engineer and a researcher. The following biographical note evokes
shortly his work.
It is necessary to remind here, once more, that he was a forerunner in the field of
multi-phenomena studies. Therefore, it was quite natural and hgical to organize a
scientific workshop on Rapid Gravitational Movements and to dedicate it to Pierre
Beghin.
He would probably have attended it, listening to the presentations with curiosity
and discretion, giving his talk with self-effacement and rigour, discussing with the
others to share his knowledge and his experience.

Finally, for his collegues at Cemagref and especially at Division Nivologie, Pierre
Beghin was not only an engineer, a researcher, a photographer, a writer and an
alpinist. When he came back after each expedition, we had a confusecl feeling of
relief to meet him again together with the wrong impression of having been always
sure of his retum home.
We wished also, as a matter of fact, to remember the felkrw wrlrker, the friencl who
shared with clne or another, a meal, an office, a day in the Division Nivologie
workshop, in its laboratory, on the field, a bike training, a mountain hike, a
present... Along these ordinary days, when meanwhile a part tlf him was alreacly
leaving, or once a year, for a slide projection, Pierre allowed us to take aclvantage of
his personnality and his character, showing, almost against his will, his huge
qualities. For a while, we were also, with him, admiring and musing, in the land
where oxygen is rare.

Laurent Buisson
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Pour Pierre Beghin

Des cérémonies particulièrement émouvantes ont été consacrées à Pierre Beghin,
alpiniste de haut niveau, et aux nombreux exploits qu'il avait accomplis en haute
montagne, plus particulièrement en Himalaya où il avait réalisé d'impressionantes
premières.
Ces cérémonies ont aussi donné à ceux qui ne les connaissaient pas l'occasion de
découvrir ses talents de photographe et d'écrivain. Si son regard d'alpiniste portait,
bien sûr, jusqu'au toit du monde, il savait aussi, avec une incroyable précision, se poser
sur la terre des hommes.

Parallèlement à ces cérémonies, ses collègues scientifiques tenaient à rendre
hommage à Pierre Beghin, ingénieur et chercheur. La notice biographique qui suit
rappelle brièvement ce que fut son travail.
Il est nécessaire de préciser ici, une fois de plus, qu'il fut un précurseur en matière
d'études multi-phénomènes. Organiser un colloque scientifique sur les Mouvements
Cravitaires Rapides et le dédier à Pierre Beghin était donc tout naturel. Il ar,rrait
sûrement participé à cet atelier, écoutant les communications avec curiosité et
c-liscréticln, présentant ses travaux avec modestie et rigueur, discutant avec les uns et
les autres de sorte que tous profitent de ses connaissances et cle son expérience.

Enfin, pour ses collègues du Cemagref et de la Division Nivologie en particulier,
Pierre Beghin n'était pas seulement l'ingénieur, Ie chercheur, le photographe,
l'écrivain et l'alpiniste que nous voyions revenir après chaque expéclition avec, alr
fond cle nnus, le sentiment mélangé que créaient le soulagement cle le retrouver et
l'impression, ô combien trompeuse, d'avclir touiours été sûrs de ce retour.
Nous souhaitions aussi, en effet, rappeler le souvenir du compagnon, cle l'ami qui
partageait, avec les uns ou les autres, un repas, un bureau, des journées à l'atelier, atr
Iaboratclire, sur un chantier ou sur Ie terrain, un entraînement à bicyclette, une course
en montagne, un cadeau échangé... Que ce soit au cours cle ces jclurnées ordinaires où,
tclutefois, une part de lui-même était déjà en partance ou bien encore, à l'occasion, une
fois l'an, d'une projection de diapositives devenue au fil du temps rihrelle, Pierre nor.rs
faisait profiter de sa perst'rnnalité et cie son caractère laissant apparaître, presque
malgré lui, ses immenses qualités. L'espace d'un instant, nous étions nous aussi, avec
lui, admiratifs et songeurs, au pays cle l'oxygène rare.

Laurent Buisson
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Pierre Beghin
(Rotterdam L95L - Annapurnn L992)

Pierre Beghin began his undergraduate studies in l'Ecole des Mines de Saint-Etienne.
After getting his engineering degree and his Master of Science, in1974, he decided to
prepare a PhD. He then worked at Institut de Mécanique de Grenoble with Emil
Hopfinger as a PhD director. His work was funded and supported by the Division
Nivologie which depended on former CTGREF (Centre Technique du Génie Rural, des
Eaux et des Forêts). Louis de Crécy who was the head of the Division Nivologie
especially helped him. His PhD thesis was mainly dedicated to the gravity
currents with an application to "powder" snow avalanches.

After his PhD, he kept on working on powder snow avalanches and logically joined
the Division Nivologie of Cemagref in 1981. Since, he has been able to go further on
this issue thanks to some experimental devices he designed.

In his research, he put a constant emphasis on the physics of natural phenomena ancl
has always been cautious in front of numerical modelling which were being
developped in the eighties.

He has been able to study the fundamental laws of gravity flows in the frame of an
international joint research programme on submarine gravity currents. Several
Canadian and Norwegian laboratories were associated with Cemagref in this
programme. In this context, he got the consideration of some of our colleagues from
Université Laval, Norwegian Technical Institute, Atlantic Geoscience Center and of
many others. He developed interesting theories concerning the effect of the
sedimentation on the flow clynamics.

He always kept contact with snow and, because he was very interested in the
physics of the phenomena, he worked on methodobgical and field shrdies with some
of the consultants of Cemagref. His work made possible the development of computer
tools available for practioners.

Along his research work, Pierre Beghin directed numerous students preparing an
Engineering Degree or a Master of Science at ENSMHG (Ecole Nationale Supérieure
de Mécanique et d'Hydraulique de Grenoble) of INPG (Institut National
Polytechnique de Crenoble) or at Université Joseph Fourier.
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Pierre Beghin
(Rotterdam 1.95L - Annapurna 1.992)

Pierre Beghin a commencé sa carrière dans l'enseignement supérieur en "inté6;rant"
l'Ecole des Mines de Saint-Etienne. En 1974, après avoir obtenu son diplôme
d'ingénieur, il a souhaité faire une thèse. Ce travail a été réalisé à l'Institut de
Mécanique de Grenoble, sous la direction d'Emil Hopfinger et avec le soutien de ce qui
était à l'époque le CTGREF (Centre Technique du Génie Rural, des Eaux et des
Forêts), mrtamment de Louis de Crécy. Le thème fondamental était les courants de
gravité, avec, comme application, les avalanches de neige "poudreuse".

Ayant obtenu son diplôme d'ingénieur-docteur, il a continué à travailler sur le thème
des avalanches poudreuses/ ce qui lui a permis d'être recruté à la Division Nivologie
du Cemagref en 1981. A partir de cette époque, il a pu approfondir son sujet de
prédilection, grâce notamment à la mise en place de dispositifs de simulation
physiques qu'il a conçus lui-même. Son action peut, en effet, être caractérisée par Lrn

intérêt constant pour la physique des phénomènes naturels et il a toujours consicléré
avec Lrne saine méfiance les méthodes numériques qui se sont cléveloppées cle façon
spectaculaire dans les années 80.

Il a pu revenir aux lois fondamentales des écoulements de gravité grâce à un
prouramme portant sur les courants de gravité sous-marins asstxiant le Cemagref à cle

nombreux laboratoires canadiens et norvégiens. Dans ce cadre, il a non seulement
acquis l'estime de nos partenaires de l'Université Laval, du Norwegian Geotechnical
Institute, de l'Atlantic Ceoscience Center et de bien d'autres encore mais il a produit
des développements très intéressants dans le domaine de la prise en compte de
l'influence du facteur sédimentation sur la dynamique cles écoulements.

Il n'a jamais quitté le domaine de la neige car, toujours sensibilisé par la réalité
physique cles phénomènes, il a toujours été très heureux de réaliser des étucles
méthodologiques et des études de sites en liaison avec les experts cle la Division
Nivologie. Ces travaux ont conduit à cles programmes informatiques utilisables par
les praticiens.

Dans le cadre de ces travaux de recherche, Pierre Beghin a encadré cle nombreux
étudiants, principalement de l'ENSMHC (Ecole Nationale Supérieure de Mécanique
et d'Hydraulique de Grenoble) de I'INPG (Institut National Polytechnique de
Crenoble) et des DEA (Diplômes cl'Etudes Approfondies) de I'INPG et cle
l'Université |oseph Fourier.
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Préface

Objectifs de l'atelier

L'Atelier International Pierre Beghin a été organisé à partir de l'idée qu'il était
intéressant de rassembler des chercheurs travaillant sur des phénomènes aussi
différents que les coulées boueuses, les avalanches de neige, les écroulements rocheux,
les coulées de cendres volcaniques et les avalanches sous-marines. Ces phénomènes
ont en commun d'être des mouvements gravitaires rapides et d'av«rir des
comportements non newtoniens.
L'organisation de cet atelier s'inscrit dans le cadre plus général du Programme
Mouvements Gravitaires Rapides soutenu à travers le Contrat de Plan Etat-Région
Rhône-Alpes. Différents organismes grenoblois sont impliqués dans ce programme. Il
s'agit, par exemple, du Cemagref, de I'ADRGT (Association pour le Développement
de la Recherche sur les Glissements de Terrain), de I'IRIGM (Institut de Recherche
Interdisciplinaire en Géologie et en Mécanique), de la délégation nationale aux
actions RTM (Restauration des Terrains en Montagne)... De nombreuses coopérations
existent avec d'autres équipes installées ailleurs en France ou dans d'autres pays.
De façon plus précise, les objectifs de cet atelier étaient au nombre de trois :

. Faire le point des travaux existants en matière de mouvements gravitaires
rapides.

. Confronter les uns aux autres des spécialistes de différents phénomènes
utilisant des techniques différentes.

. Susciter l'organisation cl'une commllnauté internationale cle travail sur les
mouvements gravitaires rapides.

Organisation et déroulement
La méthodologie de travail retenue a consisté à faire connaître les avancées réalisées
par des équipes avec des outils particuliers ou pour certains phénomènes afin que
d'autres équipes travaillant sur d'autres phénomènes puissent en tirer profit.
L'atelier était c{onc organisé en sessions centrées chacune autour cl'un outil rlu d'une
approche.
Environ 60 scientifiques (dont cinquante extérieurs au programme Mouvements
Cravitaires Rapides) ont été contactés pour intervenir. Les réponses positives ont
permis c-l'atteindre le chiffre de 33 communications dont 8 provenant de membres clu
programme (Cemagref, ADRCT, IRICM, RTM). Les scientifiques invités à présenter
Lrne communication voyaient leur mission prise en charge par l'atelier.
Environ 50 personnes (sans compter les intervenants) ont assisté en totalité ou en
partie à l'atelier, ouvert par une intervention de Philippe Huet, Chef du
Département Montagne du Cemagref. L'exposition de logiciels a permis cle présenter
une demi-clouzaine de systèmes.
Une visite sur le terrain dans la vallée cle la Romanche a permis aux participants
cl'observer écr«rulements rocheux, torrents et sites d'avalanches ainsi que les
clispositifs cle surveillance et de protection. La curiosité, l'enthousiasme des
participants et un solide repas à Bourg d'Oisans ont fait cle cette visite un moment
fort de l'atelier malgré un véritable "temps cle saison" avec vent, pluie et neige.
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Une fin cl'après-midi a également été consacrée, par Ie Croupement cle Crenoble clu
Cemagref, à la mémoire de Pierre Beghin. Après une intervention de Raymoncl Pinoit,
Directeur ciu Croupement, un montage que Pierre Beghin avait préparé avant sa

dernière expédition a été projeté en "multi-vision". Un ensemble cle panneaux
présentait le travail scientifique qu'il avait réalisé ainsi que les activités cie ses

collègues au Groupement du Cemagref à Crenoble.

Les actes

Les articles sont pour l'essentiel rédigés en anglais. Chaque article dispose d'un titre
en anglais et en français. Le titre original du ou des auteurs est présenté en premier. Le
titre traduit est imprimé en italique. Les articles sont précédés d'un résumé en anglais
et d'un résumé en français. Lorsque ces résumés n'ont pas été écrits par le ou les auteurs
de l'article, ils sont imprimés en italique. La traduction des titres et la rédaction
éventuelle de résumés complémentaires sont de la responsabilité cles coordinateurs,
auteurs de la présente préface.
Les articles sont présentés dans l'ordre alphabétique du nom de leur premier auteur.
Le sommaire ("contents") présente les articles par leurs titres en français et en
anglais.

Perspectives

A l'issue de l'atelier, les collègues canacliens, très présents, ont fait savoir c1u'ils
étaient prêts à organiser dans deux ans Lrn atelier comparable, probablement en
Colombie Britannique. Cet ouvrage n'est cionc, probablement que le premier cl'trne
longue série !

Remerciements

Un certain nombres d'organismes, outre le Cemagref, ont apporté leur soutien pour
l'organisation de cet atelier. Il s'agit en particulier clu Ministère cle l'Environnement,
plus particulièrement, la Délégation aux Risques Majeurs (DRM), clu Pôle Grenoblois
d'Etude et de Recherche sur les Risques Naturels (PCRN), cle Grenoble-Pôle Européen
Universitaire et Scientifique (CPEUS), de la Délégati«rn nationale aux actions de
Restauration des Terrains en Montagne ainsi que de son service clépartemental cle

l'Isère et de la Région Rhône-Alpes qui, conjointement avec l'Etat, sor,rtient le
p ro gramme "Mouvements Gravitaires Rapicles".
D'autres organismes ont participé à l'organisation cle la visite de terrain. Il s'agit cle

la Direction Départementale de l'Equipement c1e l'Isère et de la Société
d'Aménagement Touristique de l'Alpe cl'Huez.

Nos remerciements vont clonc cl'aborc-l aux responsables des organismes associés au
Cemagref qui viennent d'être cités et qui, cclnvaincus cle l'intérêt que présentait
l'atelier Pierre Beghin ont accepté cle soutenir ce projet.
Nous penst'rns à ]ean-Marie Martin, Président de CPEUS, François Cillet, Directeur clu
PCRN, responsable du programme "Risque Naturel" dans le cadre du contrat c'le plan
Etat-Région et Directeur de GPEUS, Patrick Debloncle de la DRM, Bernarcl Saillet,
délégué national aux actions RTM, Jacques Tailhan cle la Direction Départementale
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de l'Equipement de l'Isère, Christian Blot et Hervé Lenoire des Subclivisions cle
I'Equipement cle Vizille et de Bourg d'Oisans, Christian Reverbel cle la SATA.

Nos remerciements vont également à tous les intervenants qui ont accepté cle venir
présenter leurs travaux à Grenoble après un voyage parfois très klng.

Une assistance nombreuse est venue au Cemagref écouter les différentes interventions.
Nous la remercions pour l'intérêt qu'elle a montré et la curiosité dont elle a fait
preuve.

La visite de terrain n'aurait pas été possible sans Pierre Antoine de I'IRICM, Robert
Marie de la Délégation nationale aux actions RTM, de Michel Rouvrais du Service
départemental RTM de l'Isère, |ean-Marc Daultier de la SATA et M. Rignon de la
Subdivisirln de l'Equipement de Bourg d'Oisans. Nous tenons à les remercier pour leur
aide précieuse.

Enfin, de nombreux membres de la Division Nivologie sont intervenus dans
l'organisation de I'atelier.
Anne-Marie Uvietta a participé à la préparation du programme, c'le l'atelier, des
actes provisoires. Au cours de l'atelier, elle a assuré en partie la permanence cie
l'accueil. De plus, elle a été la cheville ouvrière de la constitr,rtion définitive des
actes qui sont entre vos mains. Qu'elle soit ici remerciée.
Dominique Strazzeri a, elle aussi, participé à la préparation des actes provisoires et
à l'accueil cles participants ainsi qr.re Françoise Gay qui avait, par ailleurs, la lourcle
et durable responsabilité de la prise en charge cles intervenants. Nous leur savons gré
à toutes deux de leur disponibilité.
Vincent Cligniez a su habilement jouer les pompiers volants, intervenant dans la
clécoration de la salle de conférence, accueillant les participants, reproc-luisant cles

actes supplémentaires... Nous l'en remercions.
Pour terminer, nous remercions Cilles Borrel, Fabrice Moutte, Philippe Cotrssot et
Maurice Meunier qui ont accepté cie relire ce document afin d'en expllrger les fautes
d'orthographes et c-l'en rendre l'anglais plus correct.

Laurent Buisson et Cérarc1 Brugnclt
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Preface

Aims of the workshop
The Pierre Beghin International Workshop aimed to gather researchers working on
quite different phenomena such as mud flows, snow avalanches, rock avalanches,
pyroclastic flows and submarine avalanches. As a matter of fact, these phent)mena
are rapid gravitational movements.
The organisation of this Workshop takes place in the framework of the Rapid
Gravitational Movements Programme funded by the State-Region Planning Contract
in Rhône-Alpes.
Different teams in Grenoble are involved in this Programme : there are, for instance,
Cemagref, ADRGT (Association pour le Développement de la Recherche sur les
Glissements de terrain), IRIGM (Institut de Recherche Interdisciplinaire en Géologie
et Mécanique), Délégation nationale aux actions RTM (Restauration des Terrains en
Montagne). Numerous cooperation actions exist with other teams in France ancl
abroad.
This workshop had three identified targets :

. Provide a survey of existing works in the area of Rapicl Gravitational
Movements;

. Cather specialists of different phenomena working with different
techniques;

. Promote the structuration of an international working communiÿ in the area
of Rapid Gravitational Movements.

Organization and programme

The working methodology consistecl in the presentation of advanced progress
producecl in one particular team with specific tools for peculiar phenomena in order
to allow other teams to take advantage of this experience while working on
different phenomena. For this reason, the workshop was organised with several
sessions centered on one tcxrl or one approach.
About 60 scientists, whose 50 were not already in the Rapid Gravitational
Movements Programme, were invited to present a paper. 33 communications,
including 8 from teams participating in the RGM Programme (Cemagref, ADRGT,
IRIGM, RTM) were presented. Treir travel expanses were to be paid by the
Workshop organisation.
90 persons attended the workshop btally or partly. It was opened by a talk given by
Philippe Huet, Heacl of Mountain Department. A software exibition gave the
opportunity to present 6 systems.
During a field trip in the Romanche Valley, the attenders observecl landslides,
torrents and avalanche paths as well as monitoring and protection systems. Their
curiosity ancl enthousiasm as well as a 6;ood meal in Bourg d'Oisans made this visit a
good time cluring the workshop in spite of a windy, rainy and snowy winter weather.
Half an afterntton was dedicatect by Cemagref Grenoble to the memory of Pierre
Beghin. After a talk given by Raymond Pinoit, Head of Cemagref Grenoble, a multi-
screen slicles-projection preparecl by Pierre Beghin before his last expedition was
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shown. Posters presented the scientific work he hacl accomplishecl on the activities
of his colleagues in Cemagref Crenoble.

The proceedings

The papers are mostly written in English. Each paper has a title and an abstract in
English ancl in French. If these titles or these abstracts have not been written by the
author(s) of the paper, they are printed in italic. The translation of titles and
writing of abstracts, when required, were made by the coordinators, authors of this
preface.
The papers are ordered by the first author name. The contents ("sommaire") Iists the
papers with their English and French titles.

Future
At the end of the workshop, Canadian colleal;ues, well represented, let us know that
they were ready to clrganise an equivalent workshop in British Columbia. These
proceeclings should probably be the first of a Iong serie.
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Réflexions sur les conditions de déclenchement de

mouvements gravitaires rapides

sur les versants montagneux

Discussion on initiation conditions of
r ap id grao it atio nal moa ement s

on tnountain slopes

P. ANTOINE

IRIGM
BP 5i X,38041. Grenoble Cedex - France

TeL. (3,j) 76 5L 49 82 - Fax Gil 76 51. 49 00

Résumé

Après une desuiption des conditions d'aTtparition de mouacments grnoitnircs rnpidrs
géologiqucs, cet article détnille les contextes fnaoraltles à cettc nltpnrition (n
ytré.sentnnt un certain nombre d'exemples. La 9trésence de masses de roche cohérente,
homogène,yteu déformable et sur de fortes éytaisseurs est très souaent aérifiéc.
L'existence d'une fortc pente trouzte fréquemment son origine dnns l'action dcs
glnciers. La ltosition de cette massc dans le aersant joue un rôle déterminant dnns lo
ptroytagation du phénomène.
Les causcs ltossibles de déclenchement sont ensuite Ttassées cn reTJuc, aaec notamment
les séistnes ct l'eau. Les situations dc rupturt Ttrogrcssiae et de ruTttrtre différée sont
égalerncnt 7trésentées.
L'article se termine par l'éooltttion de l'origine du glissetnent dc Val Poln et pnr ln
descriTttion des 9trolilèmes ryt'il fnut résoudre aaant dc Ttottrsuiorc les tentntiaes de
modélisation,

Abstract

After a dcscription of thc Ttossible conditions of initiation of geologicnl rnpid
graaitational moaements, this pnpcr giaas a fno exartytles of stLch moaemcnts nnd

lrresents the context in uthich they con occur.
A mass of cohesiae homogeneous rock on a lnrge dEtth is often encountered. Stcclt
slopcs arc frequently created by glacicr crosion. The relntiae position of this mnss
in the sloqte cnn determine the nature of the Tthenorteflon proTtngntion.
The mnin Ttotential couses are thcn listed : earthrymkrc, uater... Progrcssiat, nnd
delayed n4)ture situations are nlso dascribcd.
At lnst, the ltnper considers the origin of the Vnl Poln rock nanlnnche nnd reaiarus
problems uhich to be solaed before going on modclling.
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Introduction
Le qualificatif cle mouvement gravitaire rapride recouvre en fait globalement un
ensemble de phénomènes de causalités c-lifférentes c-lont les effets s'enchaînent plus ou
moins rapiclement dans le temps. Dans une première phase il s'agit essentiellement
cl'une évolution plus ou moins rapide vers la rupture, de la déformation gravitaire clu
versant. Une seconde phase correspond alors à la déformation et au déplacement
post-rupture ce demier représentant en fait la véritable menace lorsque l'on se place
ci'un point de vue de sécurité civile.
Pour préciser cette dernière il est séduisant d'envisager une modélisation du
phénomène. Celle-ci doit-elle nécessairement prendre en compte les deux phases clu
phénomène, puisque, pratiquement, il paraît a priori suffisant de limiter la
modélisation à la phase terminale de propagation? Il est,pour l'instant, difficile de
répondre à cette question, le lien susceptible d'exister entre les modalités cle la
première phase du phénomène et le développement de la seconde n'étant pas évident
(s'il existe). La présente communication vise simplement à établir quelques unes des
conditions nafurelles qui peuvent orienter un mouvement de versant vers une évolution
rapide et à souligner les difficultés susceptibles cle contrarier I'intention cle
modélisation. Nous nous limiterons, clans cet examen, au cas des versants cle granc'le
ampleur (au sens du colloque de Nainville-les-Rclches c'est-à-clire supérieurs, en
volume, au million cle m3). Ceux-ci sont essentiellement constitués c-le roches variées,
organisés selon une structure géologique héritée cle l'histoire tectonique locale. Dans
cette hypothèse, nous écartons de l'analyse les chutes de blocs isolées ainsi que les
coulées et laves torrentielles.

Conditions d'apparition des mouvements gravitaires rapides

L. Rochet a clairement résumé les crlnditions principales qui conduisent à l'apparition
d'un mouvement gravitaire rapide. Il faut, tout cl'aborcl, clisposer d'une pente forte
(clisons, pour fixer les idées, supérieure à 40') laquelle ne peut se renconker que clans
un massif de roches de forte cohésion et de faible déformabilité intrinsèque. Pour clue
le mouvement ait lieur, il faut généralement qu'une action préliminaire (altération
physico-chimique par exemple) vienne diminuer fortement, voire annuler cette
cohésion. La résistance aux actions cle cisaillement sous l'effet principal des forces de
gravité est alors assurée par le seul frottement. Selon les conditions morphologiques
et géologiques locales, il peut alors se faire que l'énergie potentielle disponible soit
hors de proportion avec la résistance ultime clu massif. La rupture sera alors brutale
et, la déformation de la masse rocheuse n'en absorbant qu'une très faible part, le grcls
cle cette énergie potentielle se transformera akrrs en énergie cinétique. Dans certains
cas des énergies autres que celles dues à la gravité pourront ajouter leurs effets, en cas
cle secousse sismique par exemple.

Quelques contextes favorables à l'apparition de mouvements
gravitaires rapides

L'analyse précédente permet de cerner (exemples réels à l'appui) les principales
conditions géologiques et morphokrgiques tlui vont favoriser ce type de mouvement.
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Remarqr.rons toutefois que les exemples utilisables ne pellvent être fournis que par cles
mouvements dont l'homme a été le témoin et bien souvent la victime. Les chaînes cle
montalyres comme les Alpes abondent en mollvement cle versants très importants mais
trop anciens pour avoir été observés et rapportés; c'est le cas de tous les mouvements
post-glaciaires.
Pour nntrs limiter aux Alpes françaises nous citerons les écroulements dt Mont-Grnnier
(1248), du Claps de Luc 0.442)de Claaans 0.41.8), du Dérochoir (1751.), et, plus près de
Crenoble, des mouvements récents mais de moindre ampleur comme ceux c-le

Charmonétier près de Bourg-d'Oisans (1987\ et du Rlrisseau Blanc dans la vallée cle
l'Eau d'Olle (1989)- Giraud et al.(1990)
Tous ces mouvements ont affecté soit des calcaires massifs soit des rclches granitiques
ou des schistes cristallins. Ceci confirme bien que les mouvements gravitaires rapicles
apparaissent préférentiellement dans des massifs de roches très cohérentes,
homogènes sur de fortes épaisseurs et peu déformables; la rupture peut alors être
matricielle (au sein du massif rocheux) ou bien se produire au long d'une discontinuité
préexistante.
Les exemples cités correspondent tous (sauf le Claps de Luc) à des vallées alpines
ayant subi l'action cles puissants glaciers rissiens et wtirmiens. Cette action est bien
connue, Antoine (1992) : l'érosion glaciaire raidit consiclérablement les versants dans
les roches très cohérentes et la clisparition clu glacier met à nu une morphologie
caractérisée par des pentes abruptes pouvant atteindre des valeurs comprises en 45o et
la verticale. On admet couramment que l'évolution vers la rupture cle la plupart cies

versants, clans les régions alpines englacées au quaternaire, a clébuté avec la fonte cles
glaciers il y a de douze à quinze mille ans.
L'exemple du Claps de Luc montre qu'en matière d'instabilité, la raicleur cles pentes
bpographiques peut céder le pas à celle clu pendage cles couches séciimentaires. Au
Claps, celui-ci varie de 42'à la partie haute du versant à 28" au niveau de la rivière
(In Drômc) - Ramirez et al. (1988)
Un facteur extrêmement important cle rapiclité de l'évolution post-rupture est la
position dans le versant cle la base de la masse mobilisable (ou mobilisée); lorsque
celle-ci est "perchée", c'est à dire située à une hauteur relativement importante au-
clessus clu foncl cle la vallée, la propagation sera éviclemment extrêmement rapicle
comme cela fut au Val Poln en Italie (1987) oir la clénivellation atteignait 7()0 m
environ. Un effet de souffle peut alors être attenclu en fin de propagation. C'est ce qui
fait toute la différence entre les mouvements (potentiels pour l'instant) cle
Séchiliennc (la base de la masse mobilisable domine d'environ 25() m le foncl c-le la
vallée) et de La Clapière où la surface de glissement du mouvement principal est au
niveatr de la rivière (Ln Tinéc).

Les causes possibles de déclenchement

La cttnnaissance exacte des causes de déclenchement c-les mtluvements cle versants reste
la plupart clu temps très hypothétique. Seuls les séismes peuvent être invoqués avec
certitude quancl il y a coïnciclence entre les c-leux phénomènes - Durville (1992). Cette
cause ne peut être invoquée dans aucun des exemple français rappelés ci-clessus.
L'action de l'eau est le plus souvent retenue par les auteurs. Les forces hydrauliques
mises en ieu sont en effet cl'un clrclre cle grandeur comparable à celui cles forces
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gravitaires qui âffectent l'équilibre naturel cles massifs superficiels. Ceci explique
que les pressions interstitielles et les pressions d'écoulement jouent un rôle
déterminant dans la stabilité des massifs - Rochet (1983). Nous disposons
actuellement de suffisamment de mesures sur des sites clifférents pour vérifier que, sur
la quasi-totalité des mouvements instrumentés, l'év«rlution des vitesses cle

déplacement est sous la dépendance des facteurs climatiques. L'examen détaillé des
courbes de pluviométrie et de vitesses en fonction du temps apporte généralement
beaucoup à la compréhension de la réponse du massif rocheux aux fluctuations des
niveaux d'eau qu'il contient. Ainsi, à Ia Clapière, des pics de vitesses très prononcés
apparaissent parfois après un pic de précipitation, la vitesse chutant toutefois très
vite après son maximum. Cela signifie qu'à une augmentation très rapide de pression,
le massif a répondu par un déplacement, mais que ce demier a eu pour effet de faire
chuter très vite cette pression, provoquant une diminution rapide des vitesses. Un tel
style de variation ne se comprend bien que si l'on a affaire à un milieu très perméable,
bien délimité (et de volume relativement restreint), une zone de fracture par
exemple. On conçoit bien que, si les conditions s'y prêtaient, cela pourrait dégénérer
en une rupture généralisee.
D'autres causes de déclenchement sont moins bien définies et touchent au mécanisme
même de la rupture. L'approximation collramment faite dans les calcr,rls cle stabilité
de l'apparition instantanée d'une surface de rupture surlaquelle la distribution des
contraintes est homogène, ne correspond généralement pas à la réalité. Dans les
phénomènes naturels la n4tture ytrogressiae ou la ruytture différée sont des
manifestations sâns alrcun doute beaucoup plus fréquentes.
La rupture ltrogressiac est probablement la règle dans les massifs de roche
homo6;ènes, parcourus par un réseau plus ou moins dense de discontinuités. L'extension
individuelle de celles-ci est généralement trop faible à l'échelle du versant pour
fournir une surface cle rupture adéquate. Par contre, la présence de familles de
fractures discontinues, d'orientation défavorable (plus ou moins parallèles à la pente
topographique et recoupées par des fractures verticales, comme à Séchilienne par
exemple), facilite la déformation du massif laquelle s'accompagne d'un phénomène
cle dilatance. La résistance au cisaillement est alors assurée, pour l'essentiel, par les
ponts de matière subsistant entre les diverses discontinuités ou par l'intrication des
blocs constituant le massif (ou de certains d'entre eux). Leur réarrangement et les
ruptures successives des ponts de matière peuvent conduire à l'individualisation
progressive d'une surface de rupture. Elle est bien difficile à mettre en évidence et sa

géométrie ne peut être prévue a priori.
L'auscultation sismo-acoustique peut semble-t-il trahir l'approche d'une telle
rupture, comme cela a été Ie cas lors cle Ia seconde partie de l'écroulement de Randa en
Suisse - C. Bonnard communication orale. Une tentative de ce genre est actuellement
en coLrrs à Séchilienne .

Une cclnséquence importante de la rupture progressive, à laquelle on ne pense peut-
être pas suffisamment, est qu'un développement, somme toute limité, cle la surface cle

rupture peut conduire à un accroissement très important de la masse mobilisable.
L'énergie potentielle disponible peut alors dépasser très rapiclement le seuil
nécessaire pour la rupture par cisaillement et le cléclenchement de la chute peut
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apparaître très brutal. Cette apparence est trompeuse car la phase préparatoire
(ruphrre progressive) a pu être très klngue et passer inaperçue.
La rupture différée corresponcl à un autre ÿpe cle phénomène ctrnt l'occnrence est très
probable dans les massifs rocheux superficiels soumis à cles actions gravitaires. Il a

été mis en éviclence expérimentalement, qu'un fluage maintenu penclant un certain
temps sous une contrainte constante et à une valeur inférieure (de 80% par exemple) à
la limite de rupture peut entraîner soudainement cette dernière - Goguel (1983). Ce
type de rupture est tout à fait envisageable dans les massifs rocheux. Il reste pour
l'instant très difficile à interpréter et marque probablement l'aboutissement d'un
processus d'évolution lente (parfaitement envisageable à l'échelle de temps
géobgique) clont le mécanisme nous échappe.
On aclmet de plus en plus,sans en avoir de preuve (bien difficile, il est vrai, à tlbtenir)
que des phénomènes que l'on peut qualifier de "vieillissement" se produisent
certainement au sein des versants soumis depuis 10 à 15 (XX) ans à des déformations
gravitaires. Les aspérités qui fournissent l'essentiel de la résistance au cisaillement
s'altérent, s'épauffrent, et peuvent finir par céder après des déplacements, somme
toute minimes, et très lents, d'où la soudaineté apparente de la rupture.
Le cas des roches sédimentaires est Lln peu ciifférent puisqu'il existe en leur sein les
snrfaces cle discontinuité très privilégiées que représentent les limites de couches.
Leur extension peut être très facilement à l'échelle clu versant et p«rvoquer le
mouvement cle masses tout à fait considérables. Le meilleur exemple récent est fourrni
par la ruphrre en 1963 du versant Nord du Mont-Toc (Longnrone) qui a mobilisé près cle

300 millions cle m3 cle roches calcaires litées.
Outre les raisons invoquées plus haut (séismes, fluctuations cles pressions
interstitielles), la question se pose c-le savoir s'il n'existe pas cles facteurs minorants
cle la résistance au glissement couche sur couche. Dans le cas des terrains
sédimentaires plissés il est connu que l'inévitable glissement cles strates les unes par
rapport allx autres durant le plissement, en raison des différences de courbure à
l'extrados et à l'intrados du pli, peut fortement c-liminuer les caractéristiques au long
de certains interstrates voire les amener au stade résiduel. La circulation cle l'eau sur
les limites cle couches de perméabilités très différentes peut conduire à une altération
qui changera peu à peu les caractéristiques mécaniques et poLrrra effacer la cohésion
(décarbonatation par exemple) au long cle surfaces très étenclues. De telles actions
peuvent expliquer des ruptures au long cle pentes très faibles comme l'on en observe
dans les argiles litées du Trièves par exemple.

Conclusion
Nrlus venons d'évoquer quelques unes cles causes cl'incertitucle qui affectent la
connaissance cles mécanismes de déclenchement de la rupture au sein cle massifs
rocheux fracturés, homogènes ou stratifiés. Toutefois, à trop vouloir présenter
objectivement des faits, l'on percl parfois cle vue leur enchaînement et leurs
interactions (dont nous ignorons sans doute bon nombre c-l'entre elles).
Pour ce qui est de la rupture par exemple, Durville (1992) a insisté sur le fait que les
moLrvements de grande ampleurr passaient fréquemment clurant leur évolution
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temporelle d'un compclrtement mécanique à un autre. Deux ÿpes d'évolution peLlvent
se rencontrer:
. une masse stable évolue vers la rupture laquelle survient lorsque certains seuils sont
f ranchis,
. un certain régime de mouvement s'installe et une clivergence catastrophique se

manifeste pour des raisons qui restent la plupart du temps hypothétiques.
Dans ce clernier cas, on est généralement dans l'incapacité de déterminer si la
transition d'un régime à l'autre aura lieu et encore moins d'en prévoir la date.
L'écroulement catastrophique du Val Pola illustre parfaitement cela. Il s'agissait
d'une rupture ancienne (très vraisemblablement "post-glaciaire"), stabilisée, ainsi
qu'en attestent tous les caractères morphologiques observables sur les photographies
aériennes antérieures à la catastrophe. Bien que cette partie du versant n'ait pas été
auscultée auparavant, il est très probable que sa déformation fut minime pendant des
siècles, voire des millénaires. Qu'est-ce qui a provoqué la divergence soudaine cle
1987 conduisant à une évolution gravitaire extrêmement rapide ? Est-ce
l'apprt'rfondissement post-glaciaire de la vallée, ou bien l'entaille érosive provoquée
par les fortes pluies des semaines précédentes, ou tout simplement l'élévation
anormale des pressions interstitielles qui en est résultée? Dans ce cas, le glissement
réactivé étant très ancien, avait vraisemblablement dû subir quelques fois au cours
des derniers millénaires des précipitations aussi importantes sans dommage.
Tout ceci montre bien que beaucoup cle progrès restent encore à faire sur le plan
théorique et dans de mutiples domaines touchant à la mécanique, à la géologie, à

l'hydrologie, à l'hydraulique souterraine avant de pouvoir envisager une
modélisation de tels phénomènes qui soit autre chose qu'Lrn jeu de l'esprit.
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Résumé

Après une description des différents états par lesquels passe un mouaement de terrain
et l'exposé des deux questions principales concernant le moment et l'extension
spatinle du mouaement, cet article détaille quatre exemples de mouztements
graaitaires rapides. Pour chaam d'entre et.m, il présente les diffêrents otttils rûilisés
pour stroeiller le mouaement et pour protéger des équipements : releoés
topographiques, piezomètres, pluoiomètres et programmes de simulation de chtûes
de blocs. En conclusion, l'nrticle recense les situations pour lesquelles existent des

solutions pour la prêtsision et les difficultés principales.

Abstract

After a description of the dffirent stages of a land mooement and the presentation
of the tuto basic questions concerning thc time nnd the spotial extension of the
ttoaettent, this paper deals with four examples of rapid mass moaements. For ench
of thern, it presents the different tools used to monitor the mooement or to protect

fncilities : periodical topographical suraey, piezorueters, pluuiometers and rock fnll
simulation programs. ln conclusion, the pnper reoiews the situations for arhich
sohttions exist for the preoision along uith the main dffinilties.

Introduction

Particularités dynamiques des mouvements de sol

Un mouvement de terrain est un phénomène g&rklgique qui évolue clans le temps. Qr.rel
que soit le matériau concerné (sol ou ruche), on peut distinguer 3 états, sur le plan
cinématique (voir.fig. 1), qu'on peut rapprocher, par anaklgie, des divers stades de
fluage mis en évidence sur échantillons l.
L'état 1 correspond à la stabilité : toute nouvelle application de contrainte provoque
alors une déformation instantanée. Il peut y avoir également une déformation
différée mais celle-ci ralentit très vite (".fluagc" prinwire).

1 Pour cette raisory nous parlcrns ici de "fluage"
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L'état2 correspond à des mouvements à vitesse pratiquement constante, en général
faible (quelques mm à quelques cm/an) qui peuvent durer très longtemps (10 it 50 uns)
ou moins (2 à 3 ans) dans le cas de certains éboulements. Si la contrainte varie (par
exemple variation de pression interstüielle), la vitesse de déplacement varie aussi, mâis
on reste dans le même type de comportement, qui est celui du "fluâge" secondaire. En
particulier si les contraintes diminuent en deçà de la "limite de fluage", les
mouvements s'arrêtent. En ce sens, tant qu'on est dans ce type de comportement, on peut
considérer les mouvements de terrains comme un phénomène reversible, du point de
vue de leur vitesse.
L'état 3 correspond à une accélération continue sous contrainte constante menant à la
rupture 4. On atteint de très grandes vitesses et on peut avoir de grands déplacements.
Cette accélération est très différente de celles qui peuvent se produire en phase 2.

Elle correspond au "fluage tertiaire", lequel représente l'évolution ultime du fluage
secondaire, la contrainte restant constante. Dans ce ÿpe de comportement, on
considère les mouvements comme irréversibles.
Au cours des phases 3 et 4 les matériaux subissent une redistribution des masses qui
conduit à un nouvel état de stabilité 5.
Devant un phénomène de mouvement de terrain, si on est confronté à des impératifs cle

gestion de la sécurité, les deux questions capitales auxquelles on doit s'efforcer de
répondre sont:

. comment le phénomène peut-il évoluer dans le temps ?

. comment le phénomène peut-il s'étendre spatialement ?

La réponse à la première question est parfois tellement délicate qu'on se contente cle
chercher à répondre à la deuxième. C'est le cas des menaces de chutes de blocs et
d'éboulements.
Compte tenu de ce qui précède, on doit distinguer 2 types très différents cle
phénomènes de mouvements de terrains :

. ceux dont la vitesse clépend des conclitions hydrauliquesl,

. ceux dont la vitesse ne dépend pas des conditions hydrauliques.

Dans la suite nous allons illustrer par quelques exemples pris dans chacun des deux
ÿpes de phénomènes comment on â pu chercher à répondre aux questions capitales ci-
dessus.

Exemple du glissement de LEAZ (Ain)

Localisation - Circonstances

Ce glissement de terrain naturel domine la retenue de GENISSIAT sur le Rhône. Il
était connu dès 1934 avant établissement de la retenue, mais n'avait pas fait l'objet
d'études particulières. A partir de 19(A, suite à une réactivation des mouvements, une
surveillance a été progressivement mise en place, parallèlement avec des
reconnaissances géologiques classiques. Le but de ces études était de préciser le volume

1 On exclut du sujet de cet article les mouvements liés à des sollicitations dynamiques rapicles
(seismes).
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en mouvement, le rôle éventuel de la retenue dans ces mouvements, de prévoir dans
quelles conditions des masses importantes de matériaux pourraient arriver dans la
retenue et à quelles vitesses (ceci dans le but d'upprécier les cttnsétluences du phénonùne el
en parTiLvlier les caraaéristiques cle l'orufu hydruulique engerulrée).
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Fig. 1 - Différents états d'un mouvement de terrain
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Description du site
La synthèse des reconnaissances géologiques est présentée en figure 2 et on peut
retenir les points suivants :

. le substratum de mames situé à 30-40 m de profondeur est stable, de même
qu'une terrasse d'alluvions anciennes (aucun nnuvement entre 1964 et 1993). La
retenue n'a donc aucune influence sur le glissement.

. le glissement s'effectue au sein d'une formation d'argiles litées d'origine
glacio-lacustre, très répandue dans la région et caractérisée par :

WL=35-50%
IP=zo-30%
U = 19,5o c' = 0 (cisaillement ù I p/mn)

Le volume total des matériaux en mouvement est de 7,4.106 rn3, caractérisés en L969
par des vitesses de 5-10 cm/an et de 10-30 cm/an dans la zone la plus active
représentant 100.000 m3 (oitesses maximales de l'ordre de 1 m/an pour certains
points).

Surveillance et résultats
Les mesures de déplacements ont commencé en 1964, mais depuis 1977 le système de
surveillance comporte :

. des mesures annuelles en triangulation sur 25 témoins,

. des mesures mensuelles au distancémètre sur 11 témoins répartis dans le
glissement,

. un enregistrement en continu des déplacements d'un point de la zone la plus
active,

. un enregistrement des niveaux d'eau dans 4 piézomètres et des mesures
mensuelles dans 8 autres,

. un enregistrement de la pluviométrie.

N d

lml (cm) NIVEAU D'EAU DEPLACEMENî PLUVIOLETRIE
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Eig,3 - Glissement de LEAZ. Enregistrements simultanés de piézométrie et de
déplacements
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Sur la figure 3, on a représenté un exemple de 10 mois d'enregistrements corrélés avec
des variations du niveau piézrlmétrique à proximité de l'enregistreur.
On a ainsi pu mettre en évidence 3 points fondamentaux :

. les périodes d'activité sont réduites dans le temps alors qu'on a plusieurs
mois - "d'arrê.t" par an des mouvements (à 1 ou 2 mm pràs), correspondant au
stade I de stabilité.

. l'activité du glissement se produit lorsque le niveau d'eau dépasse une valeur
critique N,r.

. en phase d'activité, on peut Iier la vitesse instantanée des déplacements au
niveau d'eau par une formule approchée du type V = k (N-No).On est alors
au stade 2 des mouvements réversibles.

On a donc pu proposer un certain schéma de comportement du glissement qui
permettait de rendre compte des vitesses observées en fonction des niveaux d'eau
dans le terrain.Ce schéma comporte un "modèle hydraulique" permettant à partir de
la pluviométrie ioumalière de déterminer le niveau piézométrique au sondage FP1.3,

et un "modèle mécanique" permettant de relier ce niveau piézométrique à la vitesse
instantanée. On indique à la fig. 4, le résultat de l'application de ces modèles et on
peut en conclure que, tant que ce mécanisme reste iclentique, pollr les séquences
pluviométriques connues, les vitesses poLrrront atteindre environ 10 mm/i puis
climinueront.
Par conséquent dans ce type cle mouvement, ni les mouvements, ni l'accélération seuls
sont des critères suffisants pour déterminer le moment où le mouvement devient
rapide et irréversible. Il faut consiclérer l'ensemble sollicitations + déplacements
pour déterminer ce moment. Les critères cle danger correspondent soit à une
accélération sous contrainte constante, soit à des vitesses nettement strpérieures (1tour

une mùne contrainte) à celles déterminées auparavant.

100

0
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Fig 4 - Comparaison des niveaux piézométriques et des cléplacements calculés à
partir cle lir pluviométrie avec les mêmes valeurs mesurées
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Exemple de l'éboulement du CD 925

Localisation - Circonstances

Il s'agit d'un éboulement rocheux situé dans la vallée de I'ARVAN, à 5 km au Sucl-
Ouest de ST-JEAN-DE-MAURIENNE.
Fin 1975, suite à un éboulement de l'ordre 1.000 m3 dans les gypses en contre-bas de la
route départementale (C.D. 92O, deux fissures distantes de 50 m sont apparues dans
la chaussée de cette route. [æs questions qui se sont alors posées ont été les suivantes :

. l'affaissement observé sur la route est-il local ?

. y a-t-il un danger pour la route et lequel ?

Description du site

Pour la zone étudiée, le C.D. 926 se situe à 100 m au-dessus de I'ARVAN, dont il est
séparé par des falaises de g5rpses à 45-50".
Les terrains de couverture sont constitués d'éboulis de gypses et de dépôts morainiques
bilt sableux à blocs anondis).
Dans le Bÿpse, on a noté les trois familles de plans de discontinuité suivantes :

. les plans de stratification à pendage 50 à 60o vers l'aval donc défavorable,

. une grande fissure à pendage 73o vers le S.E. Cette dernière est ouverte et
comporte des traces de mouvements anciens. Sa position a été représentée sur
la coupe de la figure 5.

. des plans de diaclases à pendage 60" vers le S.E., donc également
défavorable.
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Dans tous les terrains Gubstratum et couoertute), on remarque l'absence de
circulation d'eau importantes et de nappe.

Surveillance
En février 1976, on a mis en place 10 repères de nivellement sur la route, puis en
avril L978,7 repères dont 5 en contrebas de la route.

Dès le mois d'octobre 1978, on a pu faire les 3 constatations suivantes :

. les vitesses de déplacements verticaux de témoins tels que 1.2 ou 14 étaient
les mêmes que celles des repères de nivellement du C.D. 926, ce qui
montrait bien qu'il y avait un mouvement d'ensemble (figure 5).

. les directions des vecteurs de déplacements des témoins 11 à 14 étaient
parallèles entre elles, non conformes à la pente topographique, et
cohérentes avec les directions et plongements des stries observées sur les
plans de stratification ou de diaclases.

. les vitesses des mouvements étaient sensiblement constantes et non
influencées par la pluviométrie ffig. O.
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Eboula,n!nl
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Fig. 6 - C.D. 926 - Courbe des affaissements verticaux

Mais, lors de la mesure du LL février 1980, on a décelé une accélération, ce qui a
conduit à resserrer les mesures (tous les L0 jours, pttis tous les 2 jours, puis tous les
jours).
Au 5 Mars 1980, l'analyse de l'évolution des déplacements a montré que la date la
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plus probable d'éboulement se situait le 8 ou 9 Mars. On a recommandé alors la
fermeture du CD 926 avec continuation de la surveillance. Au moment de la
fermeture de la route (6 Mars), les vitesses journalières d'affaissement ne
dépassaient pas 5 à 7 mm/jour et l'accélération n'était pas décelable à l'oeil nu.
Le 8 Mars à 21 h.30, un éboulement estimé à 80.000 m3 emportait le C.D. 926 sur 50
m de long. Les limites de cet éboulement ont été sensiblement celles qui avaient été
prévues.
Grâce à la fermeture préventive des routes, aucune victime n'a été à déplorer.

Méthodes de prévision
Etant donné la mesure de l'évolution d'un paramètre significatif X (déplacement,
ou aitesse) en fonction du temps t, le problème se résume à la recherche d'une
valeur finie tr pour laquelle X tend vers l'infini.
Le principe, dérivé de la méthode proposée par ASAOKA en 1978 pour le
tassement oedométrique, consiste à découper les déplacements en intervalles égaux
DD pour lesquels les temps successifs tn, tn+l tendent vers une valeur tr. Mais, ici,
la relation tn+l = f (tn) n'est pas obligatoirement linéaire.
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On a représenté sur la figure 7, pour 3 témoins :

. les courbes brutes des déplacements verticaux mesurés au CD 925 dans les
trois derniers mois(phase finale) ;
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. les mêmes courbes, lissées;

. le principe du découpage des déplacements en intervalles successifs égaux
permettant de définir la suite to,tl,Q.... tn sur les courbes brutes, ou to, t'1,
t'2,... t'n sur les courbes lissées.

L'intervalle de déplacement DD est arbitraire. On a adopté, ici, DD = 20 mm.
Sur la figure 8, on a représenté, pour les 3 témoins 5, 6 et 7, l'ensemble des points
représentatifs tn = f (tn-l) à partir des courbes lissées, en prenant to = l. 391j (6
décembre 7979) correspondant au dernier point connu de la phase à vitesse
sensiblement constante. Si, à une date donnée où l'on dispose d'un certain nombre de
points, on essaie d'ajuster une droite par la méthode des moindres carrés et que l'on
calcule l'intersection de celle-ci avec la bissectrice, on constate qu'on arrive à une
date comprise entre le 8 et le 9.03.1980.

tD 926 - Témoins n'5,6,7
Courbrs lissérs AD=20rnm

Eboulcmrnt 8.01.80
lr ljoursl

5.0
3.01

1150 ÿ

r( 20 1(50 11.80 trr ljoursl

Fic. 8 - Courbes tn = f (tn-l) sur courbes lissées avec droite de régression au
s.Ô'3.1980

Si dans ce cas la prévision de la date l'éboulement a pu être effectuée précisément
c'est à cause de 2 caractéristiques :

. le mouvement n'était aucunement influencé par les conditions climatiques
et il s'agissait d'une rupture progressive dans le rocher,

. géométriquement le mouvement ne pouvait se stabiliser en évoluant.
On va montrer dans les 2 cas suivants, les difficultés posées si ces 2 conditions ne
sont pas remplies.
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Exemple de l'éboulement de MONTVAUTHIER

Localisation - Contexte géologique
Ce cas concerne une falaise d'environ 40 m de haut sur la Commune des HOUCHES.
Cette falaise est constituée de schistes gréseux et micacés du houiller comportant
plusieurs directions de discontinuités dont au moins 2 familles ont un pendage vers
l'aval.
En contrebas, il existe une route et plusieurs habitations.
Les mesures sur 4 témoins ont commmcé en juin 1992 sur des fissures qui sont apparues
au sommet de la falaise à 5 m en arrière du bord de celle-ci.
Une prospection sismique par transparence a permis de preciser que le rocher était
décomprimé sur 7 à 10 m de hauteur et 5 à 6 m d'épaisseur. [æ volume en mouvement a
été estimé à 8ü) ou 10fi) m3.

Surveillance - Travaux de protection
La surveillance des mouvements a été réalisée par des mesures manuelles
d'écartement des fissures avec une fr6quence joumalière.
L'appréciation des zones pouvant être atteintes par l'éboulement a été faite sur
plusieurs profils selon la méthode de trajectographie cle chutes de blocs mise au point
par A.D.R.C.T. Il a été ainsi possible de vérifier que les maisons pouvaient être
atteintes et de préconiser et dimensionner cles merlons de protection qui ont été
réalisés.
Problème de la préüsion de l'éboulement
Sur la fig.9, on a reporté les courbes d'écartement des fissures et Ia pluviométrie
joumalière en fonction du temps. On peut constater que les mouvements s'accéléraient
après des précipitations dépassant 20 mm. Aucun niveau d'eau n'étant mesuré, il n'a
pas été possible d'établir une corrélation entre les précipitations et Ies mouvements.
Ceci a été à l'origine d'une fausse alerte puisque l'analÿse des mouvements au
6.09.1.992 montrait une date de rupture probable kelon ln méthode exposée 0u
paragraphe 3) entre le 7 et le 9.09. Ceci était dû à l'accélération provoquée par les
précipitations des 29 et 31.08.
Ce n'est qu'après le 9.09 que la courbe des déplacements a pris une allure régulière,
sans ralentissement alors qu'il ne pleuvait pas. La rupture était amorcée, et la
deuxième prévision effectuée le 77.09 indiquait une date de rupture la plus probable
entre le 18 au soir et le 20 au matin. L'éboulement a eLr lieu le 19 à 18 h. Il avait été
précédé prar quelques chutes de blocs plusieurs heures auparavant.
Sur la fig. 10, on a représenté schématiquement le corps de I'éboulement et les
trajectoires des quelques blocs âyant été le plus loin. Ces dernières trajectrlires
correspondent bien à la prévision qui en avait été faite par les calculs
trajectographiques.
Au contraire le corps de l'éboulement a parcouru une faible distance, ayant été arrêté
par la plate-forme constitué par la route.
Il est frappant de constater que le calcul trajectographique indiquait que 63%, cies
bl<»cs (donc une mnjorité) partis dur sommet c1e falaise s'arrêtaient sur la route. Cet
aspect qualitatif n'a pas été vérifié quantitativement puisqr,r'une infime partie cle
l'éboulement a atteint la zone occupée par les maisons. Ceci montre que la méthoc-le cle
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trajectographie pour le phénomène chutes de blocs ne peut être transposée d'une
manière quantitative au phénomène éboulement.
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Exemple du Glissement d'AUBERIVES

Localisation - Contexte géologique
Le glissement de terrain d'AUBERIVES est situé en rive droite de la rivière la
Bourne, affluent de I'Isère, à 40 km au Sucl-Ouest cle GRENOBLE. Il est très ancien et
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s'est réactivé 2 fois récemment, en 1.983 et en Octobre 1988. Il affecte la route
départementale C.D. 531 et, dans une moindre mesure, un canal d'irrigation (canal
de la Bourne) qui a été implanté en tunnel à cet endroit dès 1875 à cause de ces
mouvements.
La reprise des mouvements d'octobre 1988 s'est traduite par :

. une déformation du C.D.531,

. une déformation du tunnel, beaucoup moins importante.
Le versant dominant la Bourne est haut de 120 m, penté à 30-35' en partie basse.
La route se situe 15 m au-dessus de la Boume. Les terrains sont composés de molasse
: altemance de grès et mames. Le pendage normal est dirigé vers I'E-SE, de 5 à L5'.
Sur la fig. 11, on a représenté le profil en travers des glissements. Les mouvements
détectés par les inclinomètres concement :

. une partie superficielle de molasse sablo-gréseuse très décomprimée,
épaisse de 5 à 10 m, dans laquelle ont eu lieu les mouvements les plus
actifs (A sur la fig. 11)

. une zone profonde (B), descendant jusqu'à 15-35 m et affectée de
mouvements lents, détectés dans le tunnel.

Dans la suite, on ne s'intéressera qu'aux mouvements les plus actifs.

Problème de la prévision
Lors de la reprise des mouvements en février 1989, un certain nombre de repères de
nivellement ont été implantés sur le CD 531 et relevés avec une fréquence de 2
fois/semaine. En février et mai, la courbe des affaissements a montré une nette
accélération (fig. l2), si bien qu'on a tenté de réaliser des prévisions sur les dates
possibles d'éboulement. Cependant, dans ce cas, plus on avançait et plus les dates
prévues reculaient.
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Dates de la prévision Date de rupture prévue
t8-03 25-03
2t-03 26-03
22-03 n-03
23-03 30-03

Finalement, la vitesse est passée le ler avril par un maximum de l,ordre de 7 cm/ j
puis a ralenti. Ceci est dû à 2 phénomènes :

' modification de forme du glissement au cours des mouvements avec
engraissement de la partie basse stabilisatrice et allégement de la partie
amont motrice,

' la dissiPation des pressions interstitielles au fur et à mesure des mouvements.

Conclusions
Les exemples cidessus montrent que certains problèmes ont actuellement une s6lution
possible même si elle est parftris lourde :

' pour les mouvements de terrains dont la vitesse est variable clans le temps, il
es-t possible par mise en place d'une surveillance judicieuse (précipitaiions,
dëplacements et nioeau piézométriquù d'établir cles corréIations entre
sollicitations et déplacements et de déterminer les particularités
dynamiques des mouvements.

Il est alors possible de discerner le passage des mouvements reversibles aux
mouvements irréversibles accélérés avec grande vitesse.

' Pour les petits éboulements et les chutes de blocs, quelques méthocles cle
calculs traject«rgraphiques permettent cle prévoir, avec une bonne
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approximations, les probabilités d'atteintes de diverses zones et également
de dimensionner des protections efficaces knlcul dc l'énergie et de ln hnutcur
de passage).

. pour des menaces d'éboulements rocheux répondant à certaines conclitions, on
peut apprécier avec une âssez bonne précision le moment du passage aux
mouvements accélérés rapides.

Au contraire, pour un grand nombre de mouvements affectant des matériaux
rocheux, cette dernière prévision est plutôt aléatoire (toutefois ufle
augmentation de la fréquence des chutes de blocs constitue parfois un signe
précurseur de grnnd éboulement).

Les difficultés proviennent de plusieurs facteurs

. les grandes masses rocheuses en mouvement souvent ne peuvent être
considérées comme un système unique avec sa propre dynamique et doivent
être subdivisées en plusieurs sous-ensembles, chacun d'eux pouvant avoir ses

propres particularités dynamiques, d'oir une complexité accrue du système de
surveillance.

. les mesures sont difficiles à organiser s'il s'agit de falaises étendues.

. les corrélations entre pluviométrie et déplacements ne sont pas faciles à

établir.
. on ne connaît pas, pour des matériaux rocheurx, la durée du stade 2 mais on

peut supposer qu'elle est réduite. Ce manque d'expérience ne facilite pas
l'organisation de la surveillance systématique (implnntation des rEtères,
cspaceffient des mesures, interytrétation).

C'est pourquoi, sans négliger la recherche sllr ce point, il est préférable c-le l'rlrienter
sur la détermination de l'extension cles éboulements, ou plus exactement sur la
détermination des facteurs suivants :

. la distribution des masses à l'arrivée en fonction de la géométrie du terrain,

. la répartition des vitesses de passage et des énergies en différents points au
cours de l'éboulement.
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Abstract

The choice of the best protection system against avalanches on a particular path
requires an accurate description, or itnagc, of these avalanches. In order to get this
image, avalanche consultants can use several numerical models which are often
difficult to handle. Moreover, these moclels deal only with a part of the phenomena
involved in avalanches and ignore the others. As a result, the consultants must use
their experience and knowledge to imagine avalanches on any particular path.
This paper presents ELSA (Etude et Limites de Sites Avalancheux), a computer
system dedicated to the modelling of the avalanche expert knowledge and to the
integration of the new symbolic computer models with the classical numerical
models. The basic aim of integration is to build a unique computer system
incorporating all these models.
After a description of the terrain representation, we present different scenarios that
ELSA takes into account. Then, the methocls which deal with some phenomena
occurring in avalanches are described. The problems involved in the integration of
these methods close this paper.

Résumé

Le choix de la meilleure protection contre les avalanches sur un site particulier exige
une description précise, ou image, de ces avalanches. Afin d'obtenir cette image, les
ingénieurs peuvent utiliser plusieurs modèles numériques qui sont souvent difficiles à
manipuler. De plus, ces modèles ne traitent qu'une partie des phénomènes impliqués
dans l'avalanche et ignorent les autres. Par conséquent, les ingénieurs cloivent faire
appel à leur expérience et à Ieur connaissance pour imaginer les avalanches sur un site
particulier.
Cet article présente ELSA (Etude et Limites des Sites Avalancheux), un système
informatique destiné à la modélisation cie la connaissance des experts en avalanche
et à l'intégration cle nouveaux modèles symboliques et des moclèles numériques
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classiques. L'objectif de l'intégration est de construire un système infclrmatique unique
incorporant tous ces modèles.
Après une clescription de la représentation de terrain, nous proposons les clifférents
scénarios qu'ELSA prencl en compte. Ensuite, les méthodes qui traitent des différents
phénomènes qui se produisent dans les avalanches sont décrits. L'exposé cles

problèmes qui apparaissent lors de l'intégration clôt cet article.

Introduction
The consultants responsible for avalanche path analysis must answer the following
questions. Is there any avalanche hazard on the path ? Which kind of avalanche
can occur ? In which conditions ? What are the properties of these avalanches
(magnitude, velocity, extension, pressure fields...) ? These analyses will give the
basic information to recommend the best protection strategy (Buisson and Charlier
1e8e).
The consultants have several tools to analyse an avalanche path. First of all, they
can use their experience. They can make comparisons between a particular avalanche
path and some other well-known paths. They can make assumptions based on terrain
and vegetation features. But more ancl m()re, in avalanche hazard zoning, the
velocity and the run-out distance of the flows are required for building clesign. Snow
specialists can Llse simulation methods based on mechanical equations. Numerous
models have been developed from Voellmy's moclel mainly to describe a flowing
avalanche (Bakkehoi et al 1c)81., Beghin ct al 1983, Brugnot ct al 1985, Norem cf n/
1989, Salm, Burkard and Gubler 1990, Brandstatter, Wieser ancl Schaffhauser 1992,
Martinet 1992 unpublished)
ELSA is a computer tool declicatecl to avalanche path analysis (Buisson ancl
Charlier 1989). It tries to provide, not only some of these numerical simulation
methocls, but also some empirical methods developed by using the experience of
avalanche experts. These methods provicle input dâta filr the numerical moc'lels.
Recent cieveklpments in Computer Science enable the knowleclge clf avalanche
experts to be captured. Symbolic modcls basecl on this knowledge can then be
implemented (Buisson 1990a).
There is no crtnflict between these two kinds of methocls. They are complementary
and can be combined to produce an improved output.

Description of terrain
ELSA must be provided with an accurate description of terrain. Terrain plays an
important part in avalanche path analysis. Topography, vegetation and the nature
of the soil surface are the parameters which, in combination with meteorological
crtnditions, control the release ancl flow behaviclur of avalanches. In numerical
models, the terrain profiles are used to clescribe the geometry of the avalanche
track. The vegetation and the soil surface are important in the choice of rclughness
coefficients. In symbolic models, slope, topography arouncl the riclges ancl expclsure to
prevailing wincl direction are used as cleterminants for the computation of snowclrift,
snow cover stability and fracture propagatittn.
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Three zones
The different models available in ELSA cannot be used on the whole avalanche
path. As a result, we assume that the user is able to clearly define the starting zone,
the aoalanche track and the run-out zone (Figure 1).
This decomposition is common. The starting zone is that part of the terrain where
the mass of snow which will be involved in the avalanche is released. The fracture
propagation and the acceleration of the avalanches are of principal features of this
zone. The avalanche track is where the avalanche simply flows and the run-«rut zone
is where the avalanche decelerates and finally stops.

starting
zone

avalanche track
avalanche
shed

villages

road run<rut zrtne

Fig.l. : The Drayre avalanche path in Vaujany, Isère, Région Rhône-Alpes, France.
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Triangles and topography
In order to describe the topography mathematically, a digital terrain moclel (DTM)
is requirecl. A triangulation method is used which describes the natural terrain as

planar triangles. Each triangle is defined by the ct'rordinates of its vertices.
Toppe (pers. comm.), suggested using this method to keep the number of triangles
rather low and to get an accurate DTM adapted to the terrain features.

Panels

The symbolic models are based on experts knowledge. As a resulç ELSA must use the
same terrain analysis methodology as these experts do. The experts do not reason in
small triangles. Instead, they use a unit of terrain called a panel. A panel is
consiclerecl homogeneous according to the criteria of the avalanche path analysis :

sklpe, exposure, vegetation, soil and distance to the main ridges. Panels are
represented in ELSA as polygons defined by the union of several connected triangles.
The panel represents the minimum topological decomposition of the terrain. ELSA
does not consicler units of terrain which are less than the size of a panel.

A conskuction system

The triangle and panel specifications sLrggest the pmcess of their construction. The
basic idea is to use the data which are easily obtained, i.e. contonr line maps (1),
riclges ancl breaks of skrpe maps (2), singularity line maps (changes in aspect, gullies,
furrows...) (3) and vegetation anc-l soil surface maps (4). All these polygonal lines are
going to become constraints in the builcling of triangles. In other worcls, these lines carr
not cut through a triangle.
Accortling to the specifications of the panels, these polygonal Iines may have
several meanings. Some must be panel bounc-laries (e.g. vegetation or riclge line);
others may be included in the interior of a pranel (a contour line for instance). In this
latter case, the lines are used only for the construction of the triangles.

The terrain construction system is based on polygonal lines. Each vertex of these lines
must be known through its three coorclinates. If x and y are defined through the
cligitisation of the map, the z-coordinates can be provided only lty thc contotr line
mayt. As a conseqLrence, we deciclecl not to work with the initial clata map (2), (3) ancl
( ) (Fig. 2a.) but with the lines clefined by the intersection of these clata with the
contolrr lines (1) (Fig. 2b.).

Fig. 2a.,2b. : Lines usecl in the construction

The contour lines maps are purchased at l'lnstitut Géographique National which is
in charge of mapping in France. The available digitisec-l contolrr lines are aclaptecl to
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a scale of 1/10 ffiO. The other maprs (2), (3) anc-l (4) are digitisecl by the user on the
graphic interface of ELSA. This operation requires a good analysis of the natural
terrain.

Meteorological conditions
An avalanche occurs when a particular scenario takes place on an avalanche path.
A scenario is described through an initial condition and a sequence of eoents. An
initial condition defines the distribution of the snow in the starting zone. The last
event is called t}:re uitical eaent and it ends with an avalanche release.
ELSA is able to deal with one family of scenarios where a heavy snowfall triggers
an avalanche.
In these scenarios, the snow fall event can occur with or without snowdrift. The user
can choose the wind direction and the empirical level of snowdrift. The user can also
choose the character of the snow available for avalanche i.e. the new snow from a
snowfall. The character is defined by physical parameters : density, cohesion,
friction angle.

Modelling several phenomena

During an avalanche occLlrrence, several phenomena take place in the avalanclre
path as shown in Figure 3.
Four phenomena are analysed : snowdrift, snow cover stability, release propagation
and avalanche flow and stopping. The first three are locatecl mainly on the starting
zone, the last on the avalanche track and on the run-clnt zone

Snowclrift
Wind

Fracture Stability of the snow
cover

Release propagation

Avalanche flow and
sbpphg

Fig. 3 : Av;rlanche phenomena taken into irccount by ELSA

Snowdrift
Snowdrift and its influence on avalanches have been studied for several years frrtm
both the theoretical and experimental points of view (Fôhn et al 7L)83, Meister 1989).
In ELSA, a symbolic simulation of snowdrift is based on empirical knowledge. The
first assumption is that the spatial analysis of panels is rcleaant and yielcls
hclmogeneous units with reference to this phenomenon.
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Several parameters are used to estimate snowdrift on each panel. They are the
relative position of the panel to the ridge (Fig.4.), shape of the ridge (assumed to be
symmetric), distance to the ridge, incidence angle between the wind and the ridge
and ptrsititrn of the panel and the ridge relative to wind (lee- or winilwaril). Th.e
result of the snowdrift analysis is an empirical distribution of a coefficient between 0
and 5. A coefficient of 1 means that snowdrift has no effect. A coefficient lower than
L means that there is wind erosion, a coefficient greater than 1 means that there is
wind deposit. The limit of 5 is the maximum value.

Snow cover stability
This stabiliÿ is used in the analysis of release propagation. A very simple moclel is
used in the starting zone to calculate the stability. It is based on the soil mechanics
interpretation which gives, for a homogeneous material and a infinite clomain, the
critical depth hcrit (measured vertically) of material above which a slide can
apPear,

hcrit =
ccos9

dgcosisin(i-«p)
where g is acceleration due to gravity, i is slope angle, d is density of the material
(in this case, the snow layer), c is cohesion of the material, and <p is intemal friction
angle of the material.

In this case, the condition for stability is : h6111S h

If h > h..i1, the snow layer is considered as unstable. If there is a release, the whole
unstable snow layer is considered to be involved.
In order to take into accclunt the vegetation anc{ the soil surface, we use an empirical
association between ÿpes of vegetation and soil surface and the values of a factor
used to modify the crtitcal height.
Also, in ELSA the user is always allowed to control the stability in a particular
panel.

Release propagation
In the release propagation, two phenomena occur with two different characteristic
times. The fastest is considered as a wave propagation. It takes place in a cohesive
snow layer where the slab stability condition is exceeded. It is the frncture
propagation. The slowest is consiclered as the gradual entrainment tlf snow masses

t rr
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moving down slope. It is called moaement ytroptagation. These two phenomena act
together to determine the part of the starting zone released.
In the ELSA, these two phenomena are mixed in an empirical model to determine
which panels are going to be realeased. This model takes into account the stability
inferred for each panel, the neighbourhood relations between panels, the
organization of the panels according to the slope line and the mass of sno\ / on each
panel.

Avalanche flow
As explained above, the avalanche motion can be simulated by several methods, but
only one of them is available in ELSA through one method presented by Bakkehoi ct
al (1987, modified from the Voellmy's method).
This method requires an estimation of the mass of snow involved in the avalanche
and the values of two parameters m and D (friction and drag coefficients).

Integration
lntegration is used here to mean the introduction and the articulation of several
methods in the same computer system.
This paper presents several methods used in ELSA. Some of them have been alreacly
used (especially the last ones, dedicated to avalanche flow). Some of them are new
and neecl mt'rre work to be validatecl. These methocls are integratecl in ELSA. The
knowledge based system architecture allows for the development of ltrobletn solaing
cnoironments (Buisson, 1990b).
ELSA is built on an object-orientecl knowledge representation system : SHIRKA
(Rechenmann ct al 1992, unpublisheci) which is written in Le-Lisp, a Lisp clialect
(llog 1991). ELSA runs on a SUN IPC workstation with UNIX.

Sharing data

One of ELSA's main strength is the sharing of data between several methocls. The
best example is topography. All the different methods use triangulation to represent
terrain. H{rwever, the first three methods make intensive use of the decomposition in
panels. The main advantage of data sharing lies in consistency ancl in time-saving.

Cooperation
The output of the symbolic simulation can drive the numerical simulation ancl vice
versa. As a result, all the phenomena described abclve are linkecl to one another in
the analysis.

An interactive interface
The interactive interface allows non-computer specialists to use ELSA. The user-
friendly cokrur interface based on a mouse and a high definition screen highlights
the important parameters. The keyboard of the workstation is hardly used ancl the
user doesn't need to know or use the computer operating system or programming
languages.
The language Le-Lisp is provided with Aïc-la, an object-oriented environment for the
c-levelopment of graphic applications (Ilog 1992). The figures in this paper come from
the interface. It is used for the construction process (definition of the lines presentecl
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in figure 4a) and for the presentation of results : snow heights map, stability
distribution, initial fracture location and release propagation. The scenarios are alst'l
displayed in a graphic representation.

Future developments
ELSA is still being developed. Besides the capabilities presented in this paper and
which have already been implemented, further developments are being considered :

terrain validation of some methods, further analysis of stabiliÿ in a forested or
tree-covered area, integration of the AVAER (AValanche AERosol) program for
aerosol avalanches (Rapin 199L, unpublished), integration of the Voellmy-Salm
model (Salm ef al 1990) and integration of a statistical method for the estimation of
the run-out distance such as described by Bakkehoi et al (1981).
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Abstract

Debris flow behaviour depends essentially on clay fraction and total solicl
concentration. For clay fraction less than a few percents, the obtainecl suspension has
an unstable behaviour (which may be reprèsented, in certain conditions, by a fklw
curve with a minimum). When the ratio of clay to total solid fraction is more than
about 10 % the corresponding natural suspension behaviour in simple shear follows a

Herschel-Bulkley model. Using rheological parameters one can deduce theoretically
the exact wall shear stress for flow on an inclined plane. This result is here compared
with experimental data concerning fine mud flows in open channel. Additionally,
semi-empirical wall shear stress expressions corresponding to flow in rectangtrlar and
trapezoidal channels are established.

Résumé

Les lois de comportement des laves torrentielles dépendent essentiellement de leur
fraction argileuse et de leur concentration solide totale. Lorsque le rapport du volume
d'argile et du volume solide total est inférieur à quelques pourcents, la suspension a un
comportement "instable" (qui, dans certaines conditions, peut être représenté par une
courbe d'écoulement avec un minimum). Quand ce rapport est supérieur à mviron 10"/,,,

la suspension correspondante possède un comportement du ÿpe Herschel-Bulkley
rhéofluidifiant. En utilisant les paramètres rhéologiques du fluide et les conclitions
aux limites d'un écoulement sur un plan incliné infiniment large, on peut décluire
l'expression exacte de la contrainte à la paroi. Dans cet article, cette formule est
comparée aux résultats expérimentaux obtenus pour des écoulements à surface libre cle
mélanges bclueux fins. De plus, des expressions semi-empiriques de contrainte à la
paroi sont proposées pour des écoulements dans des canaux de section trapézoïdale et
rectangulaire.
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Introduction
Debris flows are large masses of water, clay, silt, sand, pebbles, boulders and organic
matter, with a high total solid concentration, which sometimes fktw in mountain
streams after long or intense rains. Since they can cause much damages to inhabitecl
areas, it is important to improve protection or prevention techniques (dams,
channels, runout extent). In this aim the knowledge and understanding of debris flow
characteristics appear to be a basic means. Furthermore, either for estimating steady
flow characteristics or studying numerically transient flows a local wall shear stress
expression would be a fundamental tool. Since most debris-water mixtures flow in
Iaminar regime the corresponding wall shear stress should be determined directly
from rheological and flow characteristics. In this paper we first review debris flow
characteristics. Then we propose wall shear stress expression for uniform flow in
open channel.

Rhéological debris flows characteristics

Hypotheses
Debris flows are pulsing flows [1] of a bulk including water, clay, silt, sancl, pebbles
and boulders, either rolling, slipping or flowing. If one tries to take into accor.rnt all
these local phenomena, flow descripticln will be rather complex. However, to start
with, at a global scale, we can distinguish different parts in motion: a bouldery front
(representing a small fraction of the whole mass) followed by a large bocly ancl
finally a low viscous tail (that we shall neglect because of its weak impact). We
shall make the important assumption that, despite fluctuations in concentration
from one point to another, and despite some local discontinuity in strain fielc-l clue to
Iocal fractures, slip at the wall, segregation or sedimentation, bocly and front can be
consiclerecl as homogeneous fluids flowing in a steep channel.

Rheological behaviour of water-debris mixtures
Neglecting organic matters, a debris flow can be regarded as a certain volume of
water in which one adds successively coarser solid particles (from clay to boulclers).
This idea enables us to review and unc-lerstand from a microstructural viewpoint tlre
various possible water-debris behaviour types. In the follttwing we only consider
mixtures having a solid concentration in such a range that neither fracture nor
settling occurs during most flows.

Fine mud suspensions

Though purified clay-water mixtures often exhibit complex thixotropic properties,
the simple shear behaviour of natural cation-saturated clay-water mixtures
generally follows l2-aj a Herschel-Bulkley model, which may be expressed as
follows:

1. = xc * K f when y* 0, and 1< tc when Y=() (1)

where t is the shear stress, y the shear rate, and T6, K, and n are fluid parameters.
These three latter parameters do not vary too much with pH or temperatLlre (at least
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within limited rânges corresponding to natural conditions) t4-51.t6 is the fluid "yielcl
stress" ancl constitutes the minimum shear stress value to impose for flow to start.
This appears to be a key parameter clf any water-clebris mixture. For most mucls anc-l

water-debris mixtures, n is around 1/314,6-71.K and ts vary wiclely with solicl
volumic concentration (Cv) and we can write:

tc = â exp(k Cv) ; K = a' exp(k' Cv) (2)

where a, a'and k, k' are fluid parameters. k and k' are generally comprised between
10 and 30 (with Cv expressed in percent) [3-4,8]. These parameters are different from
one material to another and depend on clay ÿpes and pH.

Muddy debris flows
Debris flow grain size distribution varies from clay to boulders. The clay-water
fraction forms an interstitial matrix in which coarse particles (grains) are
embedded. When the initial clay concentration is low enough, the effect, on the
suspension yield stress, of such an addition is negligible [6]. When the initial clay
concentratit'rn is high enough or when the total solid fraction becomes large enough
(Cvg), the suspension yield stress increases rapidly with concentration of aclcled
grains (thus also with total solicl fraction) [6]:

rc = A exp(26 Cv) when Cv>Cv6 (3)

where A and 1 are fluid parameters. These two parameters are all the smaller than
the added coarse particle grain size clistribution is more expandecl. In nature it is
likely that clebris flow grain size clistribution is so expanded that large grain
volumes can be added in the initial clay-water mixture before a significant yielcl
stress change occurs. So, as long as a strong grain packing network clcles not form (see

I.2.3), the order of magnitude of the fine matrix yield stress is not tcxr far from the one
of the whole mixture. In this case, we shall call the whole material a muddy water-
debris mixture because its interstitial clay-water matrix lubricates every relative
grain motion. Finally the rheological moclel to be used for this debris flow type is
also given by equation (1).

Granular debris flows
Another completely different debris flow type consists in granular debris flows for
which grain concentration is so high that grain contacts affect predominantly the
behaviour at least for slow flow. It seems that this debris flow type was moelellecl by
Takahashi [9] on the basis of Bagnold's work [10] concerninS; rapicl shear of force-free
particles suspensions. Bagnold distinguished a macroviscous regime (low shear rates)
for which viscous energy dissipation due to interstitial fluid shear is predominant
from an inertia regime (high shear rates) for which grain collisions are
predominant. Unfortunately it is not clear whether these results are or not appliable
to flows of crlmplex natural highly concentrated suspensions with an expandecl grain
size distribution. At least a great defect of this approach is that it does not predict
any fluid yield stress which necessarily exists since the material cloes not flow at
rest on a smooth slope.
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Our personal view that we shall now present is supported by recent works concerning
dry granular flows in open-channel [11] or rheological tests with concentrated force-
free particle suspensions 16-7, l2l. Granular water-debris mixtures have such a Iow
clay content (about 1.% of the solid fraction) that, at rest, a continuous packing
network of direct grain frictional contacts exists althrough the material and
explains the material yield stress. The global behaviour is "unstable". This means
that, when progressively increasing shear stress fuom zero, one will suddenly observe
a rapid shear rate increase to a high steady state value just when shear stress
becomes higher than yield stress value. This effect is probably due to dilatancy or
change in grain configuration: it globally results that, during shear, strong direct
frictional contacts at low shear rates are partly replaced by lubricated contacts
which dissipate less energy. This behaviour ÿpe can be represented by a flow curve
with a minimum like the one proposed by Phillips & Davies [13]. Unfortunately such
a flow curve can hardly be found experimentally because rheometrical flows are
often unstable 17, 12]. At least one can say that, in nature, this fluid type can
suddenly stop or start to flow at a high velociÿ for a small change in boundary
conditions (slope, channel section).
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Debris-water mixture classification
From experimental field tests it appears that there does not exist any natural flows
of intermediate material between muddy and granular "unstable" debris flows
because it would immediately fracture or settle [6]. We can see the clear separation
between these two material ÿpes depending on clay fraction in Figure 1 c{iagram. In
this diagram we included both our results obtained with laboratory and fielcl
rheometers and those obtained by other researchers with large rheometers.

Further progress is needed concerning granular debris flow behaviour and thus our
following development will only concern muddy debris flows.

Flow characteristics of muddy debris flows

Generalities
Because of their high yield stress most natural debris-water mixtures flow in
laminar regime (this can be proved easily by using a generalized Reynolds number).
Here we consider only muddy debris flows whose behaviour can be well described by
a Herschel-Bulkley model with n equal to 1/3.In these conditions the three non-
dimensional numbers governing flow are:

t=\Æ,G=+,rlb=PrL,rza e)

where U is the mean velocity through a cross-section. For studies in similarity one
has to respect the equality of these three parameters between prototype ancl reality.
This requires to use a model fluid with lower t6 and K values. In this aim it is
possible to use for example the clebris flow fine fraction (at a particular
concentration) [14].

Open drannel flow
In the case of uniform flow without slip at the wall on an inclined plane and uncler
gravity, flow equations can be solved completely. The exact solution of flow
equations is given in terms of the fluid velociÿ component (in the direction of plane
slope):

u(y) = itte - go-y)al when y<yo

u(y) = 
"tyO) 

= I yg4 when h<y<yO (s)

yo=h--#il,o=(@K ).

where y0 is the sheared zone height (the plug depth is h-yg). The discharge by unit
of length (q) through a vertical cross-section is equal to :
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o =f,roa th - Yqs I (6,)

Then the shear stress at the wall (y=0) is '

t*, = pg(sin i)h (7)

We made open channel flow tests [15] with mud mixtures whose behaviour was
approximated by a Herschel-Bulkley model (in a wide shear rate range). In the case
of uniform flows in rectangular channel the theoretical normal depth (hn) using
equation (6) is compared with experimental normal depth (hns) in Fi1;ure 2. It is
clear from these results that the theory based on the infinitely wide inclined plane
hypothesis is valid as long as the aspect ratio is less than 0.1. We also deduced [14]
from (6) a more practiceful wall shear stress approximated expression:

rp = rc (1+1.93(Hb1-0,91 (8)

This expression can be written as a relation between two nondimensional numbers:

Ç = (1+1.93(HU;-0'e; (9)
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For uniform flows in an open channel of any cross-section we assume that such an
equation relating G, Hb and now aspect parameters may be found [14]. Here G is taken
as the ratio of mean wall shear stress to fluid yield stress and H6 is computecl using
the maximum fluid depth. We showed from experimental results [15] (cf Figure 3)
that we could take:

,p = r. (1 + a (Hu1-o'9; (10)

with:
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. Rectangular channel

a = 1,93 - 0,43 arctansttq, 1201,|., (11)

. Trapezoidal channel (bottom width B, edge slope : 45"):

a = 1,e3- 0,6 arctangrtslzol ,$. n 1rr1

With these formulae the normal depth (corresponding to uniform flow) may be found
using:

tp=pgRsini (13)

Gradually varying flow
Gradually varying flows of muddy debris flow are quite analogous to usual water
flows on smooth slopes in the sense that all the main properties are similar: super-
critical and sub-critical regimes, hydraulic iump, roll waves on steep slopes and at
high discharges. A complete mathematical description of gradually varying fkrws
can be done as soon as the wall shear stress and the velocity distribution are
approximately known ll4, 1.61.

Flow stability
In some cases roll waves similar to those occurring in water flows can form. Waves
(visible at the surface of the flow) grow and develop in large rolls which have
larger height and velocity than mean values of the corresponcling theoretical
uniform flow. A criterion deduced from Trowbridge's one-dimensional analysis
ftrrmula [17] for flow instabiliÿ in an infinitely wide channel can be obtainecl using
wall shear stress expression [14-16].

Conclusion
For steady flows of water-debris mixtures one can obtain simple analytical formulae
relating flow depth, discharge and slope. However transient flows are transient ancl
in this case flows can only be studied numerically [18]. Calculations with the help of
steady regime formulae are hoped to rapidly provide rough flow characteristics
estimations.
However that may be these results still correspond to idealized flows of
homogeneous materials and were established in laboratory. Further studies will
determined the exact influence of the various peculiar phenomena occurring during
flows: bouldery front, archeing process, mean boulder velocity higher than mean
flow velocity, particle segregation, erosion, roll waves.
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Abstract

This essay first examines the potential of theoretical and simulation models to
predict the behaviour of mass movements, and shows why field data for calibrating
semi-empirical and 'black-box'models will always be inadequate. The potential of
small-scale physical models to fiil this knowledge gap is then examined, and some
difficulties and limitations of such models discussed. Finally, some experiences in
physical modelling of powder-snow avalanches and debris flows are described, and
the potential for modelling rock avalanches is investigated briefly.

Résumé

Cet article examine dans un premier temps, l'intérêt de modèles théoriques de
simulation pour préaoir le comportement de mouoeffients en tnnsse et montre pourqtrci
les données de terrain pour caler des modèles semi-empirigues ou "boltes noires"
seront toujours inadaptées. Les aoantages présentés par des modèles réduits
physiques pour combler les laumes dans la compréhension des phénomènes sont
ensuite détaillés. Les difficultés rencontrées lors de l'utilisation de ces modèles et
leurs limites sont discutées. Enfin, quelques expériences de modélisation physiryrc
d'aaalanche de neige poudreuse et d'écoulement de débris sont décrites et la
possibilitê de simuler des noalanches de roches est enaisagée de façon succincte.

Introduction
Large-scale rapid mass movements have a serious impact on people living in hill ancl
mountain regit'rns. Each year many deaths and much damage result from lanclslides,
debris fkrws, mudflows, rock avalanches, snow avalanches and lahars. There is an
urgent need for better prediction of the hazarcl zone ancl potential magnihrde of such
events.
There is substantial research literature related to this subject, but there has been
little direct application of this knowledge to the problem of saving lives. Recent
developments in the understanding of non-linear processes, and of the nature of
clisasters, suggest that some redirection of effort is needed to develop the capability
to predict and mitigate the effects of large rapid mass movements.
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General Characteristics of Natural Processes

In recent years a radical development has occurred in the understanding of natural
systems behaviour. It has become clear that many, if not most, natural processes that
occur in the landscape can behave in a strongly nonlinear fashion, and that the
behaviour of many landscape phenomena is thus likely to be chaotic;excellent
examples are turbulence in flowing fluids, and weather systems. It is a characteristic
of chaotic systems that, even if the equations governing the system behaviour are
known, under some conditions the system is so sensitive to the precise value of initial
conditions that its behaviour beyond a short time into the future simply cannot be
predicted. Although more detailed knowledge of individual processes, and increased
computing power, will undoubtedly allow better incorporation of more variables intcr
more sophisticated simulations of system behaviour, repeating the simulation
exercise with very slightly different initial conditions still leads to wildly
different behaviour after a number of time steps, when the system is in the chaotic
range. It is simply not practicable to define the initial conditions with the degree of
precision needed to avoid this effect.
This idea, which is now widely accepted (Davies, 1989), implies a fr.rndamental
change in scientific investigations of landscape processes. There is little point in
adding to the precision of the governing equations if the abiliÿ to predict the system
behaviour is not thereby improved.

Predictive Possibilities

Since theoretical prediction is of very limiteci use in reality, emphasis could shift to
empirical or semi-empirical models, perhaps guided by theory, but with a number of
variables that can be adjusted empirically, or by trial and error, until the model fits
well with the known field behaviour of the system. A major difficulty with the use
of such models for predicting the behaviour of events that cause disasters, is that, by
definition, field data describing such events are sparse and unreliable.
A natural event causes a disaster only if it significantly impinges on the lives ancl
investments of people. People are not completely stupid; they do not live in such a
way that ordinary natural events will threaten them. People locate themselves and
their investments to be beyond reach of the usual behaviour of mass movements,
floods, etc. Thus it is only the less usual events that cause disasters; events that tencl
to recur, on average, so infrequently that people 'forget' that a particular location
has been affected in the past. It is very difficult to collect field data on rock
avalanche or debris flow processes, for example, because these events occLlr at times
and places that are quite unpredictable and often difficult and dangerous of access -
for example, at night, in severe storms, or earthquakes, in remote inaccessible
valleys. Even when clne is there, gathering useful data on velocity, depth, density,
basal shear, etc., can be extremely dangerous. Clearly, we cannot expect goocl fielcl
data to be available to calibrate models clf clisastrous events.
There is an additional difficulty in that the behaviour of mass movement events
will be location-specific, and empirical data relating; to one location might not be
transferable to others.
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Dynamically Similar Small-scale Physical Models

River engineers have difficulties similar to those described above, in predicting the
behaviour of rivers and their response to management, and have developed the art
of physical modelling to a useful degree. In outline, a small-scale laboratory
representation of the field (prototype) situation is constructed, using the laws of
dynamic similariÿ deduced from dimensional analysis. This ensures that, although
the detailed processes in the prototype are unknown, the model processes are
dynamically similar and hence the model will behave in the same way as the
prototype. This technique has been used routinely and successfully for many years,
and is transferable to the behaviour of mass movement phenomena.
Dynamic similarity between model and prototype requires that certain
dimensionless parameters must be the same in model and protoÿpe; identification of
these parameters requires a comprehensive list of the variables that characterise
the situation. Omission of important variables leads to an incomplete set of
dimensionless parameters, and therefore incomplete dynamic similariÿ; inclusion of
unnecessary variables leads to unnecessary dimensionless parameters, which does not
lead to incorrect results, but complicates the situation. Often, some knowledge of the
processes involved in the physical situation allows relaxation of these criteria - for
example, Reynolds' number similariÿ can be relaxed if the Reynolds' number of both
model and prototype is greater than a few thousand.

Value and Uses of Physical Models

The great advantage of physical models is that the details of processes of the
phenomenon need not be known; if we are confident of dynamic similariÿ, we can
confidently predict prototype behaviour from that tlf the model. Thus, if the
prototype behaves chaotically, so will the model. The problem of obtaining fielcl
data to calibrate semi-empirical models is much reduced, because data from
physical models can be used instead; the latter are much mtlre easily, reliably ancl
precisely obtainable (under controlled laboratory conditions) than are the
corresponding field data. In addition, it is often possible to build a location-specific
physical model of a field situation with realistic topography (boundary conditions),
in order to predict the hazard extent and to compare the effectiveness of a range of
hazard modification strate5;ies; alternatively, a "characteristic" or "general" model
can be built, with rather simple boundary conditions, for calibrating an empirical
model to which location-specific topography can subsequently be introduced.
In using physical models, a crucial requirement is to "prove" the model by
clemonstrating that it adequately represents prototype behaviour. For this,
prototype data are again needed; however, because we can be reasonably confident of
clynamic similarity, the amount of information needed for this is much less than is
needed to calibrate semi-empirical or empirical models over a wicle range of
behaviour.
In essence, the great advantage of physical modelling is that process details are not
necessary; we can be much more confident of achieving dynamic similarity than we
can be of aclequately describing processes, particularly in large rapicl mass
movements.
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In practice, htlwever, achieving dynamic similarity can be difficulU a variety of
scale effects' can arise, circumventing which requires some ingenuity. Sometimes
complete similarity is impracticable, and the model data must then be used with
caution; even then, however, certain ranges of moc-lel behaviour can represent
protoÿpe behaviour very well.
It is interesting that making simplifications to the prototype situation, for example
using single-sized spheres in a model to represent rocks in a rock avalanche, is not a
constructive thing to do, since dynamic similariÿ between model and protoÿpe is

thereby endangered.
In summary, small-scale physical models offer access to improved data describing
infrequent mass movement phenomena, which can be used to calibrate and test semi-
empirical or black box models for predicting the behaviour of the phenomena. They
can also be used directly to model specific mass movement hazards and devise
mitigation strategies. The process of designing and proving such models is well
known in hydraulic engineering (e.9., Yalin, 1971) and can be transferred to mass
movement phenomena.

Examples of Mass Movement Models

Powder-snow Avalanches
This phenomenon is at the borderline between solicl mass movement ancl fluid motion,
but illustrates some useful points. Davies (1,979) and Scheiwiller (1986) used
respectively sand in water and polystyrene particles in water to model the density-
current phenomenon of snow grains in air. The major criterion for dynamic similarity
was a density-adjusted Froude number (ratio of inertial to gravity forces), ancl
consideration was also given to the ratio of particle translation velocity to fall
vebciÿ. The linear scale of the model was 1 : 5(X), and the ratio of corresponcling
velocities 1 : 1ü)0; Reynolds number of the model was 104, and of the protoÿpe 108,

which was satisfactory. This model was specifically designed to stucly the internal
dynamics of powder-snow avalanches and to develop theoretical exprlanations,
rather than to predict runout distances and pressure intensities. The main difference
between model and protoÿpe was in the nature of the solid grains; snow grains
exhibit a wicle range of shapes, sizes, clensities and strengths, while the polystyrene
grains were uniformly shaped, dense and strong while varying from 200 - 400 in size.
The only attempt to demonstrate or "prnve" the model was by observing that
avalanches' in the model looked very much like real powder-snow avalanches, bLlt,
given the objectives of the study, this is unclerstandable. Hacl prediction been the
objective, more rigorous quantitative comparison between model ancl prototype would
have been undertaken; gross data for this purpose on large avalanches are available
from films.

Debris Flows

Again, these are somewhat intermediate between mass movements ancl channelised
fluid flows, having some of the characteristics of both. During the last clecade a lot
of theoretical research on debris flows has made very little predictive progress, ancl
little progress also in agreed understanding of processes, largely due to lack of fielcl
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or laborâtory data on debris flow behaviour. Most laboratory work has involvecl
severe simplification of the field phenomena, e.g., using bentonite clay, or PVC
granules in water, or sand in water, to represent the behaviour of a huge range of
grain sizes (metres to microns) in water; using steady flows to represent the highly
unsteacly surging behaviour of debris flows; and using Newtonian fluids to represent
the strongly non-Newtonian behaviour of debris flow material. There is reliable
velocity, depth and density information from one or two field sites in fapan ancl
China. A very wide range of moclels for predicting debris flow hazard zones has
appeared, all of which claim success.
To date there has been no published attempt to create a small-scale debris flow in
the laboratory that is dynamically similar to field flows. The dimensional analysis
is, however, relatively straightforward and suggests that a 1 30 model, using coal
slack (density 1.5T m-t1 to represent large grains and a solution of wallpaper paste in
water (viscosiÿ ten times that of water) to represent the intergranular slurry of fine
solids in water, should be able to satisfy Froude number and Reynolds' number
similariÿ to a sufficient exten$ I hope to report results of this exercise soon. Criteria
by which the success of the attempt will be judged include its ability to display the
significant differences in behaviour observed in the field between large (]iangiia
Ravine, China) and small (Mt Thomas, New Zealand) debris flovrs (Davies, 1993),
and to represent accurately the quantitative behaviour of large flows reportec-l by
Kang ef nl. (1987). The major value of the technique, if successful, woulci be in
predicting the height, velocity and runout path of debris flows resulting from known
volumes of erosion in channels and on fans of known geometry, thus allowing reliable
design of bridges and land use zoning.

Large Rock Avalanches ('Sturzstoms')

Rock avalanches with volumes greater than about 107 m3 show mobility that
increases with size; while the equivalent friction coefficient for events of Iess than
107 m3 is about 0.5, that for events of 10e m3 is about 0.1-0.2, ancl for a lunar event of
1012 m3 is 0.06 (Hsù, 1975). A number of hypotheses to explain this phenomenon have
been proposecl, but no generally-accepted explanation has been aciopted. It is clear
that the local topography, as well as the volume of material, seriously affect the
deposit location (or destruction zone). In this case, dimensional analysis must inclucie
the factor(s) thât give rise to the varying friction coefficient. The most successful
attempt at a physical model has been Hsü's (1975) representation of the Elm event at
a scale of 1 : 4000 using a bentonite slurry to represent the mass of rocks that fell. This
is clearly more of an analogue than a physical model, in that relevant factors such as
the coefficient of restitution of the rocks have been subsumed into the rheology of the
bentonite slurry, and to that extent c-lynamic similarity was not achievecl. Thus,
while the exercise gave valuable suggestions and possible insights (and, incleecl,
testable hypotheses - Davies, 1982), one cannot confidently use its results for tlre
calibration of semi-empirical models or for direct predictitln of specific situations.
It is nonetheless intriguing that the behaviour of the Elm event can be so well
simulatecl by a very different material; in much the same way, fluic-l meanders in a
very wide range of physical situations have startlingly similar geometries.
Modelling by analogy is sometimes very successful in an er post facto sense, but, until
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we understand why, it cannot confidently be used for preclicti{ln, in case it cloesn't
work.

Conclusions
. Prediction of the behaviour of disastrous mass movements is hamperecl by

the nonlinear and sometimes chaotic nature of the events.
. Since disastrous events are, by definition, rare, reliable field data are

difficult to obtain.
. Small-scale laboratory physical models can provide reliable data on large

mass movements.
. These data can be used to calibrate empirical or semi-empirical predictive

models of disastrous rrtass movements.
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Abstract

Three highly mobile landslides, all of which have occured in this millennium, have
been documented in the Canadian Cordillera.They are the Pandemonium Creek rock
avalanche, which occurred in 1959 in the southern Coast Mcluntains of British
Columbia (Evans et al. 1989) ; the 1984 debris avalanche from the western flank of
Mount Cayley volcano in the Garibaldi Volcanic Belt of southwestern British
Columbia (Evans et al. in prep.), and the Avalanche Lake rock avalanche, which
occurred in the Mackenzie Mountains of the Northwest Territories sometime after
the middle of the 15th century (Evans et al. in press).

Résumé

Trois mouaements de terrain très moltiles qui se sont tous les trois ltroduits durnnt la
présent millénaire ont été obseroés dans la Cordillère Canadienne. ll s'agit de

l'aoalanchc de roches de Pandemoniwn Creek qui est suraenue en 1959 dans le srul de

la Chaîne Côtière de Colombie Britannique (Eaans et nl. 1.989) ; l'aonlanche de

débris de 1984 descendue du flanc oucst du uolcan du Mont Cayley dans ln ceinilre
oolcanique Garibaldi au sud-ouest fu la Colombie Britnnnique (Eaans et nl., à

paraltrù et l'aaalanche de roches d'Aaalnnche Lake suraenue dnns les montngn?s
Mackenzie, Territoires du Nord-Ottest, dans la deuxième moitiÉ dtt 1.5e siùcle (Eanns

et al. à paraître).

Pandemonium Creek rock avalanche

In 1959, a rock spur became detached from the headwall of a cirque near
Pandemonium Creek in the southern Coast Mountains of British Columbia.
Approximately 5 Mm3 of blocky, quartz diorite clebris travellecl 9.0 km along a

highly irregular path, descending a vertical clistance of 2 km to the valley rlf South
Atnarko River. The high mobility of the rock avalanche debris is manifestecl by
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superelevation in valley bends in Panclemonium Creeck, two run-ups (the vertical)
height of the first run-up in Pandemonium Creek was 335 m), and two right-angle
changes in flow direction. Although most of the debris came to rest on the upper part
of a fan at the mouth of Pandemonium Creek, one lobe traversed the fan and enterecl
Knot Lakes where it generated displacement waves that destroyed trees along the
shore.
Evans et al. (1989) present run-up and superelevation data which indicates that the
debris was moving between 81 and L00 m/s as it entered the run-up at Pandemonium
Creek and 21-38 m/s as it moved through the bends in Pandemonium valley. These
velocities were analysed by applying the dynamic model of Kôrner (1976) to the
path of the landslide. The analysis suggests that the rock avalanche had two
phases : a very rapid initial phase from detachment to the beginning of the run-up
(mean velociÿ 74 m/s), and following, sudden energy losses at the run-up, a seconcl
phase involving much lower velocities (mean velociÿ 22 m/ s).

Mount Cayley debris avalanche

In 1984, a mass of Quartemary pyroclastic rock (est. vol. 0.52 x 106 m3) cletachecl from
the western flank of Mount Cayley volcano, in the Garibalcli volcanic belt of
southwestern British Columbia. The rock mass formed a clebris avalanche that
travelled up to a horizontal distance of 3.46 km from its source over a vertical
distance of 1.18 km yielding a fahrboschung of 19o before being transformecl into a
debris flow. From the superelevation of the debris trimlime it is estimatecl that
velocities in the debris avalanche reacl-red at least 31 m/s.
The debris avalanche deposits consist of large fragments up to 3 m in diameter set in
a finer matrix of pulverised tuff. Above the trimlines pulverised tuff is found on the
upskrpe sicle of trees and branches are strippecl off up to 20-30 m above the trimline
indicating that the passage of the debris was accompanied by an airbourne cloucl.
Such evidence of an airboume cloucl was not observed along the margins of the
Pandemonium Creek event where similar velocities were calculateci from
superelevation of trimlines in bends.
The damage to vegetation along the debris avalanche path is very similar to that
observed along the margins of a snow avalanche path and suggests that the
avalanche moved partly as a turbulent powder avalanche of pulverised tuff, a
movement mechanism that is consistent with the evidence of remarkable wincl
damage to trees along the margins of the path documented by Lu (1988) ancl Cruclen
and Lu (1992\.
The debris avalanche exhibited mobility characteristics of clebris/rock avalanches
with debris volumes approximately two orders rlf magnitude greater and is termecl
hyper-mobile. The event shows similar mobility characteristics to hyper-mobile
slides of comparable volume in ponrus Chalk and loosely compactecl coal mine waste.
An impact collapse mechanism is hypothesised to accolrnt for the hyper mobility of
the 1984 Mount Cayley event in which pore pressures are generated by the impact
collapse of the highly porous tuff structure. The debris avalanche is one of seven
high velocity debris avalanches to have occtrrrecl in the Caribalcli Volcanic Belt of
southwestern British Columbia since 1855.
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This interpretation of the Mount Cayley event differs substantially from that «rf

Cruden and Lu (1992).

Avalanche Lake rock avalanche

The landslide is located in the Backbone Ranges of the Mackenzie Mountains, in
Canada's Northwest Territories and was first described by Gabrielse et al. (1973)

and Eisbacher (1979). The landslide involved the detachment of about 200 x 106 m3
of rock from a dip slope in massive Denovian carbonates. It is noteworthy because of a
remarkably planar detachment suface consisting of bedding planes in the carbonate
sequence dipping at 30o, and a spectacular run-up on the opposite valley side onto a

topographic feature called the Shelf.
The interpretation of events at Avalanche Lake has recently been subject to
controversy. Kaiser and Simmons (1990) presented a reassessment of transport
mechanisms of several rock avalanches in the Mackenzie Mountains of northwest
Canada in which their central hypothesis is that the mobility of some rock
avalanches was "assisted" or influenced by the presence of glacial ice, supposed by
the authors to have existed at the time of rock avalanche occurence, i.e. the late
Pleistocene. With respect to the Avalanche Lake rock avalanche, Kaiser and
Simmons (1990) assert that the mobility noted above could only have been achievecl
with ice in the valley and that without it the runup would be "physically
impossible" (p.137). This finding is in contrast to Evans (1989) who presentecl
evidence which suggested that the Avalanche Lake event occurred in the Holocene
sometime after 1450 A.D., that the mobility of the rock avalanche is real ancl not
apparent, and that is was not assisted by the presence of glacier ice in the valley.
In a further work, Evans et al (in press) present additional evidence which inclicates
that the rock avalanche occurrecl in an ice-free environment. It consists of
observations on the nature of the detachment surface, the morphology ancl location of
the rock avalanche debris, the presence of levees in the debris ancl isolated patches
of debris on valley side slopes, and the entrainment of alluvial deposits and conifer
fragments from the valley floor in the Shelf Lobe debris. Additional raidocarbon
clating of the entrained wood in the debris indicates that the lanclslide took place in
this millennium, no earlier than about 1460 A.D.
Based on this evidence the behavior of the rock avalanche is reconstrLrctecl. It is
characterised by dramatic mobility in which the rock avalanche split into two
parts. The west part smashecl into the opposite valley sicle and about 5 x 106 m3 rocie

up onto the Shelf. The remainder (155 x 106 m3), fell back into the valley, pârtially
running back up the detachment surface to an elevation 360 m above the valley, ancl
then, reversing direction again, ran back into the valley bottom where it was
clepositecl. The east part, the South Lobe (40 x t06 m3) ranout clown a valley re-
entrant opposite the detachment surface. The maximum vertical drop in the path is
7220 m, the maximum run-up is 640 m. The fâhrboschung for the Shelf Lobe is 8" and
for the South Lobe is 10".
In a paper at this symposium, Hungr (1993) simulates the run-up onto the Shelf
inclicating that the presence of glacier ice is not necessary ttl account for the run-Lrp
magnitude. It is estimated that maximum velocities during the movement reached 80
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m/s. The mn-Lrp (640 m) is the highest recorded in the world and on an empirical run-
up plot is highly anomalous in relation to the height of the clescent slope. The case
history clemonstrates that massive detachments have taken place in the Mackenzie
Mountains in the comparatively recent past.
All three rapid mass movements exhibit several aspects of mobility, the simulation
of which are useful tests of a dynamic model. It is hoped that other specialists in the
field may wish to use these data to test or calibrate their dynamic models. In
addition, the case histories illustrate the importance of detailled field observations
in the reconstruction of rapid mass movement events and that major differences in the
interpretation of the timing and sequence of events may result.
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Abstract

We rlemonstrate using centrifuge experiments (10-1ffi0m/s2; ,r., so.,.l avalanches with
clifferent piles built at different densities that
i) grain cohesion is negligeable,
ii) the avalanche size and the average maximum angle of repose depend on the
initial pile-density and on the mean stress. Our data are quite consistent with those
obtained from other tests of soil mechanics in particular on what concerns the friction
angle.
iii) but that the internal friction angle fluctuates within 2" from experiment to
experiment so that this parameter is not a well definecl macroscopic quantity.

Résumé

A l'aide rl'expériences cn centrifitgnrce (1.0-1-000 m/s2) réalisées sttr tlas nunlnnchrs
de saltle aoec des densités initiales aariables, nous démontrons les points sttionnts :

i) la cohésion entre les grains est négliganltle ;
ii) la taille dc l'aaalanche et l'angle mnximurn moyen de repos dipcndcnt da ln
densité initiale et de ln contrainte moyenne.
Nos données sont cohérentes aaec celles oltterurcs lors d'autres tests cn mécnniqrc dcs

sols, en Ttarticulier pour ce qui concerne l'angle de frotternent ;
iii) cependnnt, l'nnglc de frottetnent interne aarie dans une fourchette de 2" d'tLne
cxpériance à tme autre ; il ne constitrtc donc pns une grandeur bien définie d'un Ttoint da

aue mocroscopique.
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Introduction
Since Coukrmb, we know that the mechanics of soil is mainly governed by a friction
angle Q; since Reynolds we know that granular materials which cleform generate
dilatancy effect. More recently, experiments using triaxial test [1-4] have measured
these effects quantitatively and demonstrated that this dilatancy effect depends on
the mean stress supported by the material and on the initial pile density. In
particular, it has been proved that this dilatancy effect modify the effective
stiffness and the stress-strain behavior of the material. But a question arises then:
are these quantities perfectly well defined at a macroscopic level or not; are they
fluctuating; are they equal when measured by two different methods?
As a matter of fact, much work has been done recently to understand the mechanism
of sand avalanches l2-l3l; this is mainly due to the pionnering discrete model of Bak,
Tang and Wiesenfeld (BTW) which generates a self-organized critical state [5,6]; it
considers the problem as a true 2-D surface flow; it predicts large fluctuations of 2-D
avalanche sizes and 1/f noise. On the other hand, most experimental investigations
on real pile do not get such large 2-D fluctuations [3, 8-10, 12,13], except when very
small piles are concemed [3, 11-13]; for instance, it has been observecl experimentally
that the typical avalanche volume scales as the pile volume and not as the pile
surface [3, 8-10, 12-131; this means in particular that its size is characterizecl by a

variation ô0 of the free surface inclination and that two different values of the free
surface inclination, before 06 and after 0" the avalanche, have to be definect. (ô0= 06-

0";0p is also called the maximum angle of repose (MAR)).

Owing to this, I have proposed [3] to make a parallel between sand-avalanche
behaviour and typical results of triaxial test in soil mechanics. Using such an
analogy, I have been able to predict that the maximum angle of repose (MAR) eb

should reflect mainly a unique friction coefficient Q, but differs from it by a quantity
ô0=0b-0 which depends on the difference d-d. between the real pile density d anc] a

reference one d. (which is also called the "critical" density by soil mechanics); from
this point of view, ô0 is a measure of the dilatancy effect and is expected to tencl tcr

zero when d-tda.Grain elasticity, grain cohesion, water pressure ancl water flow are

also quite relevant parameters and determine the avalanche size too. One way of
separating dilatancy- and cohesion-&/or-elastic-effects is to vary gravity anc"l

density.
So, this work is devoted to study the physics of sand avalanches under gravity using
a centrifuge and at controled density, to determine if the maximum angle of repose
(MAR) 05 ancl the avalanche size ô0 are governed by the sand density, by grain
cohesion or by grain elasticity ancl to clemonstrate that sand avalanches may be
understoocl within the same concepts as triaxial test results. More cietails may be
found in [13]. I will focus here or discussing u,hether the friction angle Qis uniryu, or
not.
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Experimental set-up and procedures
We have prepared by pluviation different homogeneous parallelepipedic samples
(0.4*0.4*0.15 m3) of the same "normalized" Hostun sand [14] at different densities
and have performed on each of them a series of avalanches at different graviÿ
fields using the 5.5 m-radius centrifuge of the Laboratoire Central des Ponts et
Chaussées in Nantes. Due to sample- and centrifuge-sizes, the acceleration
homogeneity is not better than 3%. Vibrations inside the centrifuge may be
neglected, but a special careenage has been designed to prevent any wind
perturbation.
Hostun sand [14] is a sieved ground silicate sand from Grenoble neighbourhood.
The densiÿ range which may be achieved by varying the pluviation parameters
(which are the flow and the fall height) is 1.45-1.68; but keeping the same
pluviation parameters leads to the same pile densiÿ within less than 1%.
The experimental avalanche device is sketched on Fig. 1: it is located in the
centrifuge nacelle. It consists in a parallelepipedic container filled with Hostun
sand, which can rotate slowly around an horizontal axis; this generates a set of
successive avalanches; the flowing sand is collected by a box, where it is
weighted. A video camerâ records the surface flow and allows to measure the
height of the remaining sand. So, we have determined the angles of the free
surface just before (qb) (qb=MAR) and just after (qe) any avalanche, their
difference dq and the avalanche weight as functions of the gravity and of the
initial densiÿ d.

video
camera \Ho

(,à

+
rotation

transducer

Figure 1: Experimental set-up.

The exp erimental procedures
The process to fill the box with sand at a controled density uses the pluviation
method; it lasts about 5 hours, which is quite large crlmpared to the running time
of the centrifuge.
As a result, we have decided to record a whole series of avalanches for each
sample preparation for most experimental procedures, even if the real pile density

collecting
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was well defined for the first avalanche of each sample only. But sandpiles exhibit
story effect, so that we expect that the results depend on the protocol, which has to
be defined rigourously.
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Figure 2: Evolution of the avalanche characteristics after a series of avalanches at
1()0G, for different initial densities.

One way to proceed is to increase gravity to a given value G1=1Q0G ancl to perform a
series A1 of few (A1=8) avalanches and to record the evolution of their
characteristics (05(i), ô0(i), 0e (i), mass(i)) as a function of their number i in the

o d=1.47
. d=1.45
o d=1.67
. d=1.68
+ d=l.59
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series (1si<A1). These results are reported in Fig. 2a for 06, and in Fig.2b for ô0. This
set of experiments was devoted also to check the reproducibility of the results and
we have repeated this experiment, on the two extreme packing densities. Indeed,
Fig.2a demonstrates that the data are reproducible (within a given uncertainty).
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However, an other way to proceed is to begin increasing the angle 0 from 0 to a given
value 06 at G=1 and then to increase G till an avalanche occurs; this last procedure

allows to demonstrate that the maximum angle of repose 06 depends on the gravity
field (cf Fig. 3). Furthermore, looking for a protocol dependence, we have tried other
procedures, which have lead to other results published elsewhere [13]. But we can
sum up part of these data by plotting ô0 as a function of 05,; this is reported in Fig. 4.

Data analysis

Fig.2a confirms that our experiments are reproducible. We observe also from Fig. 2

that 06 evolves spontaneously as a function of the number of the avalanche in the

series; obviously, this evolution depends on the initial pile density since 06 is

continuously increasing for the loose packings (d=1.45) and continuously decreasing
for the dense packings; but they both converge eventually to a common limit value
which is about 34"-35", rather independent of the initial density.

Coherence with triaxial test results
These behaviors may be understood within the framework of the "critical" state
model of avalanches [3]: let us assume that the pile density d near the free surface
evr:lves spontaneously due to successive avalanche processes till it reaches the so-
called "critical" state density dc eventually. In this case the limit value of 06 (i.e.

34') will be equal to the internal friction angle Q measured at large deformations by
triaxial cell apparatus, so that it will be independent of d. From the literature, we
find that 0=33-35o for Hostun sand [14], [Biarez private communication]; this is the
value found here. Furthermore, this theoretical approach agrees also with the facts
that 0g should increase continuously when the initial pile is loose and shoulcl

clecrease when the initial pile is dense, which confirms then the "critical" state
analysis.
However the "critical" state analysis [3] does not explain the existence of
macroscopic events when the pile is loose since this model predicts a small and
continuous evolution of the pile slope instead of the observed macrclscopic variations
of tlre slope inclination ô0=1o as exhibited in Figs.2b for d=|.42,7.45,7.47. Looking
for mrlre information on these events, we have measured the weight of the flowing
sand using the box device of Fig. 1 and have found that these events do not correspond
to a real flow, (no sand has been collected in the box after these events); this
demonstrates that these two first events correspond to macroscopic volume-change,
each of tl"rem being of about 5%,, so that the mean pile density after these two events
is increased to about 1.6. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first evidence of
such a macroscopic densification process. These two features -existence of
"avalanches" for slopes smaller than Q and existence clf a macroscopic densificaticln-
might perhaps be understood within the frame work of Evesque and Sornette [15] on
the dynamical system approach of the deformations in non-cohesive soil which
demonstrates that deformation localizations in soil are sub-critical bifurcations.
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Effect of graviÿ on the maximum angle of repose 05

Fig. 3 results have been obtained using the second protocol (i.e. the container has been
first inclined at lG at a given initial angle 06, the graviÿ has then been increased

till the first avalanche occurs, this value of Gas then been plotted as a function of 06.

The aim of this experiment is to focus on the behaviour of a sample built at a density
just above the critical densiÿ d. (i.e. 7.52-'1..54 for Hostun sand) and to determine the

variations of its dilatancy -or-cohesion effect as a function of graviÿ.
Fig. 3 demonstrates that the larger the graviÿ, the smaller the maximum angle of
repose. Our data prove either the existence of a cohesion effect, the strength of
which diminishes when increasing gravity, or that the "critical" densiÿ d.
increases when increasing G, which reduces also the dilatancy effect. (This is
predicted by the fthofield & Wroth approach of avalanches [2, 3] since d. increases
with the mean stress). Anyway, we remark that the width of the cLrrve corresponds
to about 2o and is independent of gravity so that these fluctuations are not linkecl to
cohesion.

Relationship between densiÿ, avalanche size and maximum angle of repose 05

Tuming now to the variations of the avalanche size, (cf Fig. 2b), we note first that a
correlation exists during the first avalanches of each series between the initial
density and the avalanche size ô0, (the larger the density the larger the
avalanche); for instance we find first avalanche sizes of about ô0=4" for the clensiest
packing instead of 1 or 2" for the looser packings. (This is confirmed by fig.4 data).
In soil mechanics, the notion of the "critical" state is linked to the existence of a

unique macroscopic friction coefficient Q and of a dilatancy effect. This last one
depends on the difference d-d. between the real pile density and the so-called
"critical" clne d.. Furthermore, one finds that da depends on the mean stress. When
one applies this theory to avalanches [3], one can define an effective friction
coefficient Q"66 which depends on d and which is equal to the maximum angle of
repose 06; as Q is the ending angle, the avalanche size ô0 is Q"66-Q. So this theory
predicts a linear dependence between ô0 and 06{, the slope of which should be equal
to 1; this is what we observe experimentally on Fig. 4 where we have collected most
of the data obtained on Hostun sand. However, we observe also large fluctuations on
this figure.

Analysis of the fluctuations
We note that the widths of the curves in Figs. 3 & 4 correspond to uncertainties of
about 2o. In the same spirit, we note in Fig. 2 that the limit value of 06 fluctuates
within 2o, that a mean avalanche size <ô0> of about 2" is reached after the transient
regime a limit regime. We note also that this <ô0>=2o value compares well with the
other data from the literature [3,8-13] obtained with other devices on different
silicate granular materials (glass spheres of different diameters, sand of different
size).
It seems to us that the simplest way to integrate these fluctuations into the physics

of the avalanche size is to assume the "critical" state to be governed by an erratic
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process as if the intemal friction angle Q is not be defined within an accuracy better
than 2o. We can try and test this hypothesis and look at triaxial test curve to
demonstrate the existence of such fluctuations in the internal friction angle Q. It is
accepted that the scatter of the experimental data from a triaxial test to an other
one allows to measure the friction angle within an accuracy of 2o, since large
deformations without yieldings and localizations in a homogeneous sample are
extremely difficult to obtain; however, if we examine carefully each triaxial test
curve, we find that the stress-strain experimental curves are smooth in general; its
fluctuations correspond to ôq=9.5o, so that we cannot be completely certain that these
<ô0> and 06 fluctuations in avalanche experiments are completely linked to

fluctuations of Q and not induced directly by some non-linear relaxation process
involved in the avalanche mechanism.
One can ask whether the fluctuaticln amplitude 1ôq=2") depends on the material or
not. This is why we have studied recently avalanches on Fontainebleau sand and on
rice, for which we have measured different mean experimental avalanche
fluctuations <ô0>=ô0: Lo and 4" respectively.

Conclusion
As a conclusion, we think that these experiments demonstrate the existence of a

clensity effect which is mclre or less in agreement with triaxial data [2, 3] and with
the "critical" state analysis [2, 3]: in particular, we have shown that the clenser the
packing the larger the maximum angle of repose ancl that the first avalanche size ô0

clepends on the packing density and on the maximum angle of repose 0p.

We have found that a limit regime is reached after few avalanches. It is
characterized by a typical avalanche size <ô0>=2". These results seem to us very
stimulating since they demonstrate that the typical limit of the avalanche size
(<ôe>=Z'; is gravity inclependent. The simplest way to interprete these facts is to
assume that the friction angle is a random value, within an uncertainty of 2o. An
other important result is that a macroscopic discontinuous densification occurs in the
case of very loose packings. These two effects were nrlt known and not forecast by soil
mechanics.
As a final remark, part of this work was motivatecl by the search of a parameter
controling the avalanche size; it succeeded clearly to demonstrate that clensity is one
of them (as we thought), but it appears that we are not able to make the avalanche
size to vanish and to get a stâte of critical bifr,rrcation, obeying the BTW motiel, as

we were hoping. It is still possible that an other parameter controls the avalanche
size, so that we hope that this work will stimulate further developments on
avalanche experiments in centrifuge.
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Abstract

Computer tools for risk management in case of slope instabiliÿ are presented in this
paper. With them, the geotechnician will be able to face any emergency and provide
the best analysis of the slope.

Résumé

Cet article présente des outils informatiques destinés à la gestion du risque dans le cas

des pentes instables. Aoec l'aide de tels outils, le géotechnicien sera cnpable de fairc
face à toute situation de crise et de réaliser la meillettre analyse de stabilité poilr un(
pente donnée.

Introduction
The expert system, XPENT, for slope stability, was presented in 1988, (Faure et al.
1988) at the Lausanne International Conference. The aim of the research presentecl
was to provide the geotechnician with help in analysis of a failure and in definition
of the best reinforcement design. In figure 1 one can see that other aspects were also
taken into account, such as computer aided teaching and diagrrosis during crisis. The
latter point was made in a recent thesis (Mascarelli D, 1994) and consequently it is
possible to decide upon some tools for risk mana6;ement (Mascarelli D, Faure R.M,
1993). In the case of a crisis, the slide has just occured and the expert is not in â goocl
position to perform a detailed analysis. Everybody is in a hurry, the ciata, most of
which incorporate visual facts, are uncertain and incomplete and the expert has tcr

produce the design which will best avoid the risk. One of the best aids that he can
have is a computer aided design system which can take into account all kinds of data
and can simulate all kinds of reinforcement design. That is to say, that we have tcr

builcl a complete model of the slope with very little numerical informations, that
are enhanced, step by step, using powerful tools of simulation. The present paper
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tries to describe this challenge and defines the necessary computer tools that are
useful for the expert.

ligure 1 GENERAL CFiART OF XPENT (1988)

An accurate definition of a landslide
In order to help the expert in his analysis or reinforcement design, the computer
model is built with a very accurate description of the world of landslides. This large
description and the need for reasoning imply some important consequences such as :

Powerf ul computer sof tware
To facilitate the use of empirical knowledge and declarative facts an object oriented
language is necessary. In order to provide reasoning capacities the "Le Lisp"
language was choosen. In fact we have used in the development of the expert system
higher level languages such as Aida, Masai, Smeci, all from the Ilog company,
which are layers of software that are easy to use (Neveu et al, 1990).

A new and more accurate classification of slides
For more than a century geotechnicians have tryed to classify earth slides. Numerous
classifications have been develtlped and the last one was given by the World
Landslides Inventory working group (Cruden, f991). We find in this classification an
attempt to go beyond the descriptive geology, but the mechanical aspects are not
sufficiently taken into account. To overcome this weakness, a new description
including the velociÿ and the stage of movement has been proposed (Vaunat et al,
1,ee4).
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A detailed description of the actions

When actions are combined to secure a slide they are not employed without order. By
means of a SADT (structured analysis design technique) approach the sequences of
all possible actions are established and put in the computer as guideline for
reasoning. So the program can only propose realistic scheme of repair. This very
important job is done through two thesis (Ke, 1990), (Mascarelli, 1994).

Quick input
One of the most important features of the system is the speed of the input. But with
this speed, integrity of the data have to be ensured. Happily graphic input can
provide both safeÿ and speed.

Input of visual facts

Iconography is now available on small computers and with it, it is possible ttr
propose to the user a description by means of images or sketches for the necessary
concepts we use in the study. However, the textual input is still used by means of
checking lists which are displayed to the user. We have simple choice lists where
the computer checks the uniciÿ of the answer, and several choices lists. All these
inputs are gathered in screens that we can access in any order, and consequently the
input time is considerably reduced. This approach gives new ideas for the agreement
of a data base for landslides. Following the works done by the World Landslides
Inventory, a version has been developed with the parameters used by the Working
Group. It will be soon available on international networks to facilitate data
exchanges on landslides, with full details as to permit comparative studies.

Simplified ground model
Gnrund Elevation Models (GEM) are powerful tools but are scarcely useful for the
management of a crisis. This is for two main reasons: first, the geometrical data are
too accurate and are stored in a very big file not easy to use on a PC, and, second, the
indices useful for the geotechnician are not available in it. A specialised GEM. has
thus to be built by the user. The starting point is the usual map of the site that is first
digitalised through a scanner and then displayed on the screen. An extensive icon
menu allows the setting on the map three kinds of feature that are localized on the
map by the use of the computer mouse. Thus, they are:

. points, such as springs, blocks, boreholes, etc i

. linear details such as electric wires, fences, roads, etc ;

. surface details such as buildings, woods, wet areas, etc.

The reference of the map allows the coordinates of those elements to be obtained
directly and thus, knowledge of the relative position of each element with respect to
others is easily available. For the elevations, the user can define specific lines such
as crests, wedges and particular points. Subsequently, the elevation at any pQrticular
point can be determined through linear interpolation. Very quickly, all the
remarkable features are placed on the map and the data of the ground note-book,
filled during the site visit, are easily stored in the computer. The GEM with such
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data can be recognised as a Geographic Information System (GIS) for the
manaflement of landslides (Faure and Mascarelli, 1993).

Vulnerability
A special item can be associated to each object entered in the GIS showing, either the
value of a specific parameter, or a particular attention for works, and in that way, to
give some orientation for the reasoning. The remedial works can be thus, clearly
defined in terms of values. For the evaluation of hazard, discussed later on, the
vulnerability is settled and to compute the risk the well known equation,
Risk=Hazard*vulnerabiliÿ, is used (Vaunat et aI,1992).

Underground representation

To define the sub-soil the behaviour of an expert is followed step by step, the
geotechnician makes hypotheses that have to be confirmed by other data or
reasonings. The user starts with a borehole and sets some hypothesis about the
Iayers. The neighbouring borehole can confirm or contradict this hypothesis. In the
case of contradiction the user has to propose a new hypothesis. The process goes on for
all vertical profiles and finally a complete 3D model is developped. At each step
the computer can display the consequeces of the hypothesis on the screen under the
form of diagrams, profiles or maps. Some geclstatistical checks can be done layer by
layer and the data of a borehole can be verified by an expert system (Zelfan|1993 ;
Zelfani et al, 1992). Figure 2 shows the 5;eneral sketch for establishing the 3D
description of the subsoil.
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Geotechnical and spatial reasoning

Expert rules
To give an efficient help to the geotechnician, reasoning is introduced as expert rules
with regard to geotechnics and spatial relations. It is very useful to be able to
mana[Je the relative position of two layers following the correspondance of two
boreholes. Other more simple rules are used for setting the range of the soil
parameters for the soils known only by their name. It is the completeness of this set
of rules which gives the reasoning power to the system.
The establishment of the rules has been made using the Knowledge Oriented Design
(KOD) method for the analysis of the speach of the experts (Vogel, 1988), (Faure et
al, 1997).

Checking consistency

Through his answers to the system the geotechnician may introduce non consistent
facts that ou1;ht to be discovered by the computer as to follow a realistic and logical
reasoning. At each step, tools from geostatistics can be used to evaluate the
consistency of the soil model, and the dialog between the expert and the computer
allows back trials.

The slope simulator

Real data and computed data

At this stage of the study geotechnical profiles may be given by the computer with
all the necessary informations. An editor profile allows this operation and it is a

profile validated by the user, that is used for the following calculations.

Links with calculus codes

Analysis methods give a quantification of the stabiliÿ. It is a particular useful tool
for comparing two designs of reinforcement. In slope stability the most important
input is quite often the hydraulic flownet and it is necessary to check that the
hypotheses which define it gives results corresponding to pore pressure observations
or field measurements, otherwise an adjustment of the parameters is necessary. It is
done by C-COOL, a finite element program for saturated and unsaturated soils
(Vaunat,1990). For the calculation of the stability, a profile editor sets up a clata
file used by NIXES ET TROLLS, a versatile slope stability program developed in
France (Faure et al., 1985).
The interface between these programs is very complete providing the user with a
powerful slope simulator. He is thus able to check, in real time, the importance of
each parameter involved in the stability of the slope. It is easy to recognize the most
important parameters for which a more accurate and detailed investigation is
necessary. The user can appreciate the c-Q curve corresponding to conditions at
failure, or the diagram giving the safeÿ factor F as a fonction of the water level. To
some extend that gives an estimation of the hazard for evaluating the risk (Vatrnat
et al., 7992).
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Sketches of reports
All the information, that supplied by the user, and the rest deduced or calculated by
the computer, is well ordered and stored in the computer. Consequently, it is easy to
use the computer in order to elaborate and present different kinds of report with
graphics, pictures and charts needed in a slope study. For this, links are established
with an usual word-processing software that allows an individualization the report.

Conclusion
All these functions are being integrated in the expert system XPENT, and some
aspects have been down sized for use on a 486 PC. The development on workstation is
going ahead with the help of several universities. This year the use of "ftzzy logic"
will be introduced for the definition of the reinforcement. In another way, the use of
international network ought to enhance this cooperation, for the first time with the
WASSS prroject following the work of the Word Landslide Inventory.
Ultimately, XPENT will be a complete and powerful tool for crisis management in
the situation where a slide occlrrs, ancl also for the design of any kincl of
reinforcement.
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Sound wave propagation measurements in snow flows

Mesures de la propagation d'ondes sonores dans des

écoulements de neige

M. CAY

Cemagref / Dioision Niaologie
BP 76, 38402 Saint-Martin d'Hères - France

Tel. G3) 76 76 27 27- Fax Gil 76 51. 38 0i

Abstract

We are introducing a new acoustic wave propagation measrlrement system to obtain
the variation of the time of attenuation and sound speed inside the fklw. These
measLrrements are carried out in twt'r points in space and enable us to find the speed of
the flow through an intercorrelatitln data processing. We show different experiments
carriecl out at the Federal Institute for Snow and Avalanche Research
(Switzerland). We describe the sensor and the results ancl thus validate its
principle. By a treatment of the signal we obtain some parameters in simulatecl
avalanches that are :

. the speed of the front,

. the sound attenuation variation in this environment,

. the speed of the snow flow.

Résumé

Nous déoeloppons un système de mesure de propagation des ondes acoustiques pour
obtenir les aariations de temps d'atténuation et de aitesse du son dnns un écoulement.
Ces rnesures sont réalisées en deux points de l'espace et nous pennettent de trouacr ln
aitesse de l'écoulement par un traitement d'intercorrélation. Nous présentons
différentes expériences effectuées à l'lnstitrrt Fédéral pour l'Etude de la Neige et des
Aaalanches (Suisse). Nous décriaons le capteur, les résultats et anlidons ninsi son
princiyte. Par un traitement du signal, nous olttenons différents parunètres dnns des
rualanches simulées :

. la aitesse du front ;

. la aariation de l'atténuation du son dans cat enaironnement ;

. ln aitesse de l'écoulement de neige.

Introduction
The physical parameter measurements inside the snow fkrw is essential to identify
and to characterise numerical models. When the stage of model realization is
finishecl, it's necessary to look for measurement results for identification and
validation.
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The difficulties of snow flow measurements are the selection of a sensor, its
installation and the interpretation of the results. The two methods to know the
avalanche kinematics are the sound wave propagation and the electromagnetic
wave propagation. We have chosen the first solution because we want to know the
mechanical parameters of the snow flow. We describ the designing and realization
of the sound sensor.

Previous data

The electrical properties of the snow are in relation with different parameters
densiÿ, temperature, structure, etc.
Debye's model :

The dielectric constant

e(.f)= t'(f)- jd'(f) (1)

t' is the relative permittivity and t" i" th" loss factor (it shows the absorption). Water,
ice and for a great part snow are described like this :

E^-e
e(.f)=too* u oo

I +ztrj.f-c Q)

tO is the dielectric constant in static

too is the optical limit of the dielectric constant

? is the relaxation time.

We find in relation with EQ(1) and EQ(2) that the krss factor reaches a maximum for
the frequency:

1

,f 2rr
The optical limit of the dielectric constant is controlled by the porosity, the liquid
water content and the relative permittivity of the components ice, air and water. In

the microwave range, €' and t" d"p"rrd, strongly on the frequency.

Look at the Doppler effect. Quadrivector of wave : an electromagnetic plane wave
polarized rectilinear is propagated through the vacuum with a speed v=c. The
propagation direction representation is the wave vector k :

1( = ( k ,-) Quadrivector of wave
C

Its scalar square is invariant in relation with the Lorentz transformation (L). We
have :
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K' --(L) K with

k' *= y u(kx - Bi)
k' 

Y= 
kY

Ë z=kz

+= v^i- Fk*)

(3)

(4)

(s)

(7)

to observe

o, =-l[o]l'"' 0 =-9cos 0 ,
c

the fourth relations give us :

+ = rrf,o-lcoso)
Thus:

âo âo.-++u**
dt dx

àu
P7*

Lrou. u

--- 
-- 

cos0a c(e)

About this relation, and the dependence of the snow permittivity, we suggest to work
with sound waves, to make the data interpretation easier.

Hydrt'rdynamic equation

àu àu
0p

dt àx
(6)

Continuiÿ equation :

+pu+ APa

-0
State equation:

dP
V2

dp
(8)

To solve this system, we notice that presently u and P are too small as well as their
derivative.We can remove the second term in the hydrodynamic and continuity
equation:
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àu APô--l--=rù'àx

ào AuL+D--0
àt'Ax

*u" ffi-v2

u = .t'U -i, * v{t + 
}>

'- plr('-?- q(t*+)

0

Let

It's the wave propagation equation. V is the velocity of the wave propagation.
The time integration gives :

(e)

(10)

M

H.P.

Fig. 1 Sensor, 8 March 1993.
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V
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Instrumentation and techniques

The speed measurement of snow flow consists in obtaining two signals in the space
and in relation, in inter-correlationing analysis to obtain the speed.
Attenuation and propagation speed are function of the environment characteristics.
The loud speaker sends out a sound wave through the snow flow.

Zz

Er
t

qrcsr@.(Or:.rr{æk

0^6-ffi .tur .r.u(.Se

3

t

Fig. 4 Signal according to time

The important stage is the test of the sensor. There is a typical experimental
installation to test the sensor at the Federal Institut for Snow and Avalanche
Research in Davos.
We can see the recorded signal in the time domain ancl frequency domain.

Results

The design of this sensor was mainly directed towards two different goals : the first
was to determine the speed in snow flow, the second one consisted in recording the
variation of sound attenuation and phase in the hope of knowing the densiÿ during
the flow.
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Speed inside snow flow : the spectral analysis is the signal processing methocl that
characterises the frequency content of a measured signal. We look at carrier
frequency modulation. The simple demodulation consists in taking the fast Fourier
transform with slippery window of 64 points. The modulation is obtained with the
maximum peak variation.
Some problems exist which are the variations of the frequency rating.
We can see the rating change from 105 to 120, let 2.33 kHz to 2.(6ktlz, or we give out
a 1.1 kHz frequency. It's a noise that disturbs the signal.

O^VOS t€ 3O/O3/93 . u.G^Y : aval2k4 SIGNAL
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Fig.7 Spectrum of received signal

We have a peak of frequency 2.29 kHz, in that case we give out 1.1 kHz. We must use
an another method of demodulation.

:l(r:

yxy(v) = rr[*r«tl] (12)

rx/î)= JNut' oe2rcjvt6, = TF-t s^ÿv)
*oo

-oo

S^y(v) = X(v) y* (v) is the energy spectral density
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Ilrur.u- r)dtC (z) = lim
J-1oo

xy

We obtain the inter-ct'rrrelation of signal E1->R1 and E2->R2, and calculate the
covariance of (E1,R1)->(E2,R2).

Finally, we obtain the speed of the avalanche front, and inside the snow flow. For,
example :

Avalanche N"2
Avalanche N"4
Avalanche No6

?,:co

oc0

o
ts

(:.
.{

Vl(t) = 8.4 m/s.
Vl(t) = 3.37 m/s.
V1(t) = 4.21mls.

àval2 COVARIANCE El.Rl->Ez-RZ : l.l.GAY

o.a
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0l o.2 o.3 0.5 0.6 07 0.r
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Fig.8 Speed of snow flc'rw

Attenuation and phase : the amplitude variation is function of attenuation ancl
phase but we can adjust the measurement of amplitucle to clbtain the attenuation in
the snow flow.

Conclusion
The above-clescribed experiments demonstrate the possibility to measure some
physical parameters inside a snow flow. The digital signal processing allows to
extract information in spite of noice. One of the important unsolved problems is the
filtering of the received signal. Last the sensor resists to the snow flow.

o3o2
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Contribution to the study of mass movements : mudflow
slides and block fall simulations

Contribution à l'étude de mouoements efl fitasse : simulations
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Abstract

Several theoretical and practical developments in relation with mass movements
(rock blocks, rockslides, mudflows) are presented as a contribution to the discussion.
Some of them are field based, and others are numerical simulations. First of all we
present briefly some gerel'alized Newtonian fluid models. Then the Arbitrary
Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) formulation for viscous flows with free surface is
described and an example of its applicability is discussed. A rock avalanche
simulation using some simplifications within a F.E. or a Finite differences scheme is
developed next. Then the mudflow balance of energy study technique is outlined.
Finally, we explain our experiments in rock block simulations, and we present a

tentative graph runout distance vs. volume of material.

Résumé

Plusieurs déaeloppements théoriques et pratiques sur les mouaements en massc
(chutes de blocs, écroulements rocheux, cottlées de boues) sont présentés. Certnins
d'entre eux sont basés sur des obseroations de terrnin, d'autres relèoent de lo
sùnulation numérique. Dans un premier temps, nous ytrésentons brièoement quelryrcs
modèles de fluides de type Neuttonien générnlisé. Ensuite, une formulntion
Lagrangienne-Eulérienne pour les écoulements ztisqueux à surface liltre est décrite et
ult exemple d'applicabilité est disct.tté. Une simulation d'aanlanche rocheusc
utilisant des simplifications au sein de schémas aux éléments finis ou nux différcnces

finies cst ensuite déoeloppée. Par la suite, ln techniquc du ltilnn d'énergie pott tm(,
coulée de boue est détaillée.
Enfin, nous expliquons nos expériences de simulntions naec des ltlocs rochetu et notrs
proposons un graphe de Ia distance d'arrêt Ttar rapport au oolume de matérinu.

Introduction
To stucly natural flow phenomena (rock or mudslides, snow avalanches, breaking of a
dam or mine tailings impoundments, lava flow...) one must consicler behaviours other
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than newtonian (p=ç6nstant). Among all the possible models, a set of practical
engineering ones are pointed up: the so called Generalized Newtonian fluids. These

models are characterized by a viscosiÿ which depends on the shear rate: tt=P(f). 1r"t

table I and fig.1 some of them are presented (Huerta & Liu, 1988).

Model I 1D viscosity 3D generalization

Ncwtonian

Powcr Iaw

Truncatcd
Powcr [:w

po = Constant

p=m'f

P= llo
, . 

'. \n-|
P = llo\'lt'lo)

i<%
ÿ> ÿo

o'=ZpoD'
o':2^1Yf2Çffi"-ru
o'=2pP'- ÿzrr(o5.ÿ,
o' =2*(ÿ24D'')tiù"-' 2t' < io

carteau P- $- =Jl+(Ài)'zl.-')/'l o'=2(u-p-)[(r+2,t'rr(D")]o-'t'2D'+zp-D'
Pa - tL-

Carreau-A fr. = O o' =2po1l +212 ù(D'2)l<'-ttt2D'

,,=@ 7<ro D'=O |tr(cr")<rlErngnam p=,'p+hli t2îo o'=2pe1l+,ortfTt l o'>,f,
Hcrschel ,.=æ ,€?o D'=0 lt(o':)<t;
and p=mÿ"-tt4lÿ 12to o'=2^(ÿ1r -"O'

Bulklcy +2ronfilcr@\o' I tr(c':)>zl
whcre o' and D' are the deviatoric part of the stress and stretch [i.e. ] (Vu + uV)] tensors, respcctivcly

c.= -Pô.. + 2uD..rJrl'I
*,)
r*r)

1

2
I

â[
J

âv

D..
U

+

In addition to one of this constitutive relationships, the material has to verify the
field equations (continuiÿ and momentum conservation) ancl the proper initial and
boundary conditions.
In trrder to simulate the flow with free surface, we cân solve the complete problem
(next section), or, under certain circumstances, use a simplified approach.

Application of arbitrary lagrangian-eulerian (ALE) techniques for
viscous flow with large free surface motion
This is a recent development on the Finite Element Method (FEM), one of the most
powerful and sofisticated numerical techniques available to solve partial
differential equations.
The kinematic relationship between the moving fluici and the F.E. grid is extremely
important in multidimensional fluid clynamics problems. Two classical descriptions
are usually used:
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. Lngrongiar: the mesh, in motion, follows the particles. As there are no
convective effects, the calculations are quite simple, but the mesh is not able
to follow big material distortions.

. Ëulerian: The mesh is fixed; although the previous drawback (mesh
distortion) is overcome, now the convective effects arise, as well as problems
to follow the free surface.

l0 |

l0 t

c.= -Pô.. + 2uD..U|l'|J
a

"i9" to'

i.
h
a
o l0'
C)
o

1(avi *,')

',, 
z[{.âx,

lo t

l0
1 o-2 'I 0 -' 10 1o '

Shear Rate i Q/r)
Fig.1 Viscosity as a function of shear rirte as predictecl by the Carreau ancl
BiÀ,lham m«lels.

Because of the shtlrtcomings of purely Lagrangian ancl Eulerian clescriptions, the
arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian (ALE) technique has been developed (see e.g. Huerta
& Liu, 1988). This new approach is based on the arbitrary movement of the reference
frame, which is continuously rezoned in order to allow a precise description of the
moving interfaces and to maintain the element shape. Convective terms are still
present in the ALE equations, but the ability to prescribe the mesh m«rvement may
allow them to be reduced. There are varions mesh rezonning algorithms to upclate
the mesh following the moving domain, one of the majrlr problems with the ALE
description. Previously to solve the boundary value problem, all the fielcl ancl
constitutive equations have to be reformulated in this new mixed referencial form.

D\ \ §ewtonian 1.0

0.6

.2

Carreau-A
Bingham

Pr=loo'
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In order to apply the FEM, all the differential equations (field eq., constitutive
relationship, and mesh updating eq.) must be transformed into equivalent integral
equations. This transformation is based in the weighted residual theory, which can
be formulated in different manners. In the quoted work, the streamline-
upwind/Petrov-Galerkin formulation is used for the equilibrium and mesh updating
eq., while the Galerkin method is applied to the continuiÿ eq. This approach leads
to a system of partial differential eq., solved using a predictor-multicorrector
algorithm.

Dam-break example

The ALE technique, exposed here in brief, can be used to solve typical problems with
large free surface motion (e.g.: propagation of long waves -"tsunamis"- onto a shelf
off coast (Huerta et al., 1990), or seismic fluid-structure interaction problems -tanks,
storage pools (Huerta & Liu, 1990)...-). Next, the ALE formulation is appliecl to
model the so called "Dam-break problem" (see Huerta and Liu, 1988). Notice that
we can deal with any kind of propagating fluid, not only water (e.g. tailing ciams,
muds, clebris).
This problem, classic in mathematical hydraulics, has been solved through clifferent
approaches: Ritter, in 1892, using the method of characteristics, with frictirlnless
bed. Later the effect of bed resistance was introduced, ancl also sloping bec-ls ancl
finite reservoirs were accounted for. In some cases a small but finite depth of still
fluid was used as downstream boundary condition (Dressler, 1952; Chen, 1980;

Jeyapalan, 1980).
All the previous work are based on shallow water theclry (i.e. the Saint-Venant
equations) and assume that the velocity distribution over a cross-section is
essentially uniform, and that the streamline curvature is small (i.e. parallel flow, it
means that the pressure distribution with depth is hydrostatic). The dissipation
takes place through the boundary shear, that can be evaluated by means of 3 terms:
the static (constant), the laminar (pp.to the velocity), and the turbulent (pp. to the
square of the velocity), with constants that can be assigned depending on the
assumptions, or adjusted in order to match the theoretical ancl the experimental
results (Brugnot and Pochat, 1981).
In fact, using the MEF with the ALE approach all the above simplifications can be
avoided or reduced. The problem is interesting and difficult:

. There are regions with flow mainly diffusive or cclnvective

. High velociÿ gradients near the boundary

. Big accelerations in the first seconds, that enhances numerical oscillations.
In Fig.2 the two cases solved with this technique are presentecl. Both can be checkecl
with the analytical solution provicled by the Saint-Venant eq. for the inviscicl case.
The characteristic quantities used to scale the problem (get dimensionless values)
are: length: H; velocities, !(gFI); pressure: pgH; time: H/./(SH). Another important
dimensionless value is the Reynolds number (Re= Hr/(gH)/v, with kinematic
viscosity v=tt/p). But, as the fluid is non-newtonian (real fluid), the problem is
influencec-l by the constitutive law and also by H, 

^H.... 
(Huerta,1987).

Through Fig. 2 to 11 (Huerta anci Liu, 1988) the example results can be seen, as well as
the potential of the ALE method.
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Fic. 2 Schematic representation of the dam-break problem (Huerta & Liu,1988):
a)Tlow over a StillFluid (FSF case) b) Flow over a dry bed (FDB case)

v=0 excePl for P=0 case

Fig. 3 Dam-break. The mesh discretizations employecl in the FSF case are: 41x1(a),
41,x3, 4'1x5, 41x7(b)
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Fig.4 Dam-break. FSF case.Inviscid(p=0). Comparison of the Saint Venant
analyücal solution (shallow water theory, straight lines) and ALE formulation (2

discretizations). All the axes are dimensionless. H/ÀH=1. The method smoothes
the "wave". No big differences between 2 discretizations.
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Fig.6 Dam-break. FSF case. Non-
Newtonian material. Carreau model,
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Future works
It is obvious that the problem offers room for impr«rvement, even though an
important step forward has been achieved by the complete integration of the
field equations through depth and the improved automatic rezonning technique. ln
the example, better descriptions of the initial instants of flow and the
downstream boundary tip condition are needed. The future works should include
sloping beds, 3D extensions (mudflow with lateral expansion), and non zero
velocities at the base (yield function), as well as more sophisticated constitutive
models. In fact, recent extensions to non linear continuum mechanics in transient
analysis (Huerta et al., 1992, and Huerta & Casadei, 1993) have increased the
field of applicability of this formulation in the context of constitutive relations
for materials with memory.

Simplified numerical finite elements or finite differences technique
to study flow of materials downhill a slope
In certain situations where the mass movement has a dimension (the thickness)
smaller than the others (e.g. mudflows, avalanches, volcanic stuff flow, flow
failures of mine tailing impoundments...), it is possible to simplify the problem;
the formulation is reduced to 2 or even L spatial dimension (similarly to the
shallow water theory).

Effectively, in those cases you can (see Vulliet & Hutter, 1988, Tolôs & Huerta,
ree2):

.. 
tr.'tooo-

0.6

- 

csrrcau-À
----- Bingham
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Effectively, in those cases you can (see Vulliet & Hutter, 1.988, Tol6s & Huerta,
7992):

l)change the coordinate system to have the axis aligned with the major
mean directions.

2)formulate the eq. in a dimensionless manner, scaling the variables with
certain characteristic quantities ([Lx], [Ly], [H], etc, see lig.l2).

3)study the free surface, Zs, vs. time integrating the Navier-Stokes eq.
through depth.

A)by a carefull perturbation analysis, disregard those equation terms
extremely small.

S)and finally, reduce the problem to 2D or usually 1D by stating that the
differential variables (velocities, u,v) depend only of x, and that there is
no sliding in the base.

TL']

ihl

z
v

tLvl (
x

Fig.12 Reference system and some characteristic quanüties.

At the end we obtain a set of non linear differential partial derivative quasi-
hyperbolic equations in Zs(x,t):

+.f(Zs,x)#=s(Zs,x)
These equations can be solved either by finite differences (F.D.)or by the finite
element method (F.E.M.), but with special algorithms to handle the extremely
high gradients near the tip of the flow, with enough numerical stability (Lax-
Wendroff algorithm): in 2 steps in Finite Differences, resulting a explicit scheme;
in 1 step in F.E. (implicit scheme).

The final implementation proceeds through time with variable time scaling. The
Ât is choosed small enough to assume stability(checked by an extension of Courant
number to nonlinear case)

Rockslide example
Only as a factibility test, the Madison Canyon rockslide (1959), reported by Trunk
et a1.1986, has been simulated. The material values are: p=2100 Kg/m3,
Vkinematic=380 m2ls.
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The scaling values are: [Lx]=1500m, [H]=100m, [Ux]=49-7s (probable speed,
according to Trunk), and [Time]=[Lx]/[Ux]=sZ.S s.

315 ?30. 1il5.

Longitud en m

Fig.13 Madison Canyon Rockslide simulation: Initial situation (note uneven
scales)
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Fig.14 Madison Canyon Rockslide simulation: First seconds (accumulatic'rn at the
toe).

The cliscretization consists of 205 elements, 10 m each. The main objective is to solve
the quasi-hyperbolic eq. in the free surface position (Zs) as a function of x and t. A set

.{0. lrJ. 130. IIIJ,
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of runs with DF and with FE in 1st order or 2nd order precision formulation has been
made.
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Fig.15 Madison Canyon Rockslide simulation: intermediate stirtes.
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Fig.16 Madison Canyon Rockslicle simulation: Last situation simulated.

Some typical results are presented in the figr.rres 13 to 16. It can be concluded that:
-FE & DF give very similar results;
-2ncl order analysis is better (accuracy anc-l stability);
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-The variable Ât scheme is better (optimize CPUlwith best stability conclitions, see
fig 17);
-Results are consistent with those of Trunk, with peak velocities in the range 30-40
m/s.

0.000 0.201
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d

=o<\, ei
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q)

o=Èeiq)

.<- a

=o.

Eo
0.402 0.603

Temps adimensional

0.804 r_005

Fig,. 1,7 Madist.rn Canyon Rockslide simulation: Courant number vs time with
variable Ât scheme.

Future works
As can be seen in fig.16 the tip velocity decreases when the material reâch the other
slope of the valley. However the final stop are not registered, clue to the fact that
the fluid in this situation has a too simple rheology (law without shear thresholcl)
and the lateral spread has been disregarded (lD formulation). For these reasons the
folkrwing improvements are considered:

. Viscous law with thresholtl

. 2D formulation Zs=Zs(x,y,t) to allow lateral expansion.

. Improved boundary condition at the base (v#0, slicling)

. Later, the hypothetical erosion to the still substratum can be incorporatecl to
the model.

The last tl"rree ideas will permit, perhaps, to moclel the lateral levées formation.

Mudflow analysis through energy considerations

A quite simple approach is to moclel the behaviour of mudfkrws on the basis of
energy balance.

1 Up to lhe 92"/" of number of cycles can be saved
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In general, mudflows start at the fcxrt of complex rotational slides, sometimes with
solifluction processes, most of them in silÿ-clayey lithologies, reaching speecls in
the range from lm/h to lm/min. In November 7982, after two days of heavy rain
(200-400 mm/24h), several landslides were triggered in our region (Catalonia,
Spain), the "La Coma" and "Gôsol" mudflows (Eastem Pyrenees) among them
(Corominas, 1984). In April 1986, in Olivares,near Granada, another mudflow took
place. The La Coma mudflow is very ilustrative (see fig.18), and has been studiecl in
some extent (Corominas et al. 1988a).

Fig.18 Ceneral view of La Coma muclflow, November 1982.

In the morning of November 8th, a large mud tongue was noticecl, sliding down the
slope at a speed of several meters per hour. After nine hours the muclflow stopped
behind some buildings, having travelled 820 m (slope clistance) ancl 298 m (vertical
drop).
Three z()nes can be distinguished: the haad (average slope - 27.5"); the main
chnnnel , that covers almost two thirds of the total (slope - 26) and presents two
lateral levées; and thepot, where the slope clecreases to l7o (see fig.19).

Through detailecl composition studies, pits, samples, test anci fielcl observations, it is
possible to suggest some mechanisms. As stated in Corominas et al. 1988b, it seems
that the cievelopment of lateral levées and the substratum erosion process under the
main channel are heavily linked. It has been possible to establish that the levées
are c-leveloped by "subsidence" of the murclflow surface (fig.20).
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Fig.20 Development of natural levées by prt'rgressive erosion of the bottom channel.

In orcler to achieve a better understancling of the mudflow behaviour, a tentative
energy balance can be established for the channel part of the flow (where the slicling
conditions had been fairly constânt. The potential energy (finally lost) can be
calculated under certain assumptions (ÂEp - 5.9x10tt I), as well âs the work clone by
the shear force at the contact tongue-substratum, (without erosion in a first attempt,
-3.7x10tt I). Thus losses by frictional sliciing are not enough to justify the total energy
dissipated.

A better match is obtained by assuming that when the mudflow slides clown the
channel, a shear zone at its lower part appears, with a parabolic velocity

u
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distribution $ig.21). At the upper part of the channel, this shear zone begins over
the substratum, but from there it can erode progressively a certain depth of the
natural soil. This implies that a plug of "fiozen" mud moves at uniform velociÿ
above the shear zone and that the material is incorporated to the flow.

a(q:H,

yô

Fig. 21 "Plug" and shear zone at the bottom.

Now the dissipated energy is due to the friction between successive shear planes
in this intermediate zone (F{t-F{z, variable), from the base of the plug to the
bottom (including eroded substratum).

The integration of this work from the upper to the lower part of the channel must
be equal to the total amount of dissipated energy. After several simplifications,
assuming that the velocity at the bottom Vb>O and that the thickness of the
mudflow is continuously increasing, it is possible to balance ÂEp, obtaining a
mudflow thickness increase between 5 and 6.7 m and total erosion thicknesses at
the bottom channel between 9 and 11.5 m, that are compatible with the field
observations.

Thus it seems clear that erosion not only explains the formation of the lateral
levées, but it is necessary to balance the energy loss. Although the above
calculations are very simplistic (and difficult to employ in a prediction model),
they are a first step to take the erosion into account in the mudflow propagation
mechanism.

Future works
In this field they may include field displacement measurements in a slow
earthflow (triggered by rain periods) with EDM and GPS techniques (Gili &
Corominas. 1992), and the physical modelling of the mudflows with scale models
in the laboratory.

Block fall simulation models
Slightly out of the main scope of this contribution, this well-known type of models
have been widely used to simulate the motion of a single block falling down a
mountain side. The code developed (Gili & Gutierrez, 1992) is in the line of those
developed by Azimi et al., 1982; Falcetta, L985; Rochet, 1987, and others.
P.Cundall's "Distinct Element Method" is used. The slope is partitioned into
straight elements (2D). The block itself is prismatic. Sliding, rolling, impact and
free flight are taken into account.
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Fig.22 Block-slope contact forces, and rheological conceptrml behaviour.

The model parameters (fig.22) are calibrated with observed field data; the best is to
carry cxrt many "in situ" block fall tests. For a given location, after the "tuning" of
the moc'lel has been achieved, it can be used to design remedial measures.
As an example of application the model has been used in a old quarry reclamation
case (St. Carles, Tarragona, fig.23). It is easy to realize the positive effect of the
embankment comparing the frequency graph (before and after).
A careful use of such a tool may be helpful in risk assessment studies. But the model
calibration is a major step.

Future (orin course) works
Block fall test with bigger blocks, study and implementation of the bkrck breakage,
model catch fence behaviour and block-wire net interaction, use of the same
approach to study the drop of several blocks at a time (rock slide or avalanche).

Concluding remarks

In some hazard areas, the interest of mapping studies is to predict the runout
distance that the landslide will reach, more than the flow or the exact speed. In
those cases it is very common to use the "sled model", proposed by Heim in 1932,
because, although neglecting secondary factors, it is the simplest one. This kincl of
simple approach has been widely used and improved (Sassa, 1988; see fig.24). The
main hypothesis is that all energy loss during m«rtion is caused by friction.

Thus, given an apparent friction an1;le, ôa, it corresponds to the gradient of energy
line. Then, if fan (ôa)=H/L is known, we can estimate the moving distance ancl the
velocity (intersection of the line dipping ôa degrees from the source with the ground
surface).
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Fig.24 Sled model for the landslide runout distance.

The inventory graphs usuâlly integrate information from various types of mass
movements. Relationships has been found between the volume of a fallen mass ancl
its reach. Hsù (1975) observed a decrease of the equivalent coefficient of friction
(H/L) with the rockfall volume (fig.2Sa). This friction decrease is more evident in
bigger rockfalls. Hutchinson (1988) found a new envelope for chalk failures ancl flow
slides of coal mine wastes. He observed a different reach for talus formation derived
from chalk rockfall from that attained by chalk flows (fig.25b). Specific lithology
and type of movement seems to have more important influence with volume
reduction. Corominas et al. (1988c) observed a different behaviour depending on the
type of failure mechanisms for less voluminous movements (fig.2Sc). This fact may be
explained by considering that big rockfalls dissipate a lot of energy by hitting the
substratum and breaking into small rock fragments, whereas shallow slab slicles
should only dissipate energy as friction in the shear surface.

Debris flows presenting a thick basal shear zone or dispersivity of their clastic
components (grain flow), will occupy an intermediate place. The use of this
empirical relationship is still limited due to the lack of more representative clata.

For very small movements the material of the substratum below the lanclslicle solrrce
may have a significant influence on the progression of the clisplacecl mass. This fact
can be seen at the rockfalls inventored in the Pyrenees area (Corominas et al. 1990)
where'the presence downslope of grassland, bedrock, scree cleposits or forest is a
conditioning factor for material progression.

As can be seen the volume is a conditioning factor of landslide mobility.
Unfortunately its prediction is very clifficult unless the failurre has startècl ancl
visible scars limit the landslide. For these reasons, this kind of runout graphs give
only a crude apprclximation.
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All the models and works developed and presented until here have some goocl
capabilities, but also serious drawbacks and disadvantages when trying to apply kr
a given case: Which set of parameters are the most representative?; How to measure
them?; internal hidden values and details; scale effects; underground
heterogeneities: natural variability (space and time); etc. However, when
attempting to match the field behaviour, they may help to improve our basic
knowledge of the phenomena, giving more mean "key parameters" values and
experience, or forcing to adapt the conceptual model to new situations. Becoming, in
this sense, an excellent tool for understanding and discussion.
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Dense-Flow Avalanches, a Discussion of Experimental
Results and Basic Processes

Aoalanches à écoulement dense, une discussion sur des

résultats expérimentaux et sur les mécanismes élémentaires
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Abstract

This paper deals with densc flott naalanches measuremants and the basic l,rocc§^s
inuolaed. After n short classificntion of aoalanchcs, tltt truthor descriltcs field
exlteriments performed on 20 artificiolly released aonlnnches. Ttuo kinds of X-bnnd
rndnrs haae been used to fiteasurc the aelocitics in thc aanlanche body. Sotna

conclusions draus from these exTteriments are then Ttresented. They introduce tuto
kinds of dense flow aaalanches and discuss thc aelocity distribution in the
nanlnnche body nnd along the path. The influence of the snest temperature is n/so

shown. The author also giaes some cxplanation on dissipatioe processes based on the

ice crystals structure and descrilte the start of the floto and other proccsses at uork in
the steady flow and in the floru retardation.
In conclusion, the processes which are not taken into account in existing models nrt'
listed and the emphasis is prtt on the most imytortant Ttarameters.

Résumé

Cet article traite de mesures sur des aaalanches à écoulement dense et sur lcs
mécanismes physiques impliqués dans ces aaalanches.
Après une classificntion succincte des aaalanches, l'auteur décrit des expériences da

terroin réalisées sur 20 aaalanches déclenchées artificiellement.
Deux tyytes de radars X ont été utilisés pour mesurer les aitesses dnns l'runlanche.
Des conclusions tirées de ces ex9tériences sont ensuite 9trésentées. Elles introduisent
deux types d'écoulement densc d'naalanche e t discutent de la distribrttion das

aitesses dans l'aaalnnche et la long du site. L'influence de ln température da ln ncigc
est égnlement mentionnée.
L'nuteur donne aussi des e4ilications sur lcs proccsstrs dc dissipation Eü sont ltnsér:s

sur la structure du cristal de neige. ll tlécrit le déytart de l'aonlanche et d'nutres
mécanismes à I'oeutsre dans l'écortlement et dnns l'arrêt de l'aonlnnche.
En conclusion, les phénomènes qui nc sont pns Ttris cn compte dnns les rnodèlcs
existnnts sont rapyrelés. L'accent est mis sur les ytnranùtres las plrs importonts.
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Classification of avalanches
Snow avalanches are classified based on the starting mechanisms, the position of
the sliding surface, liquid water content of the snow, form of the avalanche path
and ÿpe of movement. Typically large snow avalanches release as large slabs.
Primary fracture propagates along a weak shear layer parallel to the slope and
ends in slope perpendicular fractures in the upper part and at the sides of the
slab. Mean fracture heights vary usually between 0.2 and 2 m, but may be
significantly higher occasi-onally.By this mechanism large volumes of snow
(ÿpically 10'000 -1.00'000 m3) start to move almost simultaneously. The movement
depends on snow temperature/liquid water content, the form and length of the
avalanche path, inclination of the path and the size of the avalanche. If the
shear stresses at the upper boundary of the dense flow are high enough to transfer
small particles from the disintegrated slab into suspension a snow cloud will be
formed. In the following discussion we will concentrate on dense-flow avalanches.

Field experiments
Particle speed distributions in artificially released dense flow avalanches from
start to stop have been measured using oversnow-vehicle based X-band microwave
Doppler radars (Fig.l). Frequency-modulated continuous-wave (FMCW) X-band
radars buried in the avalanche tracks provide localized flow height and slope-
perpendicular particle speed-pr«rfile recordings. So far, measurements on 20
avalanches have been performed. Avalanche sizes varied from a few hundred to
several tens of thousand cubic meters of snow, total drop height from release to
run-out from 150m to 10fi)m. Most avalanches were channelled at least in their
middle part.
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The basic results of Doppler measurements are speed spectra. Narrow-beam radars
deliver time series of speed distributions of snow particles moving through a given
location. The variation of the parücle speeds in the flow from the front to the tail of
the avalanche is recorded as the avalanche moves through the illuminated cross
section. The shape of the spectra depends on the ÿpe of avalanche. Small
avalanches consisting mainly of sliding snow blocks, low speed wet flows and slow
movement of locked snow in the run-out produce fairly narrow, almost symmetric
speed spectra (Fig.2). High speed avalanches are characterized by wider spectra
(Fig.3) that often show a sharp cutoff at the high speed end, a wide asymmetric
peak toward lower speeds and a long tail often reaching down to zero speed. These
spectra correspond roughly to what is expected if a flow with an exponential flow-
speed profile perpendicular to the gliding plane is probed at a low incidence angle
with a radar.

1.O

o o
o

Speed In/sJ

Fig. 2 Typical speed distribution in a cross section of the avalanche bocly of a skrw
mr-rving avalanche.

Time series of particle speed spectra show a sharp increase of speecl at the front of
the avalanche. The rise time is determined by the instrument's spacial resolution.)
The highest particle speeds of the avalanche are measured near or at the front (Fig.
4). In large flows particles in the segment of the avalanche immediately following
the front move at about front-speed. The existence of this se[Jment of constant flow-
speed (avalanche body) is essential for the development of the avalanche. In the
tail portion of the avalanche, speed decreases alm«rst linearly with time.
A set of two FMCW radars buried at a distance of about 15 m from each other along
the main flow direction were used to measure the slope perpendicular flow speecl
profile (Fig. 5). The radars measure slope perpendicular distances to the moving
particles. If the internal structure of the avalanche does not change significantly
within the short distance between the two radars, the speecl profile can be
determined from cross correlations of reflected power from different levels in the
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flow. The distance-measurements may be significantly Doppler-widened if the
particles have high slope-perpendicular fluctuation speeds. Especially at the
location of the upper radar particles close to the flow surface have speed
components perpendicular to the main flow direction. This fluctuation may be
caused by a small cliff some ten meters above the upper radar.
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Fig. 3 Typical speed distribution in a cross section of the avalanche body of a fast
moving partially fluidized avalanche.
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Summary of conclusions from the measurements
There are two ÿpes of flows: a) Partly fluidized flow with significant fluctuation of
particle speeds in flow direction and perpendicular to the flow. The shear zone in
the flow close to the sliding plane extends over at least ten cm. In the upper part of
the flow the speed profile may still be quite uniform. b) The avalanche moves more
like a flexible body. Particle speeds are very uniform throughout the flow. There is
very little particle fluctuation. The avalanche slides on the bed.
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Fig. 5 Avalanche flow as seen from the two buried FMCW radars. Horizontal lines are
layer interfaces in the static snow cover.

The front velocity of dense flow avalanches clepends on the size of the avalanche
body (section of avalanche with constant flow velocity and flow height
immediately be hind the front). The highest particle velocities are fotincl
immediately behind the front in the avalanche head. The front flow vel«rcity starts
to decrease rapidly if the avalanche body disappears completely. This effect may
stop an avalanche even in steep terrain (slope angles above 25"). The amount of
transfer of avalanche snow from the avalanche heac-l anc-l body to the avalanche tail
is important for the development of the flow. High track roughness increases the
snow transfer from body to tail. The relative velocities of particles (wiclth of

2
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velocity spectral line) in the avalanche head and body increase with increasing
characteristic speed and avalanche size. This is interpreted as an increase of
fluctuation speed of larger snow clods. At least for small avalânches/ snow
temperatures near the melting point result in lower flow speeds, lower particle
relative velocities and very long avalanches without typical head and bocly
structures. At high snow temperatures larger avalanches tend to solidify in the run-
out and to move as fleible bodies pushed by the snow behind.
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Fig. 6 Slope perpendicular speed profile

Discussion of dissipative processes

Snow changes its bulk properties significantly from start to stop of an avalanche.
Snow consists of ice-crystals. The intergranular bonding depends on the shape anc-l

packing of the grains. The strength of the bonds between the crystals depends on boncl

size and ice-temperature. The formation of bonds and the rate of increase rlf their
strength at new contact points between grains strongly depend on time of cuntact,
contact pressure and ice temperatLlre. Close to the melting point of ice bonc-ling
develops very fast. Although small ice grains have a high coefficient of restitution,
collisions between snowballs are completely inelastic.

Start of flow
A short time after a slab is released it starts to clisintegrate into smaller particles.
Energy is dissipated by increasing the specific ice surface. The energy is suppliec'l to
the system in the form of fluctuation energy (relative motion of the snow clods). ïre
fluctuation ener[Jy is generated by deflection and impact of the clocls with the grrtuncl
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rolrghness. A granulation model coulcl be baseci on the assumption that the
probability for breaking a snow clod into parts is proportional to the exponential

increase of surface energy per collision.
exP(- fluctuation energy of particle

Steady flow
In a granular flow the fine material accumulates at the base of the flow, the larger
clods swim on top. Different distributions of shearing within the snow and between
snow and ground (sliding) are possible. The contact forces within the flow are the
friction between the fluctuating particles, increasing cohesion if fluctuation ancl
internal shear cease, and impact forces between particles with a coefficient of
resütution e = 0 for snow clods and e <1 for small ice particles.

a) Smooth sliding surface

If the slicling friction is smaller than the shear strength within the flow pure slieiing
will occur. This is the typical situation for wet snow avalanches in a smooth
channel.

b) Microscopic roughness of the sliding plane large enough to induce shear in the fine
grained bottom layer
Because of the high coefficient of restitution for the very small ice particles the
decay Iength for the fluctuation velocity is large compared tcl the particle diameter.
If the fluctuation pressure equals the static pressure from the overburden flow the
fine grained material fluidizes, reducing friction between ground and flow.

c) Macroscopic roughness of track:

The coarse grained material will not fluctuate unless there is a significant
macroscopic roughness of the sliding plane. Because of the very low coefficient rlf
restitution for the snow balls true fluiclisation is not possible. There is very little
shearing in the upper part of the fkrw. Nevertheless these larger clods of snow will
collide with each other, effectively dissipating energy ancl slowing clown the
avalanche. In a uniform, smooth channel or on a smooth slope the coarse material
may start to krck, especially at high snow temperatures.

Other important mechanisms are:
. Entrainment of loose snow from the track at the avalanche front increasing

the avalanche volume. Entrainment retards the flow but feecls snclw to the
avalanche bocly.

. Loss of snow from the avalanche body to the avalanche tail, reducing length
and flow-height of the avalanche body. Small avalanches on rough terrain
may lose enough material by this mechanism to be stopped in relatively
steep terrain.

p
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Flow retardation
During the retardation process high slope parallel normal stresses are generated in
the flowing material. Depending on whether avalanche speed, roughness of the
sliding plane and snow temperature cause partial fluidisation, sliding of
cohesionless material or locking of the material, different scenarios may develop:
lateral spreading in the run-out, flow of backward material on top of front material
causing shear planes in the deposiÇ or fingering. The fingers consist of locked snow.
Normal pressure along the fingers may significantly extend the flow distance.
Because these fingers are very flexible laterally, the direction of their movement
has a chaotic character.

Conclusion
Many models for simulating snow avalanches have been developed during the last 15

years. Today numerical simulations can quite easily be done as long as the
constitutive equations for the material are not too complicatecl. Many approaches
are based on the Bingham model. None of them take into account that the
constitutive behaviour of flowing snow significantly varies from start to stop of tl-re
flow. Also the effects of roughness of the sliding plane, snow type, entrainment ancl
loss of snow are not modeled. Maybe we will never be able to take all possible
parameters into account and still keep the models manageable and useful. This raises
the question of what is really needed: The ultimate goal of avalanche dynamics is
the assessment of potential hazarcls. Safety theory defines the requirements on
avalanche models: runout distances and pressures exerted on obstacles have to be
known as a function of probability of occurrence. Therefore models must be applicable
for different terrain and snow conditions. The most important parameters are the
extent of the starting zone, total released snow mass as a functicln of recurrence
period, and the constitutive behaviour of snow.
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Abstract

This payrer ltegins with a descriyttion of the physicnl processes nt «tork in ltotoder
snou aanlanches and in turbidity ctrrents. A comyrarison befioecn these tuto kinds of
phenomenn is presented. ln n second 1tnrt, a fimthL,,naticfil modcl is giaen uith n

specinl emphnsis on lurbulence nnd erosion/sedimentntion procassas. The pnper tlenls
tlren uith nn experimental stttdy of pouder snout aaalanches by ,r,enns of lnborttory
trtodcls. The experhnents look renlistic, no qunntitntiac conclusions cnn lte drnrun.
Finnlly, different rutmerical sirrnilntions ore descrilted. Some of them nrc nd4tted to
laltoratory exTteriments, sotne others to nctunl Ttowdcr snout aanlsnchL, eaents.

Résumé

Cet articla comtneflce par une descriyttion dcs mécanisrnes Tthysiqrrcs ù l'curure dnns
les aanlnnches de neige poudreuse et dsns les cournnts de htrltidité. Une compnraisotr
entre ces deux types de phénomènes est prêsentée. Dsns la seconde portie, tm modèle
mnthémntique est proposé aoec une prisc en compte spécifique de la firbulence et des
mécnnismes d'érosion et da sé.dirnentntion. L'nrticle trnite ens;.titt d'tme étude
expérimentale des naalanches de neiga Trorulreuse à l'nide de modèles de lnltorntoire.
Si les résrtltots oltterus semltlent proches de ln rénlité, auüme conclusion rynntitntiaa
ne ltiltt êtrc tiréa.
Finnlement, différentes simulntions numériqucs sont décrites. Ccrtnines
corrcsyrondent aux expéricnces de lnboratoire; d'ilutres à dc aÉritnltles nanlnnches dt,

neigt ytoudreuse.
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Basic physical processes at work in powder snortr avalanches

Under conditions of dry and cold fresh snow, dense-flow avalanches (DFAs) may
become partially suspended in the air, forming so-called powder-snow avalanches
(PSAs) which can cause enormous damage over large areas. We are developing
computational methods for calculating runout distances, velocities and pressures so as
to create a useful tool for avalanche danger mapping. Since PSAs are difficult to
investigate in the field, we take recourse to experimental studies of turbidity
currents (TCs, particle suspensions in a water tank) for validating our numerical
models. This paper aims at giving an overview of our general approach,
emphasizing open questions and problems.
Both powder snow avalanches in nature and turbidity currents in the laboratory
exhibit the characteristic features of graviÿ currents [1], such as a distinct head
with a raised nose in front of the body of the avalanche, and air entrainment along
the upper and lateral surfaces. The flows are highly turbulent, with Reynolcls
numbers of the order of 108 and 2.10{, respectively. The fine particles impart their
momentum gained from graviÿ to the air around them whose turbulence, in turn,
keeps them suspended. Turbulence thus plays a double role as the main decelerating
mechanism on the macroscopic scale and the suspending mechanism on the mesoscopic
scale. At least in PSAs, where the fluid density is much smaller than the mixture
density, fluid turbulence will be significantly affectecl by the presence of particles.
Under certain conditions, snow from the avalanche track or sand from the bed of a
submarine cânyon may be entrained into the cloud, increasing further the speed and
erosive power of the avalanche. Without snow entrainment, however, the settling
velociÿ of the particles (about 1 m/s for snow grains) causes sedimentation and
reduces the gravitational force on the flow. This being a positive feeclback
mechanism, the balance between erosion and sedimentation can strongly influence
the dynamics of the avalanche.
The quartz or polyester particles in the laboratory flows have Stokes numbers (the
ratio of particle and fluid time scales) well below 0.1 and thus folltrw the turbulent
fluctuations of the fluid velocity very closely. In contrast, the snow grains have
intermediate Stokes numbers in the range 0.1 < St < 10 so that they are able to follow
the larger eddies in the fluid flow but not the smaller ones. As a consequence, snow
grains are expected to get trapped in regions of high shear and vorticity.
Of special importance are the processes taking place at the bottom of the flow.
Studies of blown sand and snow revealed a thin but dense layer where particles hop
in the clirection of the wind, picking up a significant amount of momentum from the
fluid while near the summit of their trajectories. A fraction of this energy -
depending on the cohesion of the material - serves to eject other particles on impact
while the rest is dissipated. The upper boundary of this saltation layer also marks
the transition from the laminar sublayer to the turbulent regime. Near the apex «rf

their trajectories particles may thus be lifted into suspension by a turbulent eclcly. It
follows that correct modelling of the suspension transport rate requires an aclequate
understanding of the structure of the saltation layer.
One expects to encounter similar conditions at the bottom of a PSA or of a TC because
the high speed of the flow creates a shear layer, particles may fall into it from the
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suspension cloud and impinge on the ground. Since the trajectory height and thus the
height of the saltation layer increase with the shear stress, the thickness of the
saltation layer in a PSA should be of the order of L m rather than 2-5 cm as in snow
drift. Observations from the runout of real PSAs seem to be consistent with this
conclusion.

Mathematical modelling of powder snow avalanches

In order to capture the effects of sedimentation and erosion that are important in TCs
and PSAs, a model with two fully dynamical phases (fines and water or snow and
air, i.e., the particles are treated like a fluid with volume concentration c(t,x))
would represent a useful framework. However, before this approach becomes fully
viable several theoretical and numerical issues need to be resolved, among them the
proper treatment of the particle-phase pressure and the interaction between particle
and fluid turbulence.
For simplicity, let us therefore first neglect erosion and sedimentation and consider
the limiting case where the coupling between the particles and the ambient fluid
(air, water) is so strong that both componenti move at the same velociÿ U. One thus
obtains the equations describing density currents (e.g., brine in fresh water, as studied
by Beghin [2]):

âtP + V'(pU) = g (1)

ât(pu) + V. (pUU) = -Vp * V.(p"i1VU) + 
^pg

(2)

â1c + V. (cU) = ÿ VUfteff

Poc
(3)

where P = Pf * Pp = pf + Ap is the mixture density,
Ap = c^Ô = c (Pp - Pt) ; fu and pO designate the intrinsic densities of pure

particles and fluid, respectively. O. is the turbulent Prandtl number for the particle
concentration. Use has been made in eqns. (2) and (3) of Reynolds averaging and the
eddy-viscosity hypothesis; some way for cletermining the contribution from turbulent
diffusion to the effective viscosity p"16 needs to be prescribed, e.g., the two-equation

k- e model.
As a first step towards a more comprehensive model one may introduce the slip
velocity u = up - uf and approximate it by the settling velocity of the

particles: w = WB / g. fne mixture mass balance (2) remains unchanged. The
particle mass balance (3) becomes
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â1c + v' (cu) = v (Wvul- * v[.Pr]' [po. ,/ l. p) (4)

In the momentum balance of the mixture, an extra term arises from the momentum
flux of the sedimenting particles:

ât(pu) + V. (pUU) = -VP + V'(p"66VU) + 
^pg 

- ww PrPp
(s)

p

In most cases, however, this new contribution is negligible compared to the

convective term on the left hand side since lwl .. lul.
The settling particles bring along the turbulence level at their previous location
which - on the average - receives the same volume of fluicl with the turbulence level
from below. Assuming very low Stokes numbers, we moclify the turbulence equations

in the k- t model in the following way:

ôt(pk)+V'(pku) -V Iteff yp = P + G- pe + w.V(k^p)
61 (6)

ancl analogously for the t equation. P and C are the usual proc-luctirtn terms due to

shear ancl gravity, respectively, and t is the dissipation term.

It should be kept in mind that the widely used k-t turbulence model may not be

adequate for our purposes. It is known to perform poorly in regions of high shear or of
strongly curved streamlines. Both these situations occur in PSAs, but it is not knorvn
yet whether a more sophisticated hrrbulence model - such as a clifferential Reynolds

stress/flux model or a renormalization g«rup-improvecl k-t moclel - will be required.
Inclusion of the settling velocity as sketched above will modify the concentration,
mrlmentum and turbulence profiles somewhat, but realistic results can be expected
only when the saltation layer is adequately modelled. We are just beginning the
development of such models ancl no clefinite mathematical scheme can be presented
yet. First analyses suggest treating the saltation layer separately from the powder
snow cklud, each system prtlviding the boundary conditions for the other; we
envisage an iterative solution proceclure for the coupled system.
There is a rich literature, both experimental and theoretical, on the problem of
Aeolian trânsport of sand or snow, with sometimes conflicting results. It appears,
though, thât the critical ingredients of any model are (i) an estimate of the ejection
rate distribution as a function of wind shear, snow drift clensity and snow properties,
(ii) the moclification of the wincl velocity profile in the saltation layer, and (iii)
the correct determination of turbulent suspension of snow from the saltation layer.
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Turbidity currents as a laboratory model of powder snow avalanches

High-quality field data on PSA events is very rare. So, in order to test our numerical
models in a physically similar but experimentally accessible situation, we
investigate turbidity currents of polyester or quartz powder (grain sizes 1fi)-400 pm
and 30-120 pm, respectively) in a large water tank. Various geometrical
configurations can be used : plane chutes or open-channel chutes at various
inclinations and with variable inclinations in the runout, or even 1/10m scale models
of real avalanche tracks. An ultrasonic Doppler device allows quasi-simultaneous
measurement of particle concentration and speed at 16 different locations with good
time resolution. So far, measurements of the velocity were restricted to the
component in the main flow direction, but the full velocity vector and selected
correlations of velocity and/or densiÿ fluctuations may be measured in the near
future if desired.
In the first stage of our experimental work [3,4], quasi-twodimensional and
quasi-stationary flows were investigatecl. One of the m«rst interesting results was the
consistent appearance of high-density regions at various locations in the TCs,
generally coupled with increased vekrcities. If this phenomenon also occurs in real
PSAs, simple one- or two-dimensional models may underestimate the relevant
dynamic pressures by an order of magnitucle.
Current experiments investigate the three-dimensional behaviour of transient TCs on
inclined planes with or without slope change. Comparing runs with
differently-sized quartz particles will allow us to study the influence of particle
clepositirtn. (Particle entrainment from the ground is strongly suppressed in our setup
because the grains roll downhill on the relatively steep slopes used in these
experiments.) We anticipate an extensive set of high-quality, high-resolution data
that will comprehensively test our numerical models. At a later stage, we plan to
measLrre the fkrw field arouncl obstacles such as buildings, dams, power line pylons,
etc.
Promptecl by the absence of reliable calculational tools for PSAs and the very close
agreement in the qualitative behaviour of TCs and real avalanches, our group was
charged with the laboratory modelling of a large PSA event that occurrecl in 1984,
and with an expertise on the residual clanger after the construction of defence
structures in the concerned area. While the experiments on a 1/1000 scale model of
the affected area looked stupendously realistic even to an expert, careful analysis of
the scaling behaviour revealed that no cluantitative conclusions can be drawn from
the measurements.
The clifficulty stems from the fact that the ratio of gravitational to inertial forces is
almost independent of snow concentration in PSAs but varies linearly with particle
concentration in turbidiÿ currents; this is c-lue to the fact that PSAs are much clenser
than air while our TCs are only slightly c-lenser than the surrotmding water:

Ap

p

KC

1+rc
1

1-lc = 0.9...0.1
K

Kc = 0.02...0.00002

for PSAs;

for TCs. (7)
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where K = 
^0 

/ On.ria is about 900 for snow in air and 1.65 for quartz in water.
The scaling factor for the velocities is determined by the requirement that the
effective densimetric Froude numbers be the same in the laboratory (M) and in
nature (N):

up = puy 
(8)

where

p2
1

tr dY'Lp' /p'

dYLp / p

(e)

with I the geometrical scale factor. The integrations in (9) are to be carried out
over the entire flow domain. Accordingly, the velociÿ scale factor p depends on
the solid concentration and increases along the avalanche track as the flow
dilutes itself. In contrast, one finds that the scaling factor for the particles'
settling velocities should decrease in the course of the experiment, rather than
increase. There are additional violations of true scaling behaviour due to the
variability of the scaling factor (additional pseudo-force like terms, increasing
excess of turbulence energy in the laboratory flows, etc.). Even small errors in the
evaluation of p will produce significant errors in the calculation of dynamic
Pressures.

Numerical simulations
alphô = 30 dÊ9, tho = l.l3

Oldhdoû

0.28

g
ê
=

0 t2
Distance of Avalanche Front

Figure 1: Comparison of three-
dimensional numerical
simulations of a brine current
in f resh $rater with
experimental data from [2].
Front velocity is plotted
against front lôcation'. Stope
angle: 30", initial mixture
densiÿ: 1130 kg/m3.

Figure 2: Numerical simulation
of a density current. A two-
dimensional grid with 150x 80
cells was used to resolve the
raised nose and the high-
density region in the rear part
oftheÉeadl
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We are developing a numerical PSA model on the basis of a commercial flow solver
(CFDS-FLOW3D) that implements the finite volume method for stationary and
transient flows. Besides the stability and relative ease of use of the code, its most
important property for our purposes is the well-defined yet flexible interface to
user-supplied routines describing extra source terms, special boundary conditions, etc.
Other useful features are the option of including passive scalar equations, a variety
of turbulence models, (structured) multi-block grid capabilities, and a choice of
methods for doing the spatial discretisation and for solving the resulting system of
equations. Furthermore, test runs with the two-phase code gave encouraging results
despite the unresolved theoretical issues mentioned in a previous section.
The simplest approach to modelling a PSA treats it as a densiÿ current (cf. eqns. (1)-
(3)), neglecting the relative velocity between the particle phase and the surrounding
fluid and thus erosion and/or deposition of particles. The concentration of the
particle phase may be described by a passive scalar fielc-l. No-slip boundary
conditions are applied on the ground. Essentially the same model was developed
indepenclently by an Austrian group [5]. We tested our model against experimental
clata on pure densiÿ currents [2] as well as on suspension flows in our laboratory. A
three-dimensional grid crlnsisting of 10'000 cells per half field (assuming
symmetrical avalanches) was used for the first case. The results agree satisfactorily
with the laboratory densiÿ currents with respect to the development of the front
velocity, but the shape of the avalanches is less well reproduced (see Figure 1). This
led to some runs with a high resolution 150x80 two-dimensional grid along the
centerline of the avalanche; now, very good agreement with the observations in the
laboratory was found (Figure 2). A consequence of these runs is that even simple flows
on simple geometries require fine gricls, but once this condition is met the dominant
physical processes are correctly captured by the model.
The densiÿ-current model was also used for a comparison with laboratory suspension
flows over a model topography as described in the previous section. The calculations
were done on reasonably big grids of 6(tx28x27 nodes or a t«rtal of approximately
55'ff[) cells (including bounclary cells). A coarse comparison of the physical model
with the calculations, limitecl to the front position and the internal velocities in the
avalanche head, shows fair agreement even though this simple model incorporates
neither snow erosion and deposition (which are clearly at work in the laboratory
model) nor any relative velocity between the two phases. Simulating real PSAs on
the scaled-up terrain model and with realistic densiÿ values is much ore delicate
due to the huge density difference of the two materials. As far as our experience goes,
smaller time steps or a better time step adaption algorithm must be appliecl.
The simulations just mentioned were useful in estimating the degree «rf scaling
violation in the laboratory avalanches compared to real events. We f«rund the TCs t«r

grow in size much more rapidly and to reach their peak speed after a much shorter
distance than the PSAs. Similarly, the typical structure of a gravity current head
develops more slowly in our simplified simulations of real PSAs.
The next major step in the development of our numerical model will be the
implementation of boundary conditions that model erosion and sedimentation effects
in response to snow cover properties and avalanche velocities. Our measurement
techniques do not permit resolution of the tiny saltation layer in laborat«rry
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experiments, so the verification of the model will be possible only through data on
snow drift. This opens yet another area of application for our model: Snow drift is a
key factor in the assessment of avalanche danger because the winds at mountain
crests may charge leeward slopes with enormous quantities of snow and because the
runout distances of dense flow avalanches and PSAs grow strongly with avalanche
snow volume. Even the best avalanche model one can imagine depends crucially on
the estimate of the initial conditions.
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Abstract

This payter presents a generic flow model which can be used to model different
kind of raytid flow-slides and aoalanches. After a description of the interest of
dynamic modelling, the author disczsse-ç the existing programs.
He then proposes a single dynamic model able to take adaantage of different
rheologicnl laws. The model configuration is deueloped nnd tuo examples of
application are gioen. They are both related to two experiments and they
require different constitntioe relationships adapted to the materials. Finally,
two applications to an actual rock aaalanche are described. For each of these
attempts, n specific expression of thc internal pressure term has ltcen used.

Résumé

Cet article présente un modèle générique d'écoulement qui Tteut ître utilisé pour
modéliscr différents types d'écoulements rapides et d'aonlanches. Après une
descripttion de l'intérêt de la modélisntion nurnÉrique, l'nuteur traite des
programmes existants. ll proposc nlors un modèle dynnmique unique capable
d'exploiter différentes lois rhéologiqucs. La configuration du modèle est
déaelopytée et deux exemples d'apytlication sont détaillés. Ils sont relatifs à deux
expériences et nécessitent des lois constitutiaes différentes adnptées aux
matériaux. Enfin, deux applications à une nrsalanche de roche sont décrites. Pour
chaam de ces tests, une expression s1técifiryrc du tennc correspondnnt à la pression
interne a été utilisée.

Introduction
Rapid flow-slides, including debris flows, debris avalanches, rapid earth flows,
rock avalanches and failures of mining waste, are the most dangerous and damaging
of all landslide phenomena. In their extremely rapid motion and flow-like
behaviour, they are similar to snow avalanches. Risks of rapid flow-slides often
cannot practically be eliminated by stabilization of the source areas. The risks must
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therefore be accepted, but this requires predictions of the likely runout area, motion
velocity, discharge, behaviour in bends and in front of barriers and other similar
atributes. One of the means of achieving such predictions is dynamic modelling.
Dlmamic models of flow slides fall into two broad categories: lumped-mass models
idealizing the motion of a flow -slide as a single point and models based on
continuum mechanics, which are capable of tracing the internal distortions of the
moving mass. A number of models of each ÿpe have been developed in the fields of
snow avalanche science, materials handling, hydrology and engineering geology.
No single model has so far been accepted as a widely accepted pracücal tool. Even
the selection of basic rheological constitutive equations is unsettled. Some authors
prefer frictional models with pore-pressure but no velocity dependence. Another
group favours the Bingham model which is linearly dependent on velociÿ and yet
another the turbulent model dependent on velociÿ squared.
This paper presents a dynamic model clesigned to allow for a range of different
rheologies and for certain important aspects of non-homogeneity which are often
recognized in actual flow-slide events. Although simple in formulation, the model is
capable of accounting for the special character of fklw-slide behaviour, comprising
elements which are both fluid-like and plastic. The model is thus capable of
operating in the "grey area" between fluid clymamics and elasto-plasticity of solid
or granular materials.

Model Configuration
The Author's initial idea was an extensit'rn of the lumped-mass approach. The slicle
mass was to be represented by a number of blocks contacting each other and retaining
fixed volumes of material in their descent down the path. The integrated one-
dimensional momentum equilibrium equation was used in an explicit manner. The
forces acting on each block include gravity, basal resisting forces and side thrusts
from adjacent blocks ,calculated as hycirostatic fluid thrusts or with the use of the
theory of plastic states as discussed below. Each block was displaced with the
requisite acceleraticln in a time step. Then, the block geometry was re-established
using the continuum equation. The equations of motion were referenced to the constant
mass of each moving block, instead of a fixed reference gpid.

j-r

l+l

i-7
I i+7

Figtrre 1 : The confil;uration of the ntodel.

j
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The original "Mass-Referenced Model" produced some interesting results, but was
plagued by numerical instabiliÿ. The Author therefore adopted an alternative
formulation suggested by Savage and Hutter (1989), which is shown in Figure 1. In
the new formulation, the integrated momentum equation is applied to infinitesimal
columns of the flow, termed boundary columns and numbered i=1 to n in Figure 1. The
continuiÿ equation is then applied to the mass blocks of fixed volume numbered j=l
to n-1, separating the boundary blocks.
The solution is still explicit and occurs in time steps. At first, a block assembly is set
up to approximate the initial configuration of the slide mass. The forces on each
boundary block consist of the tangential component of graviÿ, G, the basal resisting
force, T and the pressure term, P, which depends on the flow surface gradient.
Integrating the resultant force twice, a new position of each boundary block is
obtained. The average depth of the flow in the mass blocks is then determined tcr

maintain their constant volume. New surface gradients are established by
interpolation and the solution proceeds to the next time step.

The Flow Resistance Term

The flow resistance term, T, can be cletermined as a functicln of several different
known parameters of the flow. The following constitutive relationships can be
accommoclated at present:

. Constant strength, such as the steady state undrained strength of liquefied
material (plastic model).

. A function of the effective normal stress on the flow boundary (frictional
moclel). The effective stress can depend on flow depth, density, pore-
pressure, and gravity and centrifugal acceleration. The friction coefficient
can be made a function of displacement to simulate the clecay of strength from
peak to residual. The pore-pressure can be a function of krcation, normal
stress or elapsed time (drainage).

Linear function of velocity (Newtonian laminar flow moclel).
. A function of velocity squared (turbulent model).
. Combination of a frictional term and a turbulent term (Voellmy model, see

Voellmy, 1955).
. A function of flow depth, velocity, constant yield strength and viscosity

(Bingham model).

Two example applications of the above models are presentecl. Figure 3 shows a small
scale experiment on the flow of sand down a steeply inclined sand-lined chute
carried out by Huber (1980) and described by Savage and Hutter (1989). The sand is
dry, with a dynamic intemal friction angle of 29" ancl a bed friction angle of 23". The
present moclel closely simulates the travel of the sand throughout its path and its
internal clistortions, as did the moclel of Savage ancl Hutter (1989). The centrifugal
forces have a strong influence in the curveci segment of this flow path.

Figure 4 shows a flume experiment on the sudden break of a dam in a purely viscous
material (oil), describecl by Jeyapalan (1981). The oil had a viscosity of 0.03 kPa.sec
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and a densiÿ of 8ffi kglm3. Again, the model correctly simulates the propagation
of the dam break wave. It is of interest to note that the simulated flow is laminar
in this case, with a strong vertical velocity gradient. Thus, material must be
continually crossing the boundaries of the reference blocks, without influencing the
validity of the two goveming equations or of the solution scheme.
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Figure 2 :Analysis of a sand flume experiment. (a) Flow profiles drawn at 0.2 sec.
intervals. The flow depth is exaggerated five times. (b) Calculated motion «rf the
flow frcnt and rear. The dots shôw observations by Huber (1980).
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Internal Pressure and Strain

It is usual in Fluid Dynamics to assume that the intemal lateral stresses in the fluid
are hydrostatic. This is, of course, not true in a frictional material, where the lateral
stress is dependent on strain and varies between the Rankine limits of plastic
equilibrium. Thus, while the ratio between the principal stresses is always 1.0 in a
fluid, it may vary between 0.33 and 3.3 in a dry sand with an internal friction angle
of 30".
The transition from the active to passive state occurs in response to strain. Herein
lies the main advantage of the mass-referenced approach, as compared to the
conventional methods using a fixed reference grid. Strain is a quantiÿ which travels
with the mass and it can easily be monitored in the system of moving blocks, as they
expand or contract during motion. The model connects incremental strain with
internal stress through a pair of stiffness factors, s, and s,, - a smaller one for klacling
ancl a larl;er for unloacling (spreading). A possible sequence of internal stress changes
in a block is shown in Figure 4. After each time step, an incremental strain is
calculatecl in each block and the lateral stress coefficient, k, is modified to follow a

path similar to that shown on the figure.

ke

ka

Strain

Figure 4 : Relationship between changing strain in an element and the coefficient of
lateral pressure, as rrsed in the Mass-Referencecl Fkrw Model.

The importance of the pressure term is clramatically shown by the analysis of a
major rock avalanche moving against a steep adverse slope (Figure 5). The example
is an actual case: the Avalanche Lake rockslide in Canada's Northwest Territories,
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described by Evans (1989) and Evans et al. (1993). One part of this gigantic rock
avalanche ran up to a shelf at Elevation 1660 metres, 640 metres above the lowest
point of the path. Only the extreme leading edge of the avalanche reached the
shelf, depositing a few percent of the total volume there; the bulk of the debris fell
back into the valley and even ran up the source slope.
Figure 5a shows an attempt to analyse the runup using the Mass-Referenced Model
configured for a fluid, i.e. with the lateral pressure coefficient set to a constant 1.0.
The fluid runs up a little over one half the height of the valley wall, but then stops
and forms a giant standing wave or eddy, before falling back into the valley. The
rheology used in this case was the Voellmy model, with a friction coefficient of 0.02

and a turbulence coefficient of 400 m/s'. This, however, is not significant. The
standing wave would occur even if the analysis were conducted using much lower
resistance pârameters.
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Figure 5 : Analyses of the Aval;rnche Lake rock avalanche runup. The flow
profiles are plotted at 5 sæ. intervals. (a) A fluid dynamics solution. (b) A solution
using an internal friction coefficient of 38".

The analysis of Figure 5b uses a k ranging between 0.24 and 4.2, corresponding to an
intemal friction angle of 38o typical for angular crushed rock. The Mass-Referenced
Model realistically simulates the marginal runup onto the shelf, as well as a part of
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the fallback. As would be expected, the internal lateral stresses in the debris during
its precipitous climb towards the shelf correspond mainly to the passive condition.
In conclusion, flow slide models must recognize the special character of some of these
phenomena, which involves the movement of a relatively rigid sheet of dry
material over a thin liquefied layer. No existing fluid mechanics model, or even a
physical model using real fluid, can simulate such behaviour. The Mass Referenced
Model is capable of monitoring lateral strain and can thus account for the intemal
rigidiÿ. At the same time, however, it can be used succesfully for simulating fluid
behaviour as well.
This approach can also take into an account the three-dimensional effects of
prescribed variable width of the path. It is also possible to have materials of
different rheologies coupled in a single mass, as in boulder-fronted debris surges. At
present, the model is being applied to the analysis of large debris avalanches
resulting from failures of coal mining waste piles in British Columbia.
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Abstract

After a classification of sub-aerial mass moaements nnd the definition of a

terminology, this paper deals with some mechanisms wich can be inaolaed in
rapid mass moztements. First, sudden triggering mechanisms which prooide an
initial impetus to a slide mass are described.
Then, mechanisms which tend to accelerate and sustain moaement are presented.
As a conclusion, the paper gioes some comparisons between the relatioe mobility
of ilifferent types of rapid mass moaements.

Résumé

Après une classification des mouaements en masse existant à la surface de la terre
et la définition d'une terminologie, cet article traite des mécanismes impliqués
dans les mouaements graaitaires rnpides. Tout d'abord, sont décrits les
mécanismes qui déclenchent le ,nouoement d'une masse de façon soudaine en lui
communiquant une impulsion.
Ensuite, l'article présente les mécanismes qui entretiennent ou acccentuent le
mouaement. ll se termine par une comparaison entre la mobilité apparente de
différents types de mouoements graaitnires rapides.

Introduction
Rapid.movement of a landslide was defined by Varnes (1978) as being between
1.Sm/day and O.3m/min, with O.3mlmin to 3m/sec termed very rapid and speeds
greater than 3m/sec, extremely rapid. These ranges were thought to be too slow and
are redefined by Cruden & Varnes (in press) as, respectively, between 1.8m/hour and
3m/min,3m/min and Sm/sec and greater than Sm/sec. In the present connection, it is
chiefly the last two categories which claim our attention.
Mass movements may be divided into those, like rock slides, which involve
relatively intact masses and those, like rock avalanches, which consist of well
broken debris. Their initial stages may also be divided into first-time slides and
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slides trn pre-existing shear surfaces (Skempton & Hutchinson, 1969). The former
exhibit strain-softening stress-strain behaviour, following a peak, and ihus have a
degree of brittleness. This will itself tend to produce a degree of rapid slide
movement. The stress-strain behaviour in renewals of movement on pre-existing
shears, however, is elasto-plastic with little or no brittleness and these movements
are, as a result, often quite slow. However, important exceptions to this are noted by
Hutchinson (7987).

Classification and terminology of sub-aerial mass movements

A classification employing an eightfold primary division, A to H, is given by
Hutchinson (1988). Here we can disregard (A) Rebound, (B) Creep and (C) Sagging of
mountain slopes as being slow and (F) Topples and (G) Falls as being rapid in a free
fall rather than in a sliding or flowing sense. Complex slides (H) are omitted. This
Ieaves (D) Landslides and (E) Debris movements of flow-like form to be considered.
Landslides are subdivided into; (D1) Confined failures, (D2) Rotational slides, (D3)
Compound slides and (D4) Translational slides. Confined failures are incipient and
very sklw. Rotational slides tend to be self-arresting by virtue of their form in section
and thus are not normally particularly rapid. Very rapid movements are exhibited
by some Compound and Translational slides, for example, Vaiont, c. 2Sm/sec (
Hendron & Patton, L985) and Goldau, 70mlsec (Heim, 1932), respectively.
Debris movements of flow-like form are subdivided inb; (E1) Mudslides, (E2) Flow
slides, (E3) Debris flows and (E4) Sturzstroms. Mudslides are characterised by
having a high clay content (rlften > 40'y" <2p) and are generally slow-moving, the
clay perhaps acting as a viscous brake. However, through undrained krading by
debris accumulation at their heads, mudslides can surge rapidly, as illustrated by
that at Minnis North, Antrim, in which a surge exceeded 8m/sec (Hutchinson ef
a1.,1974). Flow slides, sometimes termed liquefaction slides, occur through the
strdden collapse of metastable structure in loose,saturated cohesionless materials and
in cohesive deposits of low plasticity and high porosity (quick clays) and by the
collapse under impact (impact collapse) of saturated pore spaces in cemented, highly
porous soft rocks, e.g. loess and soft chalk (Hutchinson, 1980,1988). Flow slides move
fast, for example at 8 to llm/sec on average in the 1966 failure in a tip of coal mine
waste at Aberfan (Hutchinson,1986) and probably at about Sm/sec in the chalk flows
on the Kent coast.
Non-volcanic debris flows are normally associated with mountains and are caused by
a sudden access of water, usually from rain, snow-melt or thawing permafrost, to
slope mantles of weathered, non-ârgillaceous debris (clay fraction usually < 5 to10%
<2p): The soaked debris translates into the local stream network becoming ,as it does
so, thoroughly mixed and increasingly mobile. Debris flow movements commonly
exhibit surging and often reach speeds of between 3 and l2mlsec (Campbell,1975) and
sometimes higher. More violent debris fkrws, termed lahars, result from volcanic
activity, where the water derives from condensing steam, the melting of snow and ice
and frclm crater lakes.
Sturzstroms, or catastrophic rock avalanches, are features of high mountains. They
generally originate in a major and energetic rock slide or fall which breaks down intcr
debris. This essentially dry debris is highly mobile, often travelling for kilometres
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over fairly gentle and even reverse sbpes. Average speeds are very high. They were
estimated for Mayunmarca, 1974, for example, at between 33 and 39m/sec (Kojan &
Hutchinson, 1978) and for Elm, 1881, at about 50m/sec (Heim,1932). It may be
desirable to subdivide this group of phenomena into sturzstroms, with extreme run-
outs, and rock avalanches, with more modest ones.

Possible mechanisms of rapid mass movements

These are listed in Table l and described below.

Sudden triggering mechanisms providing an initial impetus.
These mechanisms result in a sudden drop in factor of safety which provides an
initial impetus to a slide mass. They are effective for both first-time failures and for
renewals of movement on pre-existing shear surfaces. Most of these mechanisms have
their maximum effect initially, with a diminishing influence thereafter.

External triggers
a) Entry of surface water into a slide : An abrupt cessation of surface water flow over
a feeder mudslide at Minnis North, Antrim, wâs reported by Hutchinson ef al. (1974)
to have been followed immediately by a rapid surge movement. Fresh tension cracks
are believed to have opened in the already.only marginally stable mudslide. These
"swallowed" the surface water, which generated the rapid failure through the
consequent wâter pressure on the crack walls and possibly also, depending on the
depth of the cracks in relation to the depth of the movement, through an increase in
the ground-water pressures acting on the adjacent parts of the slip surface.
b) Undrained loading of the head of a slide:The power of undrained loading of the
heads of, for example, accumulation mudslides by the rapid emplacement of debris
from steeper feeder slides is described by Hutchinson & Bhandari (1971) and
Hutchinson et al. (1974). The associated impetus for rapid movement arises partly
from the clirect weight of the emplaced debris, particularly where situated upslope
of the clrained neutral point, N6 (Hutchinson,1.984), and partly from the undrained
pore-water pressures set up by this on the sub-adjacent slip surface (Fig. 1a). More
sudden effects are naturally produced by rock falls from a precipitous rear scarp (Fig.
1b).
c) Undrained unloading of the toe of a slide: The effects on stabiliÿ of unloading the
toe of a landslide, for instance by rock fall or excâvation, are discussed in terms of the
influence line approach by Hutchinson (1984,1987). This indicates that where a slide
toe is rapidly unloaded, at a position between the drained and undrained neutral
points. (i.e. where the slip surface is inclined valleywards at an angle of between
ômob and zero, Fig.2a), the factor of safety of the overall slide, F, will be increased

in the short term and reduced only in the long term, that is after some delay.
However, if the unklading occurs valleyward of the undrained neutral point, N,, (i.e.

where the slip surface is inclined into the valley slope, Fig.2b), the reduction in F
will be immediate and will become larger in the long; term. In the latter case, the
potential for the triggering of rapid movements in the overall slide is evident.
Rapid draw-down is a further type of unloading, essentially undrained in clays,
which can lead to fast slides.
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d) Seismic effects, direct and indirect ; Seismically induced slides may be divided
into direct failures, occurring synchronously with the earthquake shaking, and
indirect failures, occurring some time (up to a few days) after the shock (Hutchinson,
1987). The former category are usually much more rapid. It is suggested by
Hutchinson (1987, following Ambraseys, 1977) that such direct failures will have a
limited length in a cross-valley direction, < 7'/2, where is the seismic wavelength
(Fig.3). ?,,/2 is ÿpically about 15 to 30m. Rate effects on shear strength, discussed
below, are also relevant.
e) Magma intrusion and other aolcanic phenomena. These effects were well
illustrated by the Mount St Helens volcanogenic landslide of 1980, when magma
emplacement and associated earthquakes caused lateral displacements well in
excess of lffim at rates of up to nearly 1Om/day culminating in the violent failure of
18th May (Voight et a1.,798il.

Coalescence of landslides

Salt (1985) points out that the coalescence of landslides in plan will result in a
proportionate reduction in the restraining effect of the shear forces acting cln the
sides of the slipping mass, which will tend to recluce its three-dimensional factor of
safety and thus cause an acceleration of movements. Related, but more violent effects
would result from the coalescence of landslides in down-slope section
(Hutchinson,1987).

Brittle fnilure within intact, rymsi-stnltle slide mass.

a) lnternal shear fnilure towards the renr of compound s/lrles. Compound slides are
unable to fail unless they are broken down into kinematically admissible
mechanisms by internal shear failures. Thus, a compound slide may have a three-
dimensional factor of safety, F3', of significantly less than 1.0 on its non-brittle,
bounding slip surface, but be prevented from behaving in accordance with this value
(i.e. running away) by the restraints exerted by its brittle, but still unfailed internal
shears, which hold its effective F3 to about 1.0. Once failure on these internal shears

takes place, the overall F3 will drop suddenly from 1.0 to F3', giving a corresponding

acceleration to the freshly released slide mass (Hutchinson, 7987).
A striking example of this phenomenon is provided by the 1963 Vaiont slide, where
the constraint on movement imposed by the intemal shears was much increased by
the great contrast in strength between the clay gouge forming much of the bounding
slip surfaces and the hard Iimestones and cherts which constituted the bulk of the
sliding mass. The resulting impetus, although important, does not account wholly for
the rapidity of the succeeding events. Other factors are discussed below.
b) Passiae shear failure in the toe of translational s/ides. Failures of this nature are
most important in translational slides, as exemplified by that at Timpone, 1986 (Del
Prete & Hutchinson,l988). The sliding surface there was pre-existing as a result of
flexural slip. It followed a thin, planar clay layer, inclined at between 17 and 18o,

within a thick sequence of littoral sands. The rapidity of the slide resulted chiefly
from a passive failure through the brittle, slightly cemented sands at the toe.
Similar results can also arise from the failure of inadequately clesigned restraining
structures at slide toes.
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c) Buckling in the toe region of translntional s/ides. For Coal Measure sequences in
opencast mines, Walton & Atkinson (1978) describe cases where a translational slide
of an exposed, steeply dipping sandstone bed occurred through the sudden buckling of
this, followed by wedging.

Mechanisms tending to accelerate and sustain movement
These phenomena come into play once movement has begun and generally tend to
increase in effect with increasing movement, in a feed-back manner.

Slip surface phenomena

a) Smoothing. Rugosities on failure surfaces, particularly but not only in rock, tend to
be smoothed off by continuing movements. The mobilised friction angle is thus
reduced from ô (basic) + i (roughness) towards ô (Patton,1966; Barton,1973), with
consequent acceleration of movement.
b) Collapse of loose, saturated, metastal)le structure. In material prone to flow
sliding, the collapse of loose structure in saturated zones of a slope can occur as a
result of various types of disturbance. The sudden transfer of load from the soil
structure to the pore water gives rise to a sudden increase in pore water pressure
through undrained self-loading, with a corresponding reduction in normal effective
stresses and shear resistance. Such clrained-undrained failures generally lead to very
rapid and destructive landslicle movements, as in the quick clay slide at Furre
(Hutchinson, 1961). A sliding-consolidation model for flow slides, based on an
effective stress approach and using geotechnical rather than rheological
parameters, is proposed by Hutchinson (1986).

c) Heating. Frictional heating can be expected to occur on slip surfaces during sliding.
Habib (1967) and Goguel (1969) suggested that where water is present it would be
vapourised, thus creating a cushion and reducing the friction mobilised. Subsequently
Voight & Faust (1982) argued that a significant frictional strength loss will result
from the warming and expansion of the pore water, without proceeding to high
temperatures and vapourisation. In this way they were able to offer a rational
explanation of the very high speeds attained in the Vaiont failure.
The frictional melting of rocks, leading to the formation of pseudotachylytes,
commonly occurs (at much higher temperatures than evisaged above) in fault zones
at crustal depths of up to about 10km (Koch & Masch,1992). The occurrence of such
rock-melt products on the slip surfaces of old landslides, originally up to perhaps 500
to 800 m deep, in Austria (Kofels) and Nepal (Langtang) is reported by Masch et a/.
(1985). Both landslides involved felsic gneiss: temperatures of the order of 12fi)" C or
more may have been associated with the melting (Maddock, 1986), which could
doubtless have led locally to an almost complete loss of frictional strength
(Sibson,1.977). In limestones, dissociation would occllr at such temperatures.
d) Negatiae rate effects in rapid shezr. Rapid ring shear tests on clayey samples
show that after an initial peak the strength falls, usually to a value greater than
the slow residual strength (positive rate effect) but, in a few cases, of particular
interest here, to a value below this (negative rate effect) (Lemos et a1.,1985).
Recent rapid ring shear tests on slip surface gouge from Vaiont (Tika-Vassilikos &
Hutchinson, in prep.) exhibit a high negative rate effect. This is illustrated in Fig.4
for Sample g ( wp =30"/",wL= 49"/" & CF(<2p ) =27%,), which at a displacement rate
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of 2600mm/min has a residual friction angle of about 4", i.e. 60% below the slow
residual value, after a displacement of less than a metre. This result, if reasonably
representative, provides an explanation for the high speeds at Vaiont without
invoking slip surface heating.
e) Ball-or roller-bearing action. It is conceivable that in certain rocks, clasts or
broken fragments might act as ball- or roller-bearings in a basal zone during shear
displacement. In describing a sturzstrom (Triple Slide) in lower Paleozoic carbonates
in the Mackenzie Mountains, Eisbacher (1979) suggests, from observations of large
angular blocks rotated up to 30o forward in the basal breakaway zone, in what
appears to approximate to a multiple topple, that during an earthquake these could
act as "roller bearings" with respect to the overlying rock mass. This proposal goes
well beyond the field evidence. A related mechanism, as yet unreported, in which
the resistant, rounded grains in weakly cemented sandstones or conglomerates could
become detached from their matrix and act as ball-bearings on a basal failure
surface, may well exist.

Mechanisms within rapidly mooing deltris

a) REeated undrained self-loading. In clebris flows, excess pore-water pressures may
be generated by two forms of this mechanism; a) internal over-riding (Sassa,1984)
and b) continuing upsetting of the clebris fabric, throwing clasts into suspension
(Pierson, 1981; Hutchinson, 1988).
b) Bagnoldian grain floru. A possible mechanism for sturzstroms, independent of the
presence or nature of pore fluids, is momentum transfer leading, through dispersive
stresses, to grain flow (Bagnold,1954; Hsü,1975; Campbell, 1989).
c) Acoustic fluidisation. A suggested alternative mechanism for sturzstroms,
preferred by Melosh (1987), is acoustic fluidization. This appeârs to be related to
grain flow, but the reduction of effective overburden pressures which permits the
rapid flow is believed to occur on a more energy-efficient, lumped, rather than grain-
to- grain basis.

Relative mobility of rapid mass movements

For the various types of rapid mass movement discussed above, it is of interest trr
compare their relative mobilities by means of a pkrt of H/L ( = tano, where o, =
fahrboschung) against log. debris volume. This is done in Fig.S for rock avalanches
and sturzstroms, distinguishing between those involving predominantly sedimentary
rocks, predominantly crystalline rocks and those which are volcanrlgenic. The lowest
bound to the data considered is the line AB or, if failures from volcanoes are
excluded, the line AC.
The volcanogenic rock avalanches and sturzstrtlms have a fairly concentrated
distribution, outlined by the line G. As noted by Voight et nl. (7983), these lie in the
more mobile region of the overall rock avalanche spectrum. With a couple of
exceptions, rock avalanches involving crystalline rocks occupy the smaller volume,
less mobile region of the overall spectrum, outlined by the line F. The data points for
rock avalanches and sturzstroms involving predominantly sedimentary rocks are
more dispersed: they tend to be concentrated between the other two ÿpes, but also
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overlap with the crystalline clata ancl with the intermediate to less mobile part of
the data for volcanogenic rock avalanches.
The greater mobility of the volcanogenic rock avalanches is not surprising in view of
the size and often unstable nature of volcanic cones and the destabilising effects of
gas and magma intrusion and explosion and the accompanying seismiciÿ. The
generally greater mobility of the failures involving sedimentary rocks than those
from crystalline rocks seems not to have been noted earlier. It may derive from the
fact that, unlike the latter, sedimentary rocks are characterised by bedding, which
tends to facilitate the formation of large landslides. The sedimentary rocks also
have, on average, a lower frictional resistance and may break down more readily
into fine debris. On the other hand, their coefficient of restitution (Richards, 1993)
may generally be lower than for the crystalline rocks.
In the related plot of Fig.6, the mobility of rock avalanches and sturzstroms (the
bounclaries AB and DE are taken from Fig.S) is compared to that of chalk flows and
flow slides from tips of coal mine waste. As noted by Hutchinson (1988), this shows
that the latter group has a mobility equivalent to all but the most mobile rock
avalanches and sturzstroms at clebris volumes approximately two orders of
magnitude smaller.
Data from a number of debris flows are also plotted (Fig.6). There is more doubt
conceming the debris volume in these cases as the deposits are frequently emplaced
in several increments. The volumes sh«rwn may thus be too high. Nevertheless, the
plot shows that debris flows are usually significantly more mobile than the chalk
flows and flow slides, though also overlapping with these, and are markedly more
mobile than the rock avalanches ancl sturzstroms, with no overlap in the distribution
of the present data points. The wide variation in the mobility of debris flows
doubtless refects their very wide range of water content. Any correction of the debris
flow points for volume, as discussed above, would emphasise their superior mobility.
With debris flows, as with rock avalanches and sturzstroms, the volcanic variety
are the biggest and most mobile.
The broad indications of Figs 5 & 6 would appear to be that while the high mobility
of the essentially dry sturzstroms, especially at large debris volumes, is remarkable,
rapid mass movements involving water are more effective, providing both higher
debris mobility at similar volumes and similar mobility at much smaller debris
volumes.
Although outside the classification used above, data for pyroclastic flows are alscr

shown on Fig.6. These must be regarded as very tentative in view of the considerable
likely inaccuracies, to which attention is drawn by Hayashi & Self (1992). The
available data-points overlap with the fields occupied by those for rock
avalanches/sturzstroms, chalk flows /flow slides from tips and the non-volcanic
debris flows. The most mobile pyroclastic flows appear to be of similar, or slightly
greater mobility to the most mobile rock avalanches/sturzstroms, but are surpassed
in mobilty, like all other gravitational sub-aerial mass movements, by the lahars.
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Table 1. Possible mechanisms of rapid mass movement on slopes.

A. Triggering mechanisms providing an initial impetus

1. Fxternal triggers
a) Entry of surface water into a slide
b) Undrained loading of the head of a slide
c) Undrained unloading of the toe of a slide
d) Seismic effects, direct and indirect
e) Magma intrusion and other volcanic phenomena

2. Coalescence of slides

3. Rrittle failure within relativelLintact, quasi:stable slide mass

a) Internal shear towards rear of compound slides

b) Passive shear failure in the toe of translational slides
c) Buckling in the toe region of translational slides

B. Mechanisms tending to accelerate and sustain movement

4. Slip surface phenomena
a) Smoothing
b) Collapse of loose, saturated, metastable structure

Heating
Negative rate ef[ects in rapid shear

Ball- or roller-bearing action

5. Mechanisms within rapidly moving debris

a) Repeated undrained selÊloading
b) Bagnoldian grain flow
c) Acoustic fluidisation

c)
d)
e)
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Abstract

Fluidized gravitational mass movements typically tum into mud floods, mudflows,
and debris flows, depending on the fluidity and granulometric composition of the
material. The authors prescribe a classification linked to the governing physical
processes. Mud floods contain large concentrations of fine ncln-cohesive material.
Mudflows contain large concentrations of fine cohesive material. Debris flows
contain large concentrations of clastic material. Any rheological analysis should
recognize four types of shear stresses: 1) yield stress; 2) viscous stress; 3) turbulent
stress; and 4) dispersive stress. Dimensionless parameters based on the ratio of these
shear stresses are proposed to identify the predominant rheological material
characteristic from a quadratic rherllogical model.
The two-dimensional model FLO-2D has been developed for the simulation of a

wide range of non-Newtonian sediment flows based on the quadratic rheological
model. The numerical simulation of the Rudd Creek mudflow in Utah is presented as
an example of our continuing pro[Jress in the physically-based analysis of natural
disasters from gravitational mass movements.

Résumé

Les mouztements en înasse, graoitaires et fluidisês deoiennent des inondations
boueuses, des coulées de boues ou de débris selon la fluidité et la granulométrie du
matériau. Les auteurs proposent une classification liée aux processus physiques
prédominants. Les inondations boueuses contiennent de fortes concentrations de

matériaux fins sans cohésion. Les coulécs de boue contiennent de fortes concentrations
de matériaux fins aaec cohésion. Les coulées de débris contiennent de fortes
concentrations de matériaux clastiques. Toute analyse rhéologique dearait identifier
quatre types de contraintes : 1) scttil de contrainte ; 2) contrainte aisqueuse ; 3)
contrainte turbulente ; 4) contrainte disytersioe. Des paramètres sans dimension basés
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sur les rapports entre ces contraintes de cisaillement sont proposés pour identifier les
caractéristiques rhéologiques dominantes d'un matériau à partir d'un moilèle
rhéologique quadratique.
Le modèle à deux dimensions FLO-2D a été darcloppé pour la simulation d'un grand
nombre d'écoulements non-newtoniens de sédiments basée sur le modèle rhéologique
quadratique. Ia simulation numérique d'une coulée de boue à Rudd Creek dans l'Utah
est présentée comme exemple de notre actiaité ilans l'analyse physique des accidents
proaennnt de mouoements en masse grauitaires.

Introduction
Despite diversified classifications, fluidized gravitational mass movements are
similar to hyperconcentrated sediment flows. Hyperconcentrated sediment flows
ranging from water floods to debris flows are initiated through excess moisture
associated with intense rainfall or snowmelt which may be triggered by hillslope
and bank failures as well as landslides. Earthquakes and volcanic activities may
also initiate the process of massive mobilization of liquefied soils resulting in mud
and debris flows in steep channels and onto alluvial surfaces. For instance, the
intensity of rainfall or the hydrograph of the water source can control the type of
flow event. The flow properties and runout distances of these flow events are
governed by the volumetric concentration and granulometric composition of the
material.
Mud floods, or hyperconcentrations of non-cohesive particles, display fluid
characteristics at volumetric sediment concentrations 15%<Cr<40%. The sediment
concentration becomes rather uniform throughout the flow depth and the increased
viscosiÿ of the fluid matrix enhances sediment entrainment. For instance, Woo et al.
(1988) provided a detailed analysis of hyperconcentrations of sands.
In mudflows, the concentration of silts and clays is sufficiently high to bond the fluid
matrix and to support clastic material. Mudflows behave as a singular fluid mass
with lobated deposits where boulders may be rafted along on the surface. Such fluid
matrix concentrations generally range from 45-55% depending on the relative
proportion of silts and clays. Mudflows exhibit high viscosiÿ and high yield stress,
and can travel long distances on mild slopes at slow velocities. A detailed
rheological analysis of mudflow prrlperties has been presented by O'Brien and |ulien
(1e88).
Debris flows represent a water-sediment mixture that contains significant quantities
of boulders and debris to affect fluid motion. Particle interaction of boulders is a
significant mechanism to transfer momentum to the flow boundary. Granular flows
constitute a sub-class of debris flows in which the exchange of momentum between
the flow core and the boundary occurs almost exclusively through particle collision.
The water, which may be present in small quantities does not influence particle
collision or lubricate the mass.
Our understanding of sediment particle interaction in flowing water has been
evolving from the study of O'Brien and ]ulien (1985). The definitions involving
hyperconcentrated sediment flows should focus on the physical processes of the fluid
motion The physical processes of the different hyperconcentrated sediment flows can
be explored through a rheological study of sediment hyperconcentrations.
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Nomenclature has been formulated around the fluid matrix, which is comprised of
silt and clay particles finer than 0.0625 mm.

Rheology of hyperconcentrated sediment flows
The non-Newtonian nature of hyperconcentrations results from several physical
processes. Cohesion and bonding of fine sediment particles contribute to the yield
shear stress t, which must be exceeded to initiate motion. The Mohr-Coulomb shear
t*. is imporiant when considering the stabiliÿ of steep slopes, while the yield
strength exhibited from cohesive particles t. primarily contributes to the yield
shear stress t, during motion of the fluid mahix. The viscous shear stress tD accounts
for the increâse in Newtonian viscosity. The turbulent shear stress rt describes the
turbulent nature of hyperconcentrated sediment flows of fine granular material.
Energy dissipation through turbulence, large eddies trailing major obstacles like
trees and boulders, can be accounted for by considering t,. Finally, the dispersive
stress rd describes the effects of the collision of sediment clasts.
The total shear stress in hyperconcentrated sediment flows includes contributions
from each of these five shear stress components:

î=T*.+tc+1r+1t+1d (1)

in which the total shear stress depends on the Mohr-Coulomb shear t^., the
cohesive yield stress r", the viscous shear stress rr, the turbulent shear stress 1,, and
the dispersive shear stress r(i.
When written in terms of shear rates, or velociÿ gradient (du/dy), the following
quadratic rheological model is obtained:

du -(x = xy * ro, *,l. du
dy

(2)

where

Xy=îmc+Tc

(=p.r,13.,+aipstr2d3

in which 1 is the dynamic viscosity of the mixture; t. is the cohesive yield strength;
1,,,. is the Mohr-Coulomb shear stress 1,,,. = ps tanQ depending on the intergranular
pressure p. and the angle of repose Q of the material; ( is the inertial shear stress
coefficient depending on the mass density of the mixture p,,,, the Prandtl mixing
length 1,r,, the sediment size d*, the volumetric sediment concentration Cr, ai = 0.01
and p" is the mass density of sediment. Bagnold defined the linear sediment
concentration 1" as
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1

I = [9)5 -, (3)À [c../
in which the maximum concentration of sediment particles C. = 0.615.
It is important to consider that the occurrence of debris flows as prescribed by a
dispersive stress relationship alone requires that the following three conditions be
simultaneously satisfied: 1) very large sediment concentrations, ÿpically exceeding
Cù > 0.5; 2) large velociÿ gradients ÿpically exceeding 10s-1; and 3) very large
grain sizes ÿpically coarser than gravel.
]ulien and Lan (1991) proposed a dimensionless formulation of the quadratic
rh«rlogical model in the form:

r*=L+(L+rà)u,ol, (4)

in which the three dimensionless parameters T*, Di ana { "r" 
clefined as:

1. dimensionless excess shear stress

* 1'av
t-lf- dun-'dy

2. dimensionless dispersive-viscous ratio Di

D,tl =
pr7t2d3

q

+ du
dy

3. dimensionless turbulent-dispersive ratio

T* P*lL
'o - uplæ

T;

It is suggested to relate the following parametric delineations to the classification of
hyperconcentrations: 1) mudflows when yield and viscous stresses are dominant at

Dir.gO; 2) debris flows or granular flows ftrr which the dispersive stress is dominant
**

at Dù>400 and T6<1; and 3) mud floods when the turbulent shear stress is dominant

at Dl>4m ur,a {>f . A transition regime may be expected when 30<Di<mO fo,
which all the terms of the quadratic equation are not negligible.
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Two-dimensional simulation model FLO-2D

Based on the quadratic rheological model, O'Brien et al. (1993) developed the
two-dimensional flow routing model FLO-2D for the simulation of fluidized
gravitational mass movements. The momentum equation is solved after considering
three components of the total friction slope 56, namely: the yield slope S", the viscous
slope S, and the turbulent-dispersive slope S,o. The total friction slope tan therefore
be rewritten as:

n2v2
(5)

in which T,. is the specific weight of a mixture, h is the flow depth, V is the
depth-averaged flow velocity, K=24 fctr wide-rectangular channels but increases
with roughness and irregular cross-section geometry, and n is an equivalent roughness

coefficient for the turbulent-dispersive stress. The yielcl stress 1, and the dynamic

viscosity 1.1 increase with the volumetric sediment concentration of the fluicl matrix
as defined by O'Brien and |ulien (1988).
The model serves the dual purpose of delineating hazardous deposit areas as well as

determining the principal characteristics of heavily secliment-laden flows. The
model is particularly useful to determine the flow clepth, the stream flow velocity
and the impact force of fast flowing hyperconcentrations. These parameters are
essential for the design of appropriate mitigation structures against hazardous
natural disasters. Tlre details pertâining to the model FLO-2D are available in
O'Brien et al. (1993). Numerous mudflow hazarcl delineation projects have been
completecl using the FLO-2D moc{el.

Numerical simulation of Rudd Creek using FLO-2D

An example of numerical simulation using FLO-2D is briefly presented for the case of
the 1983 Rucld Creek mudflow in Davis County, Utah. The flood hydrograph and
other pertinent data were published by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Available
field data from the event included: 1) the area of inundation indicated from
plrokrgraphÿ; 2) a surveyed volume of the mudflow deposit of approximately (4,2(10

m'; 3) mudflow frontal velocities on the alluvial fan approximately the speed that
a man could walk; and 4) observec{ mudfkrw depths that ranged from approximately
3.7 m at the apex of the alluvial fan to 0.6{.9 m at the debris front.
The muclflow was initiated by a landslide, and therefore a relatively uniform
sediment concentration was assumed. Manning n roughness values varied from 0.035 to
0.10 depending on vegetation and fkrw obstruction. Appropriate values of the yield
stress and the viscosity were obtainecl from O'Brien and Julien (1988). The
surrounding houses and buildings influenced the flow path and their effects were
modelecl by using bbcking factors for each grid with man-made structure. A complete
time-lapse simulation of the progression of the mudflow deposit over the Rudd
Creek alluvial fan is given in O'Brien et al. (1993). Time-sequence flow depths are

S6
rv Kqv
ï-h - sï*tP - 4

h3
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written to files for a CAD graphics program plotting contour depths. With the
plotting package, the flood hazard delineation is automated. When the viscous flow
encounters a street with a favorable slope, it proceeds ahead of the main body of the
flow. A three-dimensional graphical display of the time lapse simulation is
presented in the above-cited reference, an example is given in Figure 1. These
provide a better visualization of the accumulation of mud near the apex of the
alluvial fan.

*oonWi4i-*
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Rudd Creek Mudflow Simulation after 2 and 5 Minutes

Figure 1
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The maximum computed flow depth of 3.6 m downstream of the apex compares well
with the 3.7 m observed flow depth. Mudflow velocities predicted on the fan ranged
from 0.3 to 1.2 m/s or approximately walking speed as reported. Near the fan apex,
the flow velocities were less than 3.0 m/s. Frontal lobe depths ranged from 0.6 to 1..2

m depending on the location on the fan, and correlated well with post-event photos.

Conclusion
The rheology of hyperconcentrations resulting from gravitational mass movements is
relatively complex. The proposed quadratic formulation appropriately describes the
continuum of flow conditions ranging from mud floods, mudflows and debris flows.
The quadratic rheological model enables adequate two-dimensional computer
simulations of yield, viscous, turbulent and dispersive stress in hyperconcentrated
sediment mixtures.
FLO-2D is a numerical model ciesigned to simulate the motion of non-Newtonian
hyperconcentrations in steep channels and on alluvial fans. The Rudd Creek 1983
mudflow triggered by a landslide was properly simulated with the FLO-2D model.
The excellent correlation of the simulated results with estimated flow
characteristics demonstrates the applicability of the model for the delineation of
hazardous areas as well as the determination of key parameters for the structural
design of appropriate countermeasures. The analysis stresses the importance of
appropriate values of rheologic parameters such as the dynamic viscosiÿ and yield
strength.
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Abstract

This paper deals with the interest presented by seixnic measurements to map anil
describe submarine graaitational mass moaements. After a description of the
traditional methods and a fao recent imyroaed technics, the main signs of slide
masses nre listed. The main dfficulty is not in the detection of these masses but in
the estimation of the aelocity of the past moaement. Seaeral different types of
situations are presented in which stntctural features of deposits can giae an idea of
the naturc of the moaement.

Résumé

Cet article met en éoidence l'intérêt des mesures sismiques pour cartographier et
décrire des'mouoements en masses grnoitaires et sous-marins. Après une description
des méthodes traditionnelles et de quelques améliorations techniques récentes, les

signes principaux des depôts de mouaements sont érutmérés. La difficulté principale
n'est ltas de détecter ces masses, mais d'estimer ln aitesse du mouaement. Plusieurs
types différents de situations sont ytrêsentés dans lesquelles les caractéristiques
structurales iles ilepôts peuoent donner une idée de la nature du mouoement.

Locations
. The oceans : Pacific, Indian, Atlantic, Artic.
. The seas : Blake, Caspien, Azov, Mediterranean, White, Barents, Okhotsk,

Bering, Norway, Baltic.
. The rivers : Volga, Amur, Oka, Ob, Irtish, Moscow-river
. The lakes : Baikal, Sarez, Kuibishev.

Main technic parameters
. Water depth range :3 m-7000 m
. Frequency band : (30-120), (1m-500, (250-1üX» cycles
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. The technic : one channel continuous seismic profiling with Sparker type
source of elastic waves.

. The step of observations along the profile : 1 m - 50 m.
Commonly we use one sparker or array of 3 or 6 sparker with fool energy 5000-30000
joules. Such energy provides us the frequency band of 30-120 cycles or 100-500 rycles,
penetration depth through the rocks about 1500 m - 2000 m when water depth doesn't
exceed 7ffX) m. In case of shelf, normal profiling speed doesn't exceed 3 -/s - 4 ^/ s.

The distance between the observation points is 15 - 20 m. The resolution possibiliÿ in
time changes from 15 ms to 30 ms. For near bottom deposits, it means that the depth
resolution Lz is about 12 m - 24 m. The spatial resolution possibility Lsp depends
essentially on the depth at which the slide bodies are located and on absorption
properÿ of overlayered rocks. Our practice shows that spatial resolution possibility
may be evaluated by the following law:

Lsp = crl/2f
where :

c is theelastic wave velocity,
H the distance between the water surface and slide body,
f the central frequency of the reflected wave spectrum.

The value of f depends on the character of concrete source of elastic waves (from the
direct pulse shape) and on absorption property of the overlayered rocks.
The evident feature of slide masses mapping is little distance between observation
point within the profile and large distance between the profiles. It means that, in
most cases, we have the data which present the vertical cross-section alonp; the
sediments of our interest. ln other words, we have to use two-dimensional images of
three-dimensional objects for revealing the slide masses. It is clear that, for this
reason, the details of geometric parameters of slide bodies cannot be detected
although these parameters often play decisive role in interpretation process.
Some years ago, I offered the technic to overcome the difficulties of such kind. The
technic is very simple and consists in combination of seismic research along the
straight line profiles and along the circular trajectory of 500 m - 1fi)0 m diameter.
Operative control of seismic record during the profiling permits to choose the start
point of circular trajectory. After realising the circular profile, the ship continues
straight line profile. It is clear that in case of three-dimensional character of
studied structures, we will receive possibility to notice some details of buried relief
of slide bodies.

The main signs of slide masses

l Typical morphology of the slide bodies.
2 Ceomorphology and paleogeomorphobgy position of revealed bodies.
3 Irregular structure of the deposits inside indicated bodies.
4 Sudden disappearance of clear stratification within the limited part of

observed deposits while, above and beneath that portion of deposits, the
stratification is obvious.

5 Unconformity with basic rocks.
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Usually there is no problem to detect at the seismic records the slide bodies. The
problem consists in determining how rapidly that body moved. Seismic data do not
allow to give direct answer to the question. But it is obvious that some structural
features of deposits permit to evaluate the speed of movement. For example, clear
signs of the ruptures of layers and separated position of body within the general
sediment structure may arise only in case of rapid movement of large mass of
sediments. Pictures show the cases of undoubted rapid movement of sediments located
in the south of the Crimea, in Bulgaria, in the Kuril-Kamchatka trench or in the
South of Crimea.
On the contrary, there are cases which may be explained only by slow movement of
poor-consolidated sediments along the consolidated rigid rocks in condition of weak
slope of the beds.
In one region of the Black Sea, we revealed three levels of slow deformation of poor
consolidated rocks which were formed in process of periodic changing of the slope.
Rhelogical nature of such phenomena is rather clear and can be observed in the south
of Crimea, in the Odessa shelf or in shelf break.
Intermediate position is presented by the bodies of large size which interior structure
is irregular and chaotic. Within these bodies there are not clear boundaries or
layers. Visually, the picture seems as a section of turbulent flow photographed at
some moment of its movement. The geologists approve that the bodies of that kind
were formed in sea conditions in process of rapid movement of poor consolidated
deposits along the rigid bedrock.
They confirm also that these processes are typical for the time of low sea level,
when the transient zone at the shelf is short and the volume of deposits from the
land is large. Is it true or not - I do not know being a geophysisist - but our
investigations near Crimea and at Bulgarian shelf show that at the same geological
time during low sea level similar type of slide bodies was formed (cf. the South of
Kerch Straight-Paleo Don/ Paleo Kuban, deposits of glacial periods, distribution of
the slide bodies in the region to South of Crimea, Bull;arian shelf, the correlation of
the slide movements of different type at Bulgarian and Crimea continental edge in
geological time - 800000 years - the times of low sea levels).
The modern technic of satellite navigation provide conditions for long-term
observation over the selected area of shelf in connection with dynamic problems of
gravitational movement. Unfortunately at the time of our active work, we had not
such possibility. But in connection with other problems we were realizing long-term
observations along the Moscow-river using the combination of high resolution seismic
and electrical self potential measuring. Now we have a series of 12 years
observations in conditions of precise navigation that permits us to reveal the
variations of bottom relieve and self electrical field year by year and to fincl the
correlation between two proceses. We plan to continue these observations in future
and, maybe, expand them involving other areas of water.
Anyway, in our time, the high resolution seismic is the only possible technic to
reveal the slide masses and, for reliable interpretation of seismic data, it would be
very important to use the data of physical and mathematical modeling of rapid
slide processes in the sea conditions.
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Abstract

In order to predict complex transient debris flows, we developed a numerical model
based on shallow water equations. We consider only muddy debris flows the
behaviour of which is well described by a Herschel-Bulkley model. In laminar
regime, the wall friction force is assumed to be equal to the resistance of a steady
uniform flow having the same depth and mean velocity. The parameters of this
model, directly deduced from the fluicl behaviour, are determined independently
by rheometrical measurements. The main characteristics of our experimental
transient flows, established in a laboratory flume, are in fairly good agreement
with the predictions of the numerical model. It should be noticed that these results
were obtained without any complementary fitting.

Résumé

Afin de décrire les écoulements transitoires des laves torrentielles, un modèle
numérique fondé sur les équations de Saint-Venant a été construit. On s'intéresse
uniquement aux laves torrentielles essentiellement boueuses, qui ont une loi de
comportement de type Hershel-Bulkley. En régime laminaire, nous faisons
l'hypothèse que le frottement à la paroi est égal à celui d'un écoulement permânent
uniforme ayant mêmes vitesse moyenne et hauteur. On présente ici la confrontation
entre des écoulements transitoires de matériaux modèles en laboratoire et les
simulations numériques correspondantes. Les paramètres de la loi de frottement sont
déterminés indépendamment par des expériences de rhéométrie. L'adéquation entre
simulations et expériences est satisfaisante et d'autant plus prometteuse qu'aucun
calage préalable de paramètres n'est effectué.

Introduction
Debris flow differ from other free surface flows [Johnson and al. (1984), Meunier
(1991)l by two main characteristics which are :

o the nature of the flowing material, constituted of a mixture of water, clay
and granular materials of different sizes ;
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. the nature of the flow itself, which is rapid, transient and includes a steep
front mainly constituted of rtxks.

In a first time, we neglect phenomena such as : concentration fluctuations, local
discontinuities in the strain field due to local fractures, slip at the wall, segregation
or sedimentation. In these conditions, the flowing material can be considered as an
homogeneous fluid.
Shallow water equations are often used for debris flow modelling [Takahashi (1987),
Mizuyama (1987), Martinet (1992-a-b)l and the main point that differs from a
numerical model to another is the formulation of the wall friction force deduced from
the rheological assumptions. Even if many assumptions have been tested [Chen
(1987)1, most of the time, the rheological models used are :

. Bingham's model for muddy debris flow flohnson (1970)]

. Bagnold's model for granular debris flow [Takahashi (1980)]
New clevelopments on clayey concentrated mixtures have established that their
behaviour is well represented by a Herschel-Bulkley model [Maior and Pierson
(7992), Coussot (1992». Using this latter assumption and the fact that many debris
flows are laminary, Coussot (1993-a-b) has established theoretically a new wall
friction expression and has validated it on steady uniform flows in a laboratory
flume. This friction expression is here introduced in a numerical model based on the
conservative form of shallow water equations [Vila (1986) anct (1987)] and validated
on transient flows in a laboratory flume.
One shall notice that parameters are deduced directly from rheological
measurements and therefore no calibration is introduced in this study.

Numerical modelling
In order to represent debris flows, we had to do the choice of equations describing the
motion and taking into account the front as well as the material characteristics.

Equations of motion
Shallow-water-equations can be written in a particular form, called "conservative",
which is also solution of the hydraulic jump (Rankine-Hugoniot) equations.
Associatecl to special numerical schemes, these equations are the basis clf a numerical
model able to treat the discontinuiÿ as well as any other point, and to determine its
position at any time, giving an overall treatment of the flow with reasonnable
complexity and calculation times [Vila (1986)].
We consider channelized flows represented by one-dimensional shallow-water-
equations which can be written on the following cclnservative form :

S : cross section area

o

sin($-Frot *B(S,x)

Q : clischarge in this section

Frot : friction force

à(s\
-tta[o/

a-t-'a*
t, o \r
|."{3 +P(s,-r.J:[r.

o, : correcting coefficient 1O-$ I
u
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dprs. *l ^ d1
with # -B(S,x)= gS cos (U) 5crx ct.

Numerical scheme

Considering only the left-hand member of shallow water equations, we obtain a non-
linear hyperbolic system for which there exists well adapted numerical methods
(bearing the existence of discontinuities) such as the Godunov scheme here employed
[Vila (1986) and (1987)]. The result is then corrected to take into account the right-
hand member (graviÿ, friction, etc.)

Wall friction force
For a problem whose initial conditions, boundary conditions and geometry of the
channel are known, the wall friction force remains the only unknown of shallow
water equations. This unique expresion enables the introc{uction of the fluid
behaviour into the equations of motion [Chen (1987)]. We are interested only in
muddy debris flows (clay fraction higher than 10"1,) for which simple shear stress is
well represented by a Herschel-Bulkley model [Coussot (7992)l:

L -k+KYn with n=1/3

t: shear stress
tç : yield stress
y : velocity gradient
K and n : model parameters

Theoretical consic-lerations on Herschel-Bulkley fluid flows on a wide plane,
strengthened and completed by experiments in a laboratory flume have led to
establish the following expressions of the wall friction for steacly uniform flows in
open channels [Bossan (1993), Bossan and al. (1993), Coussot (1993-a)] :

tP =tc(1+a(HU;-o,l' H5--& (L\%
rc\u/

with :

. infinitely wide channel : a=1,93

. rectangular cross section channel : a=1,93-0,43a.ctang(1ron/r-lztt) f o r
h/L<7

The friction force expression introducecl in shallow-water-equations is then given by

Frot : IP Pe Pe : wet perimeter p : clensity (kg.m-3)
p

The wall friction expression for steacly uniform flows taking into account the local
mean velocity and depth, we assume that the local resistance for transient flows is
equal to the friction force calculatecl for the same clischarge and depth with the
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expression previously established for steady uniform flows. The same assumptiory
made for gradually varying flows has been validated experimentaly [Bossan (1993)].

Mainassumptions
Shallow-water-equations assume [Cunge and al. (1980» that fluid densiÿ is constant
and that vertical accelerations (steep waves, large slope variations) and horizontal
accelerations (varying width of the flume, centrifugal accelerations, etc.) can be
neglected. The front is represented on grid points by discontinuities which verify
physical balances but do not express the detailed stucture of the front.

Model validation
In order to validate the model, we compare its predictions to experimental results
obtained with water-natural clay mixtures flows in a uniform geometry laboratory
flume. These flows are in similariÿ to natural debris flows. The wall friction force
parameters are directly deduced from rheometrical measlrrements carried out on the
materials. Therefore, the comparison introduces no fitting.

Laboratory experiments
We create, in controlled conditions, dam-breack waves in a model fluid and we
measure the height of the flow at any time, at different, points of the flume The
experimental principle is to create, in controlled conditions, dam-break waves in a
model fluid and to measure the flow depth at âny time, at different points of the
flume and for different slopes, different quantities of material, different initial
heights and different fluids. In order to take into account the surging nature of debris
flows, we consider two cases :

. a zero initial height to represent the first wave

. a non-zero initial height to represent the following waves
Four materials made of a water-clay mixtures (natural clay from Sinard, Isère,
France) with different concentrations are used. Their rheological parameters are
given in the following table :

material density p

(kg.m-r)
yield stress Îc

(Pa)
K (Herschel-

Bulkley's
model)

A 1410 t9 3,5
B 7422 t7 5,6
C 1397 9,5 3,1
D 1330 4,5 1,4

For more details on measurement technics, one can refer to Coussot (1993-a).
By adding uncertainties on measrlrements and rheolol;ical model fitting, estimation
errors on rheological parameters are estimated to be of the order of magnitude of
20%.
The experimental device (Fig. 1) is constituted of 4 m x 0.6 m flume with a
rectangular cross section and a slope varying from 6"1, to 31%. Its up-stream extremety
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is limited by a wall (abscissa x=0). At abscissa x=0.85m is disposed a vertical plate
constituting a dam which can be pulled up rapidly. At abscissa 1.65m, 2.75m and
3.85m are installed three ultrasonics sensors bound to a computer recording 33
measurements per second for each sensor and for 10 seconds.
The experimental uncertainties on measurements, bound essentially to the
synchronism between dam-break and data acquisition trigerring, to the ultrasonics
sensors principle of work or to the dam opening system are estimated to be in the
range of 5o/" to 15o/. of depths or propagation times measured values.

Fig. 1 : experimental device

dam

4ùl

§§{§

Flows with a zero-initial height

Behaoiour and sensibility of the model

In order to estimate a priori the model behaviour and sensibility in the domain of
the experiments carried out, its reply in terms of maximum depth and propagation
time for a wide domain of variation of parameters, including the experimental
conditions tested, has been calculated.
In reference to experimental conditions, we consider flows in a wide channel
presenting two main characteristics :

. initial velociÿ is zero at any point ;

. the initial height is zero in the flume and the material initially stocked behind
the dam has got an horizontal free surface.
The initial conditions are then completely given by the height of material initially
stocked behind the dam (Hbar)

The non-dimensionnal form of shallow water equations exhibits two non-
dimensionnal numbers which completely determine the flow at each point of the
channel, in the conditions previously set forth :

data tion

ultrasonics

@@
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G
" - fuHt,arsin(O)

Tc

Hbar : initial height behind the dam

The experiments take place in a domain of variation from 4 to 70 for the parameter
G'and 0.35 to 0.80 for the parameter H'. This domain is wide enough to include flows
in similariÿ to most real debris flows. For example, the material A in the 4 meters
long flume shows at scale 1/30 the behaviour of a natural material (p=2200 kg.m-3,
tc=900 Pa, K=290) in a 120m long flume.

Fig. 2 : sensibility on maximum depths (H"=0r6E4)
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For a fully developed flow, after a fast decrease observed during the starting phase,
maximum heights tend asymptotically towards a quasi-constant value (Fig. 2 and 3).
The front velocity is quite constant during these two first phases (Fig. 3). The
stopping phase is expressed by a fast clecrease «rf maximum heights and propagation
velocities. The sensibility to any variation of parameter values is generally weak,
except during the stoppage (Fig. 2 and 3). These results, established for a variation
of G', remain qualitatively significant for a variation of H'. For a fully developed
flow, the sensibility decreases for a decrease on H'or an increase on G'.

r G"=38,5 (+10ïi,)
r G"=35
n G"=31,-5 (-107,')
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Comparison between experiments and simulatioru

Gradually varying flows
Comparisons carried out on gradually varying flows show a very good agreement
between flow curves established numerically or directly deduced from the friction
expression. These latter are also able to d.escribe experimental data with
uncertainties less than 25%.

Transient flows

Qualitatively, simulations and measurements are in good agreement (Fig. a). The
general form of hydrograms is well represented, the order of magnitude of depths
and propagation times is consistent with the measurements.

Fig. 3 : sensibility on propagation times (H"=0,684)
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The differences concem :

o an interval between maximum depths of about 2001, of measured values (Fig.
5) for which sensibility is high ; only 12'/" r»f calculated values are outside
this range, some of them corresponding kr stopping phases ;

. an interval between propagation times of about -20/" to 1.0% <tf measured
values (Fig. 6), except in the case of stopping flows (high sensibility) ;

. an interval between depths at the end of the experiment (at t=10 seconds) of
about +10% to +15% of measured values ;

. an interval between stopping clistances of about +25% of measured values.

r G"=38,5 (+lOVo)
x G"=35
o G"=31,5 (-llVo)
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Fig. 4 : example of comparison simulations/measurements (zero initial height)
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Fig. 5 : comparison simulations/meâsurements on maximum depths
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Fig 6 : comparison simulations/measurements on propagation times
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Fig.7 : example of comparison simulations/measurements (non-zero initial height)
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The analysis of results doesn't exhibit any link between estimation errors and non-
dimensional parameters (G' or H') as well as geometrical scale.'The main
uncertainties appear for the material D whose rheometrical parameters have been
difficult to obtain. Most observed discrepancies are in the range of precision one can
reasonnably admit for the measurements. The experimental uncertainties, generally
speaking, and particularly rheometrical errors are important enough to explain
these differences and to hide the inaccuracies of the model itself.

Transient flows with a non-zero initial height
The calculated waves are steeper, faster, with a higher spike and a shorter lowering
phase than measured waves (Fig. 7). The magnitude of errors can reach +70/" on
maximum depths and -35% on propagation times and is clearly related to the wave
amplitude (Fig. 8).

I'ig. t : comparison simulationÿmcâsurements
on maximum depths and propagation times
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The dam height to initial height ratit'r is a good criterion for distinguishing cases of
good or bad agreement between simulaticlns and measurements. This criterion takes
here the place of parameter G' which has been established f«rr zero initial height
flows, its significance is physically very close. A possible explenation of this
difference is linked to the incapability of the model to represent some types of waves
with important vertical accelerations [Stoker (1957)] which cannot be considered as
the displacement of a front. This is for example the case of solitary or sine waves
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[Naaim (1991». A second possible explanation is the difficulty to represent correctly
the transient effects and modifications of the velociÿ profile (compared with the
model assumptions) due to the integration into the flow of the material initially
present in the flume.

Conclusion
The presented modelling shows good capabilities to predict flows of the studied
water-clay mixtures. The wall friction force expression has been validated for
transient flows. Inside the domain of validiÿ established here (Hbar-to-Hinit
ratio higher than about 20), the model seems to introduce errors weak enough to be
occulted by the amplitude of experimental errors (particularly the estimation of
rheometrical parameters).
Currently, further work remains to be done on physical phenomena, their description
and quantification. The model described here is a good tool for this kind of
investigation.
The proposed model must be developed now in the sense of a better agreement with
field conditions (complex geometry, take into account a rocky front or more granular
materials). Even if a systematic use of this model as an engineering tool can't be
intended yet, it can be used for testing physical assumptions on transient flows. A
two-dimensional model able to describe the spreading-out of non-channelized debris-
flows is now being developed.
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Abstract

This paper deals with differents types of graaitational mass moaements uthich tnke
place on the sulnnerged flanks of the Hauniian lslands : debris aanlanches, giant
slumps and aolcaniclastic flows.
After n description of the measurettent methods used to map mass mooement

features, the author presents each of these three phenomena. Different examples are
giaen. ln conclusion, the issue of the mechanisms at work in giant debris aoalanches
is discussed as well as their modelling. The relations betueen these phenomena arc
finally detailed.

Résumé

Cet article traite de différents types de mouoements graaitaires en masse qui ont eu
lieu sur les flancs immergés des îlas Hnuaï : aoalanches de débris, glissements géants
et écoulements de roches aolcaniEtes clastiques.
Après une description des méthodes de mesure utilisées pour cartographier les depôts
liés à ces mouaements efi masse, l'auteur présente chaum de ces trois phénomènes.
Différents exemples sont donnés. En conclusion, les mécanismes à I'oeuare dans les
gigantesques aanlanches de débris sont discutés ainsi que leur modélisation. Les

relations entre ces phénomènes sont finalement détaillées.

Introduction
Recent investigations of the submerged flanks of the Hawaiian Islands have
disclosed three ÿpes of mass movement processes that may be unique to active mid-
plate volcanic islands. These types of processes are: (1) Debris avalanches that may
be among the largest on earth, (2) giant slow-moving slumps that can encompass a
third or more of the total area (subaerial and submarine) of the major shield
volcanoes and can produce earthquakes of magnitude 7.0 or greater, and (3)
volcaniclastic flows that involve possibly rapid downslope movement of coarse
sand-size material generated as lava enters the sea. Knowledge of the existence and
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extent of deposits resulting from these processes has been made possible through the
development of modern sidescan sonar and swath bathymetry systems. The critical
quantitative factors describing the initiation, movement, and deposition of these
landslides have not been evaluated except in a very approximate way.

Methods
The advent of acoustic survey methods that ensoniÿ swaths of the seafloor (sidescan
sonar and swath bathymetry) rather than only penetrating the bottom beneath
ship's tracks has greatly expanded our abiliÿ to map marine geologic features. In
few locations has this improved ability been proven more useful than on the
submerged flanks of the Hawaiian Islands. As part of a program to map the U.S.
Exclusive Economic Zone, a complete sidescan sonar mosaic of the seafloor from the
Hawaiian coast to a distance of 370 km offshore has been constructed using the
GLORIA (Geologic Long-Range Inclinecl Asdic) system (Somers et a1.,1987). To obtain
information for such a mosaic, the GLORIA system projects sound to as much as 22.5
km to each side of the ships track. The amplitude of sound returned varies as a
function of bottom slope, bottom roughness, and bottom lithology, as well as
geometric and depth factors. The data are processed to yield images that appear
somewhat similar to aerial or satellite photographs.
In addition to GLORIA imagery more detailed images have been obtained in some
areas using mid-range sidescan sonâr systems, such as SeaMARC II. Another fairly
new technology is swath bathymetry in which water depths at numerous points to
each side of the ship are measured acoustically and the results are processed to yield
a detailed, continuous bathymetric chart. Swath bathymetry using the SeaBeam
system is systematically being obtained around the Hawaiian Islands. Older
technologies such as high-resolution subbottom profiling, dredging, box and graviÿ
corin6;, scuba diving, and bottom still and video photography have also been
employed to investigate mass movement features off Hawaii.

Debris Avalanches

The most remarkable result of GLORIA mapping of the Hawaiian exclusive economic
zone has been the discovery of slump and debris avalanche deposits that cover about
100,000 km2, an area more than 5 times the land area of the islands. Some of the

individual debris avalanche deposits are more than 200 km long and about S[XX) km3
in volume, making them among the largest on earth. The existence of a few of these
giant landslides was speculated upon earlier (Moore, 1964) but was controversial and
unproven until the CLORIA mosaic showed dramatically both that the deposits
exist and that much of the seafloor around the islands is covered by them (Lipman et
al., 1988, Moore et al., 1989, Normark et al., 1993).
The deblis avalanche deposits can be recognized by their distinctive pattem on the
sidescan imagery. The upper parts of the features are indicated by well-developed
amphitheaters that, in the case of many of the landslides, are expressed subaerially
by high coastal cliffs or palis. The mid-sections are broken into large blocks, the
largest of which is the Tuscaloosa seamount northeast of Oahu, a feature that
measures 30 km long by 17 km wide. The bbcks are easily recognized on the mosaic
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and range in size down to talus below the resolution of GLORIA (100 m). The distal
aprons of the landslide deposits are shown by a distinctive hummocky terrain that
may contain blocks up to 1 km across. The thickness of the deposits may range up to
2 km.
The Hawaiian Islands are surrounded by a topographic low called the Hawaiian
Deep, a result of downwarping of the oceanic crust under the load of the islands.
Some of the debris avalanches crossed the axis of the Hawaiian Deep and moved
uphill a considerable distance on the other side. The best example of this behavior
is the Nuuanu Debris Avalanche, which resulted from the disintegration of the
northeast portion of the island of Oahu. The Nuuanu debris avalanche is about 230
km long, as measured from its headwall at the Nuuanu Pali on Oahu to its toe half
way up the southwest flank of the Hawaiian Arch, the rise that lies beyond the
Hawaiian Deep. After crossing the axis of the Hawaiian Deep, the avalanche
moved uphill a distance of about 140 km from a depth of at least 46ü) m in the deep
to its terminus at about 4300 m on the arch. These geometric constraints show that the
avalanches were truly catastrophic with landslide blocks attaining velocities of 100
m/s or more as they crossed the axis of the deep.
Differences between the longitudinal profiles of the landslides and those of their
unfailed margins shows roughly the volumes of the deposits and their source areas.
Comparing these profiles also shows roughly the maximum depth of failure within
the source area. This latter comparison for two of the largest debris avalanches, the
Nuuanu and Wailau, shows failure extending to somewhat more than 3fiX) m below
present sea level. The failed debris then collapsed at least 1500 m into the
Hawaiian Deep before riding up the other side.
The submerged scars of the landslides are incised by many submarine ciülyons, which
appear to have initially been carved subaerially, before the islands subsided. In
fact, submarine canyons in the vicinity of the Hawaiian Islands appear to be found
almost exclusively in the scars of giant landslides.
The debris avalanches were almost certainly tsunamigenic, given their large
volumes and high speeds. As one measure of the size of tsunami that can be produced,
Moore and Moore (1988) identified a marine gravel at the 326 meter level on the
island of Lanai. Evidence indicates that this gravel and similar deposits on nearby
islands were emplaced by a giant wave generated by a submarine landslide south of
Lanai. This 105,000 year old deposit may have resulted from the Alika Debris
Avalanche, west of the island of Hawaii, which appears to be one of the youngest
debris avalanches mapped by CLORIA.
By virtue of the fact that large parts of individual islands can catastrophically
collapse into the sea and that 300-m-high sea waves can result, the Hawaiian
debris avalanches are clearly a potential hazard both to the state of Hawaii and to
the entire Pacific coast. Estimating their recurrence interval is then a critical factor
in evaluating the extent of this hazard. According to Normark et al. (1993), the best
control on debris avalanche recurrence interval is provided by volcano growth rates.

The islands grow at 0.1 km3 per year; hence, 10,ff[) years is required to produce the

1,ü)0 km3 of the average large debris avalanche. However, only about 10% of the
island material ultimately becomes involved in debris avalanches. Accordingly, a
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best estimate of the recurrence interval of the large debris avalanches is L00,ü)0
years. |udging by the large size of this time period, these ÿpes of failure most likely
do not present a serious hazard for the near future. A more serious hazard might be
presented by smaller scale but more frequent landslide events.
Although the above discussion focuses on the Hawaiian Islands, similar giant debris
avalanche deposits have also been found on the flanks of many other oceanic
volcanoes (Holcomb and Searle, 1991).

Slumps
The GLORIA mosaic and other evidence also show the existence of giant mass
movement features with strikingly different morphologies. These features, termed
slumps, have a steep scarp at their toe, are cut by transverse faults into a few large
blocks, and commonly lack a well-developed amphitheater at their head. At least
one of these features, the Hilina Slump on the southeast flank of Kilauea Volcano on
the island of Hawaii, is presently active, moves episodically, and generates
earthquakes as it moves. The 1975, magnitude 7.2 earthquake was caused by
movement of the Hilina Slump and resulted in subsidence of up to 3.5 m of a 60-km-
long section of the island's coast. The hypocenter of the 1975 shock, and most
aftershocks, were about 10 km deep, near the boundary between island volcanic rock
and the prevolcanic seafloor. Moore et al. (1989) suggested that the sole of the
landslide was likely contained within poorly consolidated volcanic rubble and
pelagic sediment that had been emplaced directly on oceanic crust.
In addition to the Hilina slump, at least three other giant slumps are located off the
Hawaiian Islands. Some of the features are associated with comparatively small
debris avalanches that are spawned by the oversteepened fronts of the slump toes.
The complete conversion of one of these giant slumps into a massive debris avalanche
seems unlikely given the very deep (10 km) seated nature of the slumps relative to
the comparatively shallow (1-2 km) debris avalanches. A catastrophic failure of
the surface of the giant slump blocks, leading to a debris avalanche, is possible and
could be pJenerated by one of the earthquakes caused by the slump movement.

Volcaniclastic Flows on Flanks of Active Volcanoes

As hot lava enters the sea, it cools and fractures, yielding huge quantities of volcanic
sand, which accumulates in beaches and nearshore deposits. New lava flows
solidify atop these deposits forming lava deltas. During earthquakes or sometimes
during aseismic periods, these lava deltas fail catastrophically, with major
slippage occurring within the volcanic sands. Divers caught up in these failures of
delta fronts (Tribble, 1991) report that much water is entrained, creating a strong
downward current.
The CLORIA mosaic and recent SeaBeam bathymetry shows that a 4O-km-long
section of the upper 2500 m of the submerged flank of Kilauea volcano is extremely
smooth in relation to other slopes off the Hawaiian Islands. Recent (1991) camera
and coring work on this slope shows it to be completely covered with coarse, angular
volcanic sand deposits whose surfaces are modifieci into current ripples suggestive of
downslope water motion.
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Analytic and Modelling Questions
These three varieties of volcanic islands landslides have only been identified in
recent years. Much work remains to determine the details of their initiation and to
model their motion and fate.
Perhaps most intriguing are the giant debris avalanches. If the estimates of
recurrence interval are correct, the islands are stable with respect to these ÿpes of
failure for up to 100,000 years. Then, some critical point is reached and a large part
of an island disintegrates into huge blocks and other debris and the failed mass
moves up to 200 km with enough momentum to slide upslope, under water, for up to
140 km. The parameters that describe this critical point have not been identified,
although evidently the failures culminate near the end of subaerial shield building
(Moore et al., 1989). An examination of the influence of island geometry on the
overall downslope shear stress field might yield insight into the reasons that the
largest failures occur at this point. Magnitudes of magma pressure in the primary rift
zones of the active volcano are likely also important parameters, as evaluated in a

preliminary sense by lverson (in press). Pore water pressures are almost certainly not
a major factor (Iverson, in press).
Once initiated, the debris avalanches are extremely rapid. Although no published
models of their movement are available, any model would need to account for the
high velocity and long moveout of giant blocks of rrrck moving through water. Enough
is known about the source region, block size, path geometry, and deposit geometry to
allow the beginning of such a modelling effort.
The giant slumps appear to move relatively small distances (a few meters) during an
earthquake event and then remain still until the next event. Over a long time period
such motion might appear almost continuous. Not well understood is the relation
between this type of movement and that of debris avalanches that might be
initiated at the toes of these slumps or within their surficial 1-2 km.
The lava delta failures are much smaller in scale than the other two ÿpes of
landslides. However, they may be much more common and represent a more
immediate hazard. Their motion and the relation of sand flow and water mass
movement have not been modelled although considerable descriptive information is
available. Also, the resulting sand deposits may be present at a number of locations
deep within the volcanic islands. Perhaps these loose sands could serve as planes of
weakness along which giant debris avalanches and slumps might c{evelop.
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Abstract

This paper giaes some considerations ofl physics nnd modelling of rapid mass
mooernents. First, the aiscoplastic approach which hns been selected is presented. A
short comparison between a preaiously deaeloped model, SKRED, and a arrently
written one, LAVAL, is then discussed. The three components of the research work
are listed : field, laboratory and numerical modelling. The "grey areas" are
described. They concern the materinl rheological properties, the role played by
ground water in the starting zone, the geometry of the failing mass and the
mechnnisms at work in the run out and tenninal zones.

Résumé

Cet article présente quelques considératiot s sur les mécanismes physiques et la
modélisation de mouoements en masse rapides. Tont d'abord, l'approche
oiscoplastique qui a été retenue est décrite. Une courte comparnison entre un moilèle
déjà écrit, SKRED, et un autre actuellement en déaeloppement, LAVAL, est
détaillée. Les trois composantes du traaail de recherche sont repris: le terrain, le
laborntoire et la modélisation numérique. Les zones sur lesquelles les efforts doiaent
porter sont identifiées et précisées. ll s'agit des propriétés rhéologiques des

matériaux, du rôle joué par l'eau du sotts-sol, ln géométrie de la masse mise en

ntouue,nent et les mécanismes à l'æuare sur les zones de propagation et d'arrêt.

Introduction
A free translation of Fra Fiell til Fiord could sound like: from the high mountains to
the deep waters. One could note that both Norwegian words fjdl andfjord have the
same root, i.e. starts with the same two letters may be suggesting that both words
form a continuous medium. Moreover, it characterises the various environments into
which we are actively looking at rapid mass movements: rock avalanches in the
Rockies and in the Alps, debris flows in sensitive clays and submarine slides in the
Saguenay Fjord. The Norwegian terms also underline that the onset of our research on
the dynamics of mass movements resulted from a very fruitful collaboration with the
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Norwegian Geotechnical Institute, and particularly with H. Norem who, in
collaboration with P. Beghirç guided our initiation into this very interesting field.

The following discussion will be preceeded by an illustration of the ÿpe of mass
movements that we are investigating (not described in this text) and then I will
present some considerations on the physics and the modelling of these rapid mass
movements. I hope that my presentation will underline the necessiÿ for increase
collaboration in this field where the terms "viscoplastic flows" clearly indicate the
diversified approaches needed to study this sort of "continuum dynamics" (a way to
paraphrase continuum mechanics !). I would also recommand the reading of report
from a workshop held at Nainville les Roches (France) in 1991 which adressed the
topic trf large mass movements (see Antoine 1992; Durville 1992 for examples).

Physical approach selected

Many types of mass movements can occur which could be represented by various
constitutive equations. We have opted for a viscoplastic approach as it can be
applied to many types of mass movements who must still meet the following criteria:
continuiÿ, homogeneiÿ and mass conservation. Moreover, it only applies to cases
were the moving mass is always in contact with the flow surface and where friction
generated heat has no influence on material properties and flow characteristics.

The constitutive equation that we have adopted is the following:

x =ac+ q1 - ru)tan *. o*(Êi[., (1)

where t is the resistance to flow, t6 the yield strength, o the total stress, r., the pore
pressure ratio, rp the dynamic friction angle, p the densiÿ, m the dynamic viscosiÿ
relative to water, (dv/dy) the velocity gradient in the y direction, and D is the drag
coefficient (to be considered only for submarine slides). The exponent "r" tends
towards uniÿ for macro viscous flows and towards 2 for inertia flows. The second
term of [1] represents the plasticity and the other ones the viscous component. The
effective stress component, which is part of the plasticity term, is included in the

Pore Pressure ratio (ru = u/Yh) where u is the pore pressure, y the total specific
weight of the soil mixture and h the flow height.

SKRED is the name of the numerical model initially developed by Irgens (1988) for
snow avalanches and later adapted to analyse submarine slides (Norem et al. 7990)
and rock avalanches (Locat et nl. 1993).It is a finite difference pseudo 2D model
(vertical velocity profile is assumed), does not take into account yield strength and
pore pressure. The plasticiÿ is assumed to be controlled by the apparent friction
angle which is assumed constant during the flow.

A modified version of SKRED model has been worked on at Universiÿ Laval (the
reason for the name !) which uses a finite elements approach, takes into accounts
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dynamic friction angle and pore pressure changes, yield strength and drag friction on
the upper surface (Moutte et al. 1992; Lcrcat 1992).

Our main objective is to develop a physical and a numerical model that will take
into account viscoplastic flows with an explicit integration of the material
properties and pore pressures in a pseudo 3D system (or even a full3D). The pseudo
3D system will then have to assume the velociÿ profiles in all directions so that the
fklw path could have various shapes (e.9. Pandominium Creek avalanche; Evans et
al. 1989). The physical model is actually been develop for applications in the study
of submarine slides. If we succeed, then the model could be easily applied to
subaerial flows were the friction in the upper part can be neglected.

Figure 1. Overall integration of the numerical modelling work inkr risk mapping

Research approach

Our research is based on three components: field, laboratory and numerical. It may
not look very original but I think that it is essential to have interaction between
field, laboratory, and numerical analyses. As a first step, the field work is focus on
the selection and study of sites well suited for numerical modelling so that the
geokrgy, morphological conditions before and after the slide, and structure can be
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easily understood. Such sites are: La Clapière (France), Pandominium Creek
Avalanche and Frank Slide (both in Canada), St.-Iean Vianney Slide and North
Arm submarine slides (Québec, Canada). Other sites are being selected in
collaboration with S. Evans (Canada) et G. Colas (France).

The laboratory program is mostly centered on measuring viscous flow properties so as
to limit the amount of unknowns related to this component of the flow. So far, most of
our research was devoted to macro viscous flows but we are in the process of building
a large rheometre (like the one of Coussot 1992) which would be fully instrumented
(pore pressures, densiÿ profiles, etc...).

The ultimate goal of this research project is to integrate the field surveys to regional
data bases so that risk maps could be established which would take into account
aerial extent of flows and other characteristics (Figure 1). This ÿpe of product
would be used by government agencies, oil companies (offshore p.latform), and many
consulting firms involved in environmental engineering.

Grey areas

In the course of developing a numerical model we have found some aspects that are
still poorly understood or for which the mechanics is not clear. F«rllows some
considerations on various aspects of the dynamic of mass movements: material
properties; the starting zone, the run out zone and the terminal zone.

Material Properties
Material properties are mostly difficult to obtain for very coarse material (e.9.
boulders). Recent work by Takahashi (1992) has shown the relevance of physical
model testing of debris flows to investigate flow behaviour. Coussot (1993) has
concentrated his efforts on material properties of debris flow materials. Most people
agree to consider that the flowing material behave as a Bingham fluid but one could
question whether or not velociÿ gradients in the field are coherent with a Bingham
fluid. If the soils has a constant viscositÿ, then the velocity gradient in the flowing
mass must be fairly linear and curved if it behaves as a Casson fluid. As for the
dispersive pressure, we have little direct measurements and therefore a limited
possibiliÿ for correlation with other elements of the flow.

When one tries to model flow behaviour he is not always equipped to evaluate the
various parameters. Therefore, there is a need to produce overall relationships that
would make possible the first approximation of material properties from index
properties (e.9. Locat and Demers L988, Locat 7992, and Figure 2).

To achieve this, we should encourage physical model experiments like those carried
by Iverson (Vancouver, U.S.A.) and Takahashi in ]apan. At Laval, we âre planning
to build a large rheometre similar to the one developed by Coussot (1992) but able to
provide profiles of pore pressures and densiÿ (using acoustic profiling) and capable
to carry tests at either constant height «rr constant total vertical stress.
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The Starting Zone
o:re of the major unknown in the case of rapid mass movements, as for the case of
non-rapid movements, is the ground water. There are only very few cases were
ground water conditions at the time of failure are well known so as to be able to
postulate the initial conditions. This information is crucial in the case of "wet"
mass movements. 11, lor example, we look at the case of La Clapière, it is very
difficult to make sound hypothesis on the pore pressure conditions within the
failing mass. No water seepage is apparent on the slope face but a clear connection
has been established between movements of the failing mass and stream discharge
fluctuations (Gervreau 1991).
There is a need to address more clearly the nature of ground water flow in large
mountains even if this is often very complicated in the sector were failure is
taking place (Antoine 1992). It is important to know whether or not the failing
mass has to be considered "wet" or "dry".
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ligure 3. Effect of failing mass geometry on frontal velocity, simulated at La
Clapière.

In using SKRED to analyse some aspects of La Clapière Slicle, we tried to evaluate
the effect of the shape of the failing mass in the starting zone on the flow behaviour
by kroking at three ÿpes of morphology: slab, wedge and talus (Locat et al. 1993).lt
was very interesting to found that both the velocity profile, run out distance and
average flow depth were greatly affected by the shape of the failing mass in the
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starting zone (Figures 3 and 4). It indicates the great importance of knowing as
precisely as possible the site conditions just prior to the slide if one wishes to
properly ascertain the flow dynamics. This is also a good example of the potential
use of numerical models for parametric studies.

Other considerations about the starting zone that can be mentioned are:
. how do develop velocity vectors in a mass that evolves from stabiliÿ to

instabiliÿ and then to flow.
. how does the grain size (or block size) initially evolves during the onset of

the flow.

The RunOutZone
In the run out zone the pore pressure also plays a great role in influencing the
mobility of viscoplastic flows. In the case of rapid macro viscous flow, it can be
understood that the evolution of pore pressure is not very important as the
dissipation mechanism would take much more time then the flow event itself.
However, as for the case of slow macro viscous flows and for inertia flows, pore
pressure changes during flow are critical.
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ligure 4. Effect of failing mass geometry on average flow depth, as tested at La
Clapière.

Hutchinson (1986) has proposed a sliding consolidation model which mostly
considers the dissipation of pore pressure and the resulting increase in shear strength
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of the mass as the mechanism controlling the flow. In a sense, it assumes the
movement is that of a plug flow without considerations of shear in the flow and the
resulting development of a velocity profile. Sassa (1988) on the other hand have
shown that pore pressure could develop during the flow as a result of shearing. These
two mechanisms could play an important role in a debris flow were a plug could exist
in the upper part. But what could be the relative importance of these to phenomena
is not clear yet. This is a critical point as in many numerical models where the
plasticiÿ term is taken as an apparent friction angle considered constant during the
flow (as it is for SKRED) thus considering a constant pore pressure. In the case of the
LAVAL model, being developed, we have formulated explicit values for the friction
angle and included the pore pressure ratio which, at this time, is assume to decay
with time (Figure 5) according more or less to the coefficient of volumetric
compressibiliÿ (cy). This aspect of flow mechanism will required much more
laboratory work in the future.

m Non-defined pore
pre s suneÂPu

pu

t,,

Figure 5. Pore pressure dissipation from time initiatit'rn of flow (Moutte et a\.1992)

For the case of submarine slides, one has to take into account the shear stresses in the
upper part tlf the flow. We normally should be boking at all stresses operating on
the upper surface in a manner similar to that proposed by Schlichting (1958). So far,
we have decided to take this into account by working on the velocity profile
(Figure 6) so as to add an arbitrary parameter that would "bend" the velocity
profile to simulate the friction effect on the upper surface. This resistance to fltyw
shall be included in the term "D" of equation [1]. This will be very important in the
study of the generation of turbidiÿ current from a submarine debris flow.
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Figure 6. Velocity profile correction to take into account friction on the upper
surface (from Moutte et a|.1992)

The Tenninal Zone
The terminal zone is the most well known part of the process of rapid mass
movements. With the event of 2D numerical models this morphoklgical information
becomes a crucial component to test the validity of the models. On the other hand,
since our models so far assumes conservation of mass, there could be cases were the
back analysis of the terminal zone could not be adequately performed.

Conclusion
The above discussion has underlined some aspects of the research that need
particular attention. A common denominator to all this is that the field of mass
movement dynamics is so diversified that it is almost impossible to work all the
various aspects of the problem akrne. Any strategy to investigate these phenomena
will require to Iook at the geology, the geomorphology, soil and rock mechanics,
hydraulics and physics. Our actual modelling tools are far more simple than the
actual phenomena that we are studying. For example, we have not yet been able tt'r

take into account erosion and deposition of material, non conservation of mass,
inhomogeneous materials and internal computation of the velocity of each element.
There is still a krt to be done.

As the need to produce risk maps to recluce loss of life and property intensifies, I
think that we should take the opportunity of the International Decade for Natural
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Disaster Reduction (IDNDR) to initiate co-operative research projects were efforts
could be maximised.
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Rheological Characteristics of Snow Flows

Caractéristiques rhéologiques des écoulements de neige
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Abstract

Rheological characteristics of snow flows were discussed in special reference to the
friction and viscosiÿ of snow. The general constitutive relation of snow flow or
fluidized snow is described by three components; first component is a velocity
independent friction term characterized by a dry friction coefficient of snow pr,
which increases with rising temperature mainly due to adhesion. The second
component is a viscosiÿ term increasing linearly with velocity or shear rate. Ranl;es

of viscosity coefficient and kinematic viscosity were found tO-4-f Ns/m2 and 10-6-10-
3 

^2 
/s respectively depending on the degree of fluiclization and clensity of snow. The

third component is a turbulent and snow plowing term increasing with the square of
shear rate, which becomes predominant at velocities roughly above 15 m/s. Based on
the estimated small friction coefficients in natural large-scale avalanches a regime
of Mohr-Coulomb relation with smaller 1.ts was suggested to exist at larger normal

stresses than about 10 kPa.

Résumé

Les caractéristiques rhéologiques des écoulements de neige sont analysées en insistant
particulièrement sur le frottement et la aiscosité de la neige. La loi de comportement
d'un écoulernefi de neige ou de la neige fluidisée comltrend trois termes.
Le premier est un terme de frottement indépendant de la oitesse qui est caractérisée
par le coe.fficient de frottement solide de la neige. ll augmente aoec la température à

cause de phénomènes d'adhésion. Le second terme est le tenne de aiscosité qui
augmente de façon linéaire auec la aitcsse ou aoec le taux de cisaillement. Les
domaines des aaleurs possibles pour le coefficient de aiscosité at pour la aiscosité
cinématique s'étendent respectiaement cntre 10 et 1 et entra 1.0 et L0 m2/s. lls
dependent du degré de fluidisation et de la densité de la neige. Le troisième tenne est
un tenne qui correspond à la turbulence et à l'entraînement. Il augmente aoec le carré
du taux de cisaillement et deoient prépondérnnt au-delà de 15 m/s. On suggère un
régime aaec une relation de Mohn-Coulomb aaec une aaleur du coe.fficient plus faible
pour les cns où la contrainte nonnnle depnsse 10 kPa. Cette solution est fondée sur les

faibles aaleurs de coefficient de frottcment obscraécs dans des naalanches naturelles
de grande ampleur.
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Introduction
Main resistance forces to suppress snow avalanche motion originate from friction at
the base, air drag at the front and sides, entertainment of air and snow, and viscous
forces at the base and in the interior of the avalanche. Among the above four kinds of
forces, the friction and viscosity are most important and fundamental because they
continue to produce effects just after the initiation of motion and roughly determine
the scale and magnitude of avalanches. In this paper our rheological interest is
focused on the friction and viscosiÿ characteristics of snow.
A ÿpical slab snow avalanche just set in motion is considered as a sliding snow cover
with a finite dimension along a specific slide plane. As the increase in the sliding
speed it disintegrates into several blocks, and finally becomes a continuous flow
composed of various sizes of snow blocks and particles, which may be adequately
called a mixed-phase snow flow or fluidized snow. Accordingly the initial
interaction between the avalanche and slide plane is the friction of snow block and
then that of fluidized snow, or viscosity.
It has been known, however, that even at small speeds just after the initiation of
motion the bonding strucfure of snow in the bottom region of snow slab is continuously
broken and the friction or viscous interaction of fluidized snow is essential. Even in a
laboratory-scale experiment of snow block sliding the pulverization and fluidization
can be easily observed. With the sliding speed the degree of pulverization and
fluidization increases and the friction and viscosity of fluidized snow becomes more
important.

Friction coefficient of a snow avalanche (p")

The friction coefficient of a snow avalanche, pâ, can be defined as the ratio of the
tangential and normal components of the force acting on the avalanche bottom
without regards to the physical structure and mechanism acting in the avalanche
interior. Reported values of p" are summarized in the following (Fig. 1):

0
Friction coefficient of avalanche

0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Sommerhalder 119721

Schaerer (1975)

i/artinelli et al. (1 980)

Buser & Frutiger (1 980)

Ivlc0ung&Schaerer( 1 I 83)

lzumi (1985)

Fig. L Variously estimated frictic'rn coefficients of avalanches (1rn)
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(1) pa of natural snow avalanches was estimated by Sommerhalder (7972),

who measured shear (r) and normal (o) stresses caused by avalanches
flowing over snowsheds in the Swiss Alps by installing mechanical devices
over the breadth of gallery roofs. From maximum values recorded in several
winters, Iru was computed as tfo, ranging from 0.05 to 0.65 with a mean of

0.27 for the breadth of the gallery. It should be noted that a value as small
as 0.05 has been measured.

(2) lta can also be estimated as the ratio of the total height difference and

horizontal running distance, that is the total length of the running distance
projected on a horizontal plane. The physical meaning of the friction
coefficient thus calculated is that all the potential energy of an avalanche
of a finite mass is dissipated by friction at the bottom. Izumi (1985)
analyzed 17 avalanches, which took place in ]apan, and obtained po= 0.22

- 0.7g. The mean of po for avalanches with smaller volumes than about 104

m3 is about 0.63, but it rjecreased with the increase in the avalanche
volume for larger avalanches, that is the friction resistance for avalanches
decreases resulting in the increase in the running distance. Such large-scale
avalanches are mostly dry snow avalanches.

(3) pu can be computed from movie films of running avalanches. In the case an

equation for the avalanche motion must be assumed to get a friction
coefficient by fitting measured velocity clata. Schaerer (1975) applied the
well known Voellmy's equation, which includes two parameters, friction
and turbulent coefficients, to many avalanches observed on slopes L0 to 25

degrees and obtained the folklwing relation,

F^= 5 /u (1)

where u is the speed in m/s. As the equation was obtained in a speed range
from 10 to 50 m/s, the range of the friction coefficients observed is 0.1 - 0..5.

Martinelli et al. (1980) used a two-dimensional finite-difference computer
program based on the Navier-Stokes equations to determine two
parameters involved. Obtained values of po are 0.5 - 0.55 for midwinter dry
snow, 0.7 - 0.8 for hard slab, and 0.4 - 0.5 for fresh soft slab. They report
that though Eq. (1) could give satisfactory results when the Voellmy's
equation is used, friction coefficient values of 0.15 or lower are needecl to
duplicate some of field clata.
McClung and Schaerer (1983) used a center-of-mass equation deveklped by
Perla et al. (1983), which, just like the Voellmy's equation, contains two
parameters, one related to the bottom friction and the other to turbulent
friction and mass, and analyzed data by breaking running paths into
several seuments. Obtained values of ,l.lo ranged from 0.02 to 0.68, but they

write that many of the values of po are very high. The arithmetic mean of

the thirÿ data given in their paper is 0.41.
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(4) Buser and Frutiger (1980) selected ten avalanches with extremely long run-
out distances from past Swiss avalanche records. They used a modified
Voellmy's equation, and gave lra= 0.155 -0.157. Based on the result they

recommended in calculations of avalanche zoning to use a friction
coefficient as small as 0.16 for extreme fklwing avalanches such as newly
fallen snow and soft slabs.

The above results as summarized in Fig. 1 show that p, ranges from 0.02 to 0.8,

depending on snow ÿpe, temperature, velociÿ, method of estimate, and so on. Larger
values of p" above about 0.5 should be attributed to the turbulent and snow ploughing

resistance as discussed in the next sections, and cannot be regarded as a Newtonian
friction in a strict physical sense. An importaàt point is that &o as small as 0.02 was

founct for natural avalanches which are usually large-scale with long running
distances.

Friction coefficient of snow (pr)

A number of measurements have been carried out on friction coefficients of snow as

summarized in Lang and Dent (1982) and Colbeck (7992). However most of them were
made on friction between snow ancl other materials including ski, roofs, and other
structures. The friction between snow and snow was only measured by Inaho (1941),
Bucher and Roch (L946), |apan National Railways (1961), and Casassa et al. (1989,
1991). They obtained the friction coefficient of snow by measuring the force acting on
a snow block sliding on a snow surface.
Inaho (1941) allowed blocks of granular snow to slicle at speeds up to 4 m,/s over a
slope covered with similar snow ât temperatures near 0'C. He showed that the
friction coefficient of snow (1lr) can be expressed as

ÿs= ÿc+ as /w (2)

where 1l. is the Coulomb friction coefficient, a is the adhesion coefficient (adhesion

force per unit contact area), S and Id are respectively the surface contact area and
normal force acting on the surface. Measured values of p, ranged from 0.45 to 0.65,

from which p. was estimated as 0.42 - 0.62 and n as 12 - 85 Pa.

Bucher and Roch (1946) pulled wet granular snow bkrcks over a similar snow surface
at speeds 0.2 to 0.85 m/s, and obtained values of p, as 0.23-0.85 (mean 0.47).

Similar 1r, measurements to Inaho's were conductecl by |apan National Railways

(1961) and Casassa et al. (1989). Japan National Railways obtained mean values of
1.ts of 0.71 for compact snow anci 0.69 for granular snow at speecls up to 20 m/s. In the

snow block sliding measLlrement at speeds from 1.4 to 7.0 m/s ancl temperatures from
-2 to -10oC, Casassa et al. obtainecl p, ranging from 0.57 kl 0.86 for snow of density 100
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to 340 kg/m3, which gave the mean Coulomb friction coefficient ÿ" 0.62 and

adhesion coefficient a = 20 Pa.
All the above measurements were conducted in natural snow fields, so that enough
accuracy could not be attained in controlling the measurement condition such as snow
types, temperatures, sliding velocities and so on. We have carried out a laboratory
investigation to obtain the friction coefficient of snow as a function of snow ÿpe,
temperature, sliding velocity and applied load; details of the measurement are
given in Casassa et al. (1991). We give here the new result of reanalyses and
consideration. The friction coefficient of snow was obtained by measuring a steady-
state torque exerted to a fixed annular snow plate (120 and 180 mm in inner and outer
diameters respectively and 20 mm in thickness) when its surface is in contact with
that of another similar rotating annular snow plate.

Fig. 2 gives one of the ÿpical results, which shows the rneasured apparent or total
friction coefficient (/Q of snow (density 390 kglm3), that is the measured torque force

divided by normal load applied, plotted against the velocity. It was shown that pt
could be described by a parabolic function in the velocity range studied (0 - 25 m/s):
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Fig. 2 Total friction coefficient (lr1) of snow (density ssa kglm3) plottecl against
velocity. Temperature is -10 "C and normal pressure applied is 350 - 420 kPa.

ÿt= ÿs+ Btt + Crt2 (3)

where /r, is the friction coefficient of snow, or dry friction term independent of
velocity, and B and C are constants. The terms Bu and Cu2 are related respectively to

W/S = 350 - 420 Pa
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viscosity and turbulence (ploughing) of snow as discussed later, and the latter
becomes predominant at velocities larger than about 15 m/s.
Values of pa measured at velocities lower than 10 m/s are given in Fig. 3 as a function

of velocity and temperature (snow densiÿ is 333 kg/m3). Linear relations corresponcl
to the first two terms in Eq. (3). Values of p, are estimated by linear extrapolation to
zero velociÿ and plotted in Fig. 4. The relation between ;.t, and temperature (0 in "C)
is as follows:

Fs= 0.47 + 0.010 (4)
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Fig. 3 Total friction coefficient (p1) of snow (density :33 kg/m3) at velocities below 10
m/s. Temperature is -10, -18, and -24 oC and normal pressure applied is 300 - 400 kPa.

The strong dependence of g, on temperature is mainly attributable to adhesion and

characteristic of the unique friction property of snow at lower velocities.
The above measurement was concluctecl by applying normal stresses of 3ü)-400 Pa.
Fig. 5 shows an example of the relatirln between the measurecl shear stress (r) and
appliecl normal stress (o) in a velocity range 3.5-6.5 m/s. At each temperature the
following Mohr-Coulomb relation is satisfied:

x=1to+F (5)

where p is the internal friction coefficient (=tan@, @: friction angle) and F is a
constant related to adhesion. Strictly speaking pt shoulcl be pç but is roughly equal to
,tl5 in this case. F values are small, a few tens Pa, and included in experimental errors
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in Fig. 5. It should be noted that Eq. (5) is identical to Eq. (2) if it is rewritten as

ttsW/S=1trW/S+a.
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Fig. 4 Fiction coefficient of snow (p"), or dry friction coefficient plotted against

temperature. Normal pressure applied is 300 - 4ü) Pa.
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Viscosity coefficient of fluidized snow (q)

It was noted in Fig. 3 that the total friction coefficient increases linearly with
velocity, which implies the contribution of viscosiÿ due to fluidized snow
produced in the friction layer. The viscosiÿ coefficient of fluidized snow, 4, can
be estimated from slopes of straight lines in Fig. 3 because B in Eq.(3) can be
written as

3=qS/6 (6)

where S and ô are the area and thickness of fluidized snow respectively. As ô was
estimated as about 2 mm, if the density of the fluidized layer is assumed to be
that of original snow (333 kglm3), the three lines give 4=(3.85-5.71)x1Q-3 Ns/m2
at temperatures -10 to -2! oÇ, which corresponds to the kinematic viscosity
v = rt/p =(1.5g-1.21)xlo-5 ^2/s. The valuei of 4 and vare plotted againjt
temperature in Fig. 6 together with similar results obtained for snow of densiÿ
390 kg/mc. Constant values of 4 and yin the temperâture range are reasonable
because temperature dependent adhesive properties of ice are only expected to
contribute to the first friction term in Eq. (3).
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Fig. 6 Viscosity coefficient (1, circles) and kinematic viscosity (v, squares) of
fluidized snow plotted against temperature. Open and solid symbols refer to snow
of densiÿ 333 and 390 kglmJ respectively.

More precise estimate of viscosity coefficients can be macle by measuring directly
shear or torque forces caused by viscous motion of fluidized snow (Maeno and
Nishimura, 1979; Maeno et al., 1980). A recent result by Nishimura (1990) is shown in
Fig. 7, which gives viscosity coefficients of fluidized snow (mean particle diameter
0.59 mm) measurecl by use of two kinds of rotation viscometer. Although data are
much scattered an exponential increase of 4 with density is clear:

rl = 1.62x70-6exp(0.0255p) (7)
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Were the units of 4 and p are Ns/m2 and kglm3 respectively. The result roughly
agrees with that obtained in the friction experiment shown in Fig. 6 (solid dots in
Fig. 7). It should be noted, however, that the shear rate is much different in the
two measurements; about 1-10 s-1 in the rotation viscometer measurement and
roughly 200-2000 s-l i., the friction measurement.
Nishimura (1990) showed that apparent viscosity coefficients obtained by
applying a Bingham model to observed vertical velociÿ profiles in a chute flow
experiment of snow are erroneous because shear stress exerted on the flow bottom
vr'as measured to increase with the square of shear rate; the rheological
characteristics should be described by non-Newtonian models including the third
square term in Eq. (3). The same reasoning applies to the apparently large values
of p" estimated for natural avalanches summarized in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 7 Viscosiÿ coefficient of fluidized snow (r'1) plotted against density measured
by Nishimura (1990). Two solid dots give viscosity coefficients estimated in the
presentpaper.
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Discussions and conclusions

As shown above the snow friction coefficient decreases sharply with lowering
temperature, but this cannot explain the small friction coefficient 0.02-0.2 as
estimated for natural large-scale avalanches. Furthermore while smaller friction
coefficients are usually expected for hard snow in laboratory and field experiments,
these small values have been often obtained for soft new snow or powder snow
avalanches.
At present we do not have a clear answer to the above contradiction appearing in the
magnitude of friction coefficients estimated in snow experiments and avalanche
observations. But the following consideration leads to a significant hypothesis about
friction at larger normal stresses. It was shown that with increase in the scale of a
snow avalanche its fluidiÿ increases and friction coefficient decreases, which would
be closely related to the complex phenomena of pulverization and fluidization of
snow taking place at the avalanche bottom. The effective pressure at the bottom of a
natnral avalanche has never been measured, but if it is approximated as pgh where p
and /z are the densiÿ ancl height of the avalanche and g is the acceleration of
graviÿ, it is roughly 20-400 kPa when p is 200-400 kg/m3 ancl /r is 10-100 m, which is
by 20 to 2000 times larger than that in our snow experiment.

IL'WS
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0 10 kPa

Normal stress

Fig. 8 Schematic relation between shear stress ancl normal stress in a wide range of
stresses.

Then a possibiliÿ of the existence of a smaller friction regime at higher stresses is
suggested; Fig. 8 gives a hypothetical example which shows two friction regimes
divided by a critical normal stress aroLrnc-l 10 kPa; in each regime the Mohr-Coulomb
relation, Eqs. 2 and 5, with a pair of ps ancl a is satisfied. The existence of such multi-
friction-regimes should be examined by snow experiments in future.
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Abstract

After a reminder of the International Avalanche Classification, this paper
presents different kinds of avalanche flow models. If there is a consensus on physic
explanations for the dynamic of powder snow avalanches among laboratories, it is
not the case for dense avalanches. Experimental field data are still lacking.
Presently, the most reliable models are finally the simplest ones, referred to as
empirical models. With their frequent use by practitioners, their different
parameters are statistically analysed.

Résumé

Après un rappel de la Classification Internationale des Avalanches, cet article
présente les différents modèles d'écoulements avalancheux. Si l'explication
physique des avalanches aérosols trt'luve aujourd'hui un consensus entre les
laboratoires étudiant ces phénomènes, il n'en est pas de même des écoulements
denses. Les données expérimentales de terrain manquent et les modèles les plus
fiables sont finalement les plus simples, qualifiés d'empiriques. Grâce à leur
utilisation fréquente par les praticiens, ils bénéficient, de fait, d'une analyse
statistique de leurs différents paramètres.

Introduction
Snow avalanche is a natural phenomenon which groups a large number of different
flows. Each kind has a usual name. But it may be not the same for every one,
mountain people, engineers or scientists for example. Or, information from
observations must be exchanged. It is essential that every one uses the same
classification. So, we are going to recall the basic rules of the international
avalanche classification [L]
Snow avalanche is also a natural hazard we must fight. To do it, several ways exist.
One of them is understanding the avalanche mechanics and establishing a physical
model. But the phenomenon is so complex that it doesn't exist, today, a model
accepted by every-one. We will list the main ones and will try to indicate their
limits.
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Avalanche classification
The international classification [1] has two basic subclassifications. One is based on
direct avalanche observation : It is the morphological classification. The other one
is focused on processes which induce avalanche situations : It is the genetic
classification.
The morphological classification is mostly used when we rather study the motion of
an avalanche than its forecasting. It is concentrated on the avalanching snow, its
properties and its appearance. It also includes the morphology of movement.
Avalanches are classified according to criteria to be encountered in the zone of origin,
transition or deposit (see table 1).

Zone Criterion Alternative characteristics and denomi nations

A. Manner of starting AI startillli frc»rr a point
(kxræ snow av;rlnnche)

Zone of
origin B Position of slitiing BI within snor^/ cover

surface (surface layer
82 trew snow

A2 starting frul a Iine
(slab avalanche)

A3 soft A4 har<l

84 on the grounrl
(full<lepth avalanche)

C2 present (wet snow)

fracture

C Liquid water in snow CIahsent (1ry snow)

avalanche)
l83 oltl snow

! 
rro.t,,."

Zone of
transition

D Fonn of path

E Forrn of movement

frl path on open slope
(unconfinetl avalanche)

EI snow tltrst r:lotrtl
(powler avalanche)

D2 path in gully or channel
(channelletl avalanche)

E2 flowing along the grountl
(flow avalanche)

-E Surface roughness
of deposit

G Litltrid water in snow
debris at time of
deposition

H Contarnination of
depoÉiit

lf3 rorrnderi

I 
trocr<s

Ff coarse (coarse tieçxrsit) F4 fine (fine rleposit)

Zonof
12 angular

blocks

GI absent
(dry avalanche deposit)

Hf no apparent contalrina-
tion (clean irvalarxùe)

G2 Preælt
(wet avalanche <leposit)

H2 contarnination present
(contaminatetl avalanche)

tleptxit

H3 rock
clehris, soil

.[I4 branches,
træs

Table 7 Morphological classification of the international classification

This classification was not drawn up to stucly avalanche mechanics. It doesn't imply
knowled'ge or theories. For example, the criterion of liquid water in snow is not
specified to have an idea of the snow rheological properties but to recall it is "an
important fact for rescue work and avalanche clearing" ([1], page 394).
But it shows how an avalanche flow may be complex. A clry sliding slab may become
a powder avalanche or a wet snow flow, removing or not deposited snow along its
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path. Strong assumptions must be done to simplify the issue and to develop a
physical model.
Such a model, often far from physical realiÿ, needs the knowledge of initial
conditions which may change according to different goals (mapping, building.). An
avalanche model is only a way for an expert, a help for a decision.
From this basic remark, avalanche models can be classified according to their
physical assumptions but also to their final uses. Of course, these ones depend of
their physical assumptions but also of the way they have been fitted to observations
and experiments on the field.

Empirical models

We call empirical models whose reliability is based more on the qualiÿ of their fit
than on the realism of the physical assumptions. We find in this 6'roup these which
regard the avalanche as a solid [2], or assume that the motion of the avalanche is
the same as the motion of the centre of mass (Voellmy's model [3]). The resistance
force expression is :

Fresist = pgcosry +bV2 ( 1)

p : coefficient of solid friction, is function of the snow quality
y : angle of the slope
V : speed of the avalanche
b : constant coefficient. (Its meaning changes with the basic physical
assumptions)
p an b are estimated from observations and experiments on the field.

These models are used for all kinds of avalanche (slab, powder or flow avalanche).
As they are unidimensional, they give the maximal speed which can be reached by
an avalanche along a section of its track, and its run-out distance. Depths of the flow
and of the avalanche deposit are estimated fr«rm empirical laws.
Voellmy's model was improved by Salm and Gubler [4] Now, the speed may be
estimated at each point of the track and the beginning of the zone of deposit is
clearly defined. They also introduce the notion of statistical depth of snow in the
zone of origin. This parameter, 6Jiven for a return period, is a function of the slope,
the altitude and the wind. This notion is very useful for people in charge of
avalanche protection. Because, without it, it is often more efficient to estimate the
largest run-out distance with a stereophoto-interpretation of the field than with a
physical model. But two remarks may be made :

. The relation between the return period of an avalanche and this of the
depth of snow in the starting zone is certainly not very simple. For example,
snow properties may be very different with a same depth.

. Sometimes, the most disastrous avalanche is not the largest but the most
unexpected one. Some unusual meteorologic conditions ( rain, wincl direction,
for example) may modify the snow cover in the starting zone and then
modify the path of the avalanche. But it is difficult for a unidimensional
model to take this fact into account.
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With their basic physical assumptions, these models can't describe the avalanche
motion around of an obstacle (avalanche damp, braking teeth...). Forces on obstacles
are estimated from hydraulic theory with empirical coefficients.

Even if they seem too simple, these models, and more especially, the V.S.G.'s one
(Voellmy, Salm, Cubler's model) are today the most convenient and reliable if they
are used in their domain of application, because they have been adjusted with a
large number of avalanches. They remain the best tool for engineers.

The fluid models

These models regard the avalanche body as a gas for the dust cloud [5], [6] a viscous
fluid ([7], [8], [9], [10]) or a granular fluid ([11], [12]) for the flowing component of the
avalanche. The main assumptions are :

. These models are deterministic

. The avalanche body is a continuous medium.
The last assumption is obvious for a gas or a viscous fluid. It seems be right for a
g;ranular medium if its depth is more large than fifty times the diameter of a
particle. So, the theory of continuous medium mechanics may be used and a
rheological law must be found. But these models can't be used for all kinds of
avalanche.
The dust cloud of a powder avalanche is studied as a turbidity current. First, the
coefficients of this model ( air friction coefficienÇ coefficients of growth of the cloud)
were estimated from experiments into a water tank [5], [6]. For a few years, a
numerical model has been developed [13], [6 ; 2]. Its fit to experiments and
observations on the field is in progress [14].
But, most often, the avalanche is leacl by its flowinfJ component. Granular models
[1.1], assume that the dust cloud stay some meters behind the front of the dense flow.
In this case, mass transfer between clense component and cloud is neglected. The cloud
may leave the dense flow if this one is strongly braked (a turn of the track for
example) or if its mass is large enough, and takes its own dynamic.

The flowing component of the avalanche is usually regarded as a viscous or granular
fluid. Evolution of assumptions from Newtonian to binghamian and finally to
granular flow may be explain as followed :

If the assumption of a Newtonian fluid is made [8], [9]. a solid friction force is
always introduced to get a term in the expression of the resistance force independent
of the speed. This term can explain the fact that an avalanche may stop on a slope,
impossible for a Newtonian fluid. To remove this assumption, the fluid may be
regarded as a binghamian or biviscous one [10], UU. A critical shear stress takes the
place of the solid friction.
Then, experiments have shown that the resistance force has certainly a term
proportional to VZ. To explain it, the notion of turbulent flow is introduced into most
of viscous fluid models. This was made, first, by Voellmy who assumed that the flow
is turbulent when the speed passes 1mls. It is right in free surface hydraulic theory.
But it is not based for very viscous or Binghamian fluid. Experiments and
observations show that, most often, the flow is laminar for snow avalanche [11] or
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debris flow [15]. And to find a criterion as the Reynolds's number to know when these
fluids may have a turbulent flow is not easy [16]. This assumption can not be
acceptable for every kind of snow flow and specially for wet snow one. If the
avalanche is regarded as a granular fluid, the rheological law introduces this term
proptrrtional to Vt, without the assumption that the flow is turbulent.
These models seems more close to the physical reality than the empirical ones. In
fact, the progress would be real if it was possible to measure the different
coefficients of the rheological law (viscosiÿ, critical shear stress,.) [17] of the
avalanche body. But, today, theses coefficients are not known for each kind of
deposited snow. And they may be very different of these of moved medium formed by
snow clods and air [18]. So, the resistance force is written as :

Fresist = a+bV +cV2 (2)

and coefficients a, b, c must be estimated from observations and experiments on the
field. We have the same issue than with the empirical models.

The main advantages of these models are :

. Their numerical solution which allows a study in two or three dimensions
and so makes it easier to take the topographical realiÿ of the track into
account. The trouble may come from the precision of the topographic data
and the sensitiviÿ of the model, specially in the zone of deposit where the
avalanche speed is low.

. Their abiliÿ to take new physical knowledge into account, if it becomes
necessary (snow compressibiliÿ, removed snow, front...) For example, these
models could be used to study forces on bodies in avalanches (pressure,
friction drag coefficient) when we shall have more information about the
fluid compressibility and the kind of flow ( laminar or turbulent).

Today, fluid models can't be used easily. First, they are not fitted to a large number
of avalanches. Tables of coefficients don't exist. Secclnd, they usualy need heavy
computer means.
They are only used for complex studies, for example when a mapping of pressure field
is asked. But, most often, the empirical models are satisfactory.
They will become more useful (and it may be soon the case for the AVL model of the
powder snow avalanche) when they will be able to explain the effect of a protective
construction on an avalanche flow.

The probability models (for dense flow avalanche)

These models, for dense flow avalanches, should be not determinist and should view
the avalanche body as a non continuous medium.
Today, they don't exist. But some ideas are already suggested. In 1984, Perla [19]
spoke about an additional random force due to collisions between particles. In 1989,
Gubler [20] described a PF model (partly fluidized flow model) with retardation
forces due to collisions (elastic between ice grains, non-elastic between snow balls)
and granulation. On our experimental field, we are trying to veriÿ if a wet snow
avalanche can be regarded as a continuous medium [21].
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These assumptions seem close to the physical reality. BuÇ parameters of such models
may become very numerous. An advantage is it could be easier to know which ones
depend on snow properties and which ones on field data. But it is difficult to fit such
models. Before, we must verify if the fluid models will be able to give satisfactory
results in all cases, and more specially to study forces on bodies in an avalanche flow.

Conclusion
The international morphological avalanche classification shows how this natural
phenomenon can be complex. To study it, different approaches are possible. If we
want to cartography the largest avalanche which existed, the stereophoto-
interpretation is a good way. To have an idea about the return period of an
avalanche, it's better to use a statistical model [22l.To get information about the
path, the volume, the speed of an avalanche, physical models are used. Of course,
initial conditions must be known. These models can be reliable only if they are used
by experts. It is the reason of the development of expert knowledge integration in
models [23]. For simple studies (when the track is exactly known and when only run-
out distance, and maximum speecl are asked) the empirical models as VSC'one are
the most efficient. If we want a mapping of pressure field, or a rate of flow function of
the time, fluid models must be used.
Today, to estimate forces on bodies in an avalanche flow, we have only empirical
formula and no way to study the effects clf protective construction (damp, braking
teeth) on dense flow avalanches,( the precision of topographic data being about 10

meters). A lot of experiments on the field must be done to improve these models, to
know if it is useful to look for a larger precision for topographical data and perhaps
to verify when the basic assumptions of these models are too strong. In that case, it
might be useful to develop new models as probability ones.
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Le Praticien RTM est-il un médecin généraliste ?

Is the RTM field engineer a general pructitioner ?
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Abstract

This paper presents the personal point of oiew of a field practitioner in charge of
natural hazard protection. After a description of his uork through a comparison
with a general prnctitioner, the author lists the main question he must answer. He
then analyses the methods and tools naailable to help him in his work. He
concludes by a call for new models.

Résumé

Cet article présente le point de auc personnel d'un praticien de terrain responsable de

la protection contre des risques naturels. Après une description de son traaail à
traî)ers une coffiparaison aaec celui d'un médecin généraliste, l'auteur érutmère les
principales questions auxquelles il doit repondre. Il analyse ensuite les méthodes et
les outils disponibles qui peuaent l'aider dans son traaail. ll conclut en réclamant de

nouaeaux moilèles.

Définition du praticien (Petit Robert)

1/ personne qui connaît la pratique d'un art, d'une technique
? médecin qui exerce, soigne les malades.

La manière dont les praticiens des services de Restauration des Terrains en Montagne
exercent leur activité, s'identifie pleinement à la seconde définition. En effet, les
fléaux sont les phénomènes naturels, les malades sont les populations concernés
(depuis l'habitant d'un bâtiment menacé jusqu'au conseil municipal), les ordonnances
médicales s'apparentent aux rapports préconisant les principes de protection.
La comparaison peut aller plus loin : les remboursements de la sécurité sociale
peuvent s'assimiler aux subventions accclrdées pour les travaux de protection, et le
mode d'intervention des "médecins-géologues" est également comparable :

Interventions urgentes, de type SAMU, ou prophylaxie et médecine préventive.
Une différence cependant en matière de prévention : Là ou le médecin est
généralement bien accueilli, les géologues, dans leur action de zonage du risque, avec
leurs instruments réglementaires : PER, R-III-3... sont davantage ressentis comme des
empêcheurs cl'aménager...
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Les personnels techniques chargés d'afficher le risque sont placés en fait à 2

interfaces différentes :

1- L'interface entre les phénomènes naturels et les habitants,
2- L'interface entre les théories et la traduction sous forme de documents

(rapporÇ zonage/ principes de protection) directement applicables.

1") tâ première interface conceme en fait la traduction d'une situation de menace par
un phénomène naturel, en termes suffisamment compréhensibles pour que les
populations menacées soient bien informées.
Lors d'interventions urgentes, la demande des populations se résume en 2 questions
- pourquoi et comment ce phénomène s'est-il produit ?

- quelle est son évolution et quel est le danger résiduel ?

Au cours d'opérations d'affichage du risque (PER, R-III-3, POS...) il faut au
préalable convaincre les habitants (les élus du conseil municipal en particulier) de
l'existence de risques naturels : c'est parfois difficile mais les riches archives des
services RTM ou des municipalités s'avèrent alors très utiles.
Les réponses aux demandes justifiées de la population, nécessitent d'appréhender
correctement le mécanisme du phénomène et ses conditions de déclenchement et pour
ce faire, la 2è interface s'avère inclispensable.

2') Elle permet, d'une part lorsque le phénomène est complexe (écroulement rocheux
par exemple) de cemer au mieux les différents mécanismes, d'affiner le volume des
masses en mouvement et de proposer éventuellement des investigations géotechniques
adaptées.
A l'inverse, lorsque les mécanismes semblent simples, les applications pratiques des
théories trouvent alors leur finalité en proposant des modèles représentatifs clu
phénomène. Cela permet en particulier des prévisions (extension du phénomène) et
des protections (dimensionnement et emplacement des dispositifs de protection).
Les modèles les plus utilisés par les géologues, concemant les phénomènes de chutes
de blocs isolés (avec ou non fragmentation).
Pour les cas plus complexe (écroulements rocheux), mettant en jeu des interactions
entre blocs, acfuellement, seules les observations de terrain et les comparaisons avec
d'autres écroulements anciens ou similaires permettent de se faire une idée du
comportement d'un tel phénomène. D'où un manque évident d'optimisation des
zonages de danger (vision sôuvent trop pessimiste...) et donc des systèmes de
protection (mal adaptés, trop couteux, etc)... Messieurs les théoriciens à vos modèles !
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Classification of stream flows

Cl a s sifi c ati o n d e s é c oulement s t o rrentiels

M. MEUNIER

Cemagref / Dioision Protection contre les Erosions
BP 76, 38402 Saint-Martin d'Hères - France

Tel. (3,j) 76 76 27 68- Fax 6il 76 51 38 03

Abstract

Classifications of stream flows are useful only if they use two criteria. Since the
existing classifications of this type are based on quantitative variables as the
velocity or the relative submersion, they are rather difficult to use in practice. In
this paper, we present a new classification based on the solid concentration on one
hand, and the nature of the solid material on the other hand. We explain the
reasons of that choice and the different behaviour types of the flowing fluid in each
class. The final diagram allows to synthetise the mass movements and the stream
flows which occur in a mountain catchment.

Résumé

Pour être utilisables, les classifications des écoulements torrentiels doivent comporter
deux critères. Les classifications de ce type qu'on trouve dans la littérature
nécessitent une connaissance de certains paramètres de l'écoulement (vitesse,
submersion relative), elles sont donc difficiles à utiliser. On présente ici une autre
classification, plutôt qualitative, basée sur la nature du matériau solide d'une part et
sur la concentration en matériau solide d'autre part. L'article présente les raisons de
ce choix et explicite les différences de comportement des fluides qui permettent de
justifier l'existence de ces classesr Le graphique obtenu en synthèse permet de
présenter de manière unifiée les mouvements de mâsse et les écoulements torrentiels
se produisant sur un bassin versant de montagne.

Introduction
Many classifications of the different kinds of torrential flows exist. They separate
sediment laden flows, concentrated flows, debris flows, mudflows, hyperconcentrated
flows, slurry flows, etc. Usually, only one criterion, the solid concentration, is used to
establish a classification. But there is no agreement on one of them (Bradley, 1986, in
Rickenmann, 1990).
It is necessary to use at least two variables to obtain a useful classification ; for
instance, Pierson T.C. and Costa f.E. (1987) used the solid concentration and the flow
velocity, to separate the different flow types, according to their behaviour. One
problem is to recognize this fluid behaviour, since for the same velocity and the same
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solid concentration, it is possible to have different kinds of rheological behaviour,
according to the solid material mineralogy and grain size distribution. Another
classification was proposed by Takahashi T. (1991), who used the relative
submersion on one hand, and the slope on the other hand. This classification is very
interesting, as it allows to choose between the different tools which are usable in the
field of torrential hydraulics, according to Takahashi's views. But, as these
classifications need the knowledge of quantified parameters, the velociÿ with
Pierson and Costa's classification, the relative submersion with Takahashi's
classification, it is necessary to have a previous idea of the fluid fluid we are
dealing with, in order to use the right tools to compute these parameters

A qualitative classification
In order to get this previous idea, I proposed (Meunier M., L991) a qualitative
classification, which is based on the fact that the behaviour of the flows depends on
the nature of the solid material. This separation is coherenf with the already
known phenomenons : at low concentrations, fluvial hydraulic distinguishes between
suspension and bed-load transport. At very high concentrations, the behaviour of
debris flows is also different whether the fluid is mainly carrying clayey or coarse
particules. In the field of mass movements also, the phenomena are distinguished
according to their granulometric composition, with landslides for soil mass
movements and rockslides and rockfalls for the rocks and coarse material movements.
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The other parameter used in this classification is roughly the solid concentration, as

in the Pierson and Costa's one, which is always strongly correlated to the slope,
being so coherent with the Takahashi's classification. In fact, on this axis the
transitions between the different fields depend also of the mineralogy and the sieve
curve
This separation between two axis according to the nature of solid transport, leads to
the figure 1., where we can see the different fields of torrential flows which lie
between the classical fluvial hydraulics and the field of mass movements.
The field of mass movements is mainly studied by geologists ; in this field the
displacements are always small (some cm/day), and there is no need to study them
by the use of the momentum equation. But, when there is an acceleration of the
movement (up to velociÿ which are measured in m/s ), we enter the fluid mechanics
field as the basic structure of the landslide or the rockslide, is destroyed, and the
kinetic energy may no longer be neglected. We enter then the field of debris flows, i-e
mudflows, when the main responsible of the rheological behaviour of the flow is
clay or argileous component, or stone debris flrlws, when there is only non cohesive
coarse material. These two fields for debrisflows correspond to different rheological
behaviours, for which many authors proposed various solutions.
As everybody knows, debris flows are intermittent flows ; sometimes, the physical
reason of this behaviour is intemal : instabilities grow and g;enerate roll-waves ; but,
sometimes the reason is simply external, this intermittent behaviour is explained by
the rupture of temporary dams which are made by the flow, generally at
singularities of the channel.
According to this transient regime of debrisflows, there is evidence for the necessity
of the separation between debris flows and hyperconcentrated flows ; on the
contrary, it does not seem so evident that we have to put a limit between the
classical fluvial hydraulic and the field of hyperconcentrated flows ; but many
observations in the field of hyperconcentrated flows with coarse material, indicate
that this separation is necessary :

. In fluvial hydraulic, to compute the water level, we are allowed to suppose
that the streambed is fixed ; in hyperconcentrated flows, when solid
transport is very high, the variations of the stream bed during the floods are
more rapid than the variatit'rns of liquid discharge. Then it becomes the most
important phenomenon and can't be neglected, especially in alluvial
channel.

. At high slopes (>7-9%), especially with constrained channels, the flow
level is induced by the solid discharge as well as by the liquid discharge
(Smart G.M., |aeggi M., 1986), as we can see on the figure No 2, which
compares the measured height of hyperconcentrated flows to the one which
is computed with Manning formula with the liquid discharge.

Near the axis of cohesive and fine sediments, there is also a need to separate the
field of hyperconcentrated flows from the classical suspension field ; the flows
which are studied in China, both in the field and in the lab, prove that an
important amount of suspension attenuates the turbulency, and makes free a new
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quantity of energy ; consequently, the discharge becomes higher for the same level.
Furthermore, the work of Fei (in Quian Ning and Wan Zhaohui, 1986) shows that
the flow behaviour is no longer newtonian, as appears a yield stress when the
volumic concentration increases.
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Different parameters to measure the solid concentration

The different values of the solid concentration show very clearly the differences
between the different fields : in the field of debris flows, the parameter which is
mainly used is the volumic concentration Cv. It varies from .45 to .75. Let us see what
occurs in the field of hyperconcentrated flows.
As we already said, the transition from hyperconcentrated flows to debris flows is
very evidenÇ from a phenomenologic point of view. Is the transition also clear with
the solid concentration ?

On the coarse material axis, for hyperconcentrated flows, the parameter which is
the most adequate, is the ratio C of the solid to the liquid discharge. It varies from
some 7" to 35 or 40%. lf we transform these values into the equivalent values of Cv,
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we get only 1 to 25o/".It means that there is a gap between the two fields, not only in
the phenomena, but also in the solid concentration.
On the cohesive and fine material axis, the parameter the most frequently used is
the solid concentration, counted in Kglm3, or g/1. For hyperconcentrated flows, we
may have from 100 to 800 g/1, according to chinese values. This corresponds to values
of Cv from 3.7 to 30% ; there is also a gap with the values commonly said for
mudflows. In fact, it would be necessary to know the behaviour of the fluid for which
such high values of concentration where measured.
If we look now at the transition between fluvial flows and hyperconcentrated flows,
it seems that the point where we should put the limit is not strongly assessed, as the
transition is progressive. For instance many formulas which give the maximum
transport capacity on the coarse material axis, are valid for the two fields. On the
cohesive and fine material axis, as it is shown with the Fei's work, the same
formulas can't be used on the total range of the possible concentrations ; but the
phenomenons are modified in a progressive way, from the fluvial suspension to the
hyperconcentrated flows, when the concentration increases. Nethertheless, the
values of the solid concentration are very different in the fluvial flows : it is counted
only in mg/l for suspension, and for bed load, the solid transport is used by itself, (in
m3/s or Kg/s) without any ratio with liquid discharge, as this ratio would be too
small.

Conclusion
A classification of stream flows is proposed, which includes mass movements and
distinguishes debris flows, and hyperconcentrated flows from the usual fluvial
flows. It is based on the distinction of the different phenomena occuring in these
flows. The differences depend mainly of the granulometry and the slope. The
different criteria used in this classification are explained, and the values of the
solid transport are quantified for each kind of flow.
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Ideas on a phase diagram for granular materials
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Abstract

This paper giaes some ideas on rheology and energy dissipation in nntural
aoalanches. In a first part, common characteristics of naalanches are desuibed. ln a

second part and after a presentation of the assurnption that consideres the granular
material as a continuum, a phase diagram is proposed to classifu the behaaiour
types of these materials. For each phase, the processus ruhich explain this
behaaiour are deoeloped.

Résumé

Cet article donne quelques idées sur la rhéologie et la dissipation d'énergie dans les

aztalanches. Dans une première partie, des caractéristiques communes aux différents
types d'noalanches sont décrites. Dnns une seconde partie, après la présentntion
d'une hypothèse qui assimile le matériau granulnire à un milieu continu, un
diagramme de phase est proposé pour classer les comportements de ces matériau.x
Pour chnque phase, les processus qui expliquent ces comporteffients sont déaeloppés.

Introduction
Natural avalanches are found in the nature in a great variety of types, both related
to the materials involved and the type of flow behaviour. The avalanche types are
often characterized as either a debris flow type (high volumetric densiÿ) or a
turbidity current type (low volumetric density). Full scale experiments have shown
that some avalanches consist of at least two flow types, and probably there also
exist transitional flow types.
The scope of this paper is to present icleas on the rheology for the different flow
types. Special attention has been paicl on the effects that cause energy dissipation
and the physical requirements for a granular material to reduce its volumetric
concentration.
The present paper is to a greât extent based on the discussions and the cooperation
the author had with Pierre Beghin the spring 1992, thanks to a Cemagref
fellowship. The author feel honorecl to be given the opportunity to present the
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results of this cooperation in the workshop dedicated to the memory of Pierre
Beghin.

Characteristics of avalanches

All known avalanche ÿpes consist of particles surrounded by an interstitial fluid,
water or air. Snow avalanches, submarine slides, and to some extent, rockslides are
the only avalanches that are pure two-phase flows, as both the ambient fluid and
the interstitial fluid is the same. The other ÿpes consist of a mixture of particles
and water with air as the ambient fluid.
Full scale experiments on snow avalanches carried out the last 10 years clearly show
that the snow avalanches most often consists of both a dense part close to the bed and
a turbidiÿ part above that, Norem et al. (1990). Probably there is also a transition
zone between these two layers.
Seismic investigations of a submarine slide area in northern Norway have also
indicated a similar behaviour for submarine slides, Norem et al. (1990).
Natural avalanches having water as the interstitial fluid and air above the flow
will never generate a turbidity layer. An important exception is what Takahashi
(1991) calls "immature debris flows", with a dense part close tot eh bed and particles
transported as suspended particles above that.

Presentation of the phase diagram

All known avalanches starts as a solid material, but within a short time, the
material obtains a liquefied or vaporized behaviour. The main problem to
understand the physics of avalanches, and to simulate their flow is to investigate
the transitions in flow behaviour during the avalanche event.
Short time after the release of an avalanche the solid material disintegrate into
smaller particles and a reduction of the volumetric density takes place. The
modelling of an avalanches may thus either be treated as a flow of a sample of
individual particles, or as a continuum where the particles and the fluid form a
mixture. This presentation is based on the assumption that the flow height
compared to the particle diameter is sufficient high to assume the behavior of the
granular material to be more close tcl a continuum than to the flow of individual
particles.
The reduction of the particle volumetric concentration when the particles are in
motion has to be explained by excessive normal stresses necessary to keep the
particles apart and which are not found when the particles are in rest. The physical
effects that may cause a reduction of the volumetric concentrations are:

. Uplift of the particles due to friction (dilatans).

. Dispersive pressures due t«r collisional effects.

. Uplift of the particles caused by turbulence in the interstitial fluid

The behavior of the granular material is clependent on which of these effects that
are dominant and that the behavior may be divided in three phases, according to
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classical theories for continuum. The three phases are solid, liquid and vapor, and
each of the phases are characteizedby, Fig. 1.

LIOUID
The material has no shear strength
Enàrgy dissipation mainly-due.to
,iicàiitv or Particle collissions

VAPOUR
Energy dissipation mainly
due to turbulence
The volumetric density is 1ow

SOLID
The oarticles are constantlY in
contâct with each other
itrô-miieriat has a shear strength

Fig. 1 :Phase diagram for granular materials

The solid phase

In the solid phase the particles are in steacly and close contact with each other. The
solid phase of a granular material is usually well described by a Mohr-Coulomb
behaviour. The main parameters that define the shear strength of a solid granular
material is:

. cohesion

. Coulomb-friction coefficient

. normâl stresses

. 
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The liquid phase

The liquid phase is defined as a state where the granular material has none or only
minor shear strength. The particles collide frequently in the liquid phase, and the
volumetric concentration must thus be fairly high. The main physical effects to keep
the particles apart are frictional forces and particle collisions, and the energy
dissipation is dominated by fluid viscosiÿ or particle collisions.
The pioneering work to understand and quantiÿ the behaviour of liquefied granular
materials was made by Bagnold (1954). He performed shear cell experiments with
wax spheres in a liquid having the same densiÿ as the particles, thus avoiding the
effects of effective stresses and shear strength of the material.
According to Bagnold the behaviour of granular materials exposed to velocity
gradients can be divided in three regimes:

. The macro-aiscous regime where the main energy dissipation is caused by
the effect of fluid visc«rsity modified by the presence of the particles.

. The inertia regime where particle collisions are the dominant effect due to
energy dissipation.

. The transition zone where both collisions and viscosiÿ play an important
role.

The inertia regime is the one best studied and explained by Bagnold (1954). In his
ring shear experiments with a constant distance between the two disks, Bagnold
recorded both an increase in the shear and normal stresses, which were dependent on;
density of particles, volumetric density, particle diameter and velociÿ gradient.
The ratio shear stress to normal stress was approximately constant for all velociÿ
gradients. This ratio is probably a material property defined mainly by the
elasticity of the particles, the particle shape and the volumetric concentration.
The Bagnold (1954) - experiments indicated that the viscosity of a particle-fluid
mixture in the macro-viscous regime depends both on the viscosiÿ of the fluid and
the volumetric concentration. To some surprise Bagnold did not present any
experimental results for the normal stresses, but probably there are some dilatans at
high concentrations, which one should be able to record as excessive shear stresses in
a ring shear cell. Such relationships for the normal stresses is important to establish
for modelling avalanches flowing in the macro viscous regime.

The vapour phase

The main energy dissipation and the physical effect to keep the particles apart is
turbulence in the interstitual fluid. The particles are seldom involved in collisiions
and the volumetric concentration thus must be small. Bagnold (1954) assumes 9ol,

concentration to be the upper limit to exclude the effects of particle collisions.
The vapour phase can only exist by a continous energy input into the interstitual
fluid causing turbulence. For a granular material only exposed to gravity as external
forces, the turbulence has to be generated at the boundaries.
The capaciÿ to keep heavy particles in suspension is dependent on the local
turbulence, and for all kinds of granular flow distinct particle concentration gradients
are normally found. This is the case both where the fkrw of the fluid generate the
turbulence as in drifting snow and sediment transport in rivers as well as in pure
turbidiÿ currents.
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The transition zones

Solid to liquid phase

The behaviour of the avalanching material and the resulting energy dissipaüon and
the excessive normal pressures are indicated in Fig.2.
The figure presents the behaviour separately for avalanches having water or air as
the interstitual fluid. For each case, two diagrams are presented, one for the
develepment of normal pressures, and one presenting the physical effects causing
energy disspation.
In the transition zone between the solid phase to the liquid phase when air is the
interstitual fluid, the energy dissipation is first caused by Coulomb friction and then
more and more dominated by particle collisions as the velociÿ gradients increase.
The dispersive pressures caused by the particle collisions are in this case the main
excessive normal pressure to keep the particles diluted. On the other hand, when
water is the interstitual fluid, the energy disspation is mainly caused by viscosity
and Coulomb friction, and the particles are kept apart by the generation of excessive

POre Pressures.

Liquid to vapour phase

The dispersive pressures caused by Coulomb friction (dilatans) and particle
collisions are both dependent on the volumetric dansiÿ, and dedrease rapidly with
reduced dansiÿ. The volumetric density must therefore be relatively high in the
liquefied phase, whatever the interstitual fluid will be. A further clilution can
probably only be explained by the existence of turbulens in the interstitual fluid.
Fig. 2 shows that, when either water or air is the interstitual fluid, turbulens
becomes the main physical effect for the enerlry dissipation, and to keep the
particles apart, when the degree of vapourization increases.
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Rapid Mass Movements in the Bavarian Alps and some

Special Aspects of their "lmpac{' on the Valley Floor

Mouaements en tn*sse rapides dans les Alpes Baztaroises et

quelques problèmes liés à leur impact dans les fonds de oallée
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Abstract

After an introduction about the geological frameuork of mass mooements in Germany
and, specially, in Baoaria, this papcr presents i examples of mass moaements : the
Rubihorn rockfall which occurred in L987, the Marquartstein Landslide, and the
Altenau Landslide. The last tuo eaents are fissutned to be Ttrehistoric but post-
glacial.
Mass deposits are particulary dcscribed. The interpretation 0f these field
obseraations deals with the part played by pore pressure in the moaement and in the
reduction of the friction. Horueoer, this theory cannot explain the existence of radial

fingerlike ridges in the dEosition.

Résumé

Après une introduction relatioe au contexte geologique des mouaetnents en tnasse en

Allemagne et, plus spécialement en Bauière, cet article présente trois exemples dc
mouaernents efl tnasse ; l'écroulement rocheux de Rulsihorn qui s'est produit en L987 et
les glissements de terrain de Marquartstein et d'Altennu. Ces deux derniers sont
supposés être préhistoriques, mnis ltost-glaciaires. Les dépôts sont plus
particr.tlièrement décrits.
L'interyrétation de ces obseraations de terrnin porte atr le rôle joué par h pression
interstitielle dans le mouaement et dnns la réduction du frottement. Cependant, cette
théorie ne peut expliquer l'existence, dans le dépôt, d'une série d'arêtes radiales,

fonnant une digitation.

Rapid Mass Movements in Germany

The Bavarian Ceological Survey is concerned with mass movements in the German
part of the Alps. One of his tasks is to investigate and to register mass movements
and related endangered areas in the Bavarian Alps.
Apart from the Alps fast mass movements as rock falls and rock slides are to be
expected in many parts of Cermany. Among the most endangered areas are the
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"Rheinisches Schiefergebirge" ancl the steep outcrops of the Malm-plate in
Franconia and Swabia of southern Germany. In these regions because of the
morphological situation rapid mass movements do not attain such dimensions, as

they are found at Alpine accidents.
The largest part of the Bavarian Alps is built up by the tectonic unit of the Northern
Limestone Alps. Apart from that the flysch zone has the largest extension. About
30% of the surface of the Alpine region are covered by quartemary deposits. The
Northern Limestone Alps are a lithologically inhomogeneous rock complex and are
characterised by a sedimentary change of limestones and clayey to marly sediments.
But also an intensive tectonic slicing took place, mostly along the front of the tectonic
napPes.
This geological frame explains the special kind of the problems concerning mass
movements. Most of the slope movements belong to the category of "slow" movements.
The occurrance of slow lanclslides, mucistreams and creeping features in the clayey
and marly sediments is common and the main cause for destruction and loss by slope
movements. The risk is very often aggravated by the transition from a gravitational
slope movement to a debris flow. This can cause the transport of the masses from the
sliding site over a long distance to built up areas.
But also the variability of the geological conditions is a common cause for rapid mass
movements. The succession of formations with hard limestones on top of more or less
plastically reacting clays and marls represents a classical instable situation. The
rigid overlying plate breaks as a result of tensile stresses due to the plastic reaction
of the underlying layer to the heavy overburden. Water can enter through these
cracks and thus further weathering. The underlying layer will weaken more and
more and the overlying limestones have to disintegrate subsequently, until a part of
the slope will move downwards.
Recent rockfalls are relatively rare, so the interpretation of the moving acts must
essentially rely on the interpretation of older events. Only the interpretation of
these "large-scale-experiments of nature" helps to evaluate and to predict future
mass movements. As settlements in alpine regions are intruding more and more in
areas endangered by mass movements, the prediction of slope movements will be the
most important task of mass movement investigations.

Field examples

At first a typical example of a rapid mass movement shall be described. Thereafter
some special cases will be reported. They are presented to the auditory for
discussion.

The Rubihom rockfall
At the Rubihorn northeast of Oberstdorf im Allgàu in may 1987 a rockfall occurred.
Even though there are no reports on former events in historical times, the existence of
a clear cone in the deposition area of the latest rockfall hints at the occurrence of
numerous previotrs evenb.
The Rubihorn forms in this area the front of the nappe of the Northern Limestone
Alps (fig. 1) tectonically overthrust on flysch sediments. At the northern foot of the
Rubihom between these two tectonic units a thin slice of "Arosa-nappe" is found.
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Fig. 1: Cross section of the Rubihom rockfall area

The flysch here is built up mostly by marlstones and sandstones. The tectonically
heavily crushed series of the Arosadecke is mechanically dominated by the
occurrence of Cenomanian marlstones. The succession in the Limestone Alps starts at
the bottom partly with intercalated marlstones of the upper Triassic and the
Liassic, partly directly with Norian dolomites. The top of the mountain finally is
entirely built up by layered, south dipping dolomites.
The cross-section (fig. 1) shows a typical picture of a potentially instable pile. The
rigid dolomites react on deformation in the weak,er, underlying marlstones.
The rockfall with a volume of about 50.0m m" happened in several consecutive
events. The rock material was situated in a scar, limited by intersecting joints at an
altitude of 1.630 to L.7fi) m a.s.l. The way from the scar to the foot of the slope must
have been traversed by the rockmass more or less by falling. On the cone the way was
continuecl in rolling and jumping downwards.
The reach of the rockmass \/as extremly small. The mass came to a standstill within
the area of the cone. The toe of the cone advanced only insignificantly. The
fahrbôschung of the rock mass according to HEIM (1932) can be calculated to be 42o,

which means a very steep inclination. The cause for such a small range is to be seen in
the fact that the event occurred in the form of several sub-events during some clays. In
that sense it was a continued bbckfall rather than a single rockfall.
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In 1993 some subsequent rockfalls occurred. Behind the landslide scar many open
crevasses are found, signaling the future break-down of a further slice of the
mountain. Even if the danger of a new rockfall is higfU the risk can be evaluated to
be low. Within the potential reach of a further - even bigger - rockfall there are no
potentially endangered objects. Even the brook at the toe of the cone will probably
not be blocked.

The Marquartstein Landslide
Near the village of Marquartstein the deposition of one of the largest landslides in
Bavaria had taken place. Its volume was estimated up to.now to be about 50 mio. m3
(ABELE 1974). The landslide scar is found at the east side of the valley at the 1600 m
a.s.l. high Hochgern mountain. The age of the landslide is unknown; it is assumed to
be prehistoric but postglacial.
The geological situation within the scar is characterisecl by a intensely folded
sequence of Triassic and Jurassic sediments concerning mostly limestones and
dolomites. The main fracture occurred perpendicular to the fold axis so various
lithological series are affected. The cause for the instability might be - apart from
the glacial erosion of the toe of the hill - the existence of plastically reacting and
water impermeable marlstones clf the "Kôssener Schichten" beneath the sliding
plane.
In the deposits a clear separation of the material can be recognized. The "Kôssener"
limestones outcropping in the southern part of the scar are found as blocks in the
southem area of the deposition and dolomites from the north of the scar are founcl in
the northern part of the deposition. Hence the movement probably was not very
turbulent but rather laminar.
The horizontal range of the landslide is 3.450 m at an altitude difference of 950 m.
The inclination of the "fahrbôschung" according to HEIM (1932) therefore can be
calculated to be only 15o. According to ABELE (1974) that means, with regard to the
volume, a comparatively great travel distance.
To this point a "normal" landslide accident similar to a "sturzstrom" as introduced
by HEIM (1932) has been described, but field evidence showed some peculiarities
worth reporting:
For a long time the morphokrgy of the depositions was considered to be of no special
interest. There are landslide-typical hills within a plain protruding up to a height
of 70 m. Nevertheless a closer view shows a special arran[Jement of the hills. All the
hills are more or less long ridges directed radially and concentrically around the
landslide scar. In that way their morphology resembles the spread fingers of a hand,
the wrist being the landslide scar. Between the fingers the morphology is more or
Iess plain. Up to now it had been assumed that the hills had been partly buried by a
later sedimentation and only the tops of the hills were standing out of the plain.
Geophysical investigations as well as borings proved that this is not correct. There is
no connection between the ridges beneath the plain. They are isolated within a mass
of lacustrine clays and, in the deeper underground, in gravel. The block masses
continue only several meters beneath the land surface into the valley deposits. The
formerly estimated volume therefore must be adjusted to the new knowledge and
reduced to about 40 mio m3.
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Another peculiarity is the steepness of the riclges in cross section. The lateral slopes
reach inclinations of up to 42", an angle which is very steep considering these lotlse,
unconsolidated masses.
A fact important for the interpretation given below is the existence of well rounded
gravel on the top of the sliding mass in the distal area. They are found in an
elevated position in an area where a fluvial deposition after the landslide event
could not have been possible.

The Altenau landslide
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Fig. 2: Geological scetch of the Altenau landslide area.

South of the village of Altenau near Oberammergau (s. fig. 2) some hills exist within
an aluvial plain which has been interpreted in literature for a long time to be
glacial deposits. This opinion was based on the fact that these hills are in the
viciniÿ of a clear moraine circle of the late wurmian. But according to our own
investigations, these "hills" are a cleposition of a prehistoric but postglacial mass
movement from the 1359 m a.s.l. high Hochschergen mountain in the west. There
clearly a landslide scar can be observed. Behind the scar many large crevasses
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indicate that the whole mountain ridge of the Hochschergen underwent a deep
seated, creeping movement.
The Hochschergen area is built up of flysch sediments forming a smooth syncline
with fold axes dipping towards the valley. The landslide removed the marly
sandstones, the filling of the syncline, the layering serving as gliding plane.
The slope movement attained a difference in elevation of 370 m at a longitudinal
distance of 1.720 m. The inclination of the fahrbôschung according to HEIM (1932) is
to be calculated at 13o. This value is considered to be very low regarding the volume
of only about4 mio m3.

The peculiariÿ of the Altenau depositions is certainly their morphology. Similar to
the Marquartstein landslide, but more intensely expressed, there are ridges in a
radial concentric arrangement. Their crests reach a height up to 40 m above the
surrounding swampy plain. The course of the crests is more or less straight. The cross
section (s. fig. 3) of the ridges again shows steep flanks with slope inclinations of up
to nearly 40". Some of the ridges are interrupted in their course by a deep incision,
continuing at the same height and clirection after a gap of 20 to 50 meters. Whereas
the "spreading" of the "fingers" in Marquartstein includeci an angle of about 90o, in
Altenau the angle between the most external ridges totals 160'!
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Fig. 3: Cross section through the Altenau landslide deposits. Indications about the
deeper undergnrund are macle accordinl; to geophysical invetigations.

Also here the "fingers" have no underground connection beneath the lacustrine
sediments. According to borings anc-l geophysical investigations it has to be assumed
that the sliding masses were deposited in clr abclve the clays continuing only a few
meters beneath the old plain surface.
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It must be mentioned that in a digging about 50 m away from one ridge, lacustrine
clays had been found with layers dipping nearly vertically downwards!

Interpretation of the field observations

The field observations in Marquartstein and in Altenau show some analogies
concerning the depositions of the masses. Whereas a ÿpical landslide will produce
normally a more or less coherent pile, here radial concentric fingerlike ridges
without any connection in the underground are found.
It can be assumed that the depositions are the product of a rapid mass movement.
The masses moving downhill must have hit an easily displaceable ground surface at
the valley floor. In Marquartstein the plain is made up by lacustrine clays which
according to geophysical investigations are sedimented partly above consolidated
clays or moraines, or partly above gravels. In Altenau the sediments forming the
surrounding plain are composed of unconsolidated lacustrine clays. The landslide
masses obviously pushed these sediments partly apart and intruded them like a
snow-plough. The sudden load on the water saturated materials might have caused
an excess porewater pressure reducing the friction to nearly zero.
This displacement theory can explain the steep dip of the layering found in
lacustrine clays near the Altenau deposits and also the existence of gravel on top of
the sliding mass in Marquartstein.
Nevertheless this theory can not sufficiently explain the special morphology with
radial concentric ridges around the landslide scar. It does not seem conceivable that a
fast mass movement diverges at the toe of the hill in such a way that the most
exterior ridges are deposited nearly in opposite directions. Also the phenoment'rn of
the interruption of the ridges does not have a plausible explanation. The steep cross
sections may be explained by the "snow-plough" mechanism, but the surrounding
sediments should still show some morpholol;ical signs of a ridge-parallel
accumulation. In the field there âre no signs of such an accumulation.

Outlook
Much research is done on mechanics and reach of rapid mass movements but only
little attention is payed to the aspect of the "landing strip". As this might have a

decisive influence on rapid mass movements there is important need of further
research on that point. The described examples favour the theory that the special
mechanical properties of the loose sediments on the valley floor can produce the
described features can originate. It is not known whether such phenomena have been
seen leing created nowadays. If the pore pressure is be responsible for a reducticln of
the friction almost to zero, this would be an important factor not to be neglected at
future reach estimations.
To approach to a solution of the "finger deposition problem" a physical model will
be built. It will be tried to reproduce the phenomena by variation of the mechanical
properties of a sliding mass as well as of a mass simulating the lacustrine sediments
on the valley floor.
The problem of the impact of a landslide on water saturated sediments was recently
also reported in different circumstances and morpholtlgical manifestations by ABELE
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(1991). He had found characteristical sediments in the surroundings of some large
rapid landslides caused by the displacement of gravel by the landslide-impact. The
completely unstratified sediments are made up of sandy clay with gravel components
showing a distinct upward grading. ABELE found such sediments at Flims, at Kôfels
and at Tschirgant. For the latter it is assumed that the landslide hit the water
saturated sediments of the river Inn valley wrapping these sediments partly into the
sliding masses. Here also the excess porewater pressure might have been responsible
for the reduction of the friction. That means the general problem seems to be not as
rare as the morphological phenomena reported before. As far as is known up to now
nobody has described similar morphological manifestations or even a recent
deposition of this kind.
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Abstract

After a description of utorks dedicated to graoitational deposits and experiments
modeling graaitational processes, this paper emphasizes resedimentation aspects.
Then the authors reoiew new techniques aaailaltle for the obserontion of
graaitational phenomena. Different processes inoolaed in these phenomena are
listed.
New needs in fondamental and applied geology are discussed and the enoironments
where graaitational mooements tnke place are presented. Four examples are
mentioned and, finally, the authors pay attention to the remaining problems.

Résumé

Après une description de traaaux consacrés aux dépôts graoitaires et d'expériences de

modélisation de processus graoitaires, cet article met en éaidence les aspects liés à la
ressédimentation. Les auteurs traitent des nouaelles techniques disponibles pour
l'obseraation de phénomènes graaitaires. Différents processus impliqués dans ces

phénomènes sont passés en reî)ue. De nouaeaux besoins en géologie fondamentale et
appliquée sont détaillés et les enaironnements dans lesquels les mouaements
graoitaires apparaissent sont présentés. Quatre exemples sont mentionnés et,

finalement, les auteurs insistent sur les problèmes qu'il reste à résoudre.

Present Stage

Gravitational Mass Movements occur in all the geological environments from
continental (mountains, lacustrine, fluvial) to shallow marine, shelf, slope and deep
marine settings in both passive and active margins.

a) Around the 60-70's, a lot of works have been done concerning the Descriptive
Aspects of gravitational deposits and especially about facies classification and

ÿpes of systems by numerous authors such as Bouma 4.H., Mutti E., Walker R.G.,
Normark W.R..
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These descriptive papers concerned mostly the resulting redeposited units. The 80's
were a time for using and testing these classifications. Today, some of them are
improved or questionned and new papers are coming out on this subject ( Guibaudo G.,
Kolla V., Mutti E., Pickering K.T., Stow D.A.V., Walker R.G.).
Significant studies were also leading in the 70 -80's on Experiments recreating
gravitational processes (Middleton G.V., Walker R.G., Mc Cave I.N., Beghin P.,
Ravenne C.). These studies allowed the different types of gravitational transports to
be characterize (debris flow, mass flow, turbidiÿ currenÇ and slumping). For each of
these categories, stages and subdivisions were described from the experiments,
helping to a better understanding of the deep water sediments organization.

b) Improvements on the understanding of the gravitational processes are still needed,
not only from an academic point of view, but mostly for economical reasons: numerous
oil fields were discovered and will be discovered within turbidites. From the
environmental side, it is important to r,rnderstand for instance slidings which could
occur close to coastal towns (such as the recent sliding close to the Nice airport).

c) The important points for the sedimentologists and the oil industry are the
resedimentation aspects. Numerous points neecl to be explicited such as the
characteristics and differences between turbidites, contourites, even storm deposits;
the recognition of the initial depositional profile; and the geometries of the
sedimentary bodies. The knowledge of these criteria is fundamental in order to
understand and determine the traps, whatever they are oil, gas rtr water traps, of
stratigraphic or structural origin. The flow motions zones, the lateral heterogeneity
processes within the deep water context are of prime importance for the geologist
and the reservoir engineer.

New Data

a) Considerable progresses in the knowledge of gravitational movements and
deposits appear now in relation with the big improvement of the used techniques:
The improvement of prcrcessings allows better resolution of observation and brings to
the recognition of bodies, morphological changes, densiÿ surges... that were not even
suspected before (multifold, high resolution (3,5 kHz) seismic,3D imaging, deep tow
Sonar...).

b) Significant external and internal Factors influence the gravitational mass
movements and the resulting sedimentary units (Figure 1):

. Tectonic effect is certainly one of the major of them, tectonic at a global scale

3s well as a local scale by diapirism, tilting and subsidence. It acts on
clifferent ways such as : -the erosional processes at the source, -the starting of
the motions, -the available space for the sediments to accumulate, -the
initial depositional profile of the receiving basin.

. The Sea-Level variations certainly have a big influence, even if it is not a
quantified one; it appears for most of the geologists that the turbidites ancl
deep water sediments occur mostly cluring lowstând periocls.
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. The Climate influences strongly tlr.e entsironmental conditions by
modifications of the supply amount and the equilibrium profile, and by its
role on the erosional processes. Climate seems also to play a major role on the
cyclicity of the events (such as turbidites pulsations) as well on the
continent, the platform, the shelf, as on the deep water environments. The
sequence stratigraphy tool allows the recognition of several orders of
cycliciÿ and the climate would be of prime importance especially for the
lower ones (cf. Milankovitch theory on the orbital cycles).

. The quantiÿ and ÿpe of supply have also to be taken into account, even if
they are strongly related to the three above factors. The quantity and
induration of the removed materials, the distance from the source, the ÿpe
of source, the ÿpe of "feeding" (canyon, delta, slumping...) are as much
infl uencing supply features.

. The morphological criteria of the transitory and receiving areas should not
be neglected. The equilibrium profile and its potential breaks depend in
particular of the plateform wiclth, gradient and stabiliW,of the slope
gradient,and of the size and shape of the basin.

As previously mentionned, the sequence stratigraphy use leads to a new approach in
the reconstitution of the depositional events especially by bringing the notion of
cyclicity.
Tectonic and climatic constraints, rates of influx, modification of base level... are as

much causes of these cycles. These factors act at different time scales, in a very
simplified way, it could be said that global tectonics and sea level changes would
overprint the higher orders, climate anc-l supply the krwer's; but an interaction of all
has always to be kept in mind.
The next step in the understanding of the causes is the recognition of the allocyclic
(internal) versus autocyclic (external) events. Until now, the focus was mostly on the
autocycliciÿ such as lobes migration, avulsit'rn, abandonment.

c) The use of these new data alreacly results in a new way of considering the mass
movements sediments.
Several examples of these new approaches can be given :

. Even if they are preferentially deposited during lowstand periods,
turbidites may also occur during ravinement period in transgressive phase
(Kolla V., 1993).

. Some tidal influences mây overprint the last stages of redeposition of some
fine grained turbidites.

. The carbonate bioclastics turbidites can develop geometries similar to their
siliciclastic counterparts (jacquin T. et a\.,1991).

. Because of these new data and techniques, the differentiation between storm
deposits versus turbidites will certainly be improved as well as the
differences between turbidites and contourites.
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Needs

The needs are investigated by advanced research in applied and fundamental
geology.
The Quantification aspects are of two ÿpes :

1) descriptive such as the size, shape i.e. the geometry of the sedimentary
units as well as ûte facies characteristics, classification and organization.

2) quantification of the parameters by experiments ; the parameters can be
either dynamic or of external constraints.

The Modeling approach concems mostly the Reservoir and can also be of two ÿpes :

1) detenninistic i.e. many complex processes lead to one end.
2) stochastic i.e. a set of circumstances may lead to different outcomes which

have a same probabiliÿ of occurence.
In a fundamental research point of view, the modeling will be mostly a tool for the
recognition, quantification and effects of the constraints.
In an applied approach, the modeling will concern the reservoir characteristics such
as bodies geometry and connectivity, permability barriers, facies heterogeneity
repartition. The principal technique in reservoir modeling is the use of geostatistical
tools.
All types of reservoirs will gain from the use of modeling; the petroleum industry, of
course, and more specifically the production aspect of oil & gas, but also the
environmental domains for aquifer reservoirs or for underground storages.
Modeling is really a nowadays subject of studies and numerous teams especially
petroleum related teams, are actually working on modeling oil fields. A new effect is
that the reservoir engineer has to work in close relation with the geologist because
the interconnectivity and the complementarity of the twcr sciences are now
recognized.

Concerned depositional environments
The Continent : the mass movements on land concern mostly the nature of the
supplies, the erosional features, and the transport processes. But some mass deposits
also occur on lancl by avalanches, by sliding, within lakes, even in relation with
earthquarkes.
The erosional and transport processes of mass moved materials continue on the
shallow marine environment, with differentiation between periods of high and low
relative sea level. The lowstand would be for instance the time of shelf erosion with
creation of canyons, the highstand a time when clastics will be trapped by building
thick shelfal units.
Some relatively deep lakes can also be considered as shallow marine environment
with deposition of sediments by mass movement events.
During late lowstand and transl;ressive systems tracts, turbidites can be deposited by
ravinement on the shelf and as shingled turbidites on the toes of some prograding
clinoforms.
The slope zone is of course one of the main area for mass movements effects. The slope
breaks can be multiple on either passive and active margins and they can be
considered as as much hydraulic iumps.
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Slope areas can be a transitional zone for the materials that will be resedimented
downdip. They would present in that case mostly erosional features : canyons, scars/
slumps.
Some materials can also be deposited in such environment, for instance during
highstand periods, muddy sediments will fill the canyons (ex : the subactual Indus
canyon).
The base of the slope is a significant zone for deposition of mass moved sediments : it
is frequent to find there debris flows, mass flows, slumps, even so-called ponded lobes
(Nelson C.H.).
The rise and proximal abyssal plains are a privileged zone for gravitational
materials to sediment.They will be deposited either on the proximal zone close to
the slope toe or they can reach significant distances on the abyssal plains in relation
with the (sequence stratigraphy) timing of deposition and the amount and ÿpes of
supplies (example of the quaternary Indus deep sea fan reaching 3tXX) km in length).

Cases studies

We will illustrate the transport and redeposition processes with three seismic and
one outcrop case studies.
On a margin passive context, the Indus Fan displays clearly the influence of relative
sea level changes at a very large scale.
The french Cap Ferret example illustrates a case of very complex morphology (

multiple plateform) with both longitudinal and transversal influxes. Huge mass
gravitational events and different orders of remobilization have been there
observed.
In a context of carbonate turbidites, the Eleuthera Fan is an example for multiple
feedings by both a canyon and great mass slidings affecting the Bahamas
escarpment. Megaturbidites have been observed and seem to be very similar to the
silisiclastic Pyrenean ones (labaume et al., 1985).
The Annot Sandstones is an outcrop example which could display allocyclic deposits.
The experiments carried out by P. Beghin have served to explain the typical Annot
deposits, the so-called "granules" bars. (Figure 2).

Remaining Problems

Numerous cases studies need to be reinterpreted in a sequence stratigraphy
framework. The units have to be reconsidered as sedimentary bodies and not only as
isofacies units, they have to be positionned within the sequential orders and the
different phases of relative sea level variations. The goal of such reinterpretation is
also very applied: the knowledge of the organization of the different lithofacies
within a potential reservoir body will greatly help for the permeability - porosity
variabilities; the deduced potential geometry of the reservoir bodies by sequence
stratigraphy analysis will be of prime importance for the knowledge of the
extension of the reservoir, the connectivity of the bodies and the permeability
barriers.
Direct measurements are still insufficienÇ very few collectors such as turbidimeters
or currentometers are permanently installed.
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Mclre studies should focus on the quantification and modeling aspects of the mass
movements processes and deposits. Field work itself should be reconsider in order to
quantify the observed data. Some experiments are still needed, especially conceming
the large scale deposits in deep water conditions.
Autocyclic versus allocyclic events are still to be differentiated in relation with the
different sequential orders.
Gravitational mass movements knowledges are a very acfual subject in full evolution
and improvement.
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Estimating debris flow parameters

Estimation des paramètres dans les coulées de débris
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Abstract

A number of theoretical approaches have been propt'rsed to treat the debris flow
process. In view of the scarce field data available on debris flows, a simple
avalanche model is presented to estimate the flow velociÿ, and it is applied to
some debris flows that occurred in Switzerlancl in 1987. The model is based on two
friction components. With observed runout distances and velocity estimates from
field evidence, possible combinations of the two parameters are determined which
best describe the actual field event. The results are compared with other data on
debris flows and similar processes. Finally, an empirical formula is proposed to
estimate the magnitude of a debris flow event.

Résumé

Un certain nombre d'approches théoriques ont été proltosés pour prenilre en compte les
mécanismes des laoes torrentielles. Compte tenu du peu de données de terrain
disponibles, un modèle simple pennettant d'estimer la vitesse des aoalanches est
présenté. ll est appliqué à quelques laaes torrentielles qui se sont produites en Suisse
en 1987. Le modèle repose sur deux coefficients de frottement. Différentes
combinaisons possibles des deux paramètres sont déterminées de telle sorte qu'elles
correspondent le mieux aux éaènements réels qui sont décrits ù l'aide des distances
d'arrêt obsen:ées et des ztitesses estimées d'après des indices de terrain. Les résultats
sont comparés aaec d'autres données sur les laaes torrentielles et sur des phênomènes
similair es.
Enfin, une fonnule empirique est proposée pour estimer l'ampleur d'une laae
torrentielle.

Introduction
Debris flows are an important process of massive sediment transport in mountain
torrents. Particularly the fast moving fronts may be destructive along the river course
or in the fan area. Therefore it is important to estimate the peak discharge and the
velociÿ of the largest debris flow pulses (Rickenmann, 7993). Although there are a
number of theoretical approaches to describe the behaviour fo debris flows, practical
methods are still rather limited (Costa, 1984; Meunier,199l; Takahashi, 1981).
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A simple avalanche model is applied to some of the numerous debris flow events of
the summer 1987 in Switzerland (Haeberli et al., 1991). The model allows to
determine the velocities along the flow path and to estimate the runout distance. To
delineate the deposition zones of debris material on the fan, knowledge of the event
magnitude is essential (Rickenmann, 1993). An empirical formula is developed to
estimate a maximum possible magnitude of a debris flow event.

Model for debris flow velocity

Takahashi (1981) proposed a theoretical method to estimate the runout distance of a
debris flow, based on energy or momentum conservation. A similar model had earlier
been developed for snow avalanches (Salm, 19«). These models may be used when
there is a fairly well defined change in slope from the transportation reach to the
deposition zone. Based on a similar approach, Kômer (1980) presented a model to
compute tl're velocity development along the whole avalanche path. As in earlier
works on snow avalanches (Salm, lL)66), it is assumed that the motion is mainly
governed by two frictional components: A slicling friction coefficient and a turbulent
friction slope that is determined by a Chezy-type relation. This allows to account for
both solid-to-solid and fluid like shear stresses. The resulting equation gives the
velocity vi11 at the end of a segement of constant slope, if the input velocity vi from
the previous segement is known:

vi+1 = [r"i2 - (r"i2 - v12) exp(-2 Lsi/k2\1/2 (1)

with:

v" = [H C2 lsine - p cos0;11/2 e)

4=lFrCz/g (3)

where v": maximum velocity on a path of constant slope, Âs: length of the segment,

H: fltrw depth, C: Chezy friction coefficient 1m7/2/s1,0: skrpe angle, p: sliding
friction coefficient, g:gravitational acceleration, and the parameter k2[m] accounts
for turbulent friction effects.
Theoretically, the two parameters pand k2can assume different values for each
segment. However, since there is not enough detailed data available, they are
generally taken as constant over the whole flow path. Perla et al. (1980), using the
same model, interpret the parameter k2 as mass-to-drag ratio, and they discuss the
effects of these two components on the value of k2.At concave transitions in slope,
Perla et al. (1980) introduced a momentum correction, which is also applied in our
case (Rickenmann, L990).
The model is applied here to 8 debris flow events that occurrecl in the summmer 1987
in Switzerland. To determine possible combinations of the two friction parameters p
and k2, two different criteria are used: Either there were velocity estimates at
several cross sections, or the stopping point is well defined, if the flow deposited all
the material without any major obstructions in the depositional area. From
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superelevation meâsurements in the field the velocity could be estimated for three
events (cases no. L, 3 and 4 in Fig. 1); in one case (no. 2) the velociÿ head was used
to obtain velociÿ estimates. For all the other events (cases no. 5 to 8) the stopping
point (where v = 0) was selected as criterion two compute the appropriate model
parameters.
In principle, there are many possible combinations of p and k2that satisfy the
relatively poor field data. For given flow conditions, for example, the same runout
distance can be obtained by different combinations of p and k2; the choice of a
larger p value generally requires an increase in k2, resulting in higher flow
velocities. An additional restriction is therefore introduced by Iimiting the
maximum velocity to 30 m/s. Values for debris flows reported in the literature
range up to about 20 m/s, but they were obtained at slopes below about 20o (Costa,
1984). The results of the model computations for the Swiss debris flow events are
tabulated in Rickenmann (1990).
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0.0
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10'

Fig. L: Resulting combinations of the model parameters m and k2, for the Swiss
events (no. 1 to 8) and other data on derbis flows and similar process€s.

The resulting parameter combinations are plotted in Fig.1, together with data from
other events. Line A represents data for the 1970 ice/rock slide of Mount Huascaran
(Peru), and line B gives possible parameter combinations for a snow avalanche with
measured velocities (both lines taken from Kôrner, 1980). The lines K1 and K2 were
determined from data of a japanese debris flow observation station. In a study of
Okuda et al. (1980) velocity measurements are given together with the longitudinal
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profile for two debris flows of Aug 14, 1976 (K1) and |uly 19,7976 (K2). Using this
information, parameter combinations for K1 and K2 were backcalculated with the
model. As an example, the observed velociÿ of the Kamikamihori debris flow of
fuly 19, 1976 is shown in Fig. 2 together with model velocities calculated for
different parameter combinations.

v [m/s]

I

6.0

2.0

0
0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 L6 [km] 2'o

Fig. 2: Calculated development of debris flow velocity in Kamikamihori valley in
]a[an, in comparison u/ith field data of Okuda et al. (1980). Calculated puro*e1ers
ctirrespond to line K2 in Fig. 1.

It is interesting that the lines K1 and K2 pbt within the same region in Fig. 1 as is
indicated by the lines representing the Swiss data. With these events, the volumes
involved in one single debris surge was of the order of 1'(X[ to several 10'000 *3. The

Huascaran slide (line A) was.much larger (volume of about 5*t07 m3) ancl hacl an
estimated flow depth of about 100 m (Kôrner, 1980); although the debris stream
contained some (melting) ice, the material composition is in principle similar to a
debris flow. The volume of the snow avalanche (line B) was about 10'(Xn m3; in this
case the different material density and friction characteristics must be be the reason,
why the parameters lie away from the region for the debris flow events.
Considering the Swiss events only, there is a tenclency for flows with a larger
catchment area at the point of initiation (cases no. 7, 2,3, 4,7b and 8) to require
smaller p values than the events with smaller catchment areas (no. 5, 6 and 7a). This
fact may be explained with larger amounts of water available in the main channel
to dilute the grain mixture of the debris flow. A dilution will change the rheological

4

measured, July 19, 1976

P= 0.05, &=10
F= 0.03' kz=10
P= 0.00, lcz=15
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properties of the gain-water mixture, reducing its shear strength (Costa, 1984). In
the presented model, the parameter p could partly account for the shear strength
characteristic of debris flows.
Alean (1984) determined possible parameter combinations for 19 ice avalanches in
the Alps. His best-fit parameters are generally larger (tt up to 0.7, k2 up to
100'000) than for the debris flows. He found that both p and the mean slope tend
to decrease with increasing ice volumes. A similar conclusion results from the
analysis of the numerous Swiss debris flow events (Zimmermann, 1990). Thus it
appears that smaller p values are associated with smaller mean slopes and
probably with larger volumes of debris flow material. A similar dependence is
also observed for rock slides (Scheidegger,7973).
It should be pointed out that the runout distance can only be modeled if the p
value is larger than the actual deposition slope. If p approaches this slope the
computed runout distance is very sensitive to small changes in m. With the events
no. 1 - 4, the main objective was to model the veklcity development; therefore also
p values equal to zero were used.

Magnitude of debris flow events
For hazard mitiS;ation, a serious problem is the delineation of dangerous zones on
the fan which may be impacted by debris flow deposits. For the evaluation of the
most important debris flow parameters it is essential to estimate a possible event
magnitude (Rickenmann, 1993). As a function of the event nagnitude, a value for
the peak discharge may then be estimated (Mizuyama et al., 1992).

ol equ. (4)

I a IIt

0.1 o.2 o.3 0.5

tan slope, Sf [-]

Fig. 3: Debris yield rates for Swiss debris flon, events of 1987, plotted against fan
slope.

Based on data of 80 debris flow events that occurred in the Swiss Alps in 19E7, the
following empirical formula has been developed to estimate an upper limit of the
expected event magnitude:
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M = (640 51- 21) L 0.05 < Sf .= 0.15 (aa)

14 = (110 - 250 ft) L 0.15 < Sf .= 0.40 (4b)

where M is the possible maximum event magnitude in [-3], Sf is the fan slope, and L
in [m] is the channel length of the expected debris flow path.
The basis for the derivation of equ. (4) is shown in Fig. 3. For fan slopes increasing up
to 15o/", the increasing maximum debris yield rates, M/L, represent increasing specific
erosion volumes that are responsible for building up steep fans. With fan slopes
above 15%, however, the decreasing catchment size seems to become more dominanÇ
smaller volumes of surface and subsurface water may be the reason for decreasing
maximum debris yield rates in this case.

Conclusions
A simple model originally developed for snow avalanches has been applied to Swiss
debris flows. The resulting parameter combinations are in a5;reement with data from
measured velocities of two |apanese debris flows. A prediction of the runout distance
is only possible if p is larger than the deposition slope. For a practical application of
the model more precise information on the values of the two parameters is needed.
Hydraulic model tests could be performed to examine how the parameters depend on
material characteristics and bed roughness.
An empirical formula has been proposed to estimate the debris flow event magnitude
in terms of the mean fan slope and the length of the active debris flow path.
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Abstract

This paper gives a short summary of the underlying physics, mathematical
formulation and numerical treatment of a snow avalanche model developed at AVL,
Graz, in co-operation with the Federal Service for Avalanche and Torrent control of
Austria. A dense flow- and an aerosol part of the avalanche are distinguished. For
each part a separate model has been established. The application of these models
and the comparison of the results with observations are described as well as the
intended coupling and further development of the models.

Résumé

Cet article présente de façon succincte les fondements physiques, la formulation
systématiQue et le traitement numérique d'un modèle d'aaalanche déaeloppé par
AVL, à Gradz, en coopération aoec le Seraice Fédéral Autrichien de Protection contre
les Aaalanches et les Torrents. Les parties dense et aêrosol de l'écoulernent de
l'aaalanche sont trnitées de façon distincte. Pour chncune, un modèle spécifique a été

déaeloppé. L'application de ces modèles et la comyraraison des résultats aaec des

obseraations sont décrits ainsi que le couplage projeté et le déaeloppement futur des
modèles.

Introduction
As alpine regions in Austria encounter more and more touristical and economical use,
additional attention has to be paid to snow avalanches. Numerical simulations may
be used to help the responsible authorities with hazard zoning and the design of
defence structures. The most severe damages in Austria are caused by "dty"
avalanches, as they attain high speeds and affect large areas. Therefore the
describec-l models were developed to simulate dry avalanches.
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Physics of Snow Avalanches

Three different types of avalanches may be distinguished according to the following
table:

Avalarrche Typ.
Snow Cover
Particles

Motlon
Distance belween
Partlcles
lnleraclion wilh Alr

Aerosol
(Fowder Snow)

Regime

Tlansition Zone

Dense Flow
Regime

wC
soll
non€, ,luid

vlscous ,low

none

moid
soll
big, sott balls, coheslve
lorces
.ollirE, slldlng
small, permanent conlact

none

dtv
hard
small, hard, pulverised
parllcles, no cohssion
colllding parllclss
conparable lo partlcle slze

ah drag l€ads lo suspenslon -
aorosol (Powder Avalanch€)

For the dry avalanche the following sketch shows two different flow regimes: the
'dense flow regime': a system of dense packed, colliding particles near the ground;
and the 'powder re5;ime': particles suspended in air (aenrsol) above the dense part of
the avalanche.

Height eüwe Height rbwe
Cnuod h Grqd h

Averaged
Density Ptofilep - 5 kg,h3

c - O,OO5
ltd - 5,3

Air Dng >> (bllirioE

Ær drrq6 vry
P.nicl6 fm Dere Flw

,l

p- A»kÿm3
c- 0,2

frd - 1,5
(blliliw >> Air Dng

f/d - 0,9 cur
c...rrw vohrffi fræd,on
f...ruù dLt8c b.v.ar p.fricl.j

Bulk D@ity p

d...prdclc diM

In the dense flow regime one can neglect the effect of air between the particles, the
motion is mainly dependent on the collisions between the particles. These collisions
lead to a highly fluctuating motion of the particles containing'turbulent'energy.
The motion of the aerosol is governed by the turbulent motion of the air and the drag
between the particles and the air. Cravitation is the motor of the motion in either
regime.
In the 'transition zone' between these regimes effects of air drag and particle
collisions are of the same order of magnitude. Particles pushed out of the dense
packed region will be suspended because of speed differences between air and dense
flow and because of air turbulence. Not much is known about this transition zone, so a
'dense flow model'and a 'powder snow model'have been developed separately as a
first step towards a complete dry avalanche model.
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Mathematical formulation

Dense flowmodel
Following the ideas of Saaage and Huttu (L99L), a depth averaged formulation was
used to describe the behaviour of the dense flow dry avalanche. It results from
applying the mass and momentum balances on a granular material with Coulomb
like both bed and internal friction. So the effect of particle collisions is represented
by friction coefficients. Several assumptions simplify the problem: the densiÿ is
taken to be constant, the stream wise velociÿ is uniform over the depth and the
shear stress is linearly distributed over the depth. Saaage and Hutter also drop
some terms that are relatively small as the avalanche depth is small compared to
its length. The resulting independent variables are the avalanche depth h and
velocity u tangential to the surface. The following equations are a simple extension
of the equations used by Saaage and Hutter 0991) to two spatial dimensions:

t.............time
xi ...........terrain following ceonlinate§ (i= 1, 2)
u;...........velocity (i=1, 2)

h.............flow rlepth
n, ..........sine of inclination angle
n1...........«rsine of inclination angle irr rliret-tion i
p............avalanche density
g.............gravitational constânt
trlr'1.........wa11 shear stress courponent
pw .........static pressure at bottom
p..............fri(tion coefficient
K,, .........-surface curvature in direction of vel6-ity

Consentation of Mass

Euler dh

at
*d 0'h) -0

àxi

Lagrange
auj

dxi

C onsent ation of Momentum

dh
d-t= -n

,ry ., lW = ph* = -pshr, *. pshn + î,,,i

Tt,,' = -Pu 'll !!L
lul

P* = PShç +uiu,ruPh

The Lagrangian formulation is also given because it is used for the numerical
simulation. The lateral shear stress is not yet inclucled in this equations. In addition,
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the internal friction coefficient is taken to be the same as the basal friction
coefficient.

Powder avalanche model

The AVL powder snow model is based on the three-dimensional Reynolds-averaged
Navier-Stokes equations for the turbulent flow of a air-snow suspension. The densiÿ
of the suspension is calculated via the snow volume fraction c. Separate mass
balances for the snow fraction and the suspension are used but only one momentum
balance for the total air snow suspension. This implies that the two phases do not
move relatively to each other. (This assumption is only valid if the slip velociÿ
between the two phases is small, which may not be the case e.g. at strong streamline
curvature.) The turbulent diffusion terms are modelled using the second-order k-e-
closure scheme Rodi, L980d.

t.............tiûE
x1 ...........ccordinates (i=1,2,3)
u; ...........velocity (i=1,2,3)
p.............Pre§sure
p.............density
tii...........stress tensor (i,,=1,2,3)

I.............viscosity
c ............-snord volrrrne fraction
r1t.......... lrlrbulent viscosity
k .............turbulent energy (from k-erluatiorr)

overbâr indicates averag«l quantities,
primed quantities represent turbulent Iluctuation parts;
indices: 1=air, 2=snow

Bulk Continuity

ü
at

a@n,)
+ =0

C onsera stion of Snou Eraction

a(pfri)_d@,ry)

Ax

àbzzr
at

+

BulkMomentum

d(pu t

à*i à*i

,,i=,t(1.frt-3r*
at

. fi {ror, )= - #. * F,, -FW )* îs,
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Bulk Density

i = 0-ô p, +1p,

Eddy Viscosity Concept

-Pttfui = q,(9!,
ô*i

4 4
àxk

+ )
)-
=r(pk+ q, )6,i

àx,

Eddy Diffusity Concept

- pzC'lli'=4LÈp o, àx,

The remaining equations of the turbulence model will be found in Brandstiitter et al.
1992). This model is valid strictly for the flow of two perfectly mixing fluids of
different densities. Many experiments concerning powder snow avalanches are based
on asstrming similariÿ of such a flow with the flow of the air-snow suspension. So
are the water tank experiments of Beghin and Olngne 0991.). They studied the flow
of a dense salt solution down an inclined plane in a water tank. A comparison of their
observations with results of the described model gave good agreement (see below; see
also Brandsttitter et al. L992).

Experiment ol Beghin and Olagne

+ simulation l5'' G experimat 15" {- sitrrulatioo 45'' -p qpqitrrcnt 45''

0,00
0,20 0,40 0,60 0,80 1,00 1,20 1,40 1,60 I,ll0 2,00 2,20 2,40 2,60 2,80 3,00

travelling distance [m]

Numerical solution procedures

Dense flow model
A Particle-in-Cell method (PIC, Potter, 1980) is used to solve the two dimensional
depth-averaged dense flow equations. Mass ancl momentum of the flow are
represented by a large number of fluid particles. The movement of the particles is
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prescribed by the Lagrangian dense flow equations given above. Avalanche depth
and the terms on the right hand side of the equations are calculated using a
triangular surface grid. The mass and momentum of each particle will be distributed
to the neighbouring grid nodes. So each node is assigned an area, avalanche mass and
momentum, as well as a resulting flow depth. The advantage of this method is that
the informaüon is found where the avalanche mass is located and that no numerical
diffusion occurs which might be the case when using only a fixed Eulerian grid. A
simulation using 1ü)00 particles will take in the order of an hour on an IBM
RS6000/580 workstation.

Powdersnowmodel
The equations for the air-snow suspension are solved using a fixed 3D Eulerian grid
and a prtrcedure based on the SIMPLE algorithm (Patankar, 1.980). A general co-
ordinate transformation fits the grid to the surface. Linear equation systems are
solved using a conjugate gradient method (Bachler et al., 199L). A simulation
involving 60000 grid cells and 1000 time steps will take about 40 hours on an IBM
RS6000 workstation.

Application of the models

In 1984 a large dry avalanche hit the village of Ischgl, Tyrol, and killed one person.
Figure 1 shows the observed area of avalanche impact. This avalanche event was
simulated using both dense and powder avalanche models. In the'pre-processing'of
the simulation the geometry of the surface and the release area and the snow mass
have to be specified. The geometry for all parts of Austria is available on disc from
governmental authorities on a 50m x 50m rectangular grid. Where this grid was too
coarse/ data from maps were additionally digitised. The release area was
determined by local avalanche experts, the released mass of the avalanche was
approximately 60.ffi0 tons. Two extreme cases were considered: taking the whole
mass as dense flow avalanche and taking half of the mass as suspended powder
avalanche. Snow entrainment was not considered. The bed friction coefficient for the
dense avalanche simulation run was set to a value of 0,4 corresponding to a friction
angle of 21,8 degrees. Figure 2 shows the avalanche deposition area as calculated
with the dense avalanche model. Figure 3 shows the peak dynamic pressure
resulting from the powder avalanche calculation. A short comparison of the observed
and the calculated impact areas shows

(1) for the case of the dense flow simulation:
the dense flow avalanche track is reproduced ctlrrectly and the velocities (not shown
here) agree well with observations (Hufnagel, 1980. The area of deposition (Fig.3)
does not correspond exactly to the observed area (Fig.l). The runout distance is
highly dependent on the dry friction coefficient. Adjusting the friction coefficient
according to the surface roughness may improve the result;

(21 Lor the case of the powder snow simulation:
at the last tum of the avalanche track a separation of the dense and the aerosol part
was observed. The simulated powder snow avalanche follows completely the
observed aerosol part. The observed clynamic pressure in the runout (Fig.3) is in the
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same order as the observed pressure near location'Parkgarage' (Hufnagel, 1,986).T.he
powder snow avalillche doesn't stop but looses momentum very rapidly in the runout.
The velociÿ is higher (up to 80m/s) and the densiÿ very much lower than for the
dense flow avalanche.
One should expect a good qualitative and quantitative behaviour of the models if
they are coupled and the constitutive law for the dense flow is improved. Anyhow,
extensive testing has still to be done.

Conclusions and further development
Further development of the model will comprise the following steps:
(1) The use of spatially varying surface friction coefficients depending on the surface

roughness, snow entrainment and, if necessary, 'filling' of the surface roughness as
the dense flow avalanche passes.

(2) The use of refined constitutive laws for the dense avalanche flow. That may
require the calculation of 'turbulent energy' of the fluid particles to calculate
bottom and intemal shear stress. Also the density of the dense flow will be a
function of turbulence.

(3) The coupling of the dense and powder avalanche models. A formulation for the
mass transfer from the dense to the suspended phase will be needed. This mass
transfer is likely to be a function of turbulence in both dense flow and suspended
flow, of the velociÿ difference between the two parts and the vertical snow
fraction gradient in the suspension at the dense flow surface.

(a) To find the relationships between velocity, turbulent energy, surface roughness,
flow depth and densiÿ for the dense flow avalanche, experimental results would
be highly welcomed, but very hard to get. An other way could be the 'direct
simulation' of a small part of the dense avalanche as a system of hard, nearly
elastic, colliding snow grains (comparable to 'Molecular Dlmamics Simulations').
It must be examined, however, whether this task is computationally achievable.
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Simulation of powder avalanches by FIRE ; Verification of
results on example of Wolfsgruben avalanche (march L988),

in St Antorç Tyrol, Austria

Simulation d'antalanche pouilreuse par FIRE ; etude des

résultats sur l'exemple de l'aoalanche de Wolfsgruben
(mars 7988) à St Anton dans le Tyrol autrichien
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Abstract

The application of the AVl-powder-avalanche model, the comparison between the
results of this numerical model an the mapped damages are demonstrated to the
Wolfsgruben avalanche (photo 1) disaster in St. Anton (March 1988) in
Tyrol/Austria.

Résumé

L'application du modèle AVL d'aaalanche poudreuse et la comparaison entre les
résultats obtenus par ce modèle nwnérique et les dégâts cartographiés sont présentés
dans le cas particulier de l'accident de l'aaalanche de Wolfsgruben (photo 1.), à
Saint Anton dans le Tyrol, en Autriche.

Introduction
The rapid increase of the recreatit'rn-areas in the wake of economical growth in the
alpine countries and their periphery was called for a effective tool for hazard
zoning. In this respect, the konwledge about the dynamic behaviour of powcler
avalanches-a Iot of catastrophic avalanches are flowing avalanches with a high
powder component- in the run rlut zone is of enormous importance for practize in
avalanche control and hazard zoning.
Meanwhile in Austria the calculation of the flowing part of avalanches bases on
method of A. VOELLMY L955, Salm 8., Burkard A. and Gubler H. 1990 respectively
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on the method of Hagen G. (1991)-Schaerer P. (1975). Before 1993 existed no model,
which can be used to simulate the dynamics of powder avalanches.
For the simulation of powder avalanches are considered as a mixture from air and
snow. For Calculating powder avalanches by FIRE there are USER-function applied.
The snow-concentration is represented using the passive scalar and the local density
is calculated via a USRDEN-function depending on the passive scalar. The motion of
the mixture is caused by the interaction of gravitation and the densiÿ differences.
With a densiÿ of (10) 30 kg/m3 in a USRINI-function is the avalanche started
At the bottom a fixed wall-boundary condition with wall-roughness is used. For the
other forces (top, Iateral) of the computational domain is set constant to 1 bar (=
pstat + pdyn).
The three-dimensional AVl-powder avalanche model based on the fundamental
differential equation-system, which governs the conservation of mass, momentum/
snow concentration and the effects of turbulence are taken into a two equation
turbulence model (Brandstàtter W., Hagen F., Sampl P., Schaffhauser H., 1992).

Description of obsenrations

The length of fracture line and fracture width was determined by terrestrial
photogrammetry combined with a equilazation of concentrate beam block of the
program "Orient" (Hagen F., Otepka G., 1988) with an exactness within the meter
range alonge the fracture line, relating to the fracture thickness within the one
decimeter range. In the case of the Wolfsgruben-avalanche the mean value of
thickness was governed by this method with 1.37 m.
The release-zone with an areal of 37,40 hectar is situated 800 m above the bottom ot
the Stanzer-valley (1320 m).
The geometrical boundary conditions (slope-morphology model) was manually
created by digitazing the contour-lines of a map, scaled 1:50ff).
Currently the model is only applicable to the motion of powder snow avalanches,
the starting point for the calculation is this moment from that time the avalanche
was enough scattered as dust. The avalanche is initiated with a mean density of

PS = 10 kglm3. The calculation-grid was filled up with 37.800 mesh-cells, the
calculation was timed in time-steps of 0,20 seconds. For 250 time-steps the IBM-RS
16.000-350 workstation calculated about eight hours.

Results-comparison of the observations

With effect from pressure along a theoretical infinite hindrance vertical to the

avalanche path is caused by turn rounci of the flow ancl is calculated withpv2.
Avalanche pressures of more than 25 kPa are indicated as so called RED ZONE of
the hazard zone map - buildings and infrastructures are in this case not officially
approved. The YELLOW ZONE covers areas with reduced forces below 25 kPA till 2
kPa.
Figures 1 and 2 show the avalanche in vertical cut plane 40 seconds after the starting
point. The head of the powder avalanche reaches the locality Nasserein on the
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eastend of St. Anton. The height of the powder avalanche amounted a height till
2fi) m.
In the run-out zone the avalanche is strong rarefied. The max. densiÿ amounts 3
kg/m3, also the velocities till 65 m/sec. nearly the bottom are yet considerable (Fig.
1,2).
The figures number 3 and 4 showing likewise the distribution of velocities and
densities in the lower part of the slope (transition zone between track- and run-out
zone) 40 seconds after the moment of starting. A big part of the avalanche streams
through the slope center changing over into the shallow area extending very strong
to the width. But a considerable part of the powder, a snow mass streams certainly
over the ridge on the time the avalanche reaches belated the bottom of the valley.
The canalization-effect of the channel is very limited. Figure number five outlines
the observed impacts of the Wolfsgruben-avalanche after assessment b. Klenkhart
(1988, avalanche-contrrll, section Tyrol). The dissolved degrees of grey represent the
calculated distribution of dynamic pressure 40 seconds after the moment of starting
with a maximum pressure of 13.5 kPa. TSCHOM H. (1988) civil engineere for static
calculated on observed damaged buildings (photo 2) the impact pressure. On the
occasion could on the example of the destroyed house "Zangerle" - near point I in
figure 5 - a pressure in the range between 13 kPA and 17 kPa determines. The
computed results with 13kPa near point one in figure 5 bring into a good line with the
calculated results.

Conclusions
The application of the AVl-model to the Wolfsgruben avalanche disaster is
demonstrated and delivers in this case reassuming results, as for as they could
compared with the observed reality. On the example of furhter-fourteen mapped
avalanche disaster the results of AVL-Powder avalanche model will be compared in
the next future. In parallel to these investigations in view of the developing of a
dense flow-avalanche model by AVL in collaboration with the Austrian Torrent-
and Avalanche Control and the Austrian Avalanche-Research Institute will came
out for the verification measurements of avalanche-velocities by a pulsed C-band
radar.
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Prediction of Landslide Motion; Measurement of the
apparent friction angle under undrained loading condition

and the computer simulation

Préoision du rnounetnent d'un glissement de terrain; tnesures

de l'angle de lrottement apparent dans des conditions de

chargement sans drainage et simulation informatique

K. SASSA

Disaster Preaention Research lnstitute, Kyoto Unioersity
61.1 Kyoto - lapan

Tel. (8L) 774 i2 07 89 - Fax (81) 774 i2 55 97

Abstract

A statistical correlation ship between the lower value of the apparent friction angle
and the greater volume of landslides have been noticed by ftheidegger (L973), Hsü
(1,975), Li (1983), and Okuda (198a). This presentation gives a theoretical
explanation to this relationship based on the measured values of the apparent
friction angle of the samples taken from a long traveling landslide in China. This
research is a progress in the measurement of apparent friction angle from the
geotechnical model for the motion of landslides proposed by Sassa, 1988, and the key
concept is the undrained loading onto the alluvial deposits.

Résumé

Un lien de corrélation statistique entre la aaleur basse de l'angle de frottement
apparent et le aolume des glissements ile terrain ont été mis en éaidence par
Scheidegger (197il, Hsü (L975), Li (L983) et Okuda Q984). Cette communication
donne à cette relation une explication théorique ltasée sur les oaleurs mesurées
d'angles de frottement apparent d'êchantillons préleaés le long d'un grand
glissement de terrain en Chine.
Ces traaaux de recherche constituent un progrès dans la mesure de l'angle de

frottement apparent utilisé dans le modèle géotechnique du mouaement des
glissements de terrain proposé par Snssa ,1988). Le concept clé est celui du
chargement sans drainage de depôts alluaionnaires.
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Relationship between the ratio FVL and the apparent friction angles
mobilized in the traveling path.

The apparent friction angle mobilized during the motion of landslides is decided
mostly by the effective friction angle and pore pressure on the sliding surface during
the motion of landslide and possibly also by other factors such as the energy loess
due to collision. When the energy loss other than friction is not so high, we can
approximately the apparent friction angle as follows (Sassa, 1985, 1988, Sassa et al,
1e8s).

o-u
tanQo = tanQ- (1)

6
Here, Qm : effective friction angle during motion

Qa : apparent friction angle during motion
o : normal stress u : pore pressllre.

66 P.'. â o

Stable
Rocks

c Alluvial Deposits

Fig.1 Schematic profile of a landslide onto the alluvial deposit

Large scale landslides usually move on alluvial deposits in the toe of slopes as
schematically shown in Fig.l. The alluvial deposits were formed by rivers, so the
ground water table should usually exist in the relatively shallow depth. When a
large scale landslide moves on the alluvial deposit, pore pressure should be
generated in the saturated soil layer due to the rapid (usually undrained) loading, so
the apparent friction angle mobilized in the alluvial deposit can be much smaller
than the effective friction angle of the materials. In this case, the sliding surface
will be formed on the saturated layer, and the landslide mass can travel long.

To express the average apparent friction mobilized in the motion of landslides, the
ratio of total height difference (H) and horizontal distance (L) between the initial
point and the toe of deposit is often used as the equivalent coefficient of friction or
the average coefficient of friction. The apparent friction angle defined in Equation
(1) is different in places. Referring Fig.1, the apparent friction angle during the
movin6; path can be approximately divided in two parts, namely fa1 in the
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slope(drained shear in unsaturated soils, and undrained shear in the case of
saturated and low permeable soils) and fa2 in the alluvial deposit (undrained
loading and undrained shear).

al- 9u*

H
42.

0

L

Fig.2 Apparent friction angles in the simplified geometry of landslides

Regarding the alluvial deposit to be horizontal, Equation (2) is obtained from the
geometry shown in Fig.2.

H/L=tanô...,= tanOoz 
e)raay L- cot0 (tan$o1 - tanQo2)

We can predict the value of H/L, if we can measure the apparent friction angles (Qa1,

Qa2) by the soil mechanical tests before the initiation of landslide in consideration.

A new undrained cyclic loading ring shear apparatus

The cyclic bading ring shear apparatus was developed by Sassa 1992. The shear box
and the pore pressure measurement system has been recently improved. Then,
undrained dynamic and cyclic loading tests and successful pore pressure measurement
during shear is now possible.

Fig.3 shows its schematic diagram of the apparatus. In the figure, the sample (I) is
loaded by the loading plate (H) and the air piston (B). The loaded normal stress is
measured by the load cell (C2). The sum of the friction between the sample and the
upper shear box and the contact pressure (1t)0 kgf) of rubber edge in the gap (right
figure) is measured by the load cell (C6,). The real normal force acting on the shear
surface is obtained as the difference of values measured by two load cells (C2 and
C6). This value is sent to the servo-amplifier as the feed back signal. Then, the
normal stress on the shear surface is automatically controlled so as to be the same
with the control signal given by the computer. The contact pressure of rubber edge is
automatically controlled by the servo motor (N) using the feed back signal obtained
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from the gap sensor (C8) in the precision of 2/10fi) mm. The shear stress is supplied
by the torque control servo motor (Q).The loaded torque is measured by the torque
transducer (C7).

Â: Lifting crane motor, R: Bellofrrm cylinder (air

Pisloil), Cl: Sample hcight linerr lransducer, C2:

Vertical load ccll (VLl), C3: Shcar resistancc load

cell, C4: Pore pressure transducer, C5: Shear

disDlaccment rohry transducer, C6: Verlical lord cell

(V1,2), C7:'l'orquc rransduccr, Cg: Crp sensor for

gap controlling, I); Pistorr axis stoppcr, Ii: Lifting

arm, F: Upper draining cock, G: Central axis, Il:

Lo&ling phtc, I: Srnrple, J: Rubber cdgcs, K: Lower

draining cock, L: Basc, l\'l: Rotrry join(, N: Crp

control servo-molor, O: Transmission gear box, P:

Reducer gear box, Q: Shearing servo-motor, R:

Bellofiam cylinder for coun(er deâd weight.

cl

tl c3

K

,];,

i::

t.

c1

Stable pârts l]Illl , Rot"rino n".,.

Slightly moving parts for slrcss meâsurcmcnt

Fig.3 Schematic diagram of the undrained dynamic loading ring shear apparatus

Using the monitored value of C7 as the feed back signal, the loaded shear stress is
âutomatically controlled by servo amplifier and servo motor so as to be the same
with the predecided value given by computer. The shear resistance acting on the
shear surface is monitored by the load cell (C3) retraining the upper half of the
shear bclx from rotation.
Pore pressure is meâsured by pore pressure transducer (C4) which is connected to Pthe
gutter (4x4mm) along the whole circumference of the outer and upper edge. The gutter
is located at 2 mm above the shear surface and it is covered with two metal filters
and a felt cloth between them. The needle type pore pressure measurement system
used in Sassa,1992-1 was broken during shear and it is not effective for low permeable
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soils because the area facing to samples is not enough. However, a new system was
very successful.
The undrained state was well kept during shear. In the test of pure water in place of
sample, no leakage did not take place under 3.0 kgflcm2 during 54 m of shearing at 30
cm/sec velociÿ.

Measurement of the apparent fiction angles in the 1,983 Sale
landslide, China
A large scale landslide (volume:3.5x107 m3)took place in Gansu, China in 1983. It
moved about 1 km over the alluvial deposits at 13-14 m/sec velociÿ and killed 227
persons (Zhang and Sassa 1992). Sassa et al investigated this landslide as a large
scale long traveling landslide and measured the apparent friction angles fa1, fa2 in
this landslide.

Fig.4 is the central section of the Sale landslide which was re drawn from the
geological map made by the Gansu Geological Bureau, 1986. The Bureau investigated
the area including 23 bore holes and estimated the geological sections.
We took two samples, namely Sample No.l (Tertiary sandy mudstone) from the
sliding surface for fal and Sample No.2 from the alluvial deposit for fa2 as shown in
Fig.4.

(m)
2260

22AO

9a,= 23.5"

Ar

Bef ore slide

dslide

ffil Quut"mary Loess

Iffi, l Quut"rnary Ailuvium

ffi.{ tertiary Mudstone

2100
z=3.4"

2000

o 500 1000 15oo (m)

Fig.4 Secüon of the 1983 Sale landslide, China (from the geological map by the
Gansu Ceological Bureau)

A crack appeared in the top of mountain in a rainy year ( 649.5 mm, 1.6 times of the
avera[Je annual rainfall) of 1.979. The slope gradually creeped and finally failed in
March 1983. The period before failure was almost no rainfall for two months and no
earthquake at the time. The sliding surface was estimated to be not saturated. So the
apparent friction angle (Qa1) mtlbilizecl on the slicling surface is estimated to be

AzSurface
sli §l
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around its residual friction angle of the partially saturated state. Fig.S is the result
of speed control ring shear test (0.005 cm/sec velociÿ) of Sample No.1 at the degree
of saturation o173 o/o. It indicates that the residual friction angle (almost equal to
Qal in this case) is 23.5 degrees, because the rate effect is not considerable in granular
materials (Fukuoka, 1991, Sassa, 1988).

100 300

Shear Displacement (cm)

Fig. 5 Measurement of the apparent frictit'rn angle (Qal) mobilized in the slope
using the sample No.1.

The alluvial deposit area was used as paddy fields, and water was taken in the
fields, so the alluvial deposit was estimated to be saturated in a few meters below
the ground surface. Then, the sample was well mixed with water until the slurry
state and consolidated at 42 kPa in the shear box which will correspond to the
initial stress on the potential sliding surface as point P illustrated in Fig.l. The pore
pressure parameter in the direct shear state (BD) was 0.98. BD is defined by Sassa,
1985, 1986 together with another pore pressure parameter AD. BD value is the same
with the pore pressure parameters in one dimensional compressit'rn. Then, shearing of
0.014 cm/sec was given in the drained state in order to obtain the shear strength
before the undrained loading. Thereafter, the shear box was changed to the
undrained state by closing two drainage cocks (F, K in Fig.3). The normal stress was
increased up to 366 kPa in 50 sec during shearing at 8.8 cm/sec. The stress point moved
from A to B in the total stress, and A to B' in the effective stress âs found in Fig.6. The
apparent friction angle (Qa2) after the undrained loading is 5.2 degrees. To obtain
the effective friction angle, the shear box was changed to the drained state and slow
shearing of 0.014 cm/sec was given until full dissipation of pore pressure. The stress
path during this process is shown as B-C in the total stress and B'-C in the effective
stress. Both stress path met on the point C. Then, the effective friction angle is 30.1
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degrees, the deviation of effective stress path from the estimated failure line
may be due to a low permeability (2.9x10-6 cmlsec) of this soils.

300

0 100 200 300 400

Normal Stress (kPa)

Fig. 6 Measurment of the apparent friction angle iDt1. 62) mobilized in the alluvial
deposit using the sample No.2

In the case of the Sale landslide, the height of moving landslide mass was 40 m,
it corresponds to 680 kPa in the case of 17 KN/m3. So the apparent friction angle
$a2 in this landslide is estimated as 4.3 degrees by extending the line A-B for
further 680 kPa. Drawing the energy line from the top of the landslide mass (41)
in the inclination of $a1 (23.5 degrees) until the border to the alluvial deposit,
the point B is obtained. Drawing a line from the point B to the highest point of
the toe of landslide (42), the âpparent friction angle of 3.4 degrees is obtained.
This value is almost same with the value estimated from the test result of the
alluvial deposit. Therefore, it is said from the sled model that the measured
apparent friction angles well agreed with the motion of Sale landslide.

Theoretical interpretation of the relationship between the landslide
volume and the apparent friction angle
It is imagined from the undrained loading stress path A-B and the apparent
friction angle Qa2 in Fig.6 that, if the loaded normal stress is smaller than the
case of Fig.6, the apparent friction angle Qa2 should be greater. On the contrary, if
the loaded normal stress will be greater, the apparent friction angle must be
smaller. Assuming the undrained loading stress path to be linear, the relationship
between the loaded nclrmal stress and the apparent friction angle is obtained as
Equation (3).
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tanQa2= (t0 + o, Âo)/(o0 + Âo)

o0: initial normal stress
t0 : shear strength at o0
Âo: loaded normal stress
o : gradient of the undrained stress path in the total stress

(3)

The loaded normal stress by a moving landslide mass must be in proportion to the
volume of the landslide. Assuming the ratio of length and width (L/W) as 2.0

(Okuda, 1984), the total unit weight of a landslide mass as 76.7 kN/m3, and using
the relationship of 1=9.96y0'32 proposed by Davies (1982), Equation (4) is obtained
(Sassa, 1992\.

V=19.8 62.78 (4)

o : normal stress on the base of landslide (kPa)

V : landslide volume (m3)

o in Equation (4) corresponds to the normal stress increment (Âo) in Equation (3). The
average apparent friction angle (Qaay) is obtained from Equations (2), (3), and (4).

In the Sale landslide, the apparent friction angle in the slope (Qa1) was 23.5 degrees
because the soil layer was estimated to be unsaturated. However, in the 1994 Ontake
landslide in |apan, it was estimated that the pumice layer including the sliding
surface was saturated and the shearing took place in the undrained situation because
it was triggered by an earthquake. Probably, the case of Ontake landslide will
present one of the lowest values of the apparent friction angle (Qal) mobilized in the
slope. Fig.7 is the effective stress path of undrained cyclic loading ring shear tests.
At first the initial stress before earthquake was loaded to the normally consolidated
and fully saturated pumice (BD=0.96) in the drained state. Then, the increasing
amplitucle of cyclic stress was loaded in the undrained state.

The direction of loaded cyclic stress was so as to simulate a horizontal seismic stress
to the slope of 30 degrees. In the stress diagram, the loaded stress direction was
cataclinal to the failure line, but the effective cyclic stress path became anaclinal to
the failure line due to the negative pore pressure generation before failure as shown
in Fig.7 (Shoaei and Sassa, 1994). In the figure, (I) is the initial stress point before
cyclic loading, (F) is the stress point at failure, and (M) is the stress point during
motion. The positive pore pressure generation took place after failure because of
crushing of the pumice skeleton. Accordingly, the apparent friction angle during
motion in the slope ($a1) was small as 4.8 degrees. Probably this value shows one of
the minimum value of Qal. The maximum value will be around the residual friction
angle of sandy materials, namely 30-37 degrees.
Fig. 8 shows the relationship between the landslide volume and the average
apparent friction angle and the ratio H/L which are obtained from Equation (2), (3),
(4). Here, 0=35 degrees, parameters in Equation (3) is of the rapicl loading ring shear
test in the case of Sale lanclslide (Sassa, 1992), and three lines of 5,25,30 degrees in
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Qal are drawn in the figure. Plots of landslides are by Hsü (1975), Okuda(1984),
Sassa(1988) and others. These three lines almost cover those plots; this seems to
well represent the tendency of higher mobiliÿ in larger landslides. The case of
Ontake is below the line of 5o; it can be explained by the fact that the alluvial
(torrent) deposit was not so flat as assumed in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 7 Measurement of the apparent friction angle (Qa1) in the saturated pumice
(BD=0.96)

Two cases for the apparent friction angle (30o, 35') which are the same in the
slope and also in the alluvial deposit are drawn for reference. This case
corresponds to no pore pressure generation in the alluvial deposit as well as in the
slope.

Computer simulation of the Sale landslide
Sassa (L988) proposed the geotechnical model for the motion of landslides. Fig.9
shows its concept, and Equation (5) presents its basic concept for the equilibrium
equation of a vertical column in the landslide mass.

a.m=wp.+*p*n (5)âx ây

Here,Wn+N=0
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a: Vector of acceleration, m: Mass of a soil column
R: Shear force at the bottom of a soil column
N: Normal Stress on the slope
W: Weight of a soil column
Wp, Wn: Components parallel and normal to slope of W
Px, Py: lateral pressure in x-direction and y-direction

400

tanQl^ - o-'tanq';
o 

Il

Q'i : effective friction angle inside the landslide mass

Qia : apparent friction angle inside the landslide mass.
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Fig. 8 Relationship between landslide volume and the average apparent friction
angle

In Equation (5), the apparent friction angles in the slope and in the alluvial deposit
control the value of R. The lateral pressure is controlled by the lateral pressure raticr
k as well as the height of soil column and the soil density. The apparent friction
angle regulates the travel distance of the landslide mass, and the lateral pressure
ratio regulates the magnitude of spreading of the landslide mass. The value of k is
1.0 in the liquid, 0 in the rigid bocty. In soils, assuming that the )aky Equation is
effective during motion, Equation (6) is obtained.

k=l - sin0ia (6)

Here,
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The value of Qin is 0 in the liquefiecl state, and same with Q'i in the no pore pressure
state, and it is usually between 0.4 for no pore pressure inside the sandy landslide
mass and 0.8 for high pore pressure inside the landslide mass, though it can be close
to 1.0 in the case similar to debris flows. In the case of Sale landslide, the landslide
mass was rather dry because of arid climate and almost no rainfall for 2 months
before the landslide. Then, k=0.4 was adopted in this simulation.
To check this value, a speed control ring shear test on less saturated (29.3%) state of
the Tertiary sandy mud stone (Sample No.1) which composed a major part of the
moving mass was performed( Zhang and Sassa 1992). The peak friction angle was
39.5 degrees and the residual friction angle was 33.7 degrees. These friction angles
corresponded to k=0.36 and 0.45 respectively.

Moving Mass

z

pr*#ov

e** $ax
Px

Py

N

Unmoved Ground

x

Fig.9 A moving landslide mass and fcrrces acting on a column in it.

Fig.10 shows A) plan of the Sale landslide and the location of meshes for simulation,
B) distribution of apparent friction (tan Qa) used in simulation(Zhang and Sassa,
1992-2). Fig.ll is the initial soil depth distribution and the final soil clepth
distribution after motion. The result of computer simulation of
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Appendix Photos of the apparatus

Photo 1. Frontal view of the apparatus. Comparing with Fig.3 in the text, the
outline of structure is found. Thè transparent Èlastië tank in [he risht side is for
de-aired water to saturâte samples. The hrain sdryr>motor Q ancl the"gear box P in
Fig. 3 are not seen, they are in the back side of apparatus
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Photo.2 Ontake pumice sample after undrained cyclic loading test. The shear plane
was very thin because of no consolidation due to grain crushing, though a
relatively wide shear zone including crushed grains was found in drained tests.

Photo.3 Outside view of shear box The lower half of shear box is rotated. The
upper half is retained from rotation through the shear load cell (C3) to the stable
stand. C3 is seen between a pillar and the shear box. The pore Dressure transducer
(C4) is found at the left sidri of the upper shear box. L-sËape ëock attachecl to the
It'rwer shear box is for supplying de-aired water into the shear.
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Photo 4 Outside wall of the upper shear boxlt was put in the upside-down
position to show the annular gutter along the whole cerèumference of the outside
Ior maswement of pore pressure as shoi,vn in the right-up of Fig.3. This annular
gutter is connected to the pore pressure transducer in Photo 3.
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Chapitre 2 . Avmt et maintenant, le temps raconté
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La question de l'éthique de la chasse ancienne a permis de repérer plusieurs
registres de récitsl. Deux d'entre eux peuvent être considérés comme de simples variantes.
Ceux qui considèrent les chasseurs comme constamment mauvais au fil du temps
se rapprochent en effet de ceux qui les disent décadents. Quant aux récits qui pré-
sentent le chasseur actuel comme ( perfectible ,, ils se laissent assez aisément ratta-
cher aux récits de rationalisation. On peut donc, en définitive, distinguer trois registres
principaux, qui insisrent soit sur la décadence des contemporains, soit sur leur ratio-
nalisation, soit sur les injustices dont ils sonr victimes.

On retrouve ces trois grands registres dans la plupart des passages relatifs à
l'évolution des pratiques, qu'ils concernent la chasse, le pastoralisme ovin ou la pro-
tection de la faune sâuvage. Quels éléments exploitent-ils d'un côté et délaissent-ils
de l'autre ?

1. Un autre registre existe : celui de Ia disculparion. Mais, pour se disculper, on recourt moins à un récit qu'à un
discours. Prenons à nouveau I'exemple de [a chæse. D'une parr, les chasseurs s'efForcent de reporter sur d'autres les

torts dont ils se pensent accusés : les actes de braconnage sont toujours commis par les chasseurs des départemenrs
ou des pays voisins; l'état insatisfaisant des populations est à imputer aux promeneurs, aux protecteurs, aux
maladies, etc. D'autre part, ils essaient d'établir qu'ils ne sonr pas responsables des actes qu'ils commertent (le goût
pour la chæse est qualifié de virus ou de drogue), que la chæse s'accompagne de grandes souffrances qui méritent
bien de petites compensations, ou encore quils réparent par un grand bienfair les perirs mélairs qu'ils ont pu
commettre. Se reporter aux analyses éclairantes de Dalla Bernadina sur la u comédie de l'innocence ), noramment
dans Dalla Bernadina (1996).
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Numerical simulation of basin sedimentation affected by
slope failure and debris flow runout

Simulation numérique de la sédimentation dans un bassin
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Abstract

This paper deals with the integration of two nunericnl models DELTac ,,"-, SKRED,
dedicated to two different phenomenn : basin sedimentntion for DELTAS nnd
aiscoplastic debris floros for SKRED. Thc aim of this intcgration is to simulate bnsin
sedimentntion affected by slope failure nnd debris flou nmout. After a descriyttiotr of
these turo finite difference models, the nuthors present different issues related to the

factor of safety, the pore pressure nnd the earthqunrte londing effect. lntegrntion
problems linked to bin size are discussed.

Résumé

Cet article est consacré à l'intégrntion de deux modèles numériques, DELTAS et
SKRED, destiné à la simulation de deux ythénornènes : ln sédimentation pour DELTAS
et les laaes torrentielles aiscoplnstiques pour SKRED. L'oltjectif de cette intégrntion
est de simuler des bassins sédimentaires affectés Ttar des ruptures de pente et das

coulées de débris. Après une description tle ccs deux modèlas aux diffêrences finies, les
auteurs entsisagent différents proltlèmes relatifs au fncteur de sécwité, à la ytression
interstitielle et aux effets sismiques. Les problèmes d'intégration liés à la
discrétisation de l'espace sont disctttés.

DELTA6
DELTA6 is an advanced basin sedimentation model that combines the advantages of
the finite difference numerical models DELTAS anc-l SKRED. DELTAS is a unified
2-D process-response model that simulates the progradation of a river delta ancl the
resultant fill of one or more marine basins (Syvitski, 1989; Syvitski and Daughney,
1992). The model simulates four mechanisms that affect the rate and style of
basin-filling: (1) hemipelagic sedimentation of particles carried seaward by river
plumes; (2) delta-front progradation as affected by beclload deposition at the river
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mouth; (3) proximal slope bypassing, primarily by turbidity currents; and (4)
downslope diffusive processes that work to smear previously deposited sediment into
deeper water. Four size fractions in the mud size range: coarse silt, medium silt, fine
silt and clay are initially distributed spatially using: (1) the velociÿ distribution
developed from a buoyancy-dominated, free, two-dimensional jet flowing into a

highly-stratified marine basin; and (2) a particle-scavenging model that takes into
account the biogeochemical affects of settling of particles in a marine environment
(i.e. flocculation). This hemipelagic component is predicted either seasonally (four
times a year) or daily, and is based on fluctuations in river velociÿ and river mouth
shape, and on the suspended load discharged into the sea. Sand deposition is
predicted from the seasonal rate of turbidity current generation from delta front
failure, and is directly affected by the bedload carried by the river.

Sediment accumulation is predicted spatially from a parabtllic partial differential
equation that combines these four mechanisms for depositing sediment within a

basin. The final numerical solution employs a finite clifference approximation solved
by an explicit method. DELTA provicles an opportr.rnity to examine cletails of
seclimentation events over time periods less than 1()5 years. Input parameters may
vary over a number of user-definecl time intervals. The accuracy of model predictions
depends directly on the accuracy of the initial input parameters and the suitability
of the model assumptions (cf. Syvitski et al., 1988, for model verification). The
numerical approach was developed initially to understand Quaternary
sedimentation in fjord-like basins (Syvitski, Smith, Calabrese and Boudreau, 1988;
Andrews and Syvitski, in press), and later applied to the petroleum inclustry
(Syvitski and Farrow, 1989; Ross et al., in press). It has since been used to unclerstand
the affects of near-future climate change scenarios on the hydrology ancl
sedimentation within arctic basins (Syvitski and Andrews, in press). Development of
equations used in DELTA and its sister programs CRAIN and RIVER are described
elsewhere (Syvitski and Daughney,1992; Syvitski and Alcott, 1993; Syvitski and
Alcott, in prep.).

SKRED was developed for the Norwegian Ceotechnical Institute by Fridtjov Irgens
of the Institute of Mechanics at the Norwegian Institute of Technology, Tronclheim.
SKRED is a 2-D nurnerical model that simulates the movement of a viscoplastic
debris fkrw with simulation of the flow stresses (effective, normal and shear),
velocities, height and volume at regular time intervals. The physical approach is
based on classical soil mechanics and the dynamics of granular material. The
constitutive equations are based on a modified CEF fluid (Criminale, Ericksen and
Filbey, 1958) where the plasticity part is represented by the generally accepted
plasticity theories and the CEF fluid represents the viscoplastic part. The moclel,
although developed to simulate the behaviour of snow avalanches has been
successfully used to simulate the Sokkelvik flowslide in Norway. Development of
equations usecl in SKRED are describecl elsewhere (Norem et al., 1987, 1989, 1990).
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To introduce the action of debris flows through SKRED into the basin fill simulations
of DELTA, a number of new subroutines were developed. One subroutine checks the
seafloor profile at specified time intervals, identifies all peaks and plateaus and
then checks whether a minimum horizontal distance for generating a failure surface
exists. Another subroutine generates all possible failure planes on each potential
surface using a fitted quarter-ellipse profile. A third subroutine calculates the
minmium factor of safeÿ for each surface based on a modified Ianbu Method of slope
stabiliÿ analysis, which ignores inter-slice forces. The factor of safeÿ for each
element is calculated and Newton-Raphson iterations are performed until a
convergence of 0.ff[1 is achieved.
The factor of safeÿ, F, is given as :

- fr,(b s sec2cr)
E - 

J.LI'' 
»w tancr

where

t * (+- Àu) tanQ
D-

tana tanQ1+ r
and / is the correction factor, b is the slice width, is slope angle, W is weight, c is
cohesion, is the internal friction angle set to 30' in DELTA6 (H. Lee, personal
communication), and Âu is the excess pore pressure. The equations are not valid for
cases where (1 + tanatan /F) >0.2. The modified janbu is quite accurate for long flat
failure surfaces, but requires the correction factor to account for other surfaces. The
correction factor, f , (after Morganstern and Price, 1965), is based on the ratio of the
maximum depth perpendicular to the slope over the length of the failure plane
along the slope (for the cases c *0 andf * 0 and c = 0). The case/= 0 has been ignored,
as it is largely an unrealistic laboratory state and does not occur naturally.

DELTA6 refers to pore pressure (Âa) as that in excess of the hydrostatic pressure (the
difference between the pore pressure at the base of the slice and the external water
level to which seepage is occurring). Gibson (1958) describes pore pressure as a
function of sedimentation rate. For cases where the base is impermeable and x, ÿ , h, t
and c, are known, pore pressure is given as :

x' \'
Lu = y'mt - y'(ncrt)-t)'u"- nq' 

[E tu.,f, S.orn t$l "- 
*la\

2c, '2crt'

Where y' is the submerged unit weight (y,., - y*), m is h/t or sedimentation rate, f is
time, c,, is the coefficient of consolidation (1û' cm2/sec)7 x is the horizontal distance
from bedrock to the base of the element, x = x/'11(t), and /r is height of the sediment
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column. Gibson developed a design chart solution to the above equation, from which
the regions 1.<x/h<0.6 can be approximated as linear. Each curve on the chart is
defined by a time term, T (m'/c"t). The linear portion of these curves can be
represented by the equation:
x = (y - 1.0 )/(dy/dx) and family of curves developed for dy/dx and T as:

dy/dx = 6.4 (1- T /16)t? + 1.0

based on the maximum values T^". = 16 and dyfdx^". = 6.4. Pore pressures may then be
determined for any value of T from zero to infiniÿ. Where x/h < .6 the equation is
not valid. This generally occurs in a deep basin where the total height of the
sediment column is small. Pore pressure cân be assumed to be zero except for the
following cases : 1) underconsolidation due to.rapid sedimentation;2) gas generation;
3) 'artesian'gas or water pressures in lower formations; 4) external loading, wave
and earthquake (Saxov and Nieuwenhuis, 1982). DELTA does not presently allow for
consolidation and dewatering. Sediments are assumed to be saturated and
unclerconsolidated (condition 1 for excess pore pressure applies).

Earthquake loading effects as developed for the case of an infinite slope account for
the reduction of the factor of safety:

F_ c'+y' zcos2crtanQ'
y' z sincx, cos(l + K yz coscr

where c' is the etTective cohesion, ' is the etTective tiiction angle, is the slope of the
seafloor, ' is the submerged unit weight, is the saturated unit weight of sediment, ,, is
the unit weight of water, z is sedirnent thickness, and K is the peak horizontal earthquake
acceleratir»r (as a percent of the accelerati(m due to gravity). In order to easily incorporate
this effect into the Janbu method we hanclle earthquake acceleration as a function of
excess pore pressure such that:

K=cÂu

where c is a constant greater than 1.

Once a failure site is identified, the failure surface and the dimensions of the
discretizecl sediment mass are passed to our modified SKRED subroutine. The user is
required to supply the following variables: shear visct'rsity; bed friction; and normal
stress viscosities. As long as the debris flow's velociÿ is non-zero the subroutine will
cclntinue to calculate fbw height, slip and slide velocities. The number of iterations
is depenclent on the time step. We employ a small time step (0.1 sec) to preserve
resolution.
Runout clistances from the model of kilometers are common with the debris flow
material spread out over several bins (0.5 to 2 km). Deposition often occurs in flatter
sections of the basin; with short basin floor lengths, some runup onto the opposite
margin is common. The bin lengths used in DELTA6 are generally 30 -100 m. These are
considerably larger than the 1 to 10 m bin length usecl with SKRED. To determine the
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effects of the variation of bin length on runout distance and front velocity a
sensitivity analysis was performed. The only parameter varied was the number of
elements along the flow path. For small numbers of elements (1 to 8) the runout
values and front velociÿ values fluctuated wildly. As the number of elements
increased there was always a convergence of runout distance and front velociÿ. This
suggests that the correct number of elements are necessary for SKRED to provide
stable and reproducible runout distances.

One implication for DELTA6 is that the original single bin size (DELTAS) was too
large for easy inclusion of SKRED. The existing bins describing a failure surface were
thus split into smaller bins and reassembled later into their original bin lengths by
averaging the points on either side of the original bin position. A few problems still
remain in terms of swapping errors. Once these are resolved, DELTA6 will offer
earth scientists the possibility of creating realistic sedimentary sequences and then
evaluating their slope failure potential in terms of steady state and non-steady (i.e
earthquakes) conditions. The effect of epis«rclic debris flow deposits on the subsequent
path of bottom currents such as turbidity currents coulcl then be evaluated.
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Figure 1. Cartoon representing the initial failure surface, that of a quarter of an
ellipse, and the search for the largest failure surface above and below the initial
failure surface in increments of iand j.
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Figure 2. The seafloor within an arctic basin (Itirbilung Fjord, Baffin Island)
through time and according to a DELTA6 simulation. The seaflcrrr is adjusted due
to sediment input 4 times a year. Sh()wn is the seafloor at intervals of 400 years.
The initial bedload is trapped at the delta and within the shallow water "perched
basins" as turbidites; thè-outer $ord is mantled conformably with hemipelagic
dept'rsits from the fallout of river plumes. At year 3399, two initial failures
()cêurred. The first with a volume of 5,833 m3/m-width occurred along a failure
Iength of 0.21 km, at a position 5.94 km from the origin, with an initial maximum
height of 31.3 m at its mid-section. The second of volume 18,639 mr/m width
occr.rrred along a failure length of 0.76 km, at a positon 12.56 km from the origin,
with an initial maximum height t'»f 33.7 m at its mid-sectic'rn. These debris flows
nrrrved at average velocities at their upper boundaries of 73 and 34 m/s,
respectively. The flows travelled 1,2.7 km and 5.2 km, respectively, before
deprrsiticrn irccurred. At year 3799, an initial failure volume of '12,404 m3/m width
occurred akrng a failure length of ().M km, at a position 9.06 km fr«rm the origin,
with an initial maximum height of 19.4 m at its tail. The debris flow moved aI an
averalle velocity at its upper boundary of 17.7 m/s. The flow travelled 8.6 km
before depcrsition occurred. At year 4199, an initial failure volume of 24,204 mx / m
width rrccurred along a failure length of 0.55 km, at a position 9.06 km from the
origin with an initial maximum height of 46.7 m near its mid-section. The debris
flow moved at an average velocity at its upper boundary of 66.0 m/s. The flow
travelled 10.4 km before àepositioi occurred.'
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Abstract

After nn analysis of the dffirences between stony inertinl flows and oiscous debris

flows the emphasis is lairl on the pnrticle sustaining mechanism which takes place
in a aiscous debris flow. Critical Ttarticle concentrations corrcsponding to different
types of interaction ltetween particles nre defined. The sustaining mechanism might
be the squeezing flow expelled from the aoid betuteen approaching particles. The
constitutiae equations for oiscous debris flotos is giuen under nn assumption on the

origin of particle sustaining dispersiae pressure and shenr stress. The characteristics
of Jlou are deduced. lf the material is a well graded mixture, the flow can transport
a much larger solid concentration. A hiernrchic buoyancy increment effect is
suggested as n possible cause for the high competence to trnnsport particles.

Résumé

Après une nnalyse des dffirences entre les écoulements inertiels pierreux et les laaes

torrentielles aisqueuses, l'accent est mis sur le mécanisme de transport de particules
dans ces coulées. Des concentrations critiques en particules correspondant à différents
types d'interaction entre particules sont définies. Le mécanisme de transport peut être
lié à un flot d'expulsion de oide sittté entre des pnrticules qui se rapprochent. Les lois
de comportement des laoes torrentielles sont données à pnrtir d'une hypothèse sur
l'origine de la pression dispersiae qui soutient les particules et de la contrainte de

cisaillement. Les caractéristiques de l'écotùement sont déduites. Si le matériau est un
mélange aaec un granulomêtrie étnlée, l'écoulement peut transporter ttne
concentration solide plus importante. Un effet d'augmentation de poussée est
proposée comme cause possible d'une grande capacité à transporter des particules.

Introduction
It seems to exist two distinct regimes in the debris flows; one is the stony inertial
debris flow and the other is the viscous debris flow. The front part of the stony debris
flow is mainly comprised of big boulders, stones and water, and the depth of the flow
may be at most a few ten times of the mean diameter of the srllids phase. It often
stops even in a steep gully and generally by running out to a place flatter than 4 or 3
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degree it ceases themotion. The constitutive relations for such a flow including the
water devoiding granular flow have been extensively discussed stemming from
Bagnold's conceptof the dispersive pressure due to collision of particles, and the
variouscharacteristic behaviors of the stony inertial debris flows have been
explained using those constitutive equations (Takahashi 1991). Therefore, the main
particle sustaining force in the flow, when the local particle volume concentrationis
less than about 0.5, seems to be attributable to the repulsion on the frequent particle
encounter.
The viscous debris flow, on the other hand, contains sufficiently high concentration
of very fine materials such as clay and silt and the dominant coarse particles are
usually smaller than a few ten centimeters in diameter. Accumulation of big particles
in the front part is not conspicuous and sometimes it is highly turbulent. The rear part
is, however, laminar with very placid surface. It can sometimes flow in a fantastic
speed even in the gully flatter than 3 degree. The constitutive relations of such a

flow was also suggested by Bagnold (7954), but since then attentions have been
focused on either the rheological characteristics of the interstitial slurry or the back
analyses of the parameters appeared in the assumed constitutive equations using the
observed data of the debris flows. So far many investigations have attributed the
high competence of the viscous debris flow to freight large particles to the yield
strength of the interstitial slurry. In this concept, the larger the particles to be
freighted, the larger the yielct strength should be. This, in turn, meets with a

difficulÿ that theoretically the flow cannot exists on a g;entle slope where the
viscous debris flows are often observed. Thus, discussions on the coarse particle
upholding mechanism in the viscous clebris flow are wanting.

Particle sustaining mechanism in a viscous debris flow
The linear concentration, À, defined by Bagnold (1954) is the ratio of the particle
diameter to the mean free distance between the particles and it is given by the
following equation.

^= {[?)"'-,]
-1

When a granular material comprised of uniform spheres is most densely packed, the
theoretical volume concentration of the solids in it, c, is as much as 0.741 (c=c*g) and
the À at the maximum possible concentration is, therefore, infinitive. The most
sparse cannon ball packing is possible at c*=0.605 (À = 14), and the solids
concentration in the most sparse square packing is attained at c*=0.523 (À = 8). At a

solids concentration larger than 1.2 Q l7), particles can not dislocate each other by
interlocking. General shearing of the granular material becomes possible when À<17,
but if À > À3 (= 14), particles are always in touch with each other and the applying
shear must overcome the resisting stress due to the internal friction and the yield
strength of the interstitial fluid if any. When À . À3, in some arrangements of
particles, and when À <8, in any arrangement of particles, any particle is, on the

(1)
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average, free from other particles. The resistance to shearing in such a substance
devoiding any skeleton structure should only originate from the resistance in the
interstitial fluid (the viscous stress and yield strength if any).
Those critical concentrations for the well graded mixture are not clear yeÇ but fine
particles can enter into the void among the coarse particles and incidentally those
concentrations may shift to larger values. For example,Rodine and Johnson (1976)
suggests by their theoretical analysis that 89 to more than 95 vol.% debris can be
clastic materials without significant particle interlocking and the samples obtained
at the |iangjia Gully in China showed c+0=0.61-0.73,whereas the very fast debris
flows passed through the channel whose slope was only about 3" with the
concentrations c=0.61-0.72 (Wu et al. 1990).
Under the action of graviÿ, however, the particles heavier than the surrounding
sheared fluid (no strength exists in the fluid under shear) cannot maintain their
neutral positions but settle down to the bed. This means to keep the heavy particles
dispersed in the entire depth, some particle supporting forces which balance with
the submerged weight should act. A candidate of cause of such force in a slow viscous
flow might be the squeezing flow expelled from the void between the approaching
particles. This squeezing flow woulcl dissipate energy ancl the excess shear stress
would be produced.
Content of very fine materials (smaller than about 0.05mm) may be important in
determining the mechanics of debris fkrw, because they are not only effective to
increase the apparent density of the interstitial fluid; thereby increasing buoyancy
so that reducing the necessary particle sustaining force, but also increase the
viscosity of the fluid and influence the resistance to flow as well as particle
dispersion pressure.

Constitutive relations of the viscous debris flow
Consider the case in which the volume concentration of large uniform spherical
particles c in the slurry is less than 0.51, which means the individual large particles
are, on the average, not in contact with one another. Even if the stationary slurry has
a certain strength to sustain the large particles, once it is sheared and under
continuous deformation, the skeleton stnrcture in the slurry is already disappeared
and no matrix strength remains. The source of the dispersive force to be able to
sustain particles in such a flow should be attributed to the dynamic structure of the
flow.
Consider a particle i is moving with a relative velocity ôur «rver a layer of particles
as shown in Fig.1, where the particles are immersed in the static viscous fluid. When
the particle i approaches the particle j in the lower layer, fluid in between the two
particles is expelled and a flow around the particle is generated. The access speed
between the two particles in the direction of the line connecting the centers is ôusiny,
and so the fluid dynamic force applying opposite to the access direction on the i
particle is 6zrp1a2 ôu siny / s, where p6 is the fluid viscr-rsity, a is the particle radius,
y is the angle of the line of centers to the vertical direction at a certain time and s is
the free distance between the particles [Davis et al. 1986]. The upward fluid
dynamic force, F, acting on the i particle is then :
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Fig.1 Definition sketch of sheared granular material

The i particle may exist at any position in the area of 4a2b2, so that, the dispersive
pressure applying to this area may be written as

bb-cosy
1 siny.or2,y du

dz
(3)

where [ ]ny means the mean value in the bracket in the process of approaching. As
the particle i approaches to the j particle, the pressure increases, and at a certain y
it becomes maximum and then decreases to zero at the top of the j particle, where
V = 0. The mean value in the blacket during the total approaching process is larger,
the smaller the b value; i.e.,the larger the 1., the larger the dispersing pressure. This
implies that to be capable to sustain a particle under a relative velocity, the
distance between the particles should be smaller than a certain value; i.e., the
concentration of the particles should be larger than a certain value. As the i particle
moves apart, a negative pressure may result by the backward flow to fill the gap
between the particles. But this may not be as large as that in the approaching
process clue to weak return flow from larger area around the particle (The gap in
between the two particles has become smaller than the âverage distance while in
approaching, so that the remaining space around the i particle while in departing
shoulcl be larger than the average.). The actual phenomena in the granular material
should be more complicated, because the i particle is nothing but a randomly chosen
one in the same layer it belongs to. Namely, the effects of assemblage of particles
such as obstruction to the expelled fbw due to narrowness of the gap and the change
of the gap space due to deceleration and acceleration motion in the processes of
approaching and departing are neglected; when the i particle is going apart from the
j particle, it is, at the same time, approaching the one standing in a line downstream
of the j particle; and moreover, the particles in a layer do not form a straight line
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and the trace of the i particle approaching from lower position will form a curve
around the j particle. Nevertheless, the dispersive pressure may be a function of
solids concentration. Consequently, herein, the following formula is assumed.

4= kÀ,2
dz

(4)

where k is a numerical constant.
The shearing stress would be the sum of the viscous stresses due to deformation of the
interstitial fluid and that produced by the expelled flow. Then,

du du dut=1rr. =t(À)[rf . +ag(À)ptf 
- 

(s)dz oz dz
where p1 is the apparent viscosity of the flow and @ is a numerical constant.
Because the particles cannot be cleformecl, the shear strain concentrates in the
decreased spâce among particles, anc-l this reduction of shearing space affects to
increase the apparent viscosiÿ of the interstitial fluid. If energy losses in the unit
volume with and without particles are assumed equal, f(À) may be written as

f(À)=1+À (6)

Then,

Irr = (1 + À+ OkÀ2)pr V)

du
dzPrP = g(À) ttr

11= y1 =
p

1+À+ôkÀ2_---æ-
(8)

Bagnold (1954) gave the following formulae according to his own theory and
experiments.

pr = (1 + 1.5 À+ 0.5 À2)pr (e)

Y = 0.77 (10)

The above mentioned discussions focused on the case where individual particles in
the flow are not in touch with one another, and therefore, no direct stress
transmission amon[J the partictes exists. When the solids concentration is large (for
uniform particle case; c >0.5L), the effect of the particle contact becomes important.
Even in such a case, if one watches a particular particle's motion, it would move in
contact with other particles for a while and become free in another time. In this
process, the total pressure in excess of the buoyancy p may be the sum of that directly
transmitted between the particles, p', and the dispersive pressure produced by the
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expelled flow among particles. Consequently, it may be possible to flow on a flatter
slope on which the quasi-static regime flow cannot exist.

Characteristics of flow
Consider a steady uniform flow in a rectangular channel, which is composed of
highly viscous liquid and uniform particles and the solids concentration is less than
0.51. The pressure and the shearing stress balance equations are, respectively, from
(a) and (s)

-^') du - rh
U*U, O, = (o - p) g cosO Jrcdz (11)

,)] rr2)u.r- =''dz hl.' "Q J7 te ')

where R is the hydraulic radius and the shearing stress is assumed to distribute
evenly on the bed as well as on the side walls.
Making some approximations and assuming Y = const., the distribution of the solids
concentration under the boundary conclition; at z=0, c=cb, is obtained from (11) and
(12) as

C-C- -c- 3k{(h/R)Y - tano}
L-z

h
(13)

c c6

where

-æ 
{6 Z nP - PXY - tano)

Equation (13) implies that if c!=cæ; 6=6- ft)r the entire depth, if c6>c-, c decreases
upward and at the surface g=ç-, âfld ifc6<c-, the maximum concentration c- appears
at the surface and the concentration decreases downward. The experiments using a
rigid bottom flume (Takahashi and Kobayashi 1993), however, show that flow
without deposition can exist when the average particle concentration in the supplied
flow, cs, is smaller than or equal to c- and the particles distribute in the entire flow
depth only when cs is between a certain critical concentration c6 and c-.
When cs is smaller than c6 particles can occupy only the lower part of the flow. In
any case/ particles distribute nearly uniformly throughout the particle mixture
layer. In this context Y in (14) is important and the experimental data suggest it is
around 0.5. The value of cç would be a function of pf, D, o /p, du/dz, etc. and in the
experiments it was about 0.3.
When particles distribute uniformly througout the depth, the velociÿ distribution
is obtained from (12) as following:
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(15)

where

ü* gRsin0

This is nothing but the parabolic vekrcity distribution for a laminar flow.
Fig.2 is an example of comparison of experimental velociÿ distribution with (15).
The experiment was conducted in a rigid bed flume of 10cm in width and 16o in slope
by introclucing the mixture of sand (D=2-4-mm, D50=3.25mm, o=2.65 I cm-3; and the

slurry made of kaolin powder and water (p=t.396 g cm-3, pf=1.5 poise) whose sand

particle concentration cs wâs 0.287 (unit volume weight y=1.74 g cm-3). The depth of
flow in this case was h=2.8 cm. To determine FT in (15), <D1 should be known
beforehancl. The average value of it was obtained by experiments under various
combinations of p6, c, 0 and h. Altl-rough there are some problems to be further
discussecl especially for very viscous slurry câse, Ok seems to be nearly constant as

Icrng as p6 is within a same order of magpitude. But if p6 changes by an order or more,
it seems drastically change.

1.0

zlh

0.5

1.0 2.0
U /U*

Fig.2 Velocity distribution in the viscous debris flow.

Fig.3 shows the specific viscosities versus particle concentration obtained by the
experiments. This figure suggests that, in determining the apparent viscosiÿ of the
debris flow, when p1 is comparably small, the effect of expelling flow working to
disperse particles is more important than the effect of reduction of the shearing
space due to occupation by particles. When p6 is very large, the latter effect seems to
become more important. The curve "B" in Fig.3 is Bagrold's equation (9), and in this
equation, the ratio of the two effects is always constant.

* = #,,"-P)c+r,{; i(;)'}
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Fig.3 Specific viscosities of the visct'rus debris flr'rws versus coarse particle
concentration.

The magnitude of y obtained in the experiments (around 0.5 in the author's
experiments and 0.77 in Bagnold's experiments) is worth noting. Substitution of those
values in (14) gives c-, which is the maximum possible particle concentration in the
uniform equilibrium flow and if the channel slope is flat it becomes only a small
value. Nevertheless, at the ]iangjia gully in China the debris flows are observed
freighting particles by concentrations far Iarger than thus calculated equilibrium
values. What mechanism is then working for such a high fluidiÿ in the |iangjia
gully case? The key factor might be that the material is a well graded mixture.
Provided particles in a certain grade of diameters are suspended in the expelling
flow which is generated by shearing, the weight of those particles is transmitted to
the fluicl phase and it results in an increment of the aparent densiÿ of fluid. This
works to increase buoyancy acting to larger particles and diminishes the necessary
intensity of expelling flow to suspend the larger grade particles. Such a hierarchic
particle supporting idea, although the funclamental mechanism considered is
completely different, was first suggested by Rodine and ]ohnson (L976). Therefore,
the high fluidity may be the unique characteristics of the poorly sorted viscous
debris flow and to prove this further experimental investigations are needed.

Conclusion
The constitutive equations for the viscous debris flow is given under the hypothesis
that the squeezed flow arising from the shearing between the two adjacent layers of
particles in the viscous fluid produces the particle sustaining dispersive pressure as
well as the shear stress. Those equations are applied to the flume experiments in the
laboratory and the characteristics of flow such as the equilibrium solids
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concentrâtions/ the specific viscosity and velocity distributions are deduced. The
particle concentration in an equilibrium viscous flow composed of nearly uniform
materials, in which the particles are transported without deposition, is not much
different from that of the inertial flow on the same bed slope. This fact brings a kind
of paraclox that if the material is the well graded mixture, as observed in the actual
viscous debris flow, the flow can transport much more dense solids concentration. A
hierarchic buoyancy increment effect was suggested for a possible cause of high
competence to transport particles. The viscosity of the highly freighted viscous
debris flow becomes very large in comparison to that of the intenstitial slurry. The
specific viscosiÿ defined as the ratio of that of the entire debris flow material to
that of the slurry increases with increase in the concentration of the coarse
particles,but the tendency of the change versus concentration seems different
depending on the viscosiÿ of the slurry. Detailed investigation on the mechanics of
viscous flow of well graded mixture would be the key to disckrse the whole aspects of
the debris flows.
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Abstract

Interactions of hot eruptive products with snow and ice have been inferred from
geomorphological and glaciological perturbations on ice-clad active volcanoes.
These perturbations record a variety of processes, including rapid melting, snow and
ice avalanching, surficial abrasion, and mechanical scouring or gullying. The loss of
large volumes of snow and ice during eruptions results mainly from: (i) the passage of
pyroclastic flows and surges or hot blasts on the glacier that caps the mountain, (ii)
the contact of subaerial lava flows or tephra with ice or snow, and (iii) the eruptive
or geothermal activity which melts the bases of ice caps. Pyroclastic and lahar
deposits, vegetation, and ice ancl snow were separated on a 1986 SPOT satellite
image using remote sensinSl techniques and extensive field survey at Nevado del
Ruiz, Colombia. Ceomorphological and hydraulic parameters of transient, mixed
avalanches (tephra, snow, and ice) which transformed to lahars point to non-
channelized, unstratified, high-density, gravity-driven flows. Using 3D-ortho-
images and field survey measurements to compute surface areas where snow and ice

were lost from the ice cap reveal that as much as 38.5-44 x 106 m3 of meltwater were
released in 20-90 minutes during the November 13, 1985, eruption. Such volumes of
meltwater imply a high melting rate and a vigorous heat transfer from hot eruptive
products to snow and ice. Preliminary melting scenarirls based on vigorous deposition
of hot debris on snow point to melting rate as high as 10-2 m/min. Mechanical
entrainment and comminution of snow and ice are important processes in triggering
Iahars.
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Résumé

Les interactions de produits éruptifs chauds aaec la neige et la glace ont été
détertninés ù partir des perturbations gémorphologiques et glaciologiques sur des
aolcans actifs recouaerts de glace. Ces perturbations gardent la trace de dffirents
processus tels que la fonte rapide, les aaalanches de neige et de glace, l'abrasion de
surface, le creusement par érosion de gorges. La perte d'importants oolumes de neige
et de glace au cours des éruptions s'explique principalement par (i) le passage
d'écoulements pyroclastiques ou de bouffées chaudes sur les glaciers qui recouarent le
sommct de la montagne, (ii) le contact entre des écoulements de laaes ou d'autres
produits oolcaniques et la glace ou la neige, (iii) l'actioité éruptiae ou géothermique
qui fait fondre la base des couaertures de glace. Les depôts pyroclastiques et les
depôts de lahars, la oégétation, la glace et la neige ont été identifiés sur une image
de satellite SPOT de L986 en utilisant dcs techniqtrcs de télédétection et des releués
rénlisés sur le Neaado del Ruiz en Colomltic. Les parnmàtres géomorphologiques et
hydrauliques d'aaalsnches trnnsitoircs, rrixtes ( neige et glace) qui se transfonnent
en lahars mettent en éaidence des écorilements graaitnires forte densité non canalisés
et non stratifiés. L'utilisation d'orthoimages 3D et des tnesures topographiques
destinées à caluilar les ntrfacas où la neigc ct ln glnce naaicnt disparu, a montré que
jusqià i8,5 - 44,10 6 mi d'eau dc fontc naaient été liltéré en 20-90 mrn durant
l'éruption du 13 noaetnbre 1985. Dc tels aohnnes d'enu de fonte implique un taux de

fonte élaoé et un transfert de chnleur imTtortnnt des ytroduits énrytifs chnuds aers ln
neige et ln glace.
Des scénarios de fonte basés sur wra dEôt importnnt de produits chauds wr la neige
conduisent ù un taux de fonte da L0 mm/mn. L'entraînemcnt mécanique et ln
comminution de la neige et de ln glnce sont des processus importnnts dans le
déclenchement des lahars.

Introduction
Eruptions on ice-clad volcancles inclucle a complex variety of mechanisms that can
rapidly release enough meltwater to trigger large-scale sediment/water flows.
About 110 reported historic eruptions have perturbed ice caps or snowpack ancl
triggered lahars on at least 40 active volcanoes (e.g. Major and Newhall, 1989). For
the purpose of this article, we will consider the 1985 eruption at the ice-clad ancl
currently active Nevado del Ruiz stratovolcano (Colombia). For comparitive
purposes/ we will use published clata from the 1980 and 1982 Mount St. Helens
(Washington) eruptions, as well as unpublished data for the 1990 Mount Redoubt
(Alaska) eruption (R.|. ]anda, unpublished data).

Interaction of hot eruptive products with snow and ice has been inferred from
geomorphological and glaciological perturbations on snowpacks and ice caps. These
perturbations probably recorcl a variety of processes such as rapid melting, snow-and-
ice avalanching, surficial erosion or abrasion, ancl mechanical scouring or gullying.
Interactions are chiefly induced by: (i) the passage of pyroclastic flows, pyroclastic
surges, or hot blasts (laterally-directed eruptions) on ice or snow, (ii) the contact of
sttbaerial lava flows or tephra with ice or snow, ancl (iii) basal melting of ice caps.
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These disruptive interactions on ice caps, which can be generatecl even by relatively
small eruptions, can induce mixed avalanches (tephra, ice, and snow) that transform
downstream to large-volume lahars (volcanic debris flows). Lahars increase their
volumes significantly by entrainment of water and eroded sediment. Valley-confined
lahars can maintain relatively high velocities and have catastrophic impact as far
as 100 km downstream (e.g. Nevado del Ruiz, 1985: Pierson et al., 1990).

Recorcls of historic floods or debris flows generated by eruptions at ice-clad or snow-
capped volcanoes show that volumes of meltwater can reach as much as 108 m3 and
peak discharges as high as 48,000 m3/s (Table I, after Pierson, 1989). Glacier-
outburst floods (jôkulhlaups) can involve volumes of meltwater even larger (109 m3),
when dammed intra- or sub-glacial lakes are suddenly released (Bjornsson, 1983;
Bjornsson and Kristmannsdottir, 1984).
This study aims to perform three primary objectives :

(1) to distinguish volcaniclastic cleposits triggered by specific volcano-glacier
interaction processes;

(2) to estimate the water volume generated by ice- and snow-melting and by
the mechanical erosion induced by pyroclastic flowage;

(3) to consider a moclel of the heat transfer processes from hot eruptive
products to ice and snow.

Recorded perturbations and preserved deposits

Review of types of effects

A review of eruptive processes that produced lahars or floods by the melting of snow
and ice during historical volcanic eruptions indicates at least 5 causes (Major and
Newhall, 1989; Thouret, 1990a,b).

1) Dense pyroclastic flows, dilute pyroclastic surges, hot blasts, and hot rock-
avalanches melt, scour, ancl incorpclrate ice and snow, and quickly trigger
lahars or floods (Mount St Helens, 1980, 1982: Janda et al., 1981, Pierson,
1985, '1,989, Waitt et al., 1983; Nevado del Ruiz, 1985: |anda et al., 1986,
Pierson et al., 1.990, Thouret, 1990a).

2) Ceothermal activiÿ or subglacial eruption can melt glacier ice or an ice cap
in a caldera setting, induce catastrophic breaching of a ponded intra- or sub-
glacial lake, and trigger jôkhulhlaups (e.9. Crimsvôtn, Katla, Iceland:
Bjornsson, 1983, 1984; Mt. Wrangell, Alaska: Benson and Motyka, 7978,
Clarke et al., 1990).

3) Surficial lava flows can melt small to moclerate volumes r>f snow and ice,
and generate floods if a large volume of water dammed behind lava flow
were to be catastrophically releasecl (e.g. Villarica, Chile: Moreno et al.,
1984; Calbuco, Chile: Klohn, 1963).

4) Catastrophic ejection of crater lakes by explosions can trigger mudflows and
debris flows by mixing hot debris, snow, firn, and wâter while avalanches
sweep down the volcano flanks (e.g. Ruapehu, New Zealand, 1969: Neall,
l976a,b).

5) Tephra fallout can slowly melt a small volume of snow and ice (Driegder,
1981). Tephra fallout usually does not trigger floods or clebris flows directly.
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We have observed several pertubations during the Nevado del Ruiz 1985 eruption
(fig. 1, Thcruret, 1990a, Thouret et al., 1987, 1992). Glacier tongues were fractured and
removed by avalanching, when seismic quakes and eruptive activiÿ set in (Fig. 2
a,b). A pattern of parallel furrows, scars and grooves scouring the snow pack and ice
cap (Fig. 2 c), similar to those on Mount St. Helens (Brugman and Post, 1981), were
carved by pyroclastic surges. Hollows in the ice surface were scoured by pyroclastic
surges and flows, and pulverized, cross-stratified crystal-ice was redeposited
infilling these hollows (Fig. 2 d). Smoothed-out seracs and abraded surfaces of
glacier provide evidence for melting and surficial mechanical abrasion (Fig. 2 e).
Tunnels plastered by pyroclastic debris in glacier ice at the margin of the ice cap
indicate that intraglacial flowage of pyroclastic debris also took place during and
after the eruption (Fig. 2 f).

Specific characteristics of tephra-laden snour-and-ice avalanche
deposits

The Nevado del Ruiz 1985 eruption yielded a broad spectrum of deposits (Pierson et
al., 1990; Thouret, 1990a) including tephra-fallout, dense pyroclastic flows, dilute
pyroclastic surges, avalanches of tephra mixed with snow and ice, and primary
lahars (debris flows and hyperconcentrated streamflows). Eruption-triggered mixed
avalanches travelled a maximum of 6 km beyond the ice margin on the north flank of
the Nevado del Ruiz stratovolcano prior to coalescence into major lahars (La
Plazuela and Hedionda tributaries to upper Azufrado River: fig. 1). Deposits are a
few hundred meters to 1 km wide, and a few decimeters to I m thick. The individual
vcrlume trf all avalanches was in the range 6-7 x 7(É m3. The maximum height
difference between the ice margin and the frontal lobe of the avalanche was about L

200 m. The energy line (arctan xH/L; Hsü, 1975) was about 12o, suggestin[J an average
apparent coefficient of friction of about 0.2. The velocity calculated from runup and
superelevation of deposits was probably in excess of 15 m/s on the steep crater septum
but slowed down to 10 m/s and even to 4-6 m/s on the gentle slope of the lava-flow
surface above the confluence of La Plazuela with Rio Azufrado.
The avalanches spilled off the ice onto vegetated slopes and quickly transformed to
visc{rus, relatively slow-moving soil- and vegetation-rich debris flow. They were
triggerecl at the onset of the eruption, when pyroclastic surges swept down the snow-
covered flanks and clearly before channelized lahars f«rrmed (that is within 20
minutes following the onset of the eruption: Pierson et al., 1990). Evidence for this
are at least twofold: (1) avalanche-scour grooves on the bedrock cross ridg;es between
channels that were re-excavated by later maior lahars; (2) avalanche deposits on
channel margins stratigraphically unclerlie levees of coarse debris-flow deposits
which are exposed in the middle of the Rio Lagunillas channel (Fig. 3a).

Facies, seclimentary textures, and hyclraulic characteristics of deposits of tephra-
laden ice-and-snow avalanches are similar tcl those of mixed avalanches formed
during the March 1982 eruption of the Mount St. Helens dome which removed a large
part of the snow from the crater (Waitt et al., 1983; Pierson and Scott, 1985).
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Although these mixed avalanche deposits are only transient and not well preserved
in the stratigraphic record, once snow and ice have melted, the facies ÿpically
consists of a poorly sorted, nonstratified mixture of pumiceous or scoriaceous lapilli,
lithic coarse ash, and chunks of dirÿ snow or ice (up to 1.2 m in diameter; Fig. 3b). At
the margin of the deposit, steep-fronted lobes were 0.3 to 0.8 m high. Grain-size
analysis indicate that the 8O-cm-thick avalanche deposits (mean Phi -0.7 to -0.9,
sorting index oG - 3.5 and oI - 3.2-3.4; skewness G - -0.2) are coarser than
pyroclastic-surge deposits, mudflow- and hyperconcentrated-streamflow deposits
but finer and better sorted than pyroclastic-flow and debris-flow deposits. In
addition, they show characteristics somewhat similar to the early pyroclastic-surge
and flow deposits they are related t«r. Several parameters: hydraulic depth,
hydraulic radius, Froude number (> 1), and Mannings "n" (0.05{).07) point to non-
channelized, ill-sorted, high-density, graviÿ-driven flow similar to supercritical,
high-concentration fl ows.
Lapilli-sized fragments from the mixed (tephra/snow/ice) avalanches, lahars, and
pyroclastic deposits of the 1985 Nevaclo del Ruiz eruption were studied using
backscattered-electrons imagery from the scanning electron microscope (SEM;
Komorowski,1991, Komorowski et al., 1991). Preliminary SEM images have shown
that all fragments from mixed avalanche deposits, and pyroclastic-flow deposits
with no contact with snow or ice, contain non-altered, porphyritic, juvenile clasts of
andesitic composition, which are clearly vesiculated due to exsolution of magmatic
gases prior to fragmentâtion and transport. The presence of vesicles (spherical to
subspherical with bubble walls 5-15 pm) of two different sizes (i.e. vesicles L0 to 50
pm in diameter cut by vesicles > 1ü) pm), suggests that the magma was not totally
degassed when it left the vent and that a last episode of vesiculation occurred at the
moment of discharge at atmospheric pressure.

Satellite-based study of mixed avalanche,lahar and tephra deposits

A satellite SPOT multispectral scene (K] 644-340 of August 9, 7986, fig. 4) was used to
identify deposits generated by the 1985 eruption and post-eruptive activiÿ. The
part of the scene used covers the summit volcano and its radial headvalleys (Fig. 1).

The SPOT image was studied in order to: (1) recognize different ÿpes of cover such as
lahar deposits, ice, and snow; (2) establish their extent and distribution (Fig. 5), and
(3) compare the satellite data with those collected cluring fieldwork (Figs. I and 6).
The analysis of the SPOT image yields three results, as follows.

Three groups of objects were identified using spectral reflectances

According to characteristic spectral reflectances basecl on SPOT XS1 (green) and XS3
(infrared) bands, three groups of objects can be identified (Fig. 6):

(i) Bare soils with a reflectance in the visible (XS1 and 2) bands that is higher
than in the infrared band. This group comprises, in order of increasing
reflectance: streams, mixed avalanches, and tephra. The lowest reflectance
of tephra mixed with snow or tephra mantling the ice cap is due to their
high moisture content.

(ii) Vegetation with typical low reflectance in visible bands and high
reflectance in the infrared band. For vegetation covered by tephra-fall
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deposits, the reflectance increases in the visible bands and tends towards
the tephra values. The reflectance curve decreases in the infrared band, but
typically maintains a reflectance curve characteristic of vegetation.

(iii) Ice and snow. Several pixels of fresh snow and cloud show saturated DN
(Digital Number) values (255) in visible bands, but the XS3 band can
differentiate such pixels owing to the lower reflectance of snow in the
infrared band. Ice surfaces are well separated from snow by a lower
reflectance in each of three bands.

Ten objects were automatically classified using training arees

First, representative surface ÿpes were selected using our field data in order to
create training areas of ten classes (Fig. 6): 1) mixed avalanches, 2) berms and
channel margins of lahar deposits, 3) channelized lahars, 4) tephra-fall deposits
mixed with snow, 5) recent tephra-fall beyond the ice cap, 6) vegetation covered by
discontinuous tephra-fall deposits, 7) uncoverecl vegetation ancl tilled land, 8) 1.985-

1986 tephra-fall mantling ice near the vent, 9) fresh snowpack, and 10) uncovered ice
cap. An automatic classification was then performed using a mean reflectance of each
class computed from training areas. Every pixel is successively classified according to
its DN values by estimating the maximum likelihood of membership. The resulting
classification (Fig. 6) highlights the boundaries between geological units and helps
to distinguish bare soils. Thick tephra hide the glacier ice around the crater. Thin
tephra-fall deposits, with a higher spectral reflectance, have been scattered over
the west and NW flanks of the volcano by the wind. Streamflow channels are
distinguished from the channel margins and avalanche deposits. The tephra-laden
ice-and-snow avalanches appear around the ice cap and on the channel margins. Two
types of vegetation, covered or uncoverecl, are clearly differentiated. Vegetation has
been more covered by tephra towards the NNE, reflecting the prevailing dispersal
of eruptive products. The snowpack is located in the central part of the ice cap,
while bare and eroded glacier ice coincides with steep slopes, cirques, collapse areas,
and fractures.

Deposit differentiation using cross sections and indices
A complete classification of bare soils over the massif is difficult owing to spatial
variations of reflectance within a class. First, bare soil surfaces represent
heterogeneous patches, the sizes of which are smaller than that of the pixel (20 m x
20 m). Second, variations in surface orientation around the massif flanks induce
differences of pixel illumination and radiance measurred by the satellite. Moreover,
the reflectance of the surface depencls on the soil moisture content, which is related
to location.
Several cross-sections of DN values are illustrated across two main channels, Rio
Azufraclo on the north flank of the volcano (Fig. 7a) and Rio Lagunillas on the east
flank (Fig. 7b), where streamflow channels, channel margins, and avalanche
deposits are exposed. Comparison between these cross-sections show that the
differences of DN values between objects are similar on both profiles, although
absolute levels differ, probably because rlf different composition, texture or moisture
contents of the deposits. The similarity observed between cross-sections enables us to
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extrapolate a standard reflectance profile across a drainage system, while the
relative differences reflect the nature of the deposits.
To enhance further discrimination between surface types, we have investigated
differences in surface heterogeneiÿ on the SPOT image. For each bare soil class, we
have computed an image homogeneiÿ index on representative areas to determine
the uniformiÿ of a given soil at the scale of several pixels (Table in Fig. 7:

Haralick, L979; Gonzales and Wintz, 1987). This index traduces the coarseness of the
image texture: a high homogeneity index implies a fine texture of image, thus a
uniform surface of soil; a small index implies a coarse texfure revealing a patchy
structure of soil. Variations of this index show that for classes with close DN means
on test areas, such as avalanches and streamflow channels, differentiation can be
improved. For example, avalanche deposits are spatially homogeneous compared to
streamflow channels.

Estimates of volume of meltwater released by volcano-glacier
interactions
The Nevado del Ruiz ice cap is the field-test area for evaluating and modelling
processes that quickly released large volumes of meltwater during the 13 November
1985 eruption (38.5-44 x 106 m3 during a 20 to 90 minute duration; Thoure! 190a).

Estimates based on air-photograph, SPOT image, and 3D-orthoimages
The amount of released water was estimated in two different ways (Fig. 8, left side):

i) The volume of water contained in the channelized lahars was computed and

extrapolated back to the edge of the ice cap (1,1,-22 x 106 m3, fig. 8-left side:
Pierson et al., 1990; Thouret, 1990a).

ii) The surface areas and volumes of snow and ice lost from the summit ice cap
were determined using pre- and post-eruption ground photographs (38.5-44 x
106 m3, fig. 8; Thouret, 1990a).

Because these estimates differed, we utilized two additional numerical and field-
based approaches.

i) We compared one'1.979 air photograph of the ice cap taken before the
eruption (Fig. 9) with the aforementioned SPOT XS image acquired after the
eruption in 1986 (Fig.  ). A digital topography model was developed by
digitizing a 1/lO,ff)0-scale topographic map. A series of 3D-orthophotos of
all ice-clad flanks of the volcano were constructed to show ice cap extent
before and after the eruption. Two sets of 3D orthophotos point to obvious
changes at the ice margin, first on the east flank (Fig. 10a,b), second on the
north flank (Fig. 11a,b). The digital model and orthophotos have enabled us
to calculate changes in areas of snow cover, as well as areas of ice mass
removed by glacier failure (Figs.8 and 12).

ii) Hand-drilled snow and ice cores (5035 m in elevation and at 2 km distance
SW of the active Arenas crater) permitted better calculation of the water
equivalent of snow, firn and ice; they also provided preliminary glacier ice
mass balance and glacio-chemical data (Laj and Boutron, 1990; L. Raynaud,
F. Valla, and J.-C. Thouret, unpublished data). The mean snow-accumulation
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rate is about 1.5-2 m water equivalent per year. Albeit variable through the
year, the snow cover was 3 to 6 m thick, and the calculated densiÿ was in
range 300-550 kglm3. The firn-ice transition was found to be at a depth of
about 10 m.

We suggest that approximately half of the released meltwater did not contribute to
lahar generation, because it was lost in at least 6 ways: (1) in slush avalanches,
tephra-laden ice and snow avalanches, and non-channelized small slurries; (2)
within or beneath glaciers; (3) in steam resulting from passage of pyroclastic flows;
(4) in firn produced by thin tephra fallou| (5) in phreatic eruptive products; (6) in
wet pyroclastic-surge deposits (see Thouret, 7990a, table x for data set).

Discussion : genesis of avalanches and lahars in the light of
interaction processes

According to the literature, lahars or floods can result from:
1) snow avalanche, snowmelt, and slushflows triggerecl by dry high-energy

pyroclastic surge (e.g., Mount St Helens: Waitt et al., 1983; Waitt, 1989);
2) wet pyroclastic surges which transform to lahars (Mount St Helens: |anda et

al., 1981; Pierson, 1985; Scott, 1988);
3) melting and incorporation of meter-thick snowslab avalanches (Mount St.

Helens: Fairchild, 1987);
4) scouring and gullying by pyroclastic flows, transforming to ice-rich mixed

diamicts into steep glaciers (Mount Redoubt R.). fanda, unpublished data);
5) turbulent pyroclastic flows and dilute surges which cause powerful

mechanical and thermal effects such as dynamic mixing and fluid drag
within a thick cover of loose snow and low-density firn (Nevado del Ruiz:
Pierson et al., 1990; Janda et al., 1986; Thouret, 1990a);

6) mass failure of glacier ice causec-l by eruptive activity and seismic shaking.
We need to understand how considerable volumes of meltwater can be released
quickly. The Nevado del Ruiz case study suggests that the ice surface was lowered an

average ctf 3-6 m over 15 km2 in 20-90 minutes. The most significant losses to the
glaciers appear to have occurred where energetic pyroclastic flows and surges eroded
or destabilized steep slopes underlain by snow and highly fractured ice. Losses were
relatively minor in areas of gentle slopes were tephra-fallout was passively
deposited, even though the emplacement temperatures of some deposits were
probably in excess of 500'C (Pierson et al., 1990; Thouret, 1990a).

Two preliminary "melting models"
We consider three preliminary "melting models" (fig. 8b).
The first "passive" melting model is based on the non-turbulent and slow deposition
of a blanket of hot debris on snow ancl ice. The amount of heat transferred from hot
debris to snow is approximated as the heat conduction, Q, between two plates (M.
Meier, in Pierson et al., 1990 ; see also Walder, 1990,1992):

e = kTo 190.5 7 (r cr;0.5,
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where
Q= heat flow from the hot pyroclastic layer to the snow (cal cm-2),

k= thermal conductiviÿ of pumice and lithic debris (0.6-20 x 10-3 cal cm-l s-1

c"-1),
To= initial temperature of pyroclastic flow (700"C),

t= time (s-1),

and cr= k/cyd equals thermal diffusiviÿ (pumice and lithics 340 x 10-3 cm2 s-
1 ' c = specific heat, yd density of debris).

Assuming that the snowpack is free-draining and that the hot debris remains in
contact with snow and ice crystals, the volume of water melted can then be computed:

V=[Q A/lHfylxfia
where

V= volume of meltwate. (rn3),

Q= heat transferred (cal cm-2),

A= âr€â of contact (krr,2)

Hf= heat of fusion for water (79.7 cal g-1),

and f= densiÿ of snow and ice 0.35-0.9 g cm-3).
This simple mechanism of heat conduction yields a low melting rate, in the range 1-2

x 10-4 m/min (Fig. 8; e.g. Huppert et al., 1984). This least energetic melting model
woulcl produce about 7.4 x 1(É m3 of meltwater over an surface area of L5 km2 of ice
after 10 minutes or about 1.3 x 106 m3 after 30 minutes. This volume is far less than
that estimated from the missing snow and ice (fig. 8a). Thus, "passive" emplacement
of hot rock debris on snow is insufficient to generate large heat transfer and large
volume of meltwater that transform eventually to lahars.
The second "erosive" melting model is based on turbulent pyroclastic flow on snow
and ice, and requires that the two materials be mechanically mixed for sufficiently
rapicl heat transfer. Such model has not been developped yet. However, we estimate
how high is a steady melting rate necessary to obtain the volume of meltwater
computed (Fig. 8a). Assuming a steacly heat transfer through time and neglecting the
thermal effect of hot water resulting from melç the estimated volume of meltwater
in the range 38.5-44 x 106 m3 implies a more rapid melting rate, in the range 1-2 x 10-
2 m/min over a 10-30 minute period (Fig. 8b), which is compatible with a loss of 3-6
m of snow and firn on the Nevado del Ruiz ice cap during 30 minutes on November 13,

1985. This would account for approximately 22-67 x 106 m3 of liquid water, which is
comparable to that given by computing the lost ice and snow from the ice cap (Fig.
8a). A less energetic melting model would also account for a comparable volume of
meltwater, but t'rnly if the melting rate were steady at 3-5 x 10-3 m/min over a 50-90
minute period, i.e. the whole duration of the eruption (Fig.8b).
Mixing is presumably enhanced by the turbulent regime of pyroclastic surges and by
other mechanical processes (dynamic mixing, fluid drag, and mass failure).
Percolating meltwater, seismic shaking, and shear stress imparted by pyroclastic
flows and surges may trigger larl;e-scale mass failure and lead to mixed avalanches
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that transform to lahars, like those at Mount St. Helens (1980) and Nevado del Ruiz
(1985; Pierson et al., 1990). Shear stress imparted by fluid drag and particle
collisions, within the high-concentration base of pyroclastic densiÿ currents, may
help to trigger mixed avalanches (Waitt, 1989; Pierson et al., 1990; Fairchild,1987;
Thouret, 1990a,b).

Conclusion
The interaction of hot eruptive products with snow and ice includes a varieÿ of
processes such as rapid melting, snow and ice avalanching, surficial abrasion,
mechanical scouring and gullying. Dense pyroclastic flows, dilute pyroclastic surges/
and hot blasts are the most effective processes. As they melt, scour, incorporate ice
and snow, they can rapidly release enough meltwater to trigger large-scale lahars or
floods (liF to to9 m3).
Field surveys and SPOT remote sensing enabled us to identify to a series of
pyroclastic deposits and especially mixed avalanche deposits (tephra, snow, and
ice) which contributed to lahar generation. Ceomorphic and hydraulic parameters
point to non-channelized, high-density or high-concentration, graviÿ-driven flows.
Moderate-scale eruptions can trigger catastrophic lahars or floods because large
volumes of meltwater are supplied by powerful mechanical and thermal processes
such as dynamic mixing and fluid drag induced by turbulent flow of pyroclastic debris
on and within a thick cover of loose snow and low-density firn. Approximately 38.5-

44 x 106 m3 of water were released from the Nevado del Ruiz ice cap during a 20-90
minute period on November 13, 1985. This estimate is based on analysis of 3D-
orthoimages and on field photographs and measurements.
Two "melting models" are presented. Deposition of a blanket of hot tephra would not
produce a significant volume of meltwater (e.g. Pierson et al., 1990). In contrast, the
flow of hot debris across snow is presumed to produce melting at rates of l-2 x l0'2
m/min. The two materials, however, must be mechanically mixed to allow rapid
heat transfer. Mechanical entrainment and comminution of ice are very important in
triggering lahars.
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EXAMPLES OF ORIGINS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF LARGE SEDIMENT.
WATER FLOWS ORIGINATING FROM VOLCANOES (modified from PIERSON, 1989)

(,
(})
3\

FLOW
TYPE

LOCATION
DÀTE

ORIGIN VOLUME
(m3)

VELOCITY
(m/s)

PEAK
DISCHARGE

(m3/s)

DISTANCE
TRAVELED

(km)

REFERENCE

Debris flow Mount St.
Helens, 1980,

North Fork
Toutle Rivcr

Remobilization
ofdebris-
avalanche
deposit

1.4 x 108 1.7-5.3 (front)
7-r0

(peak)

7
6
6

2N
000
600

at 4.5
at26
at 40

Jandaetal.,1981
Fairchild, 1987

Debris flow Mount St.
Helens, 1980,

South Fork
Toutle River

Rapid snow-
melt by pyro-
clastic surge

1.3 x 107 33

4-8
2.4

(peak)

(peak)
(front)

6 800

3 800

aa4

at44 (59
total)

Cummans,1981
Fairchild, 1987

Debris flow Nevado del
Ruiz 1985 (Rio

Azufrado;
Rio Chinchina)

Rapid snow-
melt by pyro-
clastic flow
and surge,

snow
avalanches

1.2 x 107

5.5 x 107

14.6 (peak)

l2 (peak)
6 (front)

48,000

27,r00

at l0

ar 69
(90 total)

Pierson et al., 1986,
1990

Flood Grimsvôtn,
1954

Glacier
outbuBt flood
(ôkulhlaup)

3-3.5 x 10e 10,000 Bjôrnsson,1983
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Ficure 1. Approximate boundaries ()f the Nevado del Ruiz ice can before and after
tfrË tS Novèinber 19tt5 eruption and distributary channels that'conveyed lahars.
Approximate extent of pyroclastic flows, pyroclastic surges, and mixed
avalanches is also shown (data compiled from aerial photographs and field
surveys by I.-C. Thouret, ir: Pierson'et al., 1990; Thouiet, 199OalU;. Rectangle
corresponds appn'rximately to area covered by the 19136 SIrOT image (Fig. 5). Lines
with arrows are cross-sections shown in Fig. 7a,b. Figures 2a,b,cd,e,f, and 3a,b
indicate the lrration of the corresponding photographs (see Fig. 2).
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Ph«rtos 2a,b: tongue of the Lagtrnillas glacier (east flank of Nevado del Ruiz)
before (1981) and after the 13 Nirvember 19ti5 eruption (December 1985).
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Photo 2c: furrows, scars, and grooves on the north flank
of the Nevado del Ruiz ice capind its margin.
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Photo 2d: erosive contact on pulverized, cross-stratified crystal-ice, below a thin
layer ofpyroclastic surge depbsit and coarse pyroclastic flow deposit.
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Photo 2e: smoothed out seracs and abraded surface of the
Nereidas glacier on the west flank of Nevado del Ruiz.
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Photo 2f: tunnels plastered by pyroclastic debris in glacier ice at the northern
margin of the Nevado del Ruiz ice cap. (See Fig. 1 ft'rr ltrcation of all photographs).
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Figure 3a. I'hree types of 1985 eruption-triscered deposits exposed in the Rio
La-gunillas.headva'lfey, Nevado detRuiz (5500 m,215 km ealst of the ice cap
margin) : (i) early mixed avalandre deposits on the channel margins (note persoh
for scale) ; (ii) Ievees of coarse and opehwork debris-flow deposits ; (iii) latè, thin,
and massive hyperconcentrated strq:rmflow deposits on the channel bed. (See Fig. 1
for location). "
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Figure 3b. Mixed avalanche deposit resting on ice, comprising a pc'rorly sorted,
nonstratified mixture of pumicèous or scoriaceous lapilli, lithic coarse ash and
chunks of dirÿ snow and ice (note hammer for scale;'section located on the NE
side of the Nevado del Ruiz ice câp, December 1985). (See Fig. 1 for location).
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streamflow deposits.
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volcano of Late Pleistocene age; 11. 19tiS-widened Arenas crater and rims covered
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IV. Glacial landforms and deposits: 13. Historical moraines; 14. Cirque and riegel.
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COMPARISON OF ESTIMATED VOLUMES OF MEIJWATEB
RELEASED FROM IMPACTED SNOWPACK AND ICE GAP

Gase studv : Nevado del Ruiz. 13 November 1985 eFuDtion
lmpacted glâciated area - 15 km' , removed gtacier ice "l 5 km"
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Figure 8. Comparison of estimated volumes of meltwater released from impacted snowpack and ice cap generated
du"ring ttre 1985 eruption of Nevado del Ruiz.
Fig. 8a: estimated water volume (i) in initial lahars close to the ice margin (Pierson et al., "1990, Thouret, "1990a);
(ii) from ice and snow missing from the ice cap (Thouret, 1990a and this study).
Fig.8b: estimates of melting rates that can account for the volume of released meltwater due to volcano-glacier
interactions during a 20- to 90-minute-long eruption. Line with crosses indicate a steady state melting iate for the
first "passive" melting model. Lines indicate steady melting rates for different melting durations (see text for
discussion).
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Figure 9. Aerial photograph (1979,1/25,000 scale) r>f the Nevado del Ruiz ice
cap providing pre-eruption data frrr the 3D-orthophoto.
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Figure 10a. Threedimensional orth«rphotos of the east and NE flanks of Nevado
del Ru!? befrrre the eruption ; (b) aftèr the eruption. Note that the tongue «rf the
Lagunillas glacier (lowei center) has been removed.
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Figure 10b. Three-dimensi()nal ()rthoph()tos ()f the east and NE flanks of Nevado
del Ruiz after the eruption. Note thaI the tongue of the Lagrrrillas glacier (lower
center) has been removd.
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Figure 11.a Three-dimensional orthophoto of the north and NW flanks of Nevado
deI Ruiz before the eruption.
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Figure 11b. Three-dimensional orthr'rphoto of the north and NW flanks of Nevado
cle'l Ruiz after the eruption. Note active Arenas crater, eroded ice on Azufrado
headwall and septum, and ice mantled by fresh tephra crn Farallon (NW).
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Figure 12. Map of Nevado del Ruiz ice cap after the 1985 eruption. Estimates of
surface area and volume of removed ice, ancl the thickness of thè remaining ice cap
within each glacial basin are shown.
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Figure 13. Estimated budget of released meltwater not contributing to lahar
generation (see Thouret, 199()a frrr cletails on data set).
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